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FOREWORD 

This document is one of four produced under the National Institute of 
Justice's Performance Measurement Program, a long-range research program 
to improve performance measurement practices in criminal justice 
agencies. Like its canpanions, it entails a review and synthesis of 
performance and measurement concepts for the purposes of conceptualizing 
the general problem and of developing an agenda for future performance 
measurement research. 

Each report deals with performance in the context of sane function of 
the criminal justice system: Police, Prosecution and Public Defense, 
Courts, and Adult Corrections. "PerfOJ.1llance" is therefore discussed in 
terms of the objectives and activities specific to that function as well 
as in terms of the general definitional and measurement issues 
frequently raised in the context of public accountability and 
administration. The result is a balance between the concreteness of the 
daily realities of quantitative management and the abstractness of 
measuring an elusive concept called public agency performance. 

The volumes don't advocate a host of new measures, a "bottan line" or 
formula for improving the administration of the corrections function. 
So many measures of performance have already been proposed that agency 
managements are faced with the prospect of expensive automation in order 
to produce an over-abundance of statistics. Rather than promote that 
kind of expenditure, the Institute embarked upon this effort to sort out 
perceived measurement needs and to crystallize competing perspectives on 
performance. The fact that each volume in this series offers a 
different perspective on the subject affirmed our assessment that we are 
still sane way fran mechanical application of measurement schemes. 

Each volume contains an integrated, thoughtful assessment of sane key 
performance issues, yet there is little redundancy. We encourage 
researchers and practitioners to read all four conceptualizations in 
order to familiarize themselves with the range of perspectives that can 
J:::>e taken. We hope that the studies will encourage others to refine 
their thinking on this difficult subject and to make other contributions 
to this critical but as yet un.der-developed aspect of criminal justice 
administration. 

iti 

James L. Underwood 
Acting Director 
National Institute of Justice 



ABSTRACT 

Th is report rev i ews performance 'm'C:~surerTIent of po 1 ice agenc i es in the 
United States and suggests an approach for improving it. Performance mea
surement is the use of social science to assess how well an agency is doing 
its job. In the brief history of police performance measurement its devel
opers have tended to emphasize the scientific measurement of crime and law 
enforcement efforts associated with crime fighting, but police have many jobs. 
Failure to consider the broad range of things pollce do has produced incom
plete and biased evaluations of police ~ervice quality. 

This study investigates three major difficulties that confront evaluators 
of police performance who wish to systematically measure performance: 1) 
Failure to recognize that the choice of performance measures raises questions 
about what ~~lice should do and that there is rarely consensus about what 
constitutes good police performance; 2) There is a lack of knowledge about 
how police activities produce social changes; and 3) There exist numerous 
obstacles to obtaining valid data about policing. 

We propose that users of performance measures treat performance measure
ment as a learning strategy. Popular methods of conducting performance measure
ment now lack the flexibility required. The promulgation of standards and in
dexes for uniform application in police departments throughout the United 
States is counterproductive because departments, communities, and the people 
within them vary so greatly in their problems and priorities. Further, knowl
edge about how policing works is so sketchy that such standards are best 
viewed as hypotheses--more worthy of testing than of emulation. 

Thus the goa 1 of performance measurement r'esearch ,and development shou Id 
not be a set of measures and data collection techniques that rate which depart
ments are doing well and which are not. Thris goal assumes that we know far 
more than we do. Rather, our conclusion is that performance measurement should 
be a way of learning more about what police do and what effects they have on 
communities. 
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In the last decade performance measurement of public institutions has in
creased rapidly. With increasing frequency public policies are planned, main
tained, devised, or discontinued using evidence from systematic evaluations or 
what purpQrts to be systematic evaluation. Police departments, like other 
public organizations, are besieged with requests to justify their expenditures, 
programs, practices, and future plans. Most departments' performance measure
ment efforts go only a small way toward meeting these requests, however. That 
is not to say that police do not have access to sophisticated technology. 

'" .. " 

x 

). 
Many police departments use computers and produce reams of printout. But while 
police reports are filled with statistical tables and charts, the quality and 
scope of these statistics as indicators of police performance go unexamined by 
most departments, other government officials, and the public. The press as
siduously reports the FBI crime index, and politicians frequently rely upon it 
to stoke campaigns. Such facile interpretations of complex problems are candid
ly described as "the numbers game" by knowledgeable police chiefs. This sort 
of "performance measurement" only deals with the appearance of public services, 
not the services themselves. 

Much of the social science technology of performance measurement may be 
relatively new, but the notion itself is not. Performance measurement is no 
more than a systematic way of obtaining information to help people make judg
ments about agency programs. The recent, intense interest in police performance 
measurement is an attempt to make explicit the many features of evaluation 
that have long been implicit and to apply techniques developed by social sci
entists in this endeavor. 

The history of police reform is littered with unexamined assumptions. Po
lice and students of policing spend a great deal of energy trying to improve 
things that do not matter--or that do not matter in the ways believed. Greater 
patrol presence, quicker officer response time, and more specialization of 
criminal investigation are among the "improvements" which research has called 
into question. Much of police performance measurement has been based on ques
tionable assumptions about what is important in policing. 

The root of the problem in police performance measurement is not merely 
that we have erred in what we measure or how we measure it, however. The fun
damental problem is that performance measurement has been viewed as definitive 
--as a way to settle arguments about policing rather than as an exploratory 
way to improve ongoing debate about what police should be doing. The quality 
and usefulness of the information obtained through performance mea5urement can 
be improved more readily if the choice of what to measure, the design of mea
sures, the data collection procedures, and the models by which data are inter
preted are all subjected to closer examination and more careful criticism by 
all users of police performance measures. 

In this report we urge that performance measurement be viewed as a learning 
strategy. Improving the process of performance measurement requires a long
term commitment from all those interested in improving policing. Performance 
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measurement cannot be codified by a panel of experts. It is an ongoing 
process in which uncertainty and ambiguity are inevitable. Those who want to 
treat performance measurement as a learning strategy must be willing to make 
their assumptions and values explicit. They must be ready to reject those 
that closer examination shows to be inval id or untenable. Our practical as
sessment of the priorities for performance measurement is that we need much 
more knowledge about how police operations affect social problems before we 
promulgate lists of standards, goals, or criteria for accreditation. Such 
prescriptions can provide useful agendas for research and program experimenta
tion, but they are inappropriate for widespread adoption as the only yard
sticks against which departments should be measured. 

This report contains neither a list of standards and goals for police nor 
a set of performance measure ~alternatives.11 The report does not present a 
ready-to-implement program that has all of the technical and political problems 
of performance measurement worked out for the police chief, mayor, citizenls 
group, or other concerned parties. Rather, we discuss the basic issues under
lying any attempt to use social science methods to assess policing. This re
port reviews and critiques various performance measurement projects in order 
to emphasize these basic issues. We present an argument for approaching 
performance measurement as a learning strategy, discuss difficulties that must 
be dealt with in improving performance measurement, and suggest some ways of 
handling these problems. 

The book is organized into four parts. The first part, Chapter One, is an 
overview that describes and comments on previous performance measurement ef
forts and summarizes our approach. The second part, Chapters Two through Five, 
describes the organization and operation of local policing in the United 
States and their relevance for performance measurement. Chapter Two discusses 
local police agencies and provides a basis for understanding the nature of 
pol ice work described in subsequent chapters. Chapter Three describes a vari
ety of constituencies of police--what they want from police and how they com~ 
municate those expectations. Chapter Four documents the view that police work 
includes much more than Ilfighting crime}1 Chapter Five is a brief catalogue 
of records currently maintained by police and an assessment of their use for 
performance measurement. 

The third part of the report, Chapters Six through Nine, addresses the tech
nical aspects of performance measurement. Chapter Six discusses the need for 
modeling our understanding of how police processes work so that our assumptions 
are made explicit and accessible for verification. Chapter Sevendiscusses . 
problems with validating performance models and ways to deal with these prob
lems. Chapter Eight addresses problems in the construction of measures and 
pays particular attention to issues of data qual ity. Chapter Nine argues for 
the thorough consideration of criteria which put the modeling and indexing of 
performance in a normative perspective. 

Chapter Ten is the fourth part to the report. It briefly discusses some 
practical alternatives in pursuing performance measurement as a strategy for 
learning more about pol icing and what we want pol ice to do. Two appendixes de
scribe research projects conducted by the authors. Some results of this re
s~arch are reported for the first time in Chapters Three and Four. Appendix A 
is an overview of the Police Services Study, a two-phased project funded by the 
National Science Foundation (DASRA Grant NSF GI 43949). Appendix B describes 
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the set of codes used to categorize citizens l problems which come to police at-· 
tention. 

This report is written for a broad audience. Our assumption is that police 
departments will conduct most police performance measurement themse~v7s. Much 
of our discussion is directed to police administrators, elected officials, 
government executives, planners, and other criminal justice offici~ls. Knowl
edge about policing and evaluation methods varies greatly among this group. 
Those familiar with recent research on police may wish to skip or skim part of 
Chapters Two through Five. Chapters Six through Eight are technical, but ~ 
have tried to make them as free of jargon as possible. Scholars and exp7r~enced 
researchers may find many of the technical aspects ~f these ch~p~ers ~amillar 
and at times relatively elementary, but we also believe that citizens groups, 
news organizations, and others concerned about poli:ing will .find thi: book . 
relevant to their concerns. We have tried to make It accessible and Informative 
to all these readers. 

Writing this book was a learning experience for the authors. We held numer-
. ous conferences and exchanged many working papers and memoranda. We reviewed 

the large body of literature on policing and performance me~surement .. W7 con
sulted other researchers and police officials. The report IS truly a JOint 
product of the five of us. Each chapter was.reviewe~ by a~l and then redra~ted 
by another author, reviewed, and drafted aga!n. During this process the re 
portis form changed substantially. 

We are indebted to many people for their assistance in producing this report. 
Paula Baker, Tim Graves, Robert Lester, and Cathy Senn performed tirelessly the 
task of literature search and summarization. Janice Thorp, Rob Worden, and 
Florida Young managed the data files and conducted computer ~n~lyses. Marsha 
Porter supervised several members of the staff who typed preliminary drafts. 
Sally Bernard also typed numerous drafts of this report ~nd ha~dled all other 
administrative tasks associated with running a large project with her usual ef
ficiency and charm. Patricia Sanford ed!ted the ~inal draf~ ~nd prepared the 
camera-ready copy, contributing substantially to ItS readabIlity. The f~l
lowing people generously read the manuscript and offered comments: DenniS L. 
Bliss, G.R. Boynton, Bruce B. Clary, Joseph Lewis, Michael Maxfield, Harold E. 
Pepinsky, Gail G. Schwartz, and Lawrence W. Sherman. We ~re also gra~eful for 
the thoughtful comments of anonymous reviewers whose servlc7s the Natlon~l In
stitute for Justice obtained. Members of the National Institute of Justice 
consortium on performance measurement also made valuable contributions at con
ferences and in writing: Edwin Zedlewski (NIJ project manager), Joan Jacoby 
(Prosecution and Public Defense), Tom Cook (Courts), Gloria Grizzle and Ann 
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CHAPTER 1. POLICE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

Performance measurement is the use of social science methods to learn 
how well an agency is doing its job. Police departments do many different 
jobs, and it is difficult to measure their "erformance. Both the accuracy 
and the usefulness of police agency performance measurement can be improved, 
however, and it is toward this goal that this report is written. We review 
past and present police performance measurement efforts and then discuss 
three major issues that should be considered in the improvement of the 
quality of performance measurement and therefore increase its usefulness. 
The three issues are (1) the lack of consensus about what police should do, 
(2) the lack of knowledge about the social consequences of police activities 
and about how other social conditions also influence the safety and well 
being of the community, and (3) the obstacles to collecting val id data about 
what police do. In our view, performance measurement can best help us learn 
more about what police do, what they should do, and how they can do thi~gs 
better if its results are held open to questivn and provoke, rather than 
preclude, discussion. Given the current state of knowledge about policing, 
performance measurement is able to provide only partial information about the 
operations of a police department and their effects on the community. Given 
the variety of purposes police are expected to serve, performance measurement 
will not be likely to reflect all relevant values to which police may be held. 
We see performance measurement as a way of learning about policing and informing 
decisions about what police should do, but we do not think that performance 
measurement can replace discussion, negotiation, and judgment in reaching policy 
decisions about policing. 

A. Police Performance Measurement in the Twentieth Century 

1. Early years. August Vollmer is widely credited with fostering the 
first police performance measurement program in the United States. He became 
chief of the Berkeley Police Department in 1905, and during the next quarter 
of a century developed the department's data collection and evaluation methods 
far beyond those of any other local, state, or federal police agency (Carte 
and Carte, 1975}. His reputation as a police professiona1izer was national by 
the late 1920s. By that time several other state and local police departments 
had also begun data collection on crime and criminal justice activities (Walker, 
1977: 156; Robinson, 1933). The major milestone for systematic data collection; 
however, was the implementation of the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) in 1930--a 
matter in which Vollmer played a major role. Some American police chiefs had 
expressed a desire for the compilation of crime statistics since 1871 
(de Neufvil1e, 1975:105), but the political and administrative obstacles had 
been too great until numerous crime commissions in the 1920s heightened public 
awareness of crime. In 1~28, the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police (IACP), with support from the Rockefeller Foundation, devised a standard
ized crime reporting system for police departments throughout the country. The 
IACP wanted the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), with its new reputation 
for effectiveness and integrity, to have responsibility for managing data col
lection. The IACP issued its recommendations in 1929, and Congress and Presi
dent Herbert Hoover assigned this responsibility to the FBI the following year. 
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The FBI IS role in producing crime statistics was twofold: I~ establ ished 
crime classifications and coding rules, and it served as a clearinghouse to 
tally and publ ish the statistics. Individual police departme~t~ ~ere respon
sible for collecting the data. The FBI provided standard definitions for de
partments to use in reporting the number of crime reports taken, the number. 
of arrests made, and the number of cases cleared. This ~as seen as a vast Im-

the use of court or prison records to estimate the level .of. provement over d d d 
crime--methods that had been previously used. Criminal offenses were IVI ~ 
into two major categories: Part I and Part I I crimes. Part I, or Index Crimes, 
were comprised of what the IACPls research committee believed were the most 
serious and most accurately reported crimes: murder, rape, robbery, assa~lt, 
burglary, larceny, and motor-vehicle theft. Part I ~ crimes were mostly mis
demeanors and less serious felonies. They were believed to be r~p?rte~ far 
less frequently than their actual occurrence. Local agency participation 
was voluntary, although the number of partic~pating agencies grew r~a~kably _ 
rapidly, accounting for those serving approximately half ?f the na~lo~ s popu 
lation by the mid-30s (Vollmer, 1936). In 1980 the UCR lists statlstl:s ~om
piled from over 13,000 local departments serving nearly all of the nation s 
popu 1 at i on . 

Early criticisms of the UCR went unheeded. A techni:al report for th~ 
Wickersham Commission in 1931 pointed out that decentralized data collection 
would result in inaccurate data and suggested that responsiblity be transf~rred 
to the Bureau of the Census (de Neufville, 1975:110). The Wickersham Co~mls-. 
sion report included two other caveats: (1) that.crimes reported to police did 
not accurately indicate the true occurrence of crime; and (2) that the ca~ses 
of crime were difficult to determine and the crime rate could not ~e attrl-. 
buted solely to police activities. Thorsten Sell inls (19~1) treatlse.on crime 
statistics was largely ignored. Twenty years later, Sell In (1951) ~olnte~ly 
criticized the UCR for fail ing to be more specific about the pot~ntlal c~lm
inal population, rather than using the general populat~on ~o estlma~e crime 
rates. In 1957, Sell inls widely publ icized statement In LI~e magazine ~hat 
American crime statistics were worse than any other country s led FBI Director 
J. Edgar Hoover to institute some changes to provide more precise methods of 
estimating the population base for between-census years. The~e were also some 
adjustments to the crime classification definitions (de Neufvllle, 1975:114-16). 
However, many of these criticisms remain val id: 

1) The crime categories lack conceptual foc~s. Local ~urisdictions vary 
in'the way they treat some crime categories. More Important, legal 
crime categories tell the analyst very little about why a crime was 
committed or how it might have been prevented. The Crime Index com
pounds this problem by adding together all Part I crimes--offenses as 
varied as murder, armed robbery, and bicycle theft. 

2) UCR reports require the cooperation of the local pol ice departments and 
citizens who report crimes to the pol ice. Crimes which citizens do not 
report or police do not record are omitted, The data are thus more ac
curate in depicting pol ice activities than patterns of crime. 

3) The UCR is open to abuse by agencies which want to appe~~. to be doing 
better than they are. Agencies charged with reduc.ing crime should.not 
be given the responsibility for collecting data us~d to assess their 
own crime control performance. A separate statisticai agency which 
obtained data independent of police agencies would be less tempted to 
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bias the data and would present information more widely usable for 
the pub'ic. 

Despite criticism of the UCR, the measures have gained widespread use. 
One of Vollmerls prot&g&s, O.W. Wilson, played a major part in encouraging 
their use by police agencies. His influential book, Police Administration - , encouraged departments across the country to look at crime rates, arrest 
rates, and c 1 ea rance rates as i nd i cators of how we 11 they we re do i ng the i r 
jobs. Interest in these measures was based upon a presumed police capacity to 
solve crimes, apprehend criminals, and deter potential criminals. The validi
ty of the underlying assumptions about police effectiveness at crime fighting 
went untested. Police performance measurement became associated with crime 
control primarily because both were part of a broad effort to professionalize 
and reorganize local police departments in the United States. Crime offered a 
vivid social threat; its eradication became a noble cause. Using crime sta
tistics, police administrators could emphasize their commitments to the self
chosen mandate of crime control. The periodic publishing of UCR statistics 
provided Ilfactual il support for a chiefls claims about how well his department 
was doing or what it needed to do better. (See Fogelson [1977:141-92], 
Richardson [1974:132-57], and Walker [1977:139-66] for detai led historical de
scriptions of the importance of crime to the police professionalization move
ment.) State and federal governments also began to rely on the UCR data. In 
the 1970s UCR statistics were incorporated into the federal governmentls allo
cation formula for funds to fight crime (de Neufville, 1975:101-19). 

At the same time, the use of the UCR data for performance measurement was 
subjected to increasing criticism during the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Marked increases in the reported crime rate and mass civil disturbances of the 
1960s gave rise to a new era of national commissions. These commissions not 
only articulated the preVIously voiced academic concerns about the accuracy of 
UCR data, they also called for a much broader definition of what constituted 
police performance. The survey interview became a highly touted means of ob
taining more accurate information about the frequency at which crimes were 
committed. It also provided information on what citizens wanted from their 
police and how they felt about what they were getting from them. This permit
ted some evaluators to focus less on the incidence of crime and the apprehen
sion of offenders and more on the treatment of victims, non-crime service re
cipients, and even suspects. Officer response time, attentiveness, and demea
nor also received attention from students of police performance. The FBI did 
not participate in these innovations, however. 

The National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service (NCJISS) 
was established as an entirely separate part of the Department of Justice by 
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. It began to collect 
information on criminal justice agencies and to sponsor a natiom'lide survey on 
criminal victimization. The Presidentls Task Force had sponsored a pilot vic
timization and public opinion survey in 1967. The NCJISS sponsored several 
additional surveys and in 1972 instituted an annual National Crime Survey, 
conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Since 1972 the National Crime 
Surveys had involved interviews with national samples of approximately 60,000 
households and 39,000 businesses conducted at six-month intervals. 

The most important finding of early victimization surveys was the confirma
tion of the suspicion that UCR statistics greatly underestimated the occurrence 
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af crime. The extent of the discrepancy varied according to type of crime 
and by city. Despite the considerable attention given to these findings by 
the research community, however, most police departments continued to rely 
heavily upon UCR statistics to evaluate their programs. This is due in part 
to administrative inertia of an ongoing record system with which police are 
familiar. It is due also to the high cost of conducting periodic victimiza
tion surveys, which is prohibitive for most local jurisdictions. 

Nevertheless, the late 1960s and early 1970s mark an important period for 
the evolution of performance measurement in pol icing. Although most police 
departments continued to do what they had been doing with by-then traditional 
measures of performance, the many blue-ribbon commissions, research founda
tions and universities, and a few innovative police departments expressed in
creasing dissatisfaction with old methods and began to search for alternatives. 
Efforts during this period fall into three categories: (1) specification of 
standards and goals by national commissions, (2) elaboration of alternative 
measures, and (3) tests of the social effects of police activities. Each has 
made contributions to performance measurement. 

2. Attempts to specify standards and goals. The period from 1965 to 1973 
saw no fewer than six national commissions on crime, violence, and criminal 
justice, plus innumerable state and local commissions on these topics. 1 These 
commissions were not appointed to produce better performance measurement sys
tems for police or other criminal justice agencies. They were expected to 
identify the causes of crime and unrest and to make recommendations about what 
the police and other government agencies could do to deal more effectively with 
these problems. The recommendations of these commissions were important har
bingers of the directions that innovations in performance measurement would take 
in the 1970s. Most of the reports stressed administrative improvements such 
as training, patrol organization, pay, and discipl ine. In grappl ing with 
their mandates, these commissions tried to define the role of police and relate 
it to operational programs and pol icies. Although they stressed different as
pects of policing, one common emphasis \'las that the fundamental police role is 
to control crime, but that police cannot and should not try to do so without 
the support and active cooperation of the publ ic. With varying degrees of 
explicitness, the reports told the police that the pursuit of criminals and 
the obsession with the crime rate to the exclusion of other valued aspects of 
pol icing were wrong-headed and counterproductive. Pol ice tactics such as ag
gressive patrol which might increase apprehensions were also shown to increase 
publ ic hostility in many parts of the community. Pol ice were admonished to 
show more concern for the many problems that some did not regard as pol ice 
work but which presented severe difficulties to members of the community (fam
ily and neighborhood disturbances, medical and disaster emergencies, social 

lThe following commissions were convened and issued their reports during 
the periods indicated: President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin
istration of Justice (1965-1967), National Advisory Commission on Civil Dis
orders (1967-1968), National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Vio
lence (1968-1969), President's Commission on Campus Unrest (1970), American 
Bar Association Standards Relating to the Urban Police Function (1968-1973), 
and the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 
( 1 971- 1 973 ) . 
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d' enile runaways, and a variety of routine 
Problems such as drunkenness an JUv h merely to respond rapidly to 

) Th t ld that it was not enoug h problems. ey were 0 . ated eople once they got t ere was 
requests for service; how the of~l~ers tre nd c~ncern for the individual's prob
also very important. Courtesy, alrn~~ls, a'the professional "just the facts 

1 d I the old "Hey you. or ' . .. . th lems shou rep ace d I integrate their activities WI 
ma1am" approaches. police s~oul not ~n y hly but they should also make 
other criminal justice agencies ~ore.t or~~gdiv~rt individuals out of the 
g reater use of noncriminal organlzatlons

d 
if only indirectly in some 

Th iss ions suggeste , even t legal process. . e comm... he a roach to performance measuremen 
cases a perceptible modification of t .pP. supported the notion that the 

~~;f::r:~~~~ds~~~l~eO~e~~~e~C~~lyT~~ ~~;~~~~~o:~ime. 
• • I re orts as a basis for performance 

A major problem with the commls~lons 1 '~'ng Despite the lack of re-
measurement was the lack of rese~rc. on P~h~yl se~ detailed standards, goals, 
search to support their recommen atlo~s, ograms and approaches to achieve 
and objectives and offered an arr~y ~ pre ort for example, stated that a 
them. The National Advisory Commission r P 'to cut high-fear crimes by 50 
realistic goal for its recommended pro~ram wa~ch based on too little evidence. 
percent within a decade. They expecte, too m 

h commissions tried to bring order to 
A second major problem was that t e' t revious impressive efforts to 

Priorities for an occupation that, desPdl e p 'ns a local particularistic 
f 'onal standar s remal , . 't' achieve nationwide pro eSSI ., 't d to establish clear priori les, 

. Al h h thecomml ss Ions attemp e d I the enterprise. t oug . 1 d d something for everybo y. n 
their recommen?ations ~nva~iabl~f;:~ ~i~h their role as crime-fighters, b~t 
repo rts pol ice were s till I dent . 1 d find many elements encourag I ng 
those disaffected with this orienta~~on cou'ssions attempted to develo~ con
a more service-oriented approach. be CO~~I during a period of perceived 
sensus on the direction.to b7 take~ y P~i~~: apparent conflict of their 
domestic crisis. The dlversltYda~ someromise on difficult issues. 
recommendations reflect the nee 0 comp 

. e sures ihe commissions' efforts 
3 Efforts to elaborate alterna~lve ~ aId b 'doing but they did not offer 

. . f what po 1 Ice s ou e, . d' th i r raised anew the question 0 f the alternatives implle In e 
specific performance measurement programs ~rd to p~oduce alternative perfor
reports. Subsequently, other gr~ups att~mPb~oader ~ange of issues raised by 
mance measures that were respo~slve to tt~ d with the difficulties of mea
reform commissions. Th7se pro~e~t: wr:~ree erformed and desired co~sequ7nces 
suring the extent to which actlvltle: ffo~ts on producing statistical In-
achieved. Although they ~ocused th~l:f~iciency (or " productivity"),.perhaps d 
dicators of police effectiveness an surement has been their broadene 

'b t'on to performance mea l' 't their principal contrl u I . They were aware of the Iml a-
view of what constitu~es pol Ice performa~c~he methodological innovations de-
tions of the UCR and Incorporated some °H r the pressure to produce quan-
veloping in the Nationa!, crim~ Survey. er~~~~:n~e obscured the importa~ce.of 
titative indicators to score age~7Y p f the data on which those statistics 
crucial problems regarding the qulallty ~. g performance measures, many severe 
were based In the rush to deve op wor In 1 these efforts also ignored 

. 1 . nored In genera, f l' 
methodological prob :ms ~ere Ig h s ~he equity and accountability 0 po Ice 
other performance criteria, suc a 
servi ces. 
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Two national projects illustrate these attempts to design alternative 
measures of police performance. The first is the work of the National Com
mission on Productivity appointed by President Nixon in 1970. The Commission 
establ ished a special advisory group for pol ice comprised of 20 law-enforce
ment professionals and researchers. 'i'he advisory group published its major 
report in 1973. The second project wus conducted by the American Justice 
Institute (AJI) and funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
AJI produced an interim report in 1976 and a final report in 1978. 

The Productivity Commission's advisory group received its mandate from a 
federal administration particularly concerned about the growth of the pub1 ic 
sector, rising public expenditures for domestic problems, and dec1 ining prod
uctivity. Not surprisingly, the group's principal focus was on the relation
ship between police inputs and outputs--"the return received for a given unit 
of inpu~1 (National Commission on Productivity, 1973:1). The advisory group 
chose to concentrate its efforts on three aspects of police service: patrol, 
crime prevention, and human resources. We will discuss here their work on 
measuring productivity in police patrol. 

The advisory group focused on three patrol objectives: deterrence of 
crime, apprehension of criminal offenders, and satisfaction of public demand 
for non-crime services. (Their report noted that two other objectives were 
also important--recovery of stolen property'and enhancing the pub1ic ' s feel
ing of security--although they did not have time to address these.) The re
port acknowledged the difficulty of measuring deterrence directly. It iden
tified three indirect measures: reported crime indices, victimization surveys, 
and "quantitative measurement of activities which professional judgment sug
gests contribute to deterrence" (1973:18). The group chose the last category 
to develop in detail, giving particular attention to patrol response time. 
Citizen satisfaction with services and the ratio of arrests surviving the 
first judicial screening to the total number of crime-related calls for ser
vice were also briefly mentioned. The two other objectives chosen for atten
tion (criminal apprehension and provision of non-crime services) received 
similar treatment, That is, they were measured by police activity ratios, 
sometimes using judicial or medical professionals ' review of cases as a stan
dard. The report fails to give serious consideration to the problem of using 
the work of other professionals to judge the quality of police work. Even if 
their judgment is not biased, they--more often than not--have an entirely dif
ferent set of priorities and concerns regarding these decisions than those 
the pol ice may hold legitimately. For example, a judge might dismiss cases in 
which there was a pe~fectly good arrest because he has a heavy caseload and 
the cases are not serious enough or interesting enough to warrant devoting fur
ther resources. Or cases might be dismissed because complainants or witnesses 
refuse to cooperate. If such dismissals are common, a low arrest-to-conviction 
ratio tells us I ittle about the qual ity of police arrests. On the other hand, 
a particularly high arrest-to-conviction ratio might be as much cause for con
cern as a particularly low one. It could mean that police are "playing it 
safe"--failing to take reasonable chances on arresting borderline cases. 

Although the advisory group's intention to identify implementable prod
uctivity measures was admirable, the result of their work fell far short of 
their aspirations, and was quite narrow. They relied primarily on easily 
quantifiable measures of police activities. The suggested measures reflected 
more the quantity of pol ice activities than the qual ity of service. Michael 
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Lipsky (1973) points out that this has b 
measurement efforts in general P bl' een ~ fundamental flaw of productivity 
may erode the quality of servi~e W~il~c s7r~l~e.agenci7s unde: fiscal pressure 
of their activities. main alnlng or Increasing-the quantity 

The American Justice Institute's' . 
was considerably broader in sc th pro~ect on pol Ice. performance measures 
Productivity Unlike the Com ~pe. 7n t at of the National Commission on 
certed effor~ to provide a de;~~~I~n s product, AJI IS 1978 report made a con-
in police departments Th'ls I e struc

1
ture for performance measurement 

. program ca 1 ed the lip I' P 
Measurement System" (PPPm) identified 46 I' 0 Ice .rog:am Performance 
grouped into five categori~s' cr' po ~ce age~cy objectives which were 
t" . Ime prevention CrJ~Q control fl' lon, services, and administration The h" ':"... ,con ICt resolu-
focused on "achievement of the ultimate aUf ors ct~lme? that these objectives 
than the processes or activities en g~a s or o~jectlves, of police rather 
Institute 1978'1) T h gaged In to achieve them ' (American Justice , " omeasureteacc I'h -
vided definitions of measures inst ~mp IS ment ot each objective, PPPm pro-
computations, and standards f~r . dr~ctlons on data collection and statistical 
department might not find all obj~c~~ng s~cc7ss~1 Recognizing that a police 
the authors devised a "cafeteria fives eSlra e nor all measures feasible, 
flexibility in choosing some obje~t .. measur~ment tools" to permit agencies 
cluded in the package were cost est::':~ an

f 
me~sures an? rejecting others. In-

technique. . es or Implementing each measurement 

The AJ I PPPm sys tem had many featur h' h . 
forts in police performance measures des 7 IC set It apart from previous ef-
on a narrow range of police objective ~vecopment: F!rst, it ~voided focusing 
~f the o?jectives, but significant at~enti~~m:a:lg~tlngtcomprlsed ne~r!y half 
Ignored In police performance m g~ven 0 areas traditionally 
interpersonal conflicts inter_:~~uremen~i' These Included police handling of 
formation and assistanc~ general up c~n Icts'hperson~1 stress, traffic, in
police integrity and co~munit I s~rvlc7s to t e ~ubllc and other agencies, 
tion of citizens: constitution~1 ~~ ~~shIPd Aflso Included were police protec-
custody Second the g s an sa ety of persons in police 

. ,measures relating to crim . 
value in distinguishing crimes d' 7 prevention recognized the 
some of the . _ accor 11i;J to their "preventability." Third 
sibility of ~~~~~eC~~~r~!h:;a:9u:~~i::o~edl~ sen:ihtivi~y to the shared resp~n-

ea Ing Wit crime and criminals. 

There are numerous serious drawback to AJI I 
gram, however. First its I . : performance measurement pro-
despite its scope, nu~erous ca=I:~t!00~ompr7henslveness ~re misleading, and 
ment tools ae particularly weak i th police work ar7 Ignored. The measure-
vices. Here ver diver n e areas of conflict resolution and ser-
glossed over. G~neral ~~i~~~b~;m,: and processe: are grouped together and 
specification of what constitutes xpe;t evalua~lons are relied upon without 
limitation is the exclusion of dis~;~bo~~anc~ ~n these categories. An inherent 
that reflect on questions of equ't u lona Issues. ~erformance measures 
deficiencies grow out of the AJI 'm~t~r~ ~ompleteIY. I~cklng: B~th of these 
agency: 0 or determining objectives for a police 

The fir:t.step to take to develop a new effectiveness and 
~roductlvlty measurement system or enrich an existing one 
IS to model.a system. Modeling involves determinin how 
many and which departmental objectives will be meas~red. 
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For public pol icy and technical reasons, an agency should 
consider total measurement, at least initially. It should 
decide to measure every objective for which it may properly 
be held accountable. Modeling is the most crucial system 
development activity. The comprehensiveness of the model and 
the technical qual ity of the objectives within it govern the 
comprehensiveness and qual ity of the entire measurement sys
tem which is developed. 

An agency models a system by preparing a Structure of Objectives. 
A Structure of Objectives is a collection of all objectives 
for which a department may be held accountable, clustered in 
thematically logical groupings (American Justice Institute, 
1978:7) . 

The process by which an agency Ilmodelsll its structure of objectives is left 
undescribed, except to note that 

Preparing a Structure of Objectives is an intellectually de
manding and time consuming task. Potential difficulties can 
be minimized through extensive'use of the objectives sup-
pI ied in this document (p. 7). 

The impl ication is that pol ice objectives can be derived through an intel
lectual process that produces a series of logically consistent propositions 
about what police should be trying to accompl ish. Missing is the recognition 
of the divergent and confl icting objectives to which police must often respond. 

A second major deficiency in AJI IS approach to performance measurement is 
the suggestion that closure is possible in the development of performance 
measures. 

The Package [PPPm] contains the conceptual material, measure
ment tools, and procedural guidel ines agencies need to build or 
improve effectiveness and productivity measurement systems (p. i). 

Thesematerials constitute all of the basic technology agencies 
now need to improve their effectiveness and productivity measure
ment capabi 1 ities (p. i i). 

.......... 
In short, PPPm offers pol ice chiefs, sheriffs, and city and 
county officials a management information system that compre
hensively assesses achievement of the law enforcement function 
(p. 1). 

Missing from the PPPm package is sensitivity to the dynamic, developmental 
nature of the performance measurement. As knowledge develops about the impact 
of pol ice practices on the achievement of objectives, the need for modifying 
performance measures becomes apparent. Further, changes over time in the 
nature of police work and its environment place new demands on what should be 
measured. 
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A third major problem with the PPPm is its inattention to problems af
fecting data qual ity. Part of this problem stems from insufficient theoreti
cal development of crucial measurement concepts. For example, crime preven
tion measures are limited to those crimes which are Ilpreventablell by police, 
that is, Ilthose that occur in places to which pol ice have recurrent, legal 
access ll (American Justice Institute, 1978:40). (This includes crimes in publ ic 
places and certain commercial or industrial establ ishments where crime fre
quency is high, and in situations where police might intervene in time to pre
vent crime.) Distinguishing crimes according to preventabil ity would be a 
powerful analytic tool, but the AJI guidel ines for classifying those inci
dents are vague, and empirical val idation of the categories is not presented. 
In lieu of compelling evidence, the PPPm p~ckage reI ies upon the judgment of 
pol ice officers and supervisors to make classification decisions in which they 
have a personal stake. For many objectives the package reI ies heavily upon 
existing organizational structures and practices to generate data without 
thoroughly considering their biases and limitations. For example, the measure 
Intended to indicate the extent to which police provicie for the personal safe
ty of prisoners in police custody relies upon current a~ency records (injury
in-custody reports, arrest reports, and the jail booking log). Without 
knowing what procedures are undertaken to ensure that reports are filed when 
such incidents occur and that such reports are accurate, the qual ity of the 
data remains suspect. The PPPm packagels attention to the minute detail of 
tabulating statistics from report forms may lead some users to ignore the 
more fundamental issue of the val idity and reliability of data. 

Th~ work of the Productivity Commission and AJI is representative of many 
. other efforts by police and researchers to quickly obtain measures that police 

could and would implement easily,2 Given the time constraints and pressures 
to produce an immediately usable set of measures, these efforts were remark
able in their ingenuity at applying current police data collection methods to 
many of the problems of performance measurement. At the same time, they paid 
too 1 ittle attention to the basic issues of the dissensus over police goals, 
the questi~nable val idity of much police data, and our general lack of knowl~ 
edge about the soci.al consequences of police activities. 

4. Tests of the social effects of pol icing. Research on police expanded 
rapidly during the late 1960s and 1970s. Research projects usually focused 
on limited problems. Although many were not conducted to advance performance 
measurement, they had a very important impact on the thinking about polic: ac
tivities and what they accomplish. The research efforts were both academIc 
and policy-evaluation oriented. They were directed either to developing a 
better understanding of what police do or toward evaluating particular programs. 

These research efforts are far too numerous to describe in detail here. 
Their contribution to performance measurement can be summarized as raising 
severe doubts about the appropriateness of many of the goals, objectives, 
standards, and measures that had been or were being proposed. Many presumed 
performance indicators were found to have surprising relationships to other 
measures. Preventive patrol and getting more officers on the street, for 

2See N~t'i~~al Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (1978b) for 
an annotated listing of recent studies on police productivity. 
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example, showed no relationship to the level of victimization, to citizen per
ceptions of services, or to citizen evaluations of services (Kell ing et al., 
1974). Response time was found to be unimportant for solving many crimes and 
apprehending most offenders and was less important than supposed in influ
encing citizen satisfaction (Pate et a1., 1976; Van Kirk, 1978). Sophisti
cated technology and expert investigation were found to be critical to solving 
only a small proportion of crimes (Greenwood et al., 1975). Officers with a 
great deal of education and training often did not make more or better arrests, 
provide more courteous service, or increase citizen satisfaction with service 
(Smith, 1978). Large police organizations were found to be iess effective in 
many respects (for example, speed of response and citizens' evaluations) than 
the presumably less professional, smaller departments (Ostrom and Whitaker, 
1973; Ostrom, 1976). Of course, many of these research efforts were flawed-
severely according to some critiques. They nevertheless provided a firmer 
base of knowledge than had been available before, and they cast doubt on the 
accuracy of many standard views of policing. In addition, these projects 
often tried nontraditional data collection techniques, which suggested alter
natives to the traditional means by which departments obtained data. Their 
findings and methods stimulated rethinking about what constitutes police per
formance and how to go about measuring it. 

B. Current Practices 

Many pol ice departmerts have not modified their performance measurement 
systems despite the efforts of commissions and researchers. In fact, many 
administrators are still diligently trying to institute changes from previous 
reform eras. A dominant feature of most current police agency performance 
measurement is the overriding concern that it be guided by a coherent frame
work of pol ice goals and objectives. Another characteristic of many current 
programs is the reI iance on one or a few statistics to indicate performance, 
rather than making an attempt to develop a greater number of indicators which 
shed light on many aspects of the agency's operations. Together these charac
teristics produce a performance-measurement process which fails to address 
many valued aspects of policing, fails to encourage knowledge development and 
adaptation to new information about how the process works, and fails to produce 
valid data. 

1. Measurement by objective: A method gone amuck. "Evaluation research," 
"productivity measurement," and "program evaluation" refer to closely related 
techniques involVing the measurement of organizational or program performance. 
These approaches are derived from systems analysis, the broad intellectual 
tradition developed during and after World War II. Early work in this tradi
tion str-ssed the iterative, learning nature of the enterprise, but recent ap
plications have routini=ed it into defined steps. Blind acceptance by evalu
ation researchers of these reconstituted approaches to performance measure
ment can have seVere consequences for the quality and usefulness of the work 
produced. This is especially so for policing. 

Many current works stress that evaluation research should begin with the 
determination of organization or program goals. Even though he disagrees with 
this approach, Leonard Rutman·s (1977) recent introduction to evaluation re
search methodology states that: 
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Most definitions of evaluation research mention that programs 
are measured against their stated goals. Inherent in these 
definitions is the notion that there is some goal which has 
a value attached to it and the task of evaluative research is, 
therefore, to first identify and then determine the program's 
degree of success (p. 17). 

A recent work, Pol icing bJ' Objectives, by V.A. Lubans and J.M. Edgar (1979), 
is devoted to applying this approach to police needs. Lubans and Edgar out
line a four-step planning process. The first three steps are concerned with 
establ ishing a hierarchy of organizational purpose (or "mission"), depart
mental goals, and objectiVes: 

Planning in PBO [Policing by Objectives] may be character
ized as a top-down, bottom-up process. Broad guidelines 
are sent down the hierarchy to be turned into detailed 
plans by lower-level managers and sent back up the hierarchy 
for coordination and approval. The basic purpose of the 
organi~ation is established by the executive in the mission 
s taterTIent. M idd 1 e managemen t transforms th i s stated pur
pose into departmental goals. These goals in turn are re
duceci to suitable objectives by each unit and sub-unit. 
Once objectives are approved, line managers and line per
sonnel develop action plans to achieve these objectives. 
The product of each step is returned up the hierarchy for 
coordination and approval before the next step begins. In 
this manner overall control by senior management is pre
served, while each management level makes a significant 
contribution to the planning process (pp. 23-24). 

Although the authors recognize the existence of diverse views on mission, 
goals, and objectives, they view this diversity as an obstacle to be overcome 
rather than an inherent feature of publ ic policy. 

a. Problems with an initial focus on agency goals. Police p~rfor
mance measurement is seriously distorted when it is seen as comprehensive, 
yet is based on a single set of agency "goals." Goal statements come to dom
inate the work of measuring performance even though those statements are neces
sarily incomplete. An initial emphasis on agency goals also results in an 
overemphasis on effectiveness and productivity and a lack of attention to 
other values important to pol ice constituencies. The emphasis on initial 
determination of agency goals means that performance is then measured entirely 
in terms of these reputed goals. These are (by definition) the only legiti
mate goals for the organization and all efforts of those in the organization 
should go to achieving them. Once the process of measuring performance is 
cast in this manner, the statement of organizational or program goals de~er
mines what is to be measured. Thus, not only is it the first step in the 
process, it becomes the key step. Items not mentioned in initial goal state
ments are not considered relevant for performance measurement. If one accepts 
this position, the initial specification of goals (by whomever undertakes this 
task) determines on what grounds performance is to be evaluated. It is for 
this reason that Rutman (1977) disagrees with the practice. He argues that eval
uation researchers following this perspective, 
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often limit their attention to only those outcomes which 
fall under the stated goals. This places restrictions on 
the scope of the research because such an approach can 
miss latent goals (i.e., those which are not formally 
stated), unintended consequences, as well as other anti
cipated effects (p. In. 

Many of the early practitioners of operations research and systems 
analysis rejected the selection of goals and objectives as the paramount 
step in their analysis. Hitch (1960) viewed lithe injunction to first choose 
the right objectives ll as "one of the more tiresome bromides to which opera
tions researchers or systems analysts are subjected" (p. 1). Wildavsky (1966) 
wrote that it could not be Ilemphasized too strongly that a (if not the) dis
tinguishing characteristic of s stems anal sis is that the ob'ectives are 
subject to changell p. 299, his emphasis. The attempt to specify some ob
jectives was a useful starting point in their view, but the process of anal
ysis should lead to the uncovering of additional, unstated objectives, and 
the revision of earlier ones. The first attempt to specify objectives is 
particularly useful for providing insight into the different purposes that 
relevant participants thought any system was serving. Hitch argued that 

learning about objectives is one of the chief objects of 
this kind of analysis. We must le.arn to look at objectives 
as critically and as professionally as we look at our models 
and our other inputs. We may, of course, begin with tenta
tlve objectives, but we must expect to modify or replace 
them as we learn about the systems weare studying--and re
lated systems. The feedback on objectives may in some 
cases be the most important result of our study. We have 
never undertaken a major system study at RAND in which we 
were able to define satisfactor ob'ectives at the be in
ning of the study" p. 11; emphasis added. 

In many more recent discussions, what was once described as a useful step 
in an iterative, learning process has become the essential first step. If one 
cannot identify the goals of a program or organization whose performance is to 
be measured, then;-according to this view, performance measurement cannot be 
undertaken. 

Furthermore, while the Ilhow toll manuals tell us to begin with the defini
tion of the organizationls or programls goals, no accepted method exists for 
doing this. There are no standards for knowing when you have been successful. 
One approach uses existing statements or diverse kinds such as an organizationls 
charter, its legislative mandate, or its program budget. Connolly and Deutsch 
note that reI iance on such formal goal statements have three major drawbacks. 
The very broadness of tht terms in which such goal statements are couched is 
the first problem. Pol ice departments are often charged to Ilprevent crimell 
for example. Connolly and Deutsch (1978a) point out that Iisuch statements 
leave a very large gap between the stated goal and any conceivable operational 
measure of how well it is being achieved ll (p. 3). In the second place, only 
a very loose relationship may exist between the formal goals statement and 
what members of the organization are actually trying to achieve. A third 
problem is that such formal goal statements may simply not exist. As Hitch 
(1960) indicated twenty years ago, for Iiall sorts of good reasons that are 
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not about to change, official statements of national objectives (or company 
objectives) tend to be non-existent or so vague and literary as to be non
operational ll (p. 4). 

If instead of using formal goal statements, you ask people in the organiza
tion about organizational goals, whom do you ask? In any complex organization 
--even one producing a physical product in the private sector-·-there is often 
considerable disagreement about appropriate goals for the organization. To ob
tain the goals of a police department do you ask the pol ice chief, the mayor 
or city manager, leaders of civic organizations such as the Chamber of Com
merce or the Rotary Club, or leaders of civil rights groups? Some would ask 
the chief. Others would ask local political leaders. Others would say you 
should ask them all. If you ask them all, how do you get a single set of 
goals? While thp statement about goals from each group might contain some 
overlap, do you only use those items on everyonels list? Doesnlt that give 
one group the absolute power to define what are not the proper goals of the 
police by omitting that goal from their 1 ist? Further, how do you weight the 
importance of different goals on a compound list? The prosecutor may have 
different priorities than civil rights groups; the police chief may rank goals 
differently than does the head of the Fraternal Order of Police. No general
ized agreement to a single weighting scheme is 1ikely. Hitch (1960) long 
ago made these same points . 

Actually, ours is a democratic and plural society, with a 
government distinguished by division rather than concen
tration of power. There is no single authority, neither 
the joint Chiefs nor the N.S.C. nor the President, that 
can say IThese are our national objectives. I There are many 
important influences on national decision--high officials, 
assorted law officials, Congress as a body and many individ
ual Congressmen, the judiciary, publ ic opinion and the opin
ions of any influential private persons. 

And the views of these bodies and these persons differ. 
Some are risk takers, others risk avoiders. Some are 
conservative, others liberal. Some emphasize and others 
de-emphasize mil itary solutions. When objectives conflict, 
they will assign different weights to the alternatives, and 
sometimes different signs to their values (p. 6). 

Some analysts have adopted as goals for pol ice the statements made by na
tional organizations or commissions. Three of the most quoted statements 
were developed by the International City Managers Association (ICMA) in its 
volume on Municipal Pol ice Administration (1969), the American Bar Association 
(ABA) in its volume on Standards Relating to the Administration of Criminal 
Justice (1974), and the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan
dards and Goals (NACCJSG) in its volume, Report on Police (1973). The objec
tives prepared by each of these groups are compared in Table 1, which appeared 
in an early draft of the American Justice Institutels report on performance 
measurement (1976:24). 

While there is some agreement among the set, there is also disagreement. 
Both the ABA and the NACCJSG pose the protection of constitutional guarantees 
as a basic objective, but the ICMA does not. The ICMA poses the recovery of 
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TABLE 1-1. POLICE OBJECTIVES: ALTERNATIVE MODELS 

SOURCe: 

I CMA: "THE POLlC~" PlnEITIOM Of UPlESSlal Of mlEHEISION RECOVERY OF UCULATIOI Of PUfOkNllIG 
MISSION CIIIlIIALITT CIlllf OF OffElfD£IS 'ROPERTY 1101 ·CRIMIHAl tllSCElLANEOUS 

1IUIIClPA~ POLICE COIDUCT SElVlCES 

ADMIIISI UTIOI 

1969) 
'l~. 

REDUCE 1l{IITIFl IDtNTlFr CRIMINAL • fACILITATE • AS~15r I HOSE woo .CREATE AID raOTECT ABA: OPPORMJnES fl)R PROBLEMS THAT OFF£NDtRS AND MOVEMEIII OF. CANNor CARE fOR 
IIAIHTAIIIA co~smUTlOMAL 

"RESPONSIBILITIES THE CXlMMISSIOII (J ARE FOT£HTlALlT CRIMINAL ACTIVITY PEOPLE AND 
THEMSELVES 

mUI, OF ANa 'HERf • AID INDIVIDUALS CUAIUTEfS 
OF POLICE" S!*ECKIIiES SERIOUS LAI 

APPROPRIATE, TO VEHICLES IHO ARE II $£tURlrt I' THE 
THROW! ElfORCEMEliT OR DANCER Of COMMUNITY 

S TAIlOUOS ULATlIIG TO PREYENTNE COVE~NJ4ENrAL 
APPRfIIEND • RESOLVE COIfOO PHYSICAL HARII • PROMOTE AND Off£NDERS AND THE URBAII POLICE fUICtlON 'ATROl A1iO PROBLEMS 'ARflCIPATE IN • PROVIDE OTHU 'RESERVE CIVil 

(1972 ) 
OIM£R IlEASURES SUBSEOU[NT COURr SERVICES ON AN ORDU 

'ROC£fDIHCS ENfRCENC"f BASIS 

NACCJ Sl~: PI£YElTlOI OF • DEtECTIOI OF Ie CONTROL TRAFFIC .rARTiCIPATlO~~ UEm AID 'Ioneno. Of 
• RESOlUTlIn Of COURT PROCEED ""IN TAl. A COUTllIiTlOIIIL 

THE POLICE CIUUUL CRIIUHAL ACTIVITY OAY·TO·DAYCQI- • ASSIST THOSE FfELII; OF CUAIlIlU • 
FUUCTION . AcnVlrr • AP'IIEHEISlOII OF FUel AlUI/l, IHO CANNOT CAllE SECUIITY 11111£ 

CRlMlnL fAMilY, rRIEIDS. fOR THEMSELVES tDMIlU.lrT 
A !lATlQULSTlATECY OfFUDUS .[ICHBORS 01 AIlE I.WCE_I ~ 
fO IUUCE CIIIIIE • 'ROIIOTIOII AIID Of PHYSICAL IIWI 

( 1913) 
PRES[IIVATIOII OF i CIVIL 010£1 

SOURCE: American Justice Institute, "Measuring Police Effectiveness and Productivity: Volume I" 
(Draft) (Sacramento, California: American Justice Institute), 1976, p. 24. Reprinted with permission. 
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property as an objective, while the other two do not. The ABA formulates a 
more extensive service role than either of the other two. The ABA and NACCJSG 
statements also require measures related to the creation and maintenance of a 
feeling of security in the community. The ICMA set of objectives does not 
suggest any measures in this area of concern. 

Efforts to determine a single set of organizational goals are usually mis
directed and at times pernicious, resulting from a fundamental confusion con
cerning purposive behavior in organizational 1 ife. We assume that individuals 
are purposive in the way they organize much of their 1 ives. At least it is 
useful for analysts to assume that individuals are purposive or goal seeking. 
It is also useful to assume that individuals frequently share similar goals. 
But even those who work in the same organization may have different purposes 
for the work they do together. What one person sees as an obstacle or 1 imit 
can easily be considered as a goal by another. Connolly and Deutsch (1978a) 
illustrate this point by using as an example the furnace-thermostat system 
used in domestic heating. 

At first glance, it appears obvious that this system has an un
ambiguous purpose--the maintenance of internal temperature with
in certain present limits. However, this purpose is not derivable 
from merely observing how the system works. Such observational 
data are equally interpretable in terms of a systems purpose 
like 'maximize fuel consumption, subject to not exceeding an up
per temperature I imit,' or 'minimize fuel consumption, subject 
to not fall ing below a lower temperature 1 imit.' Indeed, if the 
system were operated by a human furnace operator, these two 
statements might well describe what they saw as the system pur
pose (p. 19). 

The selection of anyone person's or group's set of performance criteria 
as the set is essentially arbitrary and capricious. Further, important as
pects of the ongoing work of the organization are lost if one evaluates per
formance from only one perspective. In fact, what we find are both many 
groups of people with legitimate interest in the assessment of an organiza
tion's performance and many aspects of the organization requiring measurement 
(Connolly and Deutsch, 1978a:15). Instead of deploring this situation, 
Connolly and Deutsch urge that efforts to do performance measurement should 
self-consciously deal with it. 

Connolly and Deutsch (1978a) define two key terms for performance measure
ment. A relevant constituency is "an individual or group which wishes to make 
an assessment of how the focal system, or some part thereof, is performing, 
generally with a view to taking some action which will impact the system" (p. 
16). A performance measure is any type of information about the system that 
affects the performance evaluation of a constituency. If one accepts this 
definition of performance measurement, it is not necessary to assume that all 
individuals are pursuing the same goal to measure performance of the organiza
tion against that goal. In terms of policing, this means that we can evaluate 
the performance of police in producing outcomes preferred by some constituency 
without having to assume that police themselves are pursuing that goal. For 
example, we believe it is appropriate to examine the performance of police in 
protecting constitutional rights regardless of whether the police see that as 
a relevant or important goal. Equity and accountability of pol ice services 
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are important to many police constituents, but have rarely been included in 
1 ists of police objectives. 

b. The numbers game: The method becomes the madness. Current per
formance measurement practices are not only distorted by the goals/objectives 
approach to evaluation, they are also impaired by their reliance on a few key 
indicators. Pol ice chiefs scramble at budget time to find the correct statis
tic to justify budget proposals. In their handbook on Policing by Objectives, 
Lubans and Edgar (1979) note, "Whenever possible, quantified objectives are 
used in preference to qualitative objectives because quantified results can be 
more accurately determined" (p. 88). Numerical data, statistics, and mathe
matical techniques are currently appropriate for performance measurement, but 
failure to use these methods thoughtfully and recognize their limits has re
sulted in widespread abuse of quantitative methods. These problems are elab
orated below. 

i. Collecting data on what is easily counted. Although the pur
pose of measurement is precision, the generation of quantitative data often 
produces precision at the expense of relevance. Obtaining data about many as
pects of policing is costly and time-consuming. Furthermore, some data col
lection routines have already been established in most departments. Once es
tablished, such routines are often difficult to change or replace. Therefore, 
what is studied about police performance is usually limited by data already 
collected. Too often, this means that evaluators use data which really do not 
represent the intended concepts. This also means that research can be direct
ed away from important performance questions. 

I I. Confusing service quantity with service quality. Michael 
Lipsky (1978) criticizes the tendency of performance measurement programs to 
infer service qual ity from indicators of service quantity or to ignore service 
quality altogether. The quantity of a service is often much easier to measure 
than its quality, but knowing the quantity of the service is meaningless with
out knowing its quality. Lipsky maintains that human services delivered by 
street-level bureaucrats are inherently difficult to measure because they are 
provided largely outside management control. The essence of street-level ser
vice is that the public servant must exercise discretion to deal with highly 
contingent circumstances. Officers need discretion to deal with each unique 
situation. Except for gross violations of rules and guidelines, management is 
usually unable to second-guess pol ice officers. As Lipsky (1978) argues: 

~ I 

The more discretion is part of the bureaucratic role, the less 
one can infer that quantitative indicators bear relationship 
to service qual ity. Even in such an apparently straightforward 
measure as the number of arrests made by policemen, or the num
ber of people treated in emergency rooms, we have no idea whether 
the arrests were made with care, or that treatment met appropri
ate standards. Sophisticated management specialists acknowledge 
the problems of inferring quality from quantitative measures as 
surrogates for service quality and the common practice of ignor
ing the problems of inference in their utilization (p. 25). 
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Lipsky's pessimism about measuring the quality of performance is premature, 
but his assessment of the difficulty of doing it is accurate and challenges 
those who want to measure police performance. To develop the example offered 
by Lipsky, consider that police departments rely heavily upon arrest tal lies 
to indicate the department's effectiveness in apprehending criminal offenders. 
The mere counting of arrests is relatively easy. Pol ice have developed proce
dures over the last 50 years which make it routine--an accepted part of police 
work. Measuring the qual ity of arrests is a far more difficult task, however. 
Measuring qual ity of arrests requires some way to measure the probability of 
guilt of the person arrested, the police officer's adherence to due process 
standards, the presence of extenuating circumstances which might mitigate the 
legal requirements of arrest, the appropriateness of the amount of force used, 
the amount of information about crimes generated by the arrest, etc. Develop
ing ways to measure and collect data on these features of police-arrest be
havior has not been a key concern of police practitioners and has not been a 
frequent topic in the research community either. 3 

I I I. Failure to scrutinize the data collection process. Efforts 
to improve performance data might begin by scrutinizing more closely data cur
rently used to measure pol ice performance. Handbooks on police data collec
tion and analysis devote very little attention to the fundamental problems of 
observing phenomena and recording those observations. Far more attention has 
been paid to structuring data (for example, choice of unit of analysis, scale 
construction, rate construction, time-period selection, aggregation problems) 
than to the means by which the observations are made and the data recorded. 
As Sherman and Gl ick (1980) point out, before comparing one department's ar
rest rates to another's, we need to know how an arrest is defined in each de
partment and how line officers, supervisors, records personnel, and administra
tors report and refine these data. Before analysts get involved in complex 
statistical manipulations and elegant mathematical models, they must first look 
at the process by which phenomena come to be represented by numbers. 

iv. The search for a single indicator. The attempt to summarize 
police agency performance with one measure is particularly misleading. Despite 
the often expl icit and more often impl icit acknowledgment that pol ice agency 
performance has many aspects, many people still seek (Of even use) all-purpose 
indicators of pol ice performance. 

The Uniform Crime Report index of crime is one such "all purpose" indicator. 
This index lumps broad classes of crimes together by summing the number of homi
cides, forcible rapes, robberies, aggravated assaults, burglaries, larceny
thefts, and motor vehicle thefts. Using this index as an indicator of police 
performance is I ike measuring American farmers' performance by summing the 
weight of all tomatoes, wheat, corn, sugar, beef, tobacco, and cotton produced 
in a given year. Although weighting a crime index according to seriousness 
has some theoretical underpinning (Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964), it has little 

30ne exce~tion is the work of the Police Foundation on criminal apprehen
sion techniques in Kansas City (Pate et al., 1976). Some work was done in 
this project assessing the qual ity of arrests according to disposition informa
tion generation and complaints filed. 
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direct application to performance me ator on how to improve police perf asurement that could instruct the evalu-
t d' ormance. There hav I b o pro uce a single score for a I' • e a so een other attempts 
such diverse activities as.condu~~' Ice agency s overall performance--covering 
ing ~raffic patrol, conducting cri~~~a~e~eral ~atr~l, making arrests, conduct-
serVice, rendering public assist f Investigations, answering calls for 
pros

7
cutors, etc. (Reynolds, 19~~)~ ~~estranded moto;ists, co~sulting with 

~ex IS ~erplexing, How would one validateprospe~t of Interpreting such an in
~ndex without merely correlating th I a police department's performance 
ItS constituent measures? And wh t e am~dgamated measure with one or more of 
~ha~ ~ general performance index ~ou~~\e be ma~e of an ~'nde,<? Some argue 
Individually over time or to used to compare police agencies 

.. I' compare severa 1 agen' b . m~nlclpa Ity" (Reynolds 1979'IP~) W' cles y region or size of 
might argue that the ge~eral ind~x' ~dm~ght well ask, liTo what end?" Some 
chiefs, but sufficient agreement onc~~ e used ~o hire or fire police 
unlikely in any community Ev 7 construction of th~s measure is highly 
I' . en assuming that II th 

Ice,performance share the same values fo I,a ,ose con~erned about po-
the Ind

7
x, so general a measure would notrb Po Ice which ~r7 Incorporated in 

the police administrator in impro . e nearly specific enough to guide 
use of such indices is to allow vbl~g,agency performance, Perhaps the only 

h
am ItlOUS or defen ' I'" 

crats t e opportunity to boast about th ' slve po Itlclans and bureau-
others, We do not find that ,elr own performance or deride that of 
lice agencies are too complexu:~dv~~Ytlmportant., The simple truth is that po-
formance so generally. 00 many things to summarize their per-

C. Performance Measurement a~ a L • ~ earning Process 

M~ny of the current problems with police agency f 
:rom Inappropriate views of what per ormance measurement c 
IS that measuring performance is f7~forman~e measurement is like. One metaph~~e 
police agencies, divisions or st t e :corlng a game. We should score competing 
h~w much better it is. pr~sumabl~\~~I~S to ~etermine which is the best and 
tlves for the others to improve. Anothe~st Will be rewarded providing incen
formance program is like a thermomet frequently used analogy is that a per
Iy and independently reflecting chan~r~gor e~~n,a thermostat, not only accurate-
sorts of responses to make Aft f con Itlons, but even indicating the 
set' t . er care ul design and t t' h . ~n 0 operation and continues to rod' . es Ing t e program is 
qU~rlng only routine maintenance andPmin~~e Inf~rmatlon.to policy makers, re
prlate, Treating performance measurement repairs. ~e~ther analogy is appro
measures can be put, because the h' ~s a game limits the uses to which 
rather than on understanding how ~~p aSls IS placed on getting higher scores 
fact, they are worth achieving Thos~ scores are generated and whether in 
forma~ce measurement programs ;endsetop~~~~!ing" of ~rogram evaluation ~nd per
ar~ !Ikely to require substantial and co ' r the se~~nd analogy. Such packages 
originally regarded as essential to p I,ntlnue~ redeSign, however. Practices 
the agency's own research or others.)OtIC~ p~r ormance may be later shown (by 
supposed to achieve. Both analogi s 0 e I~relevant to the value they Were 
about policing than we actually do~ assume t at we know a great deal more 

We think it more appropriate and frui fl· . as a learning process. As a learnin t u to view performance measurement 
se;ve.three functions: problem iden~i~r~ce:s, performance measurement can 
bUilding. The identification of probl a~lon, program development, and theory ems rames and focuses decisions about 
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what police should do. Program development involves the planning of means by 
which problems are to be handled. Theory building is learning about how police 

service processes work. 

1. Identification of problems. To identify problems performance measure
ment brings together information about what is valued and about current condi
tions with regard to those values. Each local police agency in the United 
States has a number of constituents whose views on what police should do are 
relevant to the identification of problems requiring police attention. 

Each police constituency is interested in some of the possible consequences 
or ou tcomes of pol i c i ng. I n add i t i on to the i r preference for certa i n "produc ts" 
of policing, most constituencies also have preferences for the means by which 
these are produced. Preferences for means as well as results is typical for 
service-producing agencies. Citizens are interested both in a variety of re
sults (for example, lower crime rates and safer traffic flow) and in how police 
accompl ish those ends. police are expected to try to reduce crime using legal 
means respecting the constitutional rights of those suspected of a crime. 

Learning what constituencies value about policing is only part of the 
process of identifying problems. Police must also be aware of changes in 
and outside their community which may affect their work. It is difficult to 
monitor the entire range of conditions with which police might deal in a com
munity. police, themselves, typically restrict their monitoring to a very 
narrow range of indicators, such as UCR crimes, traffic accidents, and levels 
of miscellaneous requests for service. It is difficult for pol ice planners 
and executives to monitor circumstances or events that do not fall into the 
agency's current problem definitions. The initial stimulus for identifying 
new problems for pol ice thus often comes from elsewhere. Newspaper articles, 
interest group lobbying, demonstrations, riots, and other dramatic occurrences 
are the usual "triggers" for the process that illuminates a new pol ice problem 
(see Wilkins, 1964:138). Often it is a change in values, not circumstances, 
which is behind the identification of a situation which has existed for some 

time. 
Performance measurement can in fact help people decide whether police should 

be expected to handle a particular problem. Wilkins (1964), in discussing the 
use of social research to address juvenile delinquency as a problem, suggests 
that problems must not be taken at face value. 

It would appear that the questions which need answering at 
the early stages of research planning are best answered by 
more abstract questions than the problem itself may suggest. 
If the problem exists, will it exist in the same way and to 
the same extent in the foreseeable future? Is the intensity 
of the problem likely to increase or diminish? Particularly, 
is the real problem the problem as defined, or merely some 
obvious part of it? If it is only a part, with what parts 
should action proceed? To answer these questions pilot 
projects, concentrating on describing the nature of the prob
lems, seem to be called for. It may, of course, be possible 
to make use of reported research of other investigators, 
but if such other work exists it should be brought into 



formal consideration of the proposed demonstration-act ion
research proposals under review (p. 141). 

The use of social science methods to collect information about troublesome 
social conditions and to analyze and learn more about those problems is an 
important use of performance measurement. 

2. Program development. If learning what "pol ice" problems are is one 
important use of performance measurement, learning how to deal with them is 
another. Performance measurement can be conducted to provide information on 
the effects of police efforts on the problems they hope to alleviate. Perfor
mance measurement should tell police constituents not only whether the prob
lem is getting worse or better, but also how much the changes are due to 
po 1 i ce efforts. 

Research to develop problem-oriented programs requires performance measure
ment that provides information on the resources and activities which police 
manipulate in attempting to deal with problems. It is not enough to implement 
a new high-visibil ity antiburglary program and then monitor crime statistics. 
We can not presume that a program is implemented according to the formal plan; 
we need to know how it is actually implemented, lest we incorrectly attribute 
success or failure to a program significantly different in character than 'was 
actually implemented. Many factors besides patrol visibility contribute to 
fluctuations in crime rates, and these also must be taken into account in as
sessing an antiburglary program. Many are beyond pol ice control. 

3. Theory building. The responsibility for program development falls 
heaviest on police~ not social scientists. Performance measurement can tell 
pol ice how well they are doing and should indicate future directions for poli
cies. Part of the task of program development, however, demands the use of 
theory about how police resources anJ activities relate to the social condi
tions they are intended to influence. Social scientists are usually more 
involved in theory-building than its application to particular problems. The 
selection of strategies to deal with publ ic problems can be improved as we 
have better theories of how pol icing relates to the social processes which 
constitute problems. Performance measurement can help test theories about how 
pol ice affect these social processes. Researchers can use data generated by 
performance measurement programs to gain a better understanding of why certain 
strategies produce the results they do. Data generated on the implementation 
of programs can help to test theories of organizational change. Theories about 
the relationships among multiple goals can be developed from performance mea
surement that is sensitive to a variety of goals. Theory-building is an 
integral part of learning about how police can deal with problems. One way to 
develop theories of how policing works is to begin by studying police agencies 
as they are. Understanding the scope of an organization, what it does, and 
how it does it can provide a foundation for subsequent efforts to change the 
organization or its programs to improve the agency1s capacity to deal with 
problems. One would think that police--immersed in their organization and 
work--would have a comprehensive knowledge of the processes through which 
their work affects the public, but systematic, theory-based knowledge of police 
work is only beginning to emerge. 
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The current lack of understanding of the ways police operate and how 
pol icing and other aspects of society interact places us at a distinct dis
advantage when we attempt to measure pol ice performance. A necessary precon
dition to measuring the current state of performance of many valued aspects 
or policing is a theoretical understanding of the processes through which 
pol ice services are produced. 

Performance measurement not only contributes to the development of theories 
about policing, it is also dependent upon those theories. One interpretation 
of data about performance depends on our understanding of causal relation
ships. A key element in improving performance measurement is the continval 
exchange of ideas and information between those who measure police performance 
and those who study policing and its social effects. 

4. The need for continuing change in police performance measurement. The 
approach w'e suggest impl ies that performance measurement systems wi 11 be con
tinuously undergoing change. A primary cause of this change will be in
creased understanding of the nature of police work itself. Performance mea
sures that might have been appropriate to the 1890s are not necessarily ap
propriate today. Traffic enforcement--to the extent that p01ice '!Jere at all 
involved--was vastly different in horse-and-buggy days than it is today. There 
is every reason to suspect that demographic, economic, social, and technologi
cal changes will continue to make some measures irrelevant and create the need 
for others. The rapid growth of computer technology in retail business, for 
example, has created a vastly differnnt set of problems with larceny and fraud 
than those confronting Jaw enforcement officials in previous decades. Various 
pol ice constituencies also continue to promote their own ideas about what po
lice should do, and this brings to light new values for use in measuring police 
performance. 

Performance measurement is a powerful tool because it 1 inks three distinct 
enterprises: determining what ought to be, determining what is, and determining 
a process of change. To gain acceptance of a set of measures for police per
formance is to establ ish what pol ice ought to do. "Performance" refers to a 
valued action or the accomplishment of some valued state of affairs (or 
avoiding some'undesired action or situation). Measurement is the description 
of an aspect of something according to an explicit criterion. Performance 
measurement is thus the process by which value.s are attached to criteria and 
those criteria are used as bases for describing events. Further, in order to 
change the current state to a preferred state, we must understand the complex 
processes of social change and police services. These parts of performance 
measurement--the normative, descriptive, and the explanatory--seem straight
forward, but in practice the distinctions are often ignored. Interest in 
performance measurement, as part of a broader movement in evaluation research, 
has grown at least in part due to a widespread desire to supplant policy making 
supported by emotional appeal and rhetorical argument with policy making 
supported by empirical evidence (Rossi, Freeman, and Wright, 1979:29). Unfor
tunately, attention on the problems of organizing data often obscure the prob
lems of deciding what should be measured and how measures should be interpreted. 
Some things police do are valued for the consequences they are expected to 
produce. Social science research may suggest that values be changed by showing 
that the desired consequences are not produced by those activities. In general, 
however, social science is inadequate to establ ish what should be seen as 
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pol ice performance; that is, what police should do. This, to quote Will iam 
Lowrance (1976), is lIany-manls-landll (p. 110). Of course, police and perfor
mance researchers r.~ed to be occupied with valuative as well as empirical 
question~. But they cannot expect lithe data ll to answer the important ques-
t ions of po 1 icy. 

D. Improving Performance Measurement 

Better performance measurement will not automatically ensure better police 
service. No set of measures is an adequate substitute for attentiveness, 
thoughtfulness, good judgment, and a strong moral sense in our publ ic officials, 
police administrators, supervisors, street officers, and citizens. Perfor
mance measurement can improve the information and theories these groups have 
to work wi tho In th i s sense, performance measurement is more usefu 1 for 
asking. better questions than for giving better answers. If performance mea
surement is llsed as a means of bypassing or short-circuiting the administrative 
and political processes involved in policing a free society, then it will ~e 
an instrument of misuse and abuse. 

Performance measurement involves collecting data that give information 
about a valued aspect of pol icing. In our society there are competing, even 
confl icting, ideas about what pol ice should do. Performance measurement needs 
to be responsive to that diversity of public purposes. Performance measurement 
also needs to be done with an awareness of the problems of collecting val id 
data about police operations and their consequences for the community. Those 
who collect data can be alert for better ways to measure the concepts they 
are seeking to measure. Those who interpret data as measures of pol ice per
formance can use theories of pol ice operations and of the effects of pol ici~g 
on society to help assess the impacts of particular pol ice programs. All 
those who Use police performance measures to inform their decisions need to be 
aware of the tentative nature of the theories which guide the interpretation 
of data and of the potential for error in the data themselves. 

Some observers, 1 ike Lipsky, bel ieve that all attempts to measure pol ice 
performance are misleading. We do not share this pessimism. We may not be 
able to say that one agency is twice as good at reducing burglary than another, 
and a single performance measure may be too little a basis for policy deci
sion, but carefully constructed measures which are based on expl icit, tested 
theories can provide useful knowledge about service qual ity as well as service 
quantity. To abandon measurement of pol ice services, despite the many ob
stacles, would be to abandon a very essential component to the necessary and 
neVer-ending debate about what constitutes good police service. 
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CHAPTER 2. LOCAL POLICE AGENCIES 

This chapter describes several types of local agenc~es which con~~~; b~s~c 
police services, including municipal police, county police, a~d sher~6 4~0 e 
artments Current est!mates place the number of these agencies at , . 

p(P .. t' 1 1978'44). Not all of these agencies conduct the same ser~lces. 
arlsl ea., . 'd bl roportlon Sheriff's departments, for example, usually devote a co~s~ era e p 

of their resources to court-related services such as bailiff duty and the 
serving of civil warrants. Sheriff's departments in many states are al~o re
sponsible for maintaining a jail. Few municipal police dep~rt~ents c~7 u~t_ 
these services and they are not central to police work as It IS usua y e 
fined. The se~vices which occupy most of the time an~ ~tten~ion o~ 10~al_~0-
lice are general area patrol, traffic control, ~nd crlm~nal Inve:tlgatlon. 
called "direct services" because citizens are directly Involved In prodUCing 

d .. them A 1974 manpower survey found that of the 486,000 sworn an receiving . . 6 . _ 
and nonsworn local police employees in the United States, 7 percent were. In 
vo1ved in providing direct services. Most of.thes: (58 per~ent) were.baslc 
line officers performing patrol or investigations Jobs (Natlo~a~ Institute _ 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1978:20-21). An additional 13 per 
cent of all local pnlice employees were involved in support of patro~ or h 
investigative funct!Jns, as in the case of telephone oper~tors and dlspatc -
ers who provide the link between citizens in need of assistance and patrol , . 
officers who can provide assistance. 

A. Organization of Local Police Departments 

M 't' blic officials--and even police--1abor under the mistaken any CI Izens, pu . . d rvice ac
notion that all police departments are similar in organization a~ se 
tivities. This is incorrect. The average, med~an, or.modal .pollce d7partment 
is a statistical artifact. The majority of police officers. In the United _ 
States are employed in departments with more than 1,000 officers, but the ma 
jority of departments have fewer than 30 officers eac~ (Pigeon,.1979:1?4, ._ 
Tab1el/2).1 Many departments patrol, direct, a~d.monltor traffiC and I~~=stl 
gate all types of offenses against the state criminal co?e and local or I 

nances, but others conduct only one or two of these serv~ces. Departments 
also differ in the types of auxiliary services t~ey.provld7 for th~m:elv~s, 
in the extent of specialization they m~ke in ~sslgnlng offlcers,an In t e 
other aspects of organization and service delivery. 

Local police departments range in size from no full-time pe:sonne~ to over 
25 000 full-time employees. No accurate, comprehensive su:vey Including al~ 
lo~al police departments in the United States currently eXists. A surv~~ 0 
all pol ice agencies serving 80 sma11- and medium-siz7d standard.me~ropo I~:n 
statistical areas (SMSAs) in 1974 accounted for service to 2~ ~11110ndresl 
dents (Ostrom et al., 1978:84, Table 5-6). Of the 1,013 muniCipal an county 

1. . t' . based on a sample survey of departments in communities ThiS statls IC IS 
with populations greater than 10,000. 
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departments providing patrol service in these metropolitan areas--and virtu
ally all municipal and county departments did--the variation in number of 
full-time personnel per department both within and between metropolitan areas 
and regions of the United States was substantial. Table 2-1 provides a 
breakdown for these departments according to number of sworn personnel and 
population size of the metropolitan area. 

The internal organization of departments varies greatly. A brief profile 
of these dimensions includes: the ,umber of police officers per 1,000 resi
dents, the annual per capita expenditures by police departments, the propor
tion of personnel given the power of arrest, the proportion of officers above 
the rank of police officer, and the degree of specialization. Though by no 
means comprehensive, this list indicates the diversity in structure of these 
organizations. 

1. Police resources. The ratio of police officers per 1,000 residents 
is an indication of availability of pol ice personnel in different jurisdic
tions. A 1978 Municipal Yearbook showed that the average number of officers 
per 1,000 residents for cities over one million population (4.55) was more 
than double that of cities between 10,000 and 25,000 population (2.01) (see 
Pigeon, 1979:174, Table 1/2, for complete data). Even cities of the same 
size can have very different ratios. In 197], Detroit--with a population of 
1.3 million--reported 4.2 officers per thousand residents; that same year, 
Houston--with 1.5 mill ion residents--reported a ratio of 1.9 (Heaphy, 1978; 
hereafter cited as the Police Fou~dation survey). 

Pol ice resources can also be measured by the per capita expenditures on 
pol ice agencies. The Police Foundation survey of large municipal departments 
across the country shows that the per capita costs ranged from $29 in Wichita, 
Kansas, to $140 in Detroit, Michigan. 2 Although the majority (52 percent) of 
the departments Were in the $40-60 range, 22 percent were below it, and 26 
percent were above it. Per capita annual e)tpenditures for pol ice departments 
were directly related to city size; for instance, the International City 
Management Association's (ICMA) 1978 survey of municipalities of 10,000 and 
over in population showed that the smallest category (10,000-24,999) averaged 
$37 and the largest (over 1,000;000) averaged $119 (Pigeon, 1979:186). Local 
variations in the cost of living ameliorate some of these differences, but 
they certainly cannot account for all of the disparity. 

2. Use of civilians. The proportion of sworn personnel in any agency sug
gests the extent to which all personnel share common training and background 
experiences. Large city police departments throughout the country were sur
veyed in 1977 and the proportion of sworn personnel ranged from 66-98% (Police 
Foundation survey).3 Smaller departments typically rely less on civilian 
personnel in part because they do not themselves provide many auxiliary 

2The Police Foundation survey notes that comparing different departments' 
statistics should be done with caution. 

3The distribution of the 44 responding departments was fairly even from 
one extreme to the other: 10 fell in the 65-70% range; 21 fell in the 70-85% 
range; and 13 fell in the 85-100% range. 
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TABLE 2-1. SIZE OF MUNICIPAL POLICE AND COUNTY SHERIFF DEPARTMENTS IN 80 METROPOLITAN AREAS 

Metroeolitan POEulation {1973 est.} 
50,000- 125,000- 250,000- 500,000 

Number of Officers 124,999 249,999 599,999 and Over Total 

Percentage of Municipal Pol ice t,i=77~" N=222 t,i=267 t,i=350 N=916 
Departments with 

Part-time officers only 17% 14% 9% 2% 8% 

1 to 4 full-time officers 40 35 26 19 27 

5 to 10 full-time officers 9 20 29 26 24 

11 to 20 full-time officers 9 14 19 14 

21 to 50 full-time officers 5 10 8 21 13 

51 to 150 full-time officers 25 7 6 8 9 

Over 150 full-tim~ officers 3 5 6 5 5 
------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------~----

Percentage of County Sheriffs !!.=19 N=27 N=23 N=28 t,i=97 
and Police Departments with 

1 to 4 full-time officers 0 11 % 0 0 3% 

5 to 10 full-time officers 0 11 0 7% 5 

11 to 20 full-time officers 26% 15 17% 1 1 17 

21 to 50 full-time officers 47 41 9 21 29 

51 to 150 full-time officers 26 19 44 25 28 

Over 150 full-time officers 0 4 30 36 19 

NOTE: Columns may not total 100 percent due to rounding errors. 

*Number reporting. 
SOURCE: EI inor Ostrom, Roger B. Parks, and Gordon P. Whitaker, Patterns of MetroEol itan Policing 

(Cambridge, Hass.:· Ballinger, 1978), p. 86, Table 5-7. Reprinted with permission from 
PATTERNS OF METROPOLITAN POLICING, Copyright 1978, Ballinger Publishing Company. 
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services which account for most of the civilian employees in the larger de
partments. Larger departments frequently provide auxiliary services both for 
themselves and smaller departments. In contrast to municipal police depart
ments, sheriff's departments often have a smaller proportion of personnel as
signed as police officers because of their civil court responsibilities, such 
as warrant serving and processing. In many small sheriffs' departments the 
same deputies do both civil and police work. In many of the larger depart
ments the civil and criminal work tasks are organized in two distinct and 
quite separate divisions. Sometimes civil deputies are fully empowered po
lice officers, though they never or rarely perform police functions. However 
the labor force is organized, the civil work has an important impact on the 
department's police work. For example, the organization's responsibility for 
serving civil process exposes it to more people, some of whom request assis
tance or create problems falling into the police realm. Serving a divorce 
summons may involve the civil deputy, a po1ice--or "crimina1"--deputy, or 
both, to deal with a disturance or violence when the original contact was only 
a civil matter, at least from the department's perspective. 

3. Management. There is remarkable variation in departments' organiza
tion of management. Some departments have hi8h1y centralized command struc
tures; others are more decentralized, with much operational policy delegated 
to the precinct, district, or team level. Although police departments are 
usually depicted as paramilitary organizations, some have experimented with 
participatory management (see, for example, Caiden, 1977:306-309). Unity of 
command, a highly valued management principle by many police executives, is 
displayed in varying degrees among departments (Wilson, 1975:152). Some de
partments devote substantially more resources to management and supervision 
than do others. The Police Foundation survey found that San Jose's police 
department assigned 6 percent of its sworn officers to ranks of sergeant or 
above, while the Memphis department assigned 40 percent of its sworn force to 
ranks of sergeant or above. Of course, rank titles often belie the actual 
function performed by an officer. Promotions to sergeant rank are routinely 
given in some departments to increase status or pay but do not reflect a super
visory function. On the other hand, departments attempting to limit person
nel expenditures may give de facto supervisory functions to patrol-rank of
ficers. Casual comparisonof personnel statistics is' fraught with problems. 
A thorough understanding of command and control structure and practices is 
necessary to appreciating the organizational context of policing in a community. 

4. Specialization. Even large police departments vary considerably in 
the extent to which they create specialized units for particular kinds of 
work. The Police Foundation survey found that 25 percent of these large po
lice departments had no technical services unit; 18 percent had no personnel 
unit; 16 percent had no youth unit; 11 percent had no traffic unit; 9 per
cent had no records unit; 9 percent had no communications unit; and 7 percent 
lacked one or more of the following units: vice, internal affairs, and re
search and development. Another 5 percent had no detective unit at all. 
This does not mean that the activities which would be assign~.!J..~h units 
were not performed by someone in the departments lacking the units. lI~oes 
indicate that the degree and manner of intradepartmental specialization dif
fers greatly even among relatively large departments. There is an even 
greater difference among departments of all sizes. 
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The proportion of personnel assigned to direct services divisions varies 
substantially according to size of department. Table 2-2 shows that varia
tion in the proportion of full-time personnel assigned to patrol services is 
related to department size. In very small departments, virtually all offi
cers are assigned to patrol. Somewhat larger departments usually have a crim
inal investigation unit as well as a patrol division. The largest departments 
typically have five or more specialized direct service units. 

TABLE 2-2. TYPES OF OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS BY SIZE OF MUNICIPAL POLICE AGENCY 

Officer 
Assignment 

Average Percentage 
of Sworn Officers 
Assigned to Direct 
Services Divisions 

Average Percentage 
of Sworn Officers 
Assigned to Patrol 
Division 

1-4 

99 

99 

Number of Sworn Officers in Department 
5-10 11-20 21-50 51-150 More than 150 

95 84 82 86 81 

91 74 68 63 55 

SOURCE: Elinor Ostrom, Roger B. Parks, and Gordon P. Whitaker, 
Patterns of Metropolitan Policing (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1978), 
p. 319, Figure 16-1. Reprinted with permission from PATTERNS OF METROPOLITAN 
POLICING, Copyright 1978, Ball inger Pub1 ishing Company. 

5. The meaning of structure. The indicators of internal organizational 
structure in the previous paragraphs should not be construed as measures of 
agency performance. Too often commentators use an agency's personnel, budget, 
or allocation of responsibility as bases for evaluating the quality of its 
work. This is a mistake. Police agencies face different kinds of tasks in 
different kinds of communities. The organizational characteristics which facil
itate police work in one context may hamper it in another. 

Often police officials and public leaders consider organizational struc
ture as instrumental and manipulable. Structural changes can be made in order 
to affect the agency's performance according to this view. Practically speak
ing, however, many features of police organizational structure are not easily 
changed by police administrators. The number of department personnel, the 
creation or combination of divisions, the promotion or hiring of personnel to 
supervisory positions, and the other characteristics described earlier are all 
constrained by limited resources, civil service requirements, adherence to 
statutory hiring practices, union pressures, and a host of other administra
tive and political considerations. 4 These organizational features thus often 
represent "givens" to the police administrator concerned about improving per
formance--at least in the short term. For example, the political infeasibility 
of consolidating police service for the 91 departments in Paterson-Clifton
Passaic, New Jersey, makes the small department structure of service delivery to 

4For a detailed discussion of the difficulty in changing police organiza
tional structure, see Guyot (1978). 
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this area a given (whether or not consolidation would improve services). 
Just as infeasible is the proposal to reorganize the New York City police De
partment into separate borough departments. The difficulties in implementing 
even less grandiose structural changes have been well-documented (Kelling 
et al., 1974; Wycoff and Kell ing, 1978; Cohen, 1979; Gay et al.! 1977~) .. The 
point is that many structural characteristics represent constr~lnts within 
which local governments must work. This does not mean that maJor.struct~ral 
reform should be forsaken, but it does mean that a great deal of Innovatlo~ 
can and must be implemented within ongoing structures. Structural reform IS 
often a long-term venture. Performance evaluation of a pol ice.department 
must take the makeup of the organization into account. Comparl~on of depart
ments with markedly different organizational patterns is.precarlous, unless 
of course those very structures are the focus of evaluation. 

B. Patterns of Service Activity 

Resources and internal organization alone do not adequately desc~ibe the 
variety of local police agencies; local police de~a~tments also vary I~ the 
services they provide. Approximately 7 of 10 municipal and county pol Ice 
agencies in the 1974 police Services Study sample patrolled, contro~l:d traf
fic, and investigated burglary and homicide. But 16 perc:n~ of.munlc~pal. 
police departments did not perform either burglary or homicide. Investigation, 
and 3 in 10 county sheriffs ' departments did not conduct traffic patrol 
(Ostrom et al., 1978:62-63, Tables 4-2 and 4-3).5 A nationwide :urvey of 
county sheriff's departments found that many have very broad police mandates, 
including enforcement of laws in county or state parks or game preserves (51 
percent), enforcement of environmental laws (4~ pe~cent),.an~ enforcement of 
fish and game laws (38 percent) (National Sheriffs ASsociation, undated). 

~ I 

In general, patterns of metropolitan pol ic~ng ~re.su:h ~hat only a.sin
gle police agency provides a given service for ~ts ~urlsdl:tl~n .. S~metlmes, 
however, several agencies conduct the same service In one Jurisdiction: The 
police Services study found, for example, that there were fe~ metropolitan. 
areas where all jurisdictions received patrol service ex:luslvel y f~om their 
own departments. In one SMSA only ~3 percent of.the residents received 
patrol service exclusively from their own producing agency (Ost~om et al., 
1978'98). Even more frequent are jurisdictions which receive different. 
poli~e services from different agencies. The division of police labor In a 
metropolitan area may cross jurisdictional boundaries, so that a local de
partment can be the sole producer of patrol service to its jurisdicti~n! yet 
share responsibility for other service~, such as traffic control or criminal 

investigation. 

Although some political units receive police service fro~ more than one 
department this seldom means duplication of services. Agencies usua~ly 
either divide the work in their common jurisdiction.or coordin~te their ac
tivities to provide for shared delivery of the service. Sometimes, for 

51 1Municipal police departments" include city, town, and village depart
ments, New England town police, township police. County government depart
ments included sheriffs and county police agencies such as airport, park, 

housing authorities, ~. 
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e~ample, a l~cal, state, or federal department provides ali of a particular 
kind of. service to several local political units. A typical example is the 
state highway patrol providing traffic patrol on all interstate highways 
throughout the state. In other areas routine traffic patrol is conducted by 
loc~l agencies, while the state highway patrol conducts all accident investi
gations. 

. Alth~ugh most large police agencies provide their own complaint receipt/ 
dispatching serv~ce, a significant proportion of smaller departments rely 
upon.other ~gencles (Ostr~m et a!., 1978:186-189).6 A police department may 
obtain services such as dispatching from another police department or another 
non-polic: agency within its own government (for instance, a fire department). 
Even :ervlces that are widely accepted as solely within the police domain are 
occasionally shared with non-police agencies. In St. Petersburg, Florida 
for example, crime .p~evention.responsibilities are shared by the police d;
p~rtment and t~e Office of Crime Prevention, which reports directly to the 
city manager. 

This diversity portends something very important for police performance 
m:asu~emen~: To the extent that police activities (such as criminal inves
tigation) Influence service outcomes (such as the incidence of crime) re
sp~nsibility for those outcomes must be shared among the police agencies 
~hl:h.share the work. The traditional one-grade, "report card" approach for 
Indlv~dual dep-artments in such "subjects" as street crime, white-collar crime 
traffl~ control, or violation of civil liberties simply does not work where ' 
authority and responsibility ~re shared. 

C. Local Policing in the State and Federal Context 

With few ex:e~tions, lo:ally elected officials establish the budgets and 
approve t~e policies to be Implemented by local police departments. 7 Yet 
local police are responsible for enforcing state laws and are increasingly 
affected by both state and federal regulations and incentives. Performance 
eval~ation should take into account both the local situation of the agency 
and ItS state and federal context. 

L~cal police departments vary considerably in the extent to which they 
are dlrec~ly accountable to local elected officials. A county sheriff's de
partment IS headed by an officer who is directly elected. The sheriff often 
has con~i?erabl: d~scretion in determining department policy, making person
nel decIsions within the department, and preparing budgets. The sheriff in 
most cases must deal with a county legislature on budget matters but he 
oft:n.has virtual indepe~dence regarding department operations. 'In contrast, 
muniCipal and county police departments are often more closely controlled by 
a mayor or manager at whose pleasure the chief serves, and city councils 
exert not only budgetary control, but also oversee department policy. They 

6 . The.Ostrom e~ al: survey of over 1,000 municipal and county direct-ser-
vice p~llce agenc~es I~ Go small- to medium-sized SMSAs found that 32 per
cent did not provide dispatch services themselves (p. 187). 

. 7som7 d7partment: like St. Louis and Kansas City, Missouri, have govern
Ing commiSSions appOinted by the governor. 
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conduct program reviews and institute policy changes for police more commonly 
than is the case for sheriffs. 

State and federal involvement rarely occurs in day-to-day local police 
operations; rather, it is typically limited to matters of the general criminal 
code and police authority, training and education standards, personnel prac
tices, research and development, and finances. State and federal involvement 
in specific circumstances of local police affairs is usually limited to oc
casional, highly publicized investigations of police corruption, not routine 
monitoring of police department performance. 

State legislatures and state and federal courts do have the potential 
for influencing the nature of police work by passing laws or making decisions 
about substantive and procedural criminal law. In fact,the legal powers 
granted and interpreted by these federal and state legal bodies constitute the 
most important sources of nonlocal influence on local police practices. They 
convey, define, and limit two very important legal powers of the local police: 
1) authority to enforce the criminal law and 2) authority to exercise coercive 
force to enforce those laws and maintain community welfare (Bittner, 1974:40). 
Because these bodies define the criminal law, they define the scope of legal 
police intervention in the affairs of the community. Some legislatures are 
also defining the bounds of interventions not based on criminal law, such as 
deal ing with inebriates and the mentally unb·alanced. Research attempting to 
trace the impact of individual legislative and judicial decisions on police 
behavior has repeatedly shown that police agencies are slow to respond to 
legal changes and that the manner in which they do so is critically colored 
by local considerations (Griffiths and Ayers, 1967; Medalie et al., 1968; 
Mi Iner, 1971; Wald et al., 1967). 

A state legislature's authority to define an act as illegal or to justify 
a noncriminal intervention determines the basis for police arrest or other 
action, but the decision to arrest remains with members of the local agency 
whose administrators and officers are seldom "called on the carpet" for too 
much or too little zeal in doing so. Some laws are intentionally vague--the 
legislators recognizing the need for the application of local standards, as 
in vagrancy and disturbance laws (Goldstein, 1977:30). Some laws deal with 
acts so difficult to define in operational terms that their application is 
the source of repeated legal redefinition, requiring local police discretion, 
as in the case of obscenity laws. 

There are also instances of outright police refusal to foliow very ex
plicit legislative or jurisprudential rules. An example is the Florida Legis
lature's passage in 1977 of a substantial increase in the amount of moving 
traffic violation fines, automatically more than doubling the size of most 
traffic fines. Despite the governor's strong and highly publicized support 
for this law, local law enforcement officers throughout the state threatened 
not to issue citations for any but the most severe violations because of the 
hardship the heavy fines would impose on motorists. Local police administra
tors reported a sharp reduction in traffic citations after the law went into 
effect, attributing it to a ticketing slowdown. In the midst of widespread 
public and police dissatisfaction with the law, the Florida Supreme Court 
struck down the fine surcharge as unconstitutional three months after it took 
effect. 
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The federal government participates even less in local poli~e.activ~t~es 
than do state governments. Agencies such as the ~B~,.DEA, or mll'lta~y In. 
vestigation agencies become involved in local activities only when.t ere IS 
the possibility that a federal law has been violated .. The proportion of. 
such cases resulting in local-federal agency contact IS very small relative 
to the total number of local investigations undertaken. The federal govern
ment's most visible influence over local practices ~as probably.c~me throu:h 
its massive grant programs to state and local agencies .. In addition to at 
taching administrative gUidelines to these grant:, agencles.o: the :ed:~ahl 

t t bly the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration ave government--mos no a . . 1 t tu and 
encoura ed experimentation with a variety of organ~zatl~na .s r~c res. 
practic;s by providing special program funds and dlssemlna~lng Info:matlon. 
The impact of the massive federal aid program on local police ~~act~ces, ._ 
be un over a decade ago, is not entirely clear, but recent stu ~es ave main 
ta~ned that the stated goals of most programs have not ~een achieved or. have 
been substantially modified by local agencies (Congressional Budget Office, 
1978) . 

Many state and national professional organizations also have a stake ~n 
the directions taken by local police (for example, the American ~ar Associa-
tion the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the National _ 
Sheriffs' Association, the Police Executive.R:search F~rum, several la~gehPo 
lice unions, the National Association of Criminal Justice Planners, ~n t e_ 
International City Managers Association). Interest gr~ups repr:sentlng con 
sumers of police service also attempt to infl~e~ce police practices. ~xamp~es 

r the NAACP the Urban League, and senior citizen groups. To exert In~lu 
:n~es rofes~ional associations rely primarily upon. access ~o members 0 oc
cu atio~s directly involved in the production of police services. ~onsumer 
in~erest groups have greater difficulty marshalin~ resources thatdwll~ ha~e 
a direct affect on behavior, but they attempt to Influence electe an ap 
pointed officials through publicity and participation in the.elector~ldProcess. 
They can also use their resources to instigate legal pr~ceedlngs to In uce 

~~~~~~Sh!~el~~~~t~~~~~~~::'nu~:~~::l~~,p~:!~~~~ ~~~~:~s~~n~~n~~~e~~:~~~e~rans_ 
form the character of local policing. 

To say that policing in America remains untouched by state.and nati~n~l 
influences would ignore a major trend in local, state, and natlon~l .pOl;tICS, 

'all in urban areas. State- and national-level interest an Invo ve
~:~~c;n l~cal police affairs has increased dramatically in the ~astddecade. 
What is remarkable about this trend is the ability of. local p~llce lepar~
ments to absorb these pressures and incentives and still retain styes 0 • 

policing sustained by local politfcs and colored thoroughly by local considera
tions. 

D. Local Police in the Criminal Justice Context 

Thinking of police as part of a criminal justice. system is a relatively 
8 b1' concern over the crime rate has grown, the recent development. As pu IC research and government has response of those grappling with the problem in 

8 ) . of the development of the crim-See Goldstein's (1977:21-24 discussion 
inal justice system notion in policing. 
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been to Iisystematize" human endeavors to deal with it. The agencies of social 
control that have come to form the Ilcriminal justice systemll in the United 
States have been the police, the courts, and correctional institutions. 

A popular conceptualization of the criminal justice system is an assem
bly line that gathers raw materials (alleged criminals), processes them (ap
plies criminal law), and eventually returns them (or nearly all of them) to 
the environment. It is now routine for criminal justice texts to note that 
the police comprise by far the largest component of the criminal justice sys
tem. National estimates including all levels of government indicate that 
police accounted for 52 percent of all 1977 criminal justice expenditures and 
57 percent of the employment (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and 
Bureau of Census, 1979:1-31). Local police accounted for roughly 64 percent 
of local cr!minal justice expenditures and employment; local police expendi
tures comprised 36 percent of all criminal justice expenditures in the United 
States and 34 percent of the employment. 

T~e assembly-line view of crimi~al justice describes the principal police 
function as intake--that is, identifying crimes, apprehending alleged crim
inals, and collecting evidence of their wrongdoing. Considering statistics 
on agency activities, the police role in the criminal justice system seems 
even more dominating than their expenditures or employment indicate. National 
estimates for 1975 show that the police recorded 11.3 million index crimes 
which comprise only a very small proportion of all crimes reported to poli~e. 
They made 9.3 million arrests--about one fourth for index crimes. Eighty per
cent of the adults arrested for index crimes went to court, and 73 percent 
were found guilty of some offense. Juvenile arrests accounted for one fourth 
of all arrests and 43 percent of index-crime arrests, and nearly one half 
of all juvenile arrests were handled without making formal charges or refer
ral to juvenile authorities; these figures do not include most traffic of
fenses (Kelly, 1976). 

The police make critical decisions about the volume and character of the 
Il raw material ll available to other agencies which process persons accused of 
~rime. P~lice also influence the nature of those agencies l work by the qual
Ity of eVidence they produce. Some police have been given de facto prosecu
torial powers to determine the formal charges against suspects (Mcintyre, 
1968:463-464). They also exert considerable informal (and sometimes public) 
pres:ure to influence subsequent decisions made--especially by prosecutors 
an? ~udge:. :-he polic: ba:tering position in the Ilexchange process 'l among 
criminal Justice agencies IS a potent one in light of the formally specified 
separation of powers under which they operate (Cole, 1973). The conventional 
view ~f poli~e in the ~riminal ju:tice system has served a very useful pur
pose In calling attention to the Important influence of police discretion on 
subsequent stages of the processing of suspects. 

T~e emphasis on police as the intake unit for other criminal justice 
ag:ncles,.however, should not be allowed to obscure other important services 
which police conduct. For example, many local police assist victims of crime. 
This service does not fit neatly into the conventional picture of the crim
inal justice system. Victim assistance activities may include some of the 
activities important to apprehending offenders, but the purposes of the two 
services are quite different in many cases. A comprehensive measurement pro
gram needs to be able to address both services. 
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The police also provide services that may be viewed as part of other dis
tinct service systems: social welfare, medical, psychiatric, and general in
formation. Regardless of whether these services may be relevant to improved 
law enforcement and criminal apprehension, they are services which are thor
oughly integrated into the daily routine of policing. Performance evaluation 
foc.using only on IIcr iminal justicell when the police participate in so many 
other ways in the community is of limited usefulness. Police administrator"" 
are confronted with the task of participating in many service systems--not 
just criminal justice. 

Herman Goldstein (1977) points out that it is the local government base 
of police which encourages them to provide so many different services: 

[V]iewing the police primarily as an agency of municipal govern
ment is a way of emphasizing the fact that each community has 
the opportunity to make its own judgments as to what its 
police force should do .... Implicit in this approach is the 
belief that most of the noncriminal functions police now per
form are not inappropriate tasks if a community concludes 
that the police agency is the logical administrative unit in 
which to house them (p. 33). 

Local governments have ensured three police capabilities which have not 
on 1 y supported po 1 ice efforts to dea 1 wi th cr i me, but have enab 1 ed them to 
provide many other services as well: 

--high acc.essibility, around-the-clock and throughout the 
jurisdiction (Jerry Wilson, 1975: 144); 

--expertise and resources for dealing with situations requiring 
immediate action (Bittner, 1974); and 

--personnel having information on a wide variety of local 
conditions and practices (Rubinstein, 1973:129- 21 7). 

The ready availability of local police services is manifest in a number 
of ways, not the least of which is the sheer size of local police departments 
compared to other local service agencies. A survey of the nation1s 12 l~rg
est municipalities (excluding New York City) indicated that police accounted 
for a larger proportion of the municipal budgets than did any other depart
ments. Cities in the next category (300,000-750,000 population) showed the 
same pattern except that expenditures for education exceeded those for police 
{Odoni, 1977).9 Police personnel expenditures are typically the largest of 
the labor-intensive local services except for education (Pigeon, 1979:183). 

The relative size of the police department in municipal and county gov
ernment is not the most telling characteristic of police department avail
ability. Rather, police are made accessible by the kinds of rules set up to 
mobilize their services. Fire protection, sanitation, parks and recreation, 
hospitals, highways and transportation, public welfare, education, and mental 

9Education is a major expenditure which is included in some budgets but 
not others, which makes precise comparison difficult. 
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health all have one or more of the following characteristics which specialize 
their service and limit the work they do: 

--a regular, clearly defined, and predictable clientele (sanitation, 
pubiic welfare, and education); 

--a clearly defined service routin~ that does not require, nor is it 
very adaptable to, numerous and separate client-initiated requests 
for mobilization (sanitation, parks and recreation, highways and 
transportation, and education 10; and 

--rigorous and difficult-to-alter (or make exception to) screening 
criteri2 for deciding who may receive service (fire, hospitals, 
public welfare, education, and mental health). 

There are, of course, elements of these characteristics within police depart
ments, but they are less than in other local service agencies. Local govern
ments need a generalized social response agency to categorize, route, or al
leviate service problems whose applicability to an existing specialized 
service function' is either unclear or nonexistent. It is not surprising in 
light of a traditionally felt need for around-the-clock protection against 
crime (the specialized domain of the police) and the standard organization for 
providing this protection (dispersion of personnel in beats throughout the 
jurisdiction) that the preponderance of this v~rk falls to the police. ll 

The resources and structure of police departments not only make them the 
most likely candidates for diagnosing problems--they are also the most likely 
candidates for stabilizing these problems. They are often first on the scene 
at fire, medical, and emotional crises and are expected to render aid and at
tempt to stabilize the situation until more appropriate, specialized agencies 
can mobilize their resources (for example, ambulance servZce, fire department, 
social workers, and psychiatric services). The last characteristic making 
local police particularly open to requests for help with non-crime service 
problems is not a direct product of any single local government policy, but 
rather it is the product of a variety of government policies, economic fac
tors, and the [1neral nature of crime-related police work. Occupationally, 
the police are not very mobile; they tend to have strong local roots. Police 
promotion practices are such that advancement is penalized for a transient of
ficer whose record is unknown and untested in a new locale; departments re
quire a substantial period in rank before officers are eligible for advance
ment. The rank-and-file place great value on personal reputation, which can 
only be developed locally. In an occupation where variation in salary scales 
is relativeiy small from one department to another, pay increases offer scant 
incentive to transfer out of the department. Numerous researchers have 
stressed the importance of information about local territory and people to 
individual offic€ff performance in policing (Rubinstein, 1973; Van Maanen, 1974; 

IOThe principal reason is that these agencies do not have a highly de
veloped rapid communications systemas do police--and other emergency services. 
Police are much more adaptable. 

IISee Jerry Wilson (1975:143) for a discussion u~ this generalist role 
filled by local police agencies. 
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Murphy, 1977). Consequently, the more familiar an officer becomes with his 
jurisdiction, and particularly his assigned territory, the more effective he 
is in maintaining order, making good arrests, etc. Thus, because of the 
selection process, career patterns, and the reigning occupational wisdom, po
lice are highly motivated to have very detailed knowledge of the area they 
serve. Unless the department has taken special care to mak~ officers aware 
of certain local services, the accumulation of this knowledge is quite inci
dental to an) locally acknowledged non-crime services. Yet the widely ac
cepted practice of seeking information from police if no other source seems 
appropriate or available is testimony to the publ icls expectations that the 
police officer should be will ing to share some of his knowledge, even when the 
request is unrelated to a criminal matter. 

E. Summary 

Viewing the local police agency primarily as part of a well-ordered crim
inal justice system ignores the real-world context of American policing. 
Performance measurement based upon such a viewpoint overlooks the many other 
services that local pol ice conduct. Overall agency performance evaluation 
depends upon careful identification of the particular agency: its organiza
tional structure and its service activities. Although police receive very 
important legal authority from the states (via the criminal code and case 
law), local communities'strongly influence the nature of their police organi
zation and its service activities. The result of this local influence is that 
police are not only an integral part of the criminal justice system, but they 
are also important to the operation of other local service systems. Police 
performance measurement should be designed to reflect the broad range of 
duties police ~re organized to do and must take account of the organization of 
the agency which conducts these services. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
WHAT PEOPLE WANT FROM POLICE 
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discuss the police as an "internal" constituency concerned with performance 
measurement . 

Constituents express their performance preferences to police in a variety 
of ways. Some preferences are directed to police in the form of an explicit 
request for service: a burglary victim's telephone call or a request from 
the district attorney for additional evidence 0~ a case. Despite repeated at
tempts to narrow the range of legitimate expectations of policing coming from 
both within and outside of police circles, policing in America remains essen
tially r~active to the general public's routine requests for service and to 
the wurk-related requests of other agencies (Reiss, 1971a; Clark and Sykes, 
1974). Performance measures noW in use ignore much of the reactive work of 
police. Highly reactive service organizations need performance measures which 
help them monitor their activities and accomplishments in terms of these ex
plicit requests for service. 

Not all performance expectations are expressed explicitly to the police, 
of course. Expectations may remain tacit because police are satisfactorily 
fulfill ing them--they may not be expressed because constituents feel that 
there is little likelihood that police will be responsive and may even be puni
tive. Finally, they may remain tacit because the perceived cost of expressing 
them is not worth the benefit expected if the police were responsive. Nonethe
less, failure to take tacit expectations into account overlooks the values 
held by at least potentially important constituents. 

Such tacit concerns typically include freedom from fear of crime, police 
presence, and police civility. Common measures used by police relating to 
these expectations are crime rates, traffic statistics, and public opinion 
survey respo,nses. However, citizens rarely call the police to request that 
the department achieve lower crime rates, fewer traffic accidents, or higher 
marks on citizen surveys. Police infer these expectations from their many 
transactions with citizens and from statements of public officials, the media, 
and other public figures. 

A. The General Public 

The citizens of a community are the fundamental reference group for a po
lice department in a democratic society. Public officials and police admins
trators often justify their policies by referr.1ng to "what the public wants." 
On many issues, however, there are substantial differences in what people 
want'. Before the police can deal with this diversity, they must openly ac
knowledge it and try to understand it. One way for a local police department 
to match its performance measurement program to its local community is to ex
amine the requests for service it routinely receives from individual citizens. 

1. Requests for police services. Citizens communicate problems to police 
in a variety of ways: telephoning, walking into the police station, hailing 
officers on the street, mailing requests, and even calling by citizens' band 
radio. In bringing problems to police attention, citizens indicate a desire 
for pol ice action. Sometimes citizens are quite specific about what they want 
police to do. Other times they do not request specific police actions; they 
only want the problem dealt with somehow. A police officer may interact 
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not only with the person initiating the request, but also with others who 
have other, sometimes conflicting requests. 

For what sorts of problems do citizens routinely call police? Numerous 
surveys of police calls-for-service records indicate that the great majority 
of calls do not involve crimes. 1 Estimates of the proportion of non-crime 
calls range from 40 to 80 percent, most falling around 75 to 80 percent. 
(This variation is due to what each researcher has defined as a "crimell prob
lem and how the data were obtained as well as to differences in problems po
lice handle in the various jurisdictions studied.) 

a. Requests received by telephone. A conversation between a citizen 
and a police telephone operator is the most frequent means of initiating po
lice-citizen contact. To describe the intracacies of this exp~ctation
expression, we will relate the findings of the 1977 Police Services Study sur
vey of 26,465 telephone calls for service in 21 police departments. This is 
one of the largest surveys of calls relying solely on independent observation 
instead of police records and dealing with a variety of police and sheriffs' 
departments. (See Appendix A for greater detail on this survey.) 

The description of the public's "street level" requests for service is 
based upon a ~blem classification scheme developed for the Police Services 
Study (PSS). Problems, in Herman Goldstein's (1979) words, are lithe incred
ibly broad range of troublesome situations that prompt citizens to turn to 
police ... " (p. 2l12). A problem is a circumstance that someone brings to po
lice attention for police action. The PSS used 236 problem descriptions in 
characterizing the nature of the problems people bring to the police. Since 
over 200 problem descriptions would prove unwieldy, We have grouped them into 
13 categories. This classification scheme is described briefly in Table 3-1. 
(Detailed description of the 236 problem descriptions and how they were grouped 
into the 13 categories is provided in Appendix B.) 

The 13 problem categories are based upon terms widely applied by police 
and citizens to groups of problems. A single incident may require more than 
One category to describe it. For example, a mugging can involve a citizen's 
request to enforce a criminal law against the assailant (a violent crime) 
and a citizen's request for medical assistance. Some circumstances by defini
tion fall into several categories: a hit-and-run is at once a violent crime, 
a medical situation, and a traffic problem.2 

lSee J.Q. Wilson (1975b), Bercal (1970), Cumming et a1. (1965), Lilly (1977), 
Reiss (1971a), Webster (1970), Meyer (1974), Shearing (1972), Misner (1967). 
Scott (1979) reviews this literature and discusses his own research, which 
supports this view. 

2Scott (1979) develops a similar 12-category problem typology based upon 
the same 236 problem-definition codes used here, but the precise meaning of 
the categories is different. Scott1s categories are mutually exclusive. His 
typology focuses on the nature of the action requested; the typology applicable 
to this book focuses upon the substance of the problem prompting the call. 
The difference between our typology and Scott1s is an example of the impor
tance of being specific about how problem typologies are constructed to facili
tate interpretation and comparison. 
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TABLE 3-1. TELEPHONE REQUESTS FOR SERVICE ACCORDING TO 13 PROBLEM 
CATEGORIES 

Category 
% Calls Involving 
This Kind of Problem 

Non-violent crime: non-personal injury or property 
loss involving criminal liability 

Traffic problem: dangerous ~r illeg~l operation of a 
motor vehicle, motor vehicle aCCident, or other 
hazard on a publ ic thoroughfare 

Assistance: all situations other than the above where 
a citizen requests or appears in need of help 

Public nuisances: unpleasant or annoying circumstances 

General information request: person wants information 
from police (only if no other categories apply) 

Interpersonal conflict: persons involved in a dispute; 
it may involve violence, but no criminal liability is 
indicated a priori. 

Suspicious circumstances: circumstances about which 
there is great uncertainty, but threatening 

Medical problem: injured or ill persons in need of 
medical assistance 

Dependent person: persons unable to care for themselves 

Violent crime: bodily injury or threat of bodily injury 
by a person when there is criminal liability 

Information for police: person only.provides information 
to police (only if other categories apply) 

Public morals crime: an affront to legal standards of 
"right conduct" 

Internal police operations: no direct service to citizens 
(e.g., administrative tasks, internal legal procedures, 
internal investigations) 

20% 

14 

13 

13 

11 

8 

5 

4 

3 

3 

2 

*Percentages sum to more than 100 percent because a single call may involve 
more than one problem. 

Nonviolent crimes were the most frequent of the 13 types of problem. This 
comprises a diverse set of problems including such situations as family neglect, 
theft, break-in, fraud, leaving the SCene of a property damage accident, van
dalism, and civil rights violation. Traffic problems ~ere t~e second most fre
quently mentioned category. The proportions of calls InvolVing a req~est for. 
assistance and reporting of nuisances Were nearly as large. General Information 
requests were the fifth largest category. The eight remaining problem catego
ries were each applicable to less than 10 percent of the calls .. Calls often
times involve more than one problem. Six percent of all calls Involved more 
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than one problem category. The probability of multiple problem categories 
varied with the type of problem. Forty-two percent of the calls involving 
medical problems also involved other problems. In these incidents the second 
problem was most often traffic related. 

For some analyses we find it useful to reduce the problem categories to 
four general areas: crime, order maintenance, service, and traffic. These 
four are mutually exclusive and hierarchically organized so that each inci
dent is assigned to only one category. They are described in Table 3-2 with 
the proportion of telephone calls relevant to each. 

TABLE 3-2. TELEPHONE REQUESTS FOR SERVICE ACCORDING TO FOUR PROBLEM 
CATEGORIES 

% Calls Involving 
Category This Category 

1) Crime: Violent crimes, nonviolent crimes, public 
morals crimes, suspicious circumstances, 
criminal warrants, and officer assists. If 
there is any indication thatoneof these 
categories-applies, the incident is con
sidered in the crime category only. 

2) Order maintenance: interpersonal conflicts, dis
turbances, nuisances, dependent persons. 
If the crime category does not apply, and 
one of these categories does, then the in
cident is in the order maintenance category. 

3) Service: assistance, information request, infor
mation for police. If neither the crime 
nor the order maintenance categories apply 
and one of these categories does, then the 
incident is in the service category. 

4) Traffic: traffic problems. If neither crime nor 
order maintenance nor service categories 
ar~ly to the incident and the traffic prob
lem category does, then it is considered 
in the traffic category. 

36% 

22 

30 

12 

These categories are similar to those employed by James Q. Wilson (1975b) 
and subsequently by others in describing police functions. They are clearly 
too broad to be of much benefit in designing operational policies and proce
dures, but they do permit some useful generalizations about requests for ser
vice in this chapter and police response to these problems (see Chapter 4). 
The figures in Table 3-2 support the findings of other research on calls for 
service. The majority of problems citizens refer to police are not crime
focused. 
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b. Face-to-face reguests for service. The most specific requests for 
police actions often occur in face-to-face encounters between citizens and 
police officers. The in-person encounter may take place as a consequence of 
a telephone conversation, a citizen request on the street, or police initiative. 
Regardless of how it begins, it is during the encounter that the complexity of 
citizens ' problems and requests becomes known to police. A telephone 
conversation nearly always provides police with only one view of the 
problem. Once on the scene, the officer may confront a situation far more 
complex than the telephone conversation indicated. He must then develop and 
refine a definition of the problem, often in the face of competing definitions 
provided by people who are at odds with each other. 

The Pol ice Services Study's observation of pol ice-citizen encounters in 
24 police departments gives som indication of the complexity that character
izes many police-citizen contacts. In more than 7,200 hours of in-person 
observation of patrol officers, researchers recorded 5,688 police-citizen 
encounters, 3,167 of which were citizen-·initiated. We defined as "citizen
initiated" any calls which were radioed by the dispatcher or which began when a 
citizen requested assistance directly from an officer. Virtually all of 
the dispatched calls in the departments studied were based upon citizen tele
phone or walk-in requests for service. (See Appendix A for details on patrol 
observation.) Most of thes~ citizen-initiated encounters came to patrol officer 
attention by way of the police operator and dispatcher. Using the 13 
problem categories described earl ier, the initial definition of the problem 
changed in one fourth of all citizen-initiated encounters. That is, one of the 
following occurred in one of four citizen-initiated encounters: A problem 
category not identified initially later became relevant, or a problem category 
identified initially was unfounded, or both of the above. 

Regardless of how an encounter begins, there are many specific requests 
articulated by citizen participants. Often these specific requests, rather 
than the general-problem context of the encounter, most concern the citizen. 
Table 3-3 indicates the proportion of all Police Services Study encounters 
during which several ki"nds of specific requests were made by one or more citi
zens. In 52 percent of the PSS-observed encounters, one or more specific 
requests of the types listed in Table 3-3 were made by citizen participants. 

Conflict between citizens adds to the complexity of citizen requests. In 
12 percent of the PSS encounters at least one victim and one suspect were 
present during the encounter. Both were present in 50 percent of all inter
personal conflicts, 31 percent of all violent crime encounters, and 22 per
cent of all nuisance situations. In 7 percent of all encounters citizens 
were in verbal or physical conflict with each other during the encounter. This 
was most frequent in interpersonal conflicts (112 percent) and violent crimes 
(24 percent), These observational indices do not register more subtle forms 
of inter-citizen conflict and do not reflect conflict occurring before the 
observed officer arrived. 

The general description of calls and encounters provided by statistical 
summaries of observations gives only a rough indication of the complexity of 
requests occurring in police-citizen interactions. In-depth descriptions of 
encounters, such as those provided by Muir (1977), Van Maanen (1974), and 
Skolnick (1967), indicate the truly ambiguous, developmental nature of citizen
police encounters. This complexity presents a great challenge to pol ice 
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TABLE 3-3. SPECIFIC CITIZEN REQUESTS IN FACE-TO-FACE ENCOUNTERS 
WI TH POll CE 

Type of Reguest 

That force be used against another citizen 

That no force be used against self or others 

That more police attention (~., investigation or 
surveillance) be given to the problem 

That police make an official report of the matter 

That police render physical assistance (~., trans
portation, help with child or animal, medical, 
referra 1) 

That police provide specific information 

% Encounters in Which 
This Request was Made 
by a Citizen (N=5688) 

13% 

9 

17 

8 

5 

20 

performance measurement. Not only are police called upon to deal with a vari
ety of public and private problems, they a~e also subject to competing, often 
contradictory requests. 

2. Comparing community reguest profiles. Since publication of James Q. 
Wilson's widely read study, Varieties of Police Behavior, publ ished in 1968, 
and similar comparative studies, such as John Gardiner's Traffic and the 
Police (1969), it should have been axiomatic among police professionals that 
communities can substantially differ in the nature of requests their people 
make of police. Police service priorities may need to vary substantially to 
accommodate differences in citizens' problems and re.quests. Urban areas dif
fer from rural areas, small towns from big cities, new cities from old cities, 
coastal cities from landlocked cities, homogeneous communities from hetero
geneous communities, and so on. Despite these obvious differences which can 
be seen in citizens' requests for service, many police professionqls and aca
demics try to apply a single set of service priorities to all departments. 
This uniform, "professional" approach to performance priorities has produced 
stockpiling of anti-riot equipment in isolated rural communities and the 
formation of SWAT (Special Weapons and Tactics Teams) units in small towns. 
Moreover, sometimes sUbtle differences in community needs are obscured in 
the rush to jump on the latest crime-fighting bandwagon. 

Not only do communities differ in the nature of requests made to their po
lice, but most also have significant variation within them. The more diverse 
the community, the more complicated the pattern of service requests will 
generally be. To the extent that police acknowledge diversity in request pro
files, they tend to think geographically, but there are other ways of identi
fying service request patterns. For example, some women are more likely to 
report rape or spouse abuse than others. Some businesses are more likely to 
request escort services than others. Nevertheless, police orient their de
ployment decisions in terms of beats and districts. It is therefore impor
tant that they obtain useful information about variation in the quantity and 
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quality of requests. Some police chiefs like to appear to be in the fore
front of performance evaluation by requiring that each precinct captain re
duce crime by X percent to keep their precinct command. This sort of perfor
mance measurement is both naive and unfair because it fails to consider that 
both the level and type of crime committed in different parts of the city 
may vary greatly. For example, it may be easier to reduce shopl ifting in a 
business district than to reduce domestic assaults in a poor residential area. 
A careful profiling of requests for service and other problems in different 
parts of the jurisdiction is an important step toward a more realistic basis 
for setting forth relevant performance criteria and standards.3 

3. Citizens' tacit performance expectations of police. Citizens' direct 
requests for police service are a very compelling source of information about 
public priorities for policing and can readily be used in developing a perfor
mance measurement system. However, direct requests for service embodied in 
the telephone call or street encounter do not express the full range of the 
public's expectations of police service. There are many tacit expectations of 
police. Here we focus on three major concerns of street-level constituents: 
1) freedom from the fear of crime, 2) desire for police presence, and 3) ci
vility in police behavior. Police telephone operators seldom receive tele
phone calls explicitly requesting that police reduce crime or be more polite, 
yet these are powerful undercurrents of the public's wants and their standards 
for police performance. 

a. Freedom from fear of crime. It has long been a professional 
axiom that a fundamental priority for local police is to soothe the public's 
anxiety about crime. James Q. Wilson (1975a), reacting to the community ser
vice orientation to policing, supported this position: 

He [the citizen] believes, with reason, that if there were 
no police at all there would be more crime, and therefore 
he supposes that if there were more police there would be 
less crime. When he sees a policeman on a street corner, 
the citizen often feels more secure and assumes that the 
burglar or mugger seeing the officer will feel less secure. 
If a crime is committed, the citizen believes that the 
police should diligently look for the criminal, even if it 
means neilecting their community service functions. The 
citizen is impatient with theories that argue that crime 
can only be prevented by reforming prisons or ending poverty. 
He thinks that crime--or at least crime that affects him-
will be prevented if sufficient policemen walk by his home 
or business often enough (p. 82). 

Despite the traditional appeal of this outlook, we now have some evidence in
dicating that many of its assumptions are questionable. It is clear that 
fear of crime is a major concern among citizens. It is far less than clear 
that they hold police responsible for the level of crime, however. 

3See Boydstun and Sherry (1975) for 
profiling the needs of different beats. 
for service is another. 
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Academics, criminal justice administrators, and elected officials have 
identified the threat of crime as the major public policy priority for police 
(Morris and Hawkins, 1977; Silberman, 1978; Wilson, 1975~), yet recently 
analyzed data on citizen attitudes and experiences with crime and police in 
eight "impact" cities of the r~ational Crime Survey imply that fear of crime, 
though significant, is neither as widespread nor as influential as many had 
thought (Garofalo, 1977b). Twenty percent of the survey respondents re
ported that they were afraid to go into certain parts of their metropolitan 
area during the day; 36 percent were afraid of doing so at night. Slightly 
more than half felt very safe about being out alone in their neighborhood 
during the day, but only 18 percent felt very safe alone in their neighbor
hoods at night. Such figures are unsettling. However, most respondents had 
no complaints about their neighborhood, and the vast majority of those who did 
c~ted problems ~ther. than crime (e.g., traffic, environmental problems, pub
lic transportation, Inadequate schools, shopping facilities). In fact, only 
7 percent of the respondents rated their neighborhoods as more dangerous than 
others in the same metropolitan area. Although a ~ery large proportion (82 
perLent) felt that people have limited their activities in recent years be
cause of fear of crime, a much smaller proportion (45 percent) indicated that 
they personally had limited their activity for this reason. Crime was re
ported by only a small proportion of respondents as a reason for not going 
out for entertainment or as a major motivating factor in a decision to move 
from the neighborhood. 

Of course, the degree of alarm or optimism one takes from these findings 
depends largely upon onels expectations. Charles Silberman (1978:3-20) 
claiming "Criminal violence is debasing the quality of life in American'cities 
and suburbs," vividly describes the subtle ways in which the fear of crime 
corrodes individuals ' confidence even with familiar places and people--ways 
not measured by a survey researcher's questions. 

Regardless of the importance of fear of crime to the public, survey re
search implies that most citizens do not hold the police accountable for the 
level of crime in their communities. The survey research team for the Kansas 
Cit: Preventive Patrol Study asked neighborhood residents, "Can you give me an 
example of anything that needs to be done to reduce the amount of crime in 
this neighborhood?" At least two thirds of each neighborhood sample failed to 
suggest some aspect of policing or criminal justice in their response (Kelling 
et al., 1974:346-347). The data from the eight cities in the National Crime 
Survey produced only a very weak association between respondents' fear of crime 
and their evaluations of police performance, leading Garofalo (1977b) to con
clude, lithe public does not 'blame ' the police for the problem of cdme" (p. 
30) . 

b. Police presence. Regardless of citizen perceptions of the linkage 
b7tween crime and police performance, it i$ clear that many people value po
lice presence above any other police service. Police presence involves more 
than answering requests for service; it includes preventive patrol as well. 
When National Crime Survey respondents in 13 large metropolitan areas were 
asked w~at w~ys.their local police could improve, 46 percent of those offering 
suggestions Indicated a top priority for hiring more police officers or de
ploying more police officers of a certain type in certain areas or at certain 
times (Garofalo, 1977a:14). When Kansas City residents Were asked to indicate 
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any particular thing about police service in their neighborhood they least 
liked, the most frequent single response in all neighborhoods was that the 
police were not patrolling enough. When asked to indicate what they liked 
best about their police service, the most frequent responses also stressed 
police presence: frequent police patrol, responding promptly when called, 
foot patrol, and helicopter service. Different groups of citizens stress dif
ferent aspects of police presence. White residents in large metropolitan 
areas are more likely to prefer more police serving their neighborhoods than 
are black residents in those metropolitan areas. Black residents, on the 
other hand, are more likely to indicate that the police should respond to ser
vice requests more rapidly (Garofalo, 1977b:30). 

The complex relationship between the public's desire for police presence 
and the desire to be free from the fear of crime in the neighborhood is an 
issue of more than academic interest. Police departments typically allocate 
patrol officers to neighborhoods according to measures of demand for police 
presence (calls for service and response time). Many of the neighborhoods 
that have the highest number of calls for service are also the neighborhoods 
with the highest serious crime rates and, not surprisingly, also the highest 
levels of fear of crime. 1he correlations are far from perfect in most large 
cities, however, and when residents of a nei9hborhood express a fear of crime 
greatly out of proportion to the workload criterion the department uses to 
routinely allocate personnel, then department decision-makers are faced with 
deciding which "squeaky wheel" to grease. The most effective expression of 
fear of crime usually comes through neighborhood organizations (Henig, 1978). 
Police department management is usually the only advocate of allocative 
rules based on workload. Management's commitment to these rules may be strong 
enough to weather a grass roots assault on them, but quite frequently they 
make some accommodation. Given limited resources, some other neighborhood or 
district of the city will have fewer officers assigned to it, and it will 
likely be the one that does not mobilize its own organization or lacks influ~ 
ential representation in the local government. A performance measurement 
system which informs allocational decisions facing this tradeoff should pro
vide information relevant to both citizens ' fear of crime and other service 
aspects reflected in their desire for police presence. 

c. Police civility. In his book,The Police and the Public, Albert J. 
Reiss stresses the importance of civil relations between police and citizens. 
Civility, according to Reiss (1971a),"e)dsts when men behave in ordinary af
fairs with a sense of concern and responsibility for the interest of others" 
(p. 174). Reiss emphasizes that civil behavior is the responsibility of both 
police and citizens if civility is to be maintained. A citizen seldom articu
lates this concern unless 1) he personally experiences or becomes aware of an 
egregious violation of his standard of civility, or 2) he is asked by a sur
veyor to indicate what he wants from his police or thinks is important. 

The frequency of complaints of police incivility is quite low relative to 
the total volume of requests for service. Of the 26,465 telephone calls for 
service observed by the Police Services Study, only 113 involved a complaint 
against a police officer. Of course, many such complaints are made in per§on, 
by mail, or directly to a police administrator or the internal affairs divi
sion. The average number of such complaints received by the internal affairs 
division of departments responding to the Police Foundation's administrative 
survey was 30 per month (Heaphy, 1978). 
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The relative infrequency of complaints to police departments is misleading. 
Fear of reprisal, minimal expectations of effectiveness or responsiveness, and 
lack of knowledge of complaint procedures deter potential complaints. 

The Police Services Study conducted interviews with 12,022 residents of 60 
neighborhoods served by 24 police departments. They were asked whether they 
had any reason to complain about any aspect of police service during the pre
vious year; respondents mentioned 1,644 occasions. These r~spondents were 
asked to describe their two most recent occasions to complain; formal com
plaints were lodged in only 30 percent of the instances. Table 3-4 lists the 
distribution of reasons given for not complaining to a government official. 

TABLE 3-4. DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS GIVEN FOR NOT FILING A FORMAL 

Reason 

Afraid of police 

Wou1dn ' t do any good to complain 

Complaining might make problem worse 

Not important enough 

Didn't know to whom to complain 

No time 

Someone else complained 

Problem fixed without need to complain 

Other 

Don't know 

Total 
(N=485) 

*Does not sum to 100% due to rounding error. 

COMPLAINT 

Percent.,;jge 

3% 

43 

8 

5 

5 

3 

4 

4 

20 

4 

99%'\" 

A sample of residents of large U.S. cities was asked to indicate if their 
police could improve and if so, how. Sixty-five percent responded that some 
improvement could be made. Twenty-six percent of those listed the most !m
portant ways as being more prompt, responsive, alert, courteous, or nondiS
criminatory. Forty-one percent of the young black respondents (age 16-29) gave 
one of these responses (Garofalo, 1977a:14-15). Twenty-eight percent of the 
young white respondents indicated one of these as a top priority for improving 
police. While the majority of all respondents (63 percent) suggested that 
more police officers be hired or that different services be stressed, a sub
stantial proportion believed that the top priority for police is for more car
ing, civil policing. This is especially true for those categories of persons 
in most frequent contact with the police: young people and blacks (Garofalo, 
1977a:12-15). Of course, citizens' expressed priorities for improving police 
may underestimate the value they place upon various aspects of police ~ctlvity. 
Some may be generally satisfied with police civility and therefore unlikely to 
suggest improvement unless they perceive a substantial deterioration in po
lice-community relations, although they value it highly. 
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Most research on police civility has been conducted from the perspective 
of the general pub1ic--taken to be usually law abiding, if occasionally obstrep
erous. Research on the perspective of that part of the population sometimes 
referred to as lithe criminal e1ement" (i.e., repeat or serious offenders) also 
merits consideration in the context of a-civi1 police force. These peop1e ' s 
allegations of police incivility are generally subject to considerable skep
ticism by police, prosecutors, judges, and juries. Their criminal history 
marks their motives suspect and their testimony biased or unreliable. Some 
police officers, fully aware of this, declare "open season ll on such individu
a1s--especia11y those who have been particularly elusive or c~mit strongly 
proscribed crimes. In fact, one tactic sometimes employed is to charge any 
physically coerced arrestee with resisting arrest to assure that any com
plaints about brutality or abuse of authority will automatically be suspect 
(Chevigny, 1969: 147-160). 

According to the testimony of felony defendants to academic researchers, 
overt officer misconduct is relatively infrequent. Perhaps associated with 
that finding, these individuals have markedly different expectations from po
lice than does the general public. Jonathan Casper's (1972:20-50) inter
views with 71 convicted felons led him to conclude that the criminal projects 
his own work values onto the officer. Consequently, police incivi1ity--es
pecia11y a minor abuse of authority--is seen as part of a game, where both 
sides play by similar, and illegal, rules. While police harrassment may not 
be embraced enthusiastically by habitual offenders, it is certainly accepted 
for the most part as one of the hazards of the business, according to the 
testimony reported by Casper. Suspects may be unaware that certain rights are 
available to them, bu~ the repeated experience of many offenders with the ar
rest process also enables them to avoid behaviors which are likely to exacer
bate the situation and result in police-applied physical coercion. To the 
extent that the experienced suspect feels indignation over police misbehavior, 
it is for overzea10usness--beyond the bounds set by the informal rules of the 
game, such as illegal plants of evidence. Yet, even these acts are some
times taken as a status symbol of the ends to which the criminal had to put 
the police in order to get caught (Casper, 1972). 

The point of thi~ departure from the perspective of mainstream (that is, 
noncriminal) American life is that criminal suspects also represent a portion 
of the public constituency of the police. In fact, the high frequency of 
their contact with police makes their representation especially important. 
Because their l ou t1aw" status places the legitimacy of any requests they make 
in dubious light for the public as well as the police, performance measure
ment should attempt to account for police response to suspects' requests to 
exercise their rights. 

4. Police influences on citizens' requests and expectations. Policy 
analysts sometimes interpret requests for service and survey research findings 
as votes or statements of preference from the public about what the police 
should be doing. It is very tempting to use indices of preference as grass
roots mandates to guide government and police priorities in the name of re
sponsiveness. But the shaping of preferences actually works both ways. Cit
izen$ influence police actions through their requests for service, and the 
police influence the pub1ic ' s ideas of what to request. The police encourage 
the public to submit certain requests to them and discourage other requests. 
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Police influence the public by encouraging and facl1i~ating citizen re
quests that they deal with crime. Examples inclu~e camps!gns to €?courage 
reporting by victims or witnesses of rape, domestic assault, o~ chi 1d abuse. 
A new 911 emergency communication system is generally accompanied by a cam
paign to encourage the public to use it and promising faster respo~se as a 
result of the special status Jiven to these calls. 

Police-have also encouraged citizen request for service !or problems ~ot 
associated with cri~e or emergency response: The growt~ of Intern~l aff~lrs 
units, store front o¥fices, community relations, and crl~e prevention units 
in many police departments has been acc~mpanied ~: campaigns to encourage _ 
citizens to seek these specialized services (KraJlck, 1979). These new com 
munication channels have probably enco~raged more citizen complaints ab~ut 
pol ice service and suggestions for dealing with neighborhood and community 

problems. 

One of the most influential ways police have of affecti~g citizen expec
tations of their performance is the promulgation and promotion of performance 
measures. Richard Powers (1977) describes the FBI IS development and market
ing of the Uniform Crime Reports as an important means of molding public ex
pectations about law enforcement objectives throughout the countr: .. Loca1 
departments I annual reports are loaded with cri~e and arrest statistics, 
which are periodically released to the news media. 

The susceptibility of public expectations to polic~ priorities i~ pr?bab1y 
nowhere better illustrated than the area of response time. The application of 
vastly improved transportation and communication technology en~oura~ed the 
development of a doctrine that made the quality of police service dlrectly.as
sociated with the rapidity of police officer response to reque~ts for ~ervlce. 
After several decades of widespread p~b1ic disseminatio~ of ~hls doctrine, 
the value of a speedy response--even in non-emergency sltuatlons--has become 
thoroughly embedded in the pub1ic ' s expectations of police performance. NlI
merous surveys have indicated that the quickness of,Po1ic~ resp~nse ~o d call 
for service is an important factor in the requester s satlsfactlo~ with po~ 
lice performance in that instance (Pate ~~., 1976 : 48: 49; Van KI:k, 1978. 
20-21) and that the difference between citizen expectatIons of ~ollce response 
time and perception of police response time is the single most Impo:tant de
terminant of citizen satisfaction with police in the encounter. This. research, 
however has also produced grave doubts about the importance of a rap~d re
sponse for solving most crimes or apprehending crimin~ls. A~k~ow1edglng that 
the police have been hoisted by their own.petard, pollc~ administrators are 
looking for ways to alter public expectations ab~ut ra~ld response.throu~h 
public campaigns and police telephone operators In their conversations with 
complainants (Van Kirk, 1978:2.6). 

Perhaps the most pervasive influence police h~ve on th~ public's expecta
tions Is the reputation they develop through routine, daY-ln-day-out activity. 
If police repeatedly fail to respond to cer~a~n types of ~equests.or show a_ 
d~:t~ste for dealing with those problems, citizens may adjust th~lr exp~cta 
tions accordingly and actually come to view that particular serVice a~ In~p
propriate for police to provide. Slow police response to many domestic dl:
turbance and neighborhood n~isance calls may eventually reduce the proportlo~ 
of such situations reported to the police. Researchers have found that ethnic 
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minorities and the poor often anticipate inappropriate or uncaring pol ice be
havior and do not call the pol ice even though they may desire assistance 
(Bayley and Mendelsohn, 1969). If citizens perceive that their police are 
particularly adept with or responsive to some problems, they will be more like
ly to call upon them to do these things. Thus, a police department that has 
developed a reputation for its will ingness to pull frightened cats out of trees, 
pick up stray animals, investigate minor thefts, and assist citizens who have 
locked themselves out of their automobiles will probably find its telephone 
logs showing a greater proportion of such requests than one which has no such 
performance record. 

B. Local Governing Officials 

Local governing officials, as elected and appointed political figures, of
ten make the pub1 ic's tacit expectations quite explicit. Their accessibility 
to community groups and their access to nJass communications media puts them 
in a strategic position to focus pub1 ic attention on performance issues. 
Many local officials are a good deal more than mere communications conduits 
between pol ice and the pub1 ic. Some lead public opinion and shape police 
pol icy. The responsibi1 ities and constraints of their office also color their 
views of police performance. 

The local governing officials that may have influential roles in police 
pol icy include mayors, city/county managers, council members, commissioners, 
police board members, and civil service board members. Sheriffs are excluded 
from consideration here (although they are directly elected) because they have 
direct responsibi lity for administering their jurisdiction's law enforcement 
agency. We include appointed chief executives even though they are not legal
ly accountable directly to the electorate; they are accountable to the com
munity's elected representatives for general oversight of police operations. 
All have authority over the pol ice agency, although the precise nature of 
that authority depends on the form of government. In the period since "good 
government" reforms were widely adopted, these officials have been identified 
as legitimate links between the local community and police administrators 
(Wasserman, 1977:21). 

It is no easier to generalize about publ ic officials than it is about the 
general public regarding their requests and expectations of police. Styles 
vary enormously (see Ruchelman [1974] for a comparison of three very differ
ent mayoral styles of dealing with police). In reviewing other research and 
our own interviews with local governing officials, we have found four aspects 
of pol ice performance that widely concern public officials: (1) police com-
pI iance with formal pol icy gUi'del ines provided by local government, (2) pol ice 
responsiveness to individual citizens ' complaints and requests brought to pub-
1 ic officials ' attention, (3) pol ice expenses, and (4) the pol ice publ ic image. 
A given public official may not necessarily focus on all or any of these areas, 
but there are widely shared concerns peculiar to them as a group. 

The oversight responsibil ities of local governing officials encourage 
their concern that police comply with whatever policy guidelines they have pro
vided. Often intermediaries such as publ ic accountants and consulting firms 
are employed to assess compliance, especially in fiscal matters. Nevertheless, 
pol ice are ultimately accountable to mayors, city/county councils, city 
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managers, or police boards for adherence to an approved budget. Adherence to 
nonfisca1 policy rules is not generally a matter of routine concern, but oc
casions do arise when failure to enforce ordinances (or enforcing them too 
vigorously) becomes an important issue between public officials and police. 
The rare investigation into police corruption or brutality also issues from 
these oversight responsibilities. 

Local governing officials also play an important role In communicating 
requests and complaints from specific citizens to the police department. Ci~i
zens expect pub1 ic officials to lamp1ify" their requests and to make the police 
more responsive. Public officials not only see this as a legitimate fun~tion, 
but also view it as a way that they can demonstrate concern for the public. 
Consequently, they value police responsiveness to their requests for police 
attention in such cases. The mayor, councilman, or city manager who can get 
the police to give special attention to citizen requests often garners the 
gratitude of the complainant, even if the outcome is not satisfactory to the 
citizen. Abney and Lauth (1979) identify three types of city council members I 
"interventions" in police affairs which are born of individual citizens l re
quests: requests for information about department programs and practices (to 
respond to citizens l requests for such information); mediation of citizen 
complaints about police regulations, practices, discourtesies, illegal be
havior; and procurement of additional police services (fcr example, more 
patrol units in the neighborhood), police employment, or police contracts. 

For most city and county legislators, their participation in the budget 
process constitutes- the clearest, most definitive statement of their priorities 
to the police department. In the 1960s and early 1970s local officials fre
quently articulated their priorities by increasing funds for police programs. 
More recently priorities are communicated by cutting funds. Because these of
ficials bear responsibility for local tax rates, and because higher tax rates 
are widely perceived by public officials as a source of displeasure to voters, 
none want to appear "easy" with the public purse. At the same time, officials 
are hesitant to drastically reduce very popular services. Money matters tend 
to define the nature of the relationship between local governing officials and 
pol ice. When publ ic officials and police administrators are asked to describe 
their relationship with local governing officials, fiscal policies are the 
most frequently discussed. 

The Police Services Study in-depth survey of police chiefs and local gov
erning officials in 24 municipal and county departments indicated that there 
is great variation in the relationship between the chief and other local of
ficials in the budget process. Five chiefs reported unsatisfactory relation
ships with their local chief administrators or legislatures in budget review; 
the rest ranged from satisfactory to excellent. The most common complaint 
was interference in allocation of monies within the department, not the amount 
of the departmentls total allocation. Chiefs felt that this impinged upon 
legitimate professional autonomy. Nearly all chiefs reported spending a great 
deal of time preparing the budget and "politicking" for particular budget 
items. 

A final area of great concern to public officials is the departmentls pub
lic image. The particular image that a public official desires will vary sub
stantially. The mayor of Philadelphia may want a "tough on crime" image for 
his department; the city manager of St. Petersburg may encourage a "service to 
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f~e citize,n" image. Whatever image public officials desire, nearly all inter
viewed by the Police Service Study showed special concern that the department 
present all of its activities in the best light possible. This "pub1ic re1a-
tio 110 II ·t 1· II k h f ns r communi y re atlons wor, as t ey 0 ten call it, translates their 
concern that their police appear to care about the people they serVe. It 
also translates their concern that the community not appear to be crime-laden 
danger~us, or disorder1y--an image which would hurt the local economy by dis-' 
courag/ng ~ommerce, industry, and residential development. It is with great 
consternation that a mayor finds his city named the "murder capital of the 
U.S.II or his scandal-plagued department called the "statels festering sore of 
corruption.

11 
Such images have ramifications far beyond the del ivery of pol ice 

services. 

Officia1s 1 expectations about police department images are expressed with 
varying degr~es of :pecificity. A few take form in ways particularly designed 
t~ alter police officer behavior or departmental practices. Somepublicoffi
clals have asked police chiefs to find ways to get officers out of their 
patrol cruisers more often so that they can do community relations work. 
Oth:rs ha~e prodded police chiefs to implement foot patrol. Some have urged 
po! Ice chlefs.to undertake programs to increase citizen participation in 
crime prevention and pub1 ic safety. Mayor Da1ey l s famous order to "shoot to 
kil! arsonis~sll and to IIS~oot to maim or cripple anyone looting ll in Chicago 
d~rlng the riots of 1968 IS an example of a very exp1 icit1y expressed expecta
tion to maintain his administrationls "law and order" image. Many officials l 
requests to change or maintain the departmentls image are far less specific, 
ho~ev~r. Freq~ently public officials only bring the image problem to the 
chief s attention and demand that he lido something" about it. Some of these 
requests are described by police chiefs as "keeping the lid on.11 Personnel 
and labor problems seem particularly susceptible to this approach. Because 
public off!ci~l~ feel that a negative image (whether deserved or undeserved) 
can have significant consequences for their jurisdiction, they are very con
cerned about the impression given by their most visible public servants. 

Public officials rarely gauge their departmentls performance or their po
l ice chiefls performance by statistical indicators. Even city managers, who 
have be~n educated to approach evaluation in statistical terms, do not report 
that crime, arrest, or response-time statistics are the most important indi
cators of police department or police chief performance. A 1975 nationwide 
s~rvey of 830 immediate superiors to police chiefs conducted by the Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police reported that only 4 percent of the re
spondents used reports of the level of crime in their communities to evaluate 
their chiefls performance (Davis, 1979:183). Instead of routine statistics 
p~b!ic off!cials tend t~ evaluate police in terms of their handling of pub-' 
1 Ic~zed.eplsodes and crises, or the absence of their occurrence. Governing 
pol Ice IS only one of many responsibi1 ities of busy local public officials. 
When police operate within a routine range of outputs (for example, arrest 
rates or complaints against officers), they have considerable autonomy from 
10cd1 officials. 

C. Other Criminal Justice Officials 

Members of criminal justice agencies have a different orientation toward 
pol ice performance than do local governing officials. They are service 
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providers whose own work is heavily inf~uenced ~y.w~at t~e police do. The po
lice supply criminal courts and corrections facilities with most of the people 
those agencies process. Police also provide criminal justice agencies with 
information used to decide how cases will be handled. Because the work of 
criminal justice agencies depends upon police, their performance expectations 
are heavily colored by ideas about their own work roles. Not only do prose
cutors differ from judges, judges from defense attorneys, and so on, but 
individuals in each occupation have different views of their own work and how 
police should support it. 

In this section we point out some of the widely-held concerns of prosecu
tors J'udges and defense attorneys. We provide examples of different per-, , . d 
spectives that they bring to police performance issues. Eisenstein an 
Jacob (1977:9) refer to these as the courtroom workgroup. The law and the 
legal profession have long been viewed as an important source of performance 
standards for police. Laws are made by state and federal legislatures and 
interpreted by state and federal appellate courts, often relatively far re
moved from the concerns of any particular community. Police contact with 
legislatures and appellate courts is quite rare. Legislative and judi~ial 
decisions are interpreted to police members of the local legal profession. 
It is they who actually define the law for the working police officer. 

Members of the courtroom workgroup have frequent and recurring encounters 
with police that are necessary to their own work. They are unique among the 
constituencies we discuss because they share the cases that police bring to 
them for processing. Although they and police are coworkers in the criminal 
justice system, their relationship is seldom either completely cooperative or 
completelyadversarial. George F. Cole (1973) depicts it in terms of a bar
gain or exchange system, where some--but not all--goals are shared and where 
each group can act unilaterally in ways that affect the others and that none 
can domi nate the process. In th is sort of check-and-ba 1 ance "market" sys tem, 
the performance expectations of courtroom workgroup members is most meaning
fully conveyed to police through the transactions and unilateral decisions 
made by its members, who are more disposed to deal with performance on a case
by-case basis rather than resorting to policy guidelines. The most important 
features of policing that concern members of the courtroom workgroup are the 
number and nature of cases police bring to them, and the information police 
provide about those cases. We discuss these features for each member of the 
courtroom workgroup. 

1. Prosecutors. Of the three types of courtroom workgroup members, the 
prosecutor is the most dependent upon police and bears the greatest burden of 
coordinating police work with the court1s activities. Police-prosecutor re
lations vary from highly integrated and cooperative to isolated and antag
onistic (see Mcintyre, 1975; Neubauer, 1974:54-65; Eisenstein and Jacob, 
1977:95). Some prosecutors try to take a strong leadership role in local law 
enforcement, trying to "engineer" police discretion in making arrests. Other 
prosecutors are very lQW key, preferring to work closely with the police in 
coordinating priorities. Some make no overt attempts to influence which types 
of cases are brought to them at what frequency. A prosecutor elected to of
fice on an anti-vice platform will judge police performance in terms of the 
department's success in making good arrests in areas such as narcotics, prost~
tution, and gambling. Another prosecutor may be keen to "get the drunks off 
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the roads," and therefore focus his police evaluation on these sorts of cases. 
Some prosecutors are victim-oriented, and others direct their energies to 
prosecuting the defendants--to the virtual exclusion of others involved in 
the case. Within a single prosecutorial office, several different performance 
perspectives may emerge, especially if the office is large and tasks are spe
cialized according to type of crime. 

While police are often most concerned about the consequences of their ar
rests for I ife on the street, prosecutors are typically most concerned about 
the legal and administrative ramifications of an arrest. They ask whether 
the charge can survive a prel iminary hearing. What is the likelihood of con
viction? Is the effort anticipated for this case worth the anticipated pay
offs in terms of legal sanction, publicity, or crime deterrance? Because the 
practices of courtroom workgroups vary from one community to the next, the 
particular calculus that prosecutors apply to these questions will also vary 
(Eisenstein and Jacob, 1977). Some prosecutorial offices have relied upon 
pol ice to alleviate their workloads by giving them de fact~ charging powers 
(Mcintyre, 1968:464), and others have assumed a much more aggressive role in 
screening cases for prosecution and in selecting charges (Anderson, 1979). 

Although many important aspects of police performance for prosecutors con
cern who is presented for prosecution in what numbers, an equally critical 
aspect of police performance is the qual ity of information police provide to 
prosecute those who are charged. The prosecutor depends heavilv on police for 
information crucial to case disposition. Four aspects of the i ,Cormation po
lice provide are especially important: 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

The content of evidence: indications of what crime or crimes 
have been committed and that there is some basis for proceeding 
against those implicated by the pol ice. For example, the follow
ing would be considerations: the presence of a victim willing 
to complain; eyewitness testimony; qual ity of witnesses; physical 
and trace evidence; circumstantial evidence; defendant's criminal 
record; and confessions. 

The history of the evidence: how the arrest was made; how interro
gations were conducted; how search and seizure were performed; 
how confessions were obtained; if the rights of the defendant 
were protected; who has custody of evidence; who is conducting 
scientific analysis and when will it be completed. 

Administrative details: which witnesses are available; the 
arresting/investigating officers ' work schedules; the defendant's 
pretrial status. 

Disposition-relevant details: defendant's personal background, 
criminal history, and employment future; defendant's family situ
ation; injury to complainant or victim; community's attitude 
toward the crime; police attitude toward defendant. 

The particular kind of ;~formation most important to a prosecutor varies 
with the prosecutorial pol icy. Jacoby (1979) describes four types of prose
cutorial policies for charging defendants: legal sufficiency, system effi
ciency, defendant rehabilitation, and trial sufficiency. Each of these 
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app:oaches involves its own expectations regarding information provided by 
pol Ice. For example, a prosecutor with a defendant rehabilitation approach 
~ou1d stress the need for high qual ity, disposition-relevant information early 
In case processing. The trial-sufficiency approach emphasizes the nature of 
the evidence and its history. 

Regardless of prosecutoria1 style, prosecutors depend on police to identi
fy and apprehend criminal suspects and provide relevant information about 
them and the offenses with which they are charged. Prosecutors are frustrated 
by incomplete or inaccurate police reports (Greenwood and Petersi1ia, 1975: 
viii). Much of their assessment of police service is based on how useful 
pol ice reports are for the prosecutor's work. 

2. Judges. Judges share many of the prosecutors' concerns about police 
performance, and judges also have a variety of views about what constitutes 
good performance. Although legal doctrine expects judges to be "above" or 
separate from the maneuvering of the defense and prosecution, a judge's pre
disposition toward crime, criminals, and police is no secret to those who 
frequent the courthouse. Judges, like other criminal justice officials ex
ercise discretion within legal bounds. Their personal and professional' role 
orientation is the key to their values for police performance. 

Two contrasting orientations toward the' role of judge provide examples of 
how role orientation affects performance expectations. Hartin Levin (1976) 
identified the orientations in comparing Minneapolis and Pittsburgh trial 
court judges: 

The Pittsburgh judges genera11yareoriented toward the de
fendant rather than toward punishment or deterrance. Their 
decision-making is nonlegalistic in that it tends to be par
ticularistic, pragmatic, and based on policy considerations; 
their sentencing decisions are lenient. The situation in 
Minneapo1is ... is strikingly different--here sentencing deci
sions are severe .... This study indicates that the Minneapolis 
judges typ i ca 11 y tend to be or i ented toward "society" and its 
needs and protection than toward the defendant. They are also 
more oriented toward the goals of their professional peers. 
Their decision-making is legalistic and universalistic (pp. 5-6). 

Although Levin did not exp1icit1v study judges' performance requests and ex
p~ctations of P?lice,.we can easily see that Pittsburgh and Minneapolis judges 
differ substantially In what they look for in their police. Pittsburgh judges 
referred to their case10ad as "garbage" (p. 64), implying that the police 
were bringing many minor cases to court that should be handled in other ways. 
In Mi~neapo1is, ~udges accepte~ the minor cases with the major felonies as ap
propriate to their work. We might also expect that judges from these two 
court systems would differ substantially in the kinds of information they 
valued for disposing of cases. Pittsburgh judges would make greater demands 
for information on disposition-relevant details and the pretrial status of the 
def~ndant; Minneapolis judges would place greater emphasis on getting infor
mation on the nature of the evidence and how it was obtained. 
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Regardless of their role orientations, judges in most court systems are 
also responsible for the administration of the court. This involves them with 
the court calendars and trial logistics. Judges are concerned about moving 
people and information in order to do the court's work. The police play an 
important role in court logistics because they are the most frequent witnesses 
in cases appearing before local criminal courts. The availability of arresting 
officers for hearings and trials is often a key issue in a department's rela
tions with a judge. 

Although much of the judge's case10ad is regulated by the prosecutor, who 
has the unilateral discretion to refuse to prosecute, judges are also aware of 
the important indirect role played by police in shaping their workload. 

3. Defense attorneys. Defense attorney's relationship with police is 
substantially different from prosecutors' and judges' largely because they 
have a formal adversarial relationship. Police mistakes in handlinq cases are 
the targets of defense counsel. However, as sworn officers of the ~ourt and 
as part of a group of attorneys who repeatedly deal with police in the course 
of the criminal process, defense attorneys also serve as a police constitu
ency. 

Like other members of the courtroom workgroup, defense attorneys are in
terested in the people and information that police officers bring to the court. 
Part of the criminal bar's interest in police arrest practices stems from de
fense attorneys' re1 iance on the police to generate business in the case of 
private counselor case10ad in the case of public defenders. In fact, police 
are an important source of case referrals to many private attorneys (Wood, 
1967: 156).4 Once an attorney takes a case, pol ice can provide useful infor
mation for preparing a defense. One of the attorney's first tasks after talk
ing to his client is obtaining a copy of the police report and perhaps talking 
to the arresting and investigating officers. Discussing the case with these 
officers not only provides counsel with information about the facts of the 
case, but it also gives him an indication of how badly the officer and depart
ment want a conviction and what sort of conviction would satisfy them. This 
is useful information in plea bargaining, which sometimes occurs directly be
tween the attorney and the arresting officer (Wice, 1978: 163). especially in 
minor cases. Because of their typically heavy case10ads, puL!ic defenders 
may be particularly interested in plea negotiations and the officers' attitudes 
toward the case at hand. 

Many defense attorneys are also concerned about police performance beyond 
the individual case. Some members of the criminal bar accept the legal educa
tion of the police as part of their responsibility. A small-city attorney re
ported to us that he made a point of informally explaining to officers the 
legal complexities of cases that he won--not only to show respect for the of
ficers, but also to improve the qualIty of the legal aspects of their work. 
The local bar association may hold seminars or invite speakers on substantive 

4Wice (1978) believes this practice may be diminishing. 
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law and due process.
5 

Little systematic research is available, but some evi
dence sug~es~s that ~he frequency with which this role is found among local 
bar ~s~oclatl~ns varies considerably.6 Finally, an aggressive defense bar can 
sensltlz7 pol Ice to many due process concerns by persuading judges to sup
press eVidence. 

4: The.courtroom workgroup IS perspective on police performance. Much of 
our dlscusslon.of ~hese police constituents has stressed how different their 
performanc7 c~l~erla are. Further, we have discussed their performance re
que~ts, pr~or~tles, and expectations primarily in terms of a case-by-case 
baSIS. This IS not accidental. Members of the courtroom workgroup tend to 
evaluate their OWn and po~ice performance this way. This is due at least in 
par~ t~ ~he nature of their legal education; the case approach favors study 
of Indlvldual.cases rather than statistical trends. This does not mean that 
prosecutors, Judges, and defense attorneys have no expectations for police 
performance that extend beyond the case at hand. Judges prosecutors and 
m7m~e~s o~ the criminal bar do express concern for the i~pact of poli~e ac
tiVities In more.general terms, but the appl ication of their values on a 
:ase:by-case ba~ls probably has the greater effect on police. As criminal 
Justice profes~lonals, courtroom workgroup members also have police perfor
man:e expectations that extend beyond the immediate concerns of their task 
en~lronment: They are conc 7rned about the impact of pol ice practices on 
crime a~d disorder, yet their performance priorities emphasize those matters 
ove~ which they have greatest contr01--and those are limited to their im
me~late wo~k environment. In this regard, then, performance expectations of 
this constituency focus on two areas: the law and the needs of the courtroom 
workgroup to regulate its workload. 

.All t~ree subgroups of this constituency show an interest in making the 
pol Ice ~Ol e k~owledgeab~e of the law and encouraging them to act accordingly. 
But their options are limited. It is virtually impossible for judges prose
cutors, and defense counsel to review instances where officers fail t~ en
force the l~w. Prosecuto~s can and do review the charges filed-by police, but 
they have 1 Ittle.opportunlty to review police performance in situations where 
no charges.are filed. A publ ic that complains that police fall to respond 
to calls WIll not fare well in seeking recourse through local criminal courts. 

5p~trick Murphy in a 1971 address to the Association of the Siar of New 
Yor~ City encouraged ~ocal attorneys to offer guidance and criticism to the 
department and be available for consultation on legal matters (Murphy 1971. 
297) .. He noted the ~arls c~ntributi~n through a model program for im~artiajlY 
obserVing ~nd reporting ~ol Ice and Civilian behavior during protests and 
demonst:at~ons. Our review of the five subsequent annual reports of the bar's 
r~cord ~ndlcates th~t most of its efforts take an indirect approach in ar
ticulating ex~e:tatlons to the police--by trying to influence substantive and 
p~ocedural criminal law. More direct partl~ipation in the affairs of the po
ll:e such ~s that urged by the American Bar Association (1973:266) was not 
eVld~nced In the annual reports of this organization. 

See Neal Milner's discussion of bar associations ' relations with police 
( 1971 ) . 
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To the extent that the courtroom workgroup looks beyond the individual case, 
its members are preoccupied with statistics on their own workload. They 
therefore evaluate police performance in terms of its relationship to these 
statistics (case backlog, delay, conviction, trials, and use of court time). 
Limited court resources force these constituents to set priorities for their 
own work. These concern the kinds of people and information police provide 
to the local trial courts. 

D. Police Officers ' Own Performance Expectations 

Police reformers in the 20th Century have worked to make the police more 
professional and give the profession greater control over the nature of po
licing. In the last decade police associations have taken a central role in 
the federal government's efforts to produce performance standards that are 
widely applicable to police departments in the United States. At the same 
time, it has become increasingly obvious that there is no single police per
spective. There are many viewpoints among police about what constitutes good 
agency performance. Small departments differ from large departments, sheriffs 
from municipal police, black police executives from white executives, labor 
unions from management, and special ist organizations among themselves. 

1. Police management. Police executives ' performance expectations are 
influenced by their need to keep the agency functioning and to maintain support 
from outside police constituencies. 

Herman Goldstein (1979:238) notes that most management efforts to improve 
police performance have focused on their organization's internal structure and 
dynamics by using high-technology equipment and tinkering with organization 
charts. Compliance with management directives has been the principal indica
tor of performance used by managers. Improving the status of police personnel 
has been another management goal. Policies which produce better-educated, 
better-trained, better psychologically adjusted police officers have been the 
focus of many agency improvement programs since the 1960s. An even more re
cent area of performance for police executives is maintaining workable, if 
not harmonious, relations with the rank-and-file (Kleinman, 1979). A chief 
whose department is constantly embroiled in labor controversies runs a seri
ous risk of losing his job. Caught in the middle between city hall and the 
station house, the contemporary police chief risks internal chaos if the 
rank-and-file are not placated and the ire of the city fathers if budget or 
personnel directives are not supported and enforced without substantial dis
ruption. This situation inevitably encourages organizational quiescence as 
an implicit performance standard for police chiefs. 

Although the internal stresses of the organization demand a great deal of 
a police chief's energies, he must also find a way to sustain external sup
port for the organization. Diverse, often conflicting, constituent priorities 
are found in many communities. Police executives frequently deal with this 
problem by advocating ~rofessional goals as being above or separate from poli
tics. Crime fighting as a police mission has proven very useful for assimi
lating support among wide-ranging constituencies (Fogelson, 1977; Price, 1977; 
Walker,1977). It has given police an expert status. In the 60s and 70s 
crime fighting was an important appeal for increasing the budgets of police 
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departments throughout the country. Crime fighting has come to dominate pri
orities of many police managers. Former Los Angeles police chief Edward Davis 
(1979) has forcefully expressed this perspective on police performance: 

The bottom line in police work is the preservation of public 
order and everything has to be measured up to that. In the 
campaign for California governor, when I said I would cut 
crime in California 25 percent, my opponent said: 'No one 
can cut crime; that's a political statement that you can 
cut crime.' Well, I had cut crime. I cut crime in my pre
cinct when I was a captain. If you don't believe that and 
say nothing can control crime, we ought to fold up shop, put 
some dummies out on the street in guard uniforms and save 
a lot of tax dollars (p. 31). 

Despite the pronouncements of nationally known police administrators and 
the impression of management's concern for crime fighting conveyed to the pub
lic in local news media, police chief performance criteria throughout the 
country appear more diffuse. The National Manpower Survey commissioned by 
LEAA and conducted in 1975-76 found that of 3,310 municipal and county police 
executives serving in both small and large jurisdictions, over half ranked 
"community satisfaction" as the most important goal of their agency. Only 
one fifth gave top priority to "a low rate for major street crimes." The re
mainder cited a variety of priorities, such as rapid response to service re
quests, high clearance rates, or a low overall crime rate (National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1978a:20-31). In 1975 the Police 
Chief Committee of the International Association of Chiefs of Police con
ducted a nationwide survey of state and local police chief executives. Over 
1,700 executives responded (67 percent), nearly all of whom were local law 
enforcement heads. These survey results showed remarkable diversity in po
lice executives' performance prioritie~. The largest proportion of respon
dents felt that the quality of agency personnel performance should be most 
influential in an immediate superior's evaluation of the chief's performance 
(40 percent of the sheriffs and 50 percent of city/county police). However, 
this is a vague criterion, having no specific referent. Of the more specific 
performance criteria listed, community opinion and the level of crime were 
roughly equal at about 10 percent of the respondents. Most respondents felt 
that their immediate superiors frequently used public or news media opinion 
to evaluate their performance (Police Chief Executive Committee, 1976: Ap
pendix 4-1). The differences between police chiefs' publicly expressed per
formance priorities and those expressed in the questionnaire may reflect the 
need for obtaining support for the agency in the first case and personal 
candor in the second. 

2. Rank-and-file officers. Many police officers are wary of performance 
measurement programs. It is a widely shared view among the rank-and-file 
that the most important decisions an officer must make on the street are sub
ject to too many contingencies to be second-guessed by management, a court, 
or a civilian review board (Manning, 1978). To the police officer, perfor
mance measurement programs are simply systematizations of this second-guessing, 
dressed up in scientific jargon. Police officers' working values are antag
onistic to scientifically based performance evaluation because such measure
ment presupposes that it can systematically account for the many contingencies 
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of police work which make each case and each publ ic encounter unique (Brown, 
1980). 

Rank-and-file perspectives on departmental performance understandably in
volve how the organization affects its police officers more than how their ac
~ivities ~ffect the public. Areas of traditional concern are pay, benefits, 
Job securIty, career development, pol ice procedures, and safety on' the job. 
Union interest in performance programs and attempts to measure performance has 
been largely in reaction to management initiativ~s. Many programs, such as 
the automated vehicle monitoring system (a radar-operated tracking system 
which continuously monitors the precise location of a police cruiser) are 
viewed as threatening to police employee interests. This is not to say that 
the rank-and-file have no interest in the needs of the publ ic or other ex
ternal constituents. Officers often describe "real pol ice work" as the appre
hension of criminals (Skolnick and Woodworth, 1967:129, Van Maanen, 1978:225) 
and echo the sentiments of Edward Davis, cited earlier. Others have much more 
eclectic views. A growing body of research shows that there are substantial 
differences among police on what they should be doing (Muir, 1977; White, 
1972; Brown, 1980). 

3. Balancing police priorities with constituents! priorities. Police are 
often at odds with their constituents regarding agency priorities. It is 
futile to say that, as a general rule, police preferences should take prece
dence over external constituent preferences or vice versa. Police performance 
measurement should not be limited to the preferences of any single group. 
Broad-based performance measurement programs can provide information relevant 
to all sides of an issue, so that the decision-making process can be fair to 
alL 

E. Conc I us ion 

This chapter has described in considerable detail What some important 
groups expect from police. Police decisions about what to do in a given situ
ation are often framed in the context of choosing either legal norms or local 
community norms (Goldstein, 1979; ,James Q. Wilson, 1975a;'Bittner 1974). 
People in local communities express diverse expectations through a variety of 
administrative and political channels. Not only do individuals differ in 
their expectations, but many of the institutions which are intended to give 
coherence to pol ice policy also desire quite different things of police. The 
courtroom workgroup plays a critical role in conveying the practical meaning 
of the law to police, but prosecutors, judges, and defense attorneys differ in 
the aspects of police performance they emphasize and prefer. The police re
ceive no single, integrated mandate on which to base performance measurement. 

Police constituencies do not offer consensus, but performance measurement 
fortunately does not require it. In fact, policing based upon democratic 
principles requires performance measures that reflect society's diverse inter
ests. Because it is difficult for any publ ic institution to operate in the 
context of so many conflicting interests, it is often tempting to turn to cur
rent professional doctrine or seek scientific analysis to prescribe authorita
tive standards. Both scientific analysis and expert opinion can assist, but 
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neither is a substitute for police accountability to the public and its legal 
institutions. Selecting diverse performance measures which address the ex
pectations of all relevant constituencies is one way that accountability can 
be enhanced. While it is naive to suppose that the police can fulfill all 
expectations of all constituents, they can implement performance measurement 
programs that provide information on how well police are doing according to 
these diverse criteria. This information can encourage greater public atten
tion to an appreciation for the difficulties police face in their daily work 
--as well as provide the basis for making choices which improve police 
performance. 
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CHAPTER 4. WHAT LOCAL POLICE DO 

Police officer activities are the policy alternatives of primary interest 
in police performance. While the outcomes of policing are influenced by the 
actions of many different people, the accomplishments of any police depart
ment or its divisions depend on the work of individual officers. Therefore, 
policy and program changes to improve policing usually have as their aim some 
alteration in what police officers do: Officers are authorized to take new 
kinds of action; officers are taught new skills; officers are assigned in 
different combinations or concentrations; officers are provided new equip
ment; officers are directed to avoid certain practices. Whether it is police 
actions themselves that are of interest to police constituents or whether it 
is the consequences of police activities, anyone assessing police performance 
needs to know about the police activities which constitute the relevant "per
formance." 

Despite their importance for performance measurement and planning, many 
police activities receive little attention and are not known in any system
atic way by public officials, the courtroom workgroup, or the publi~ at large. 
Indeed, most police departments themselves have no standard reporting proce
dures or other means for systematically describing what their own officers do. 
Thus, all too often po1i~e themselves, as well as the various other constitu
ents of police performance, have an inaccurate picture of officers' activities. 
As Herman Goldstein (1977) notes: 

Police themselves have done little to describe the full 
I',nge and importance of their activities. The typical re
port of a police agency will bury large volumes of highly 
significant work in statistical entries that record the 
number of calls received for service or the number of mis
cellaneous complaints handled. Numerous incidents are 
classified in such broad categories as 'disturbances,' con
cealing the range and diversity of situations the officer 
encounters. Police officers who are occasionally requested 
to fill out job-classification forms as part of a personnel 
study will consistently sell themselves short by understating 
the variety and significance of what they do (p. 25). 

The few studies of policing that have attempted to describe aspects of 
police work suggest several general conclusions: 

(1) Police do deal with much more than crime. 

(2) 

(3) 

Police spend little time on many of the activities which 
receive most public attention and for which they receive 
most training and more time on activities for which they 
receive little attention or training. 

The frequency of particular police activities varies considerably 
from department to department and even from area to area within a 
jurisdiction. 
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This chapter n~views studies of general area patrol and criminal in
vestigation. Our purpose is to demonstrate that commonly held ideas of what 
patrol officers and investigators do are incomplete and even distorted. Any
one planning to implement a police performance measurement program needs to 
be aware of the inadequacy of popular views of policing as descriptions of 
what actually occurs in most police agencies. Given the great variety of 
activities trat are possible on patrol or in investigations, measurement of 
the performance of any specific police department needs to be based on an 
accurate account of the relevant activities undertaken in that department. 

A. Activities of Officers on Patrol 

Hm" an officer assigned to patrol uses the work time of any given shift 
depends on department and personal priorities and on the kinds of public 
problems that come to police attention d~ring that shift. The particular 
actions an officer takes in dealing with citizens depend on the same sort of 
personal, departmental, and public factors. We do not attempt here to iso
late the contributions each of these factors make to the activities cf of
ficers on patrol. Rather, our purpose is to describe the range of officer 
activities which occur on patrol. We bring together data from a variety of 
sources to explore how officers use their time during patrol shifts, the kinds 
of problems they deal with in their encounters with citizens, and the actions 
they take toward those citizens. 

1. How officers spend their time. There is great variation in the 
amount of time police officers on patrol spend in answering assigned calls. 
In most places, however, assigned calls take less than half of officers' 
work time. Most studies of how officers spend their time are based on calls 
for service (or dispatch) records. Dispatch records from Wilmington, Dela
ware, for example, indicate that patrol officers in that city spend almost 
three ~ours (174 minutes) of every eight-hour shift answering calls for ser
vice (Tien et al., 1978:4-15). In contrast to average time on calls for 
service in four other departments, the Wilmington figures seem rather high. 
Tien and colleagues calculated that average time on calls for service per 
eight-hour shift was 134 minutes in Worchester, Massachusetts; 96 minutes in 
St. Louis, Missouri; 89 minutes in Kansas City, Missouri; and only 72 minutes 
in Arlington, Massachusetts (pp. 4-19). They conclude that: 

Wilmington has the highest known unit utilization factor 
[lifraction of time a patrol unit is responding to calls 
for service during an eight-hour tour"]. The paucity of 
available workload or productivity-related data suggests 
that an intensive national effort should be undertaken to 
fill this important gap (pp. 4-20). 

In fact, the range of time on assigned calls is even greater than Tien 
et al. described. Another study which appeared about the same time indicates 
a substantially higher percentage of patrol officer time spent on calls for 
service. In thesr study of patrol staffing in San Diego, Boydstun and col
leagues (1977:53) found that officers averaged more than 270 minutes (four 
and a half hours) on calls for service per each eight-hour shift. These 
figures were obt~ined from dispatch records far the Central Division where 
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the staffing study was conducted. 1 While over half of each eight-hour shift 
in San Diego1s Central Division was, on the average, devoted to calls for ser" 
vice, this high averagew~'s not characteristic of the city as a whole. 
Boydstun and Sherry (1975:60), in their study of the Community Profile Pro
ject, report that only about 120 minutes (2 hours) of each eight-hour shift 
were spent answering calls for service in San Diego's North Division. While 
the Community Profile Project was conducted two years before the patrol staf
fing study, it is unlikely that the average time spent on calls for service 
more than doubled in that period. It is more probable that differences in 
the areas being policed account for the differences in how officers spent 
their time. 

The considerable variation in average time spent on calls for service 
both between and within departments suggests that any department interested 
in assessing the activities of its own officers would be well advised to study 
how they spend their time. The work performed by officers who spend only one 
hour in eight in direct contact with citizens is necessarily quite different 
from that of officers who spend more than four hours In eight deal ing di
rectly with citizens. 

Calls for service dispatch records usually do not provide a complete ac
count of the time officers on patrol spend on encounters with citizens. Calls 
records are maintained by the dispatcher, who does not know about (or knows 
about, but does not record) many encounters which are initiated by officers 
or citizens "in the field." Field interrogations, for example, are often ex
cluded from calls for service records. Traffic stops are also frequently 
not recorded by the dispatcher unless a citation is issued. Furthermore, 
dispatch records sometimes include meal breaks, errands, and maintenance, but 
sometimes do not. These records may or ~ay not also include dispatched runs 
in which no police encounter with a citizen resulted. 

Another source of inaccuracy in dispatch records of officers' use of time 
arises from the self-reporting used to obtain measures of the time spent on 
each call. Because the officer's report that an encounter is ended indicates 
that the officer is free for reassignment, an incentive exists for officers 
to delay such rGports. The management use of the report that an encounter is 
ended conflicts with its use as a source of data about time devoted to en
counters. Comparisons of police activities among departments are hampered by 
these problems with calls for service data. Similarly, any use of calls for 
service or dispatch records to monitor officers' activities in a single de
partment needs to take into account these potential sources of error. 

Two other sources of data on patrol officers' use of time are available: 
officer logs and observer reports. Officer logs from Wilmington, Delaware, 
indicate that officers there spent an average of 166 minutes (two and three
quarter hours) per eight-hour shift on both field-initiated and dispatched 
encounters in 1976 (Tien et al., 1978:4-18). This is quite similar to the 

lBoydstun et al. (1977:47) report the mean number of calls and minutes 
per call for one-officer and two-officer units. The figure of 270 minutes 
per shiftwas calculated using these data and the total number of calls for 
each type of unit. 
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average of 174 minutes per shift calculated from Wilmington calls for ser
vice :ecor~s! 7uggesting that in Wi1min~ton officers either tend to report 
all field-Initiated encounters to the dispatcher or else fail to record on 
their own logs encounters which they do not report to the dispatcher. Another 
piece of information from officer logs is the amount of time spent on admin
istrative and personal activities (and thus not spent patrolling). Officers 
in Wilmington reported an average of about 90 minutes per eight-hour shift on 
meals, breaks, car checkups, arrest processing, phone calls, and so forth 
(Tlen et a1., 1978:4-18). 

Observ~r reports are a more expensive form of data collection, but they 
can also give a fuller picture of police activities. They remove the bias 
often present in officer self-reporting yet, if carefully conducted, avoid in
terfering with officer activities. Observers in the Kansas City Preventive 
Patrol Experiment indicate that almost 40 percent of each shift was spent on 
encounters with citizens (both dispatched and field-initiated) (Kelling et a1., 
1974:50?). Thus about 190 minutes (just over three hours) of every eight-
hou: shift were, on the average, spent on citizen-police encounters. Another 
16 percent of each shift (75 minutes per eight-hour shift) was devoted to 
report writing and other administrative tasks. About 15 percent (73 minutes 
per eight-hour shift) was spent on personal breaks and errands (see pp. 
5?4:5?9). This is considerably more time on administrative and personal ac
tivities reported for Kansas City than for Wilmington, but it is important to 
remember that the Kansas City estimates are from observer records while the 
Wilmington estimates are from officer logs. Some difference is probably due 
to variation in police practices between the two cities, but some of the dif
ference is also likely to result from officers l tendencies to be quite con
servative in reporting how much shift time they spend on personal errands. 

Team observers using the same coding rules and the same observation tech
niques in several different departments can provide data which permit a bet
ter estimate of the extent to which the activities of officers in different 
departments differ. In the Police Services Study (PSS), observers recorded 
how officers spent their time and what they and citizens did in encounters 
for approximately 120 hours in each of 60 neighborhoods. Officers from 24 
d~partmen~s.w7re observed .. With these data it is possible to compare of
ficer activities across neighborhoods within the same department1s :urisdic-

. 1 J tlon as we 1 as to compare officer activities across departments. In each 
case, observations were made for 15 shifts at the same time of day and day 
of the week in each neighborhood. 2 

Officers in all 60 PSS neighborhoods averaged less than half their time 
on assigned calls and field-initiated encounters. The most time spent on 
e~counters wa 7 an average of 217 minutes (over three and a half hours) per 
eight-hour shift. There was an average of just over six encounters per 
s~ift. The l~ast time spent on encounters was an average of 53 minutes per 
eight-hour shift. In half of the neighborhoods officers averaged less than 

2 Gay et a1. (1977c) document the patterns of peaks and valleys in calls 
for service which recur over a week1s time. They argue that departments need 
to monitor both the quantity and the types of service requests received in 
order to make the most efficient use of patrol personnel. 
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130 minutes (two hours and ten minutes) per eight hours on encounter7 with 
citizens. There was also considerabJe variation within departments In of
ficersl use of time. In the city with the greatest average, time on encoun
ters ranged from 217 minutes to 103 minutes per shift for the neighborhoods 

studied. 

Administrative activities, report writing, and police assignments other 
than calls for service took an average of 68 minutes per eight-hour shift in 
the 60 PSS neighborhoods. This compares with an average of 75 minutes on 
such activities in Kansas City during the Preventive Patrol Experiment. 
Again, there is considerable difference amo~g the 60 neighborhoods !n the 
Police Service Study. In one low-income neighborhoood of a large cl~Y! an 
average of 153 minutes per eight-hour shift was devoted to r~port wr~tlng, 
administration and other assignments besides calls for service. This was 
the highest av~rage PSS observed. In a middle-income neighborhood in another 
large city officers averaged only 34 minutes per eight-hour shift on these 
kinds of activities. This was the lowest average observed. 

The amount of tim\;.! officers have available for Ilproactivell police work 
also varies considerably from place to place. If we combine the time of-. 
ficers spend answering assigned dispatches and the time they spend on vari
ous administrative duties, we get the total Ilassigned time

ll 
they have. For 

the 60 PSS neighborhoods, assigned time averaged 167 minutes per eight:hour 
shift. This left an average of 313 minutes per eight hou';"s (or two thirds 
of a shift on the average) Ilunassigned.11 It is this unassigned time which 
officers u~e for initiating encounters in the field, for conducting general 
surveillance and patrol, and for meals and other personal activit!es. Th~ 
lowest average unassigned time for the 60 neighborhoods was 202 minutes. (less 
than three and a half hours). The highest was 398 minutes (more than SIX and 
a half hours) per eight-hour shift. 

About 10 percent of officers l unassigned time is spent on officer-initi
ated encounters with citizens. For the 60 neighbnrhooods observed by PSS, an 
average of 28.5 minutes per eight-hour shift_was allocated to ~ncounters 
which officers themselves initiated. Most ot these were traffic stops. Over
all PSS observers reported an average of one traffic stop per shift. In 
fiv~ neighborhoods, officers averaged more than two traffic s~ops per sh~ft, 
while in two other neighborhoods PSS observers noted only a single traffic 
stop in 15 shifts studied. Officers in the 60 neighbo:hoods we:e somew~at 
1es5 likely to stop people for reasons other than traffic or equipment viola
tions. PSS observers recorded non-traffic stops in an average of two out ?f 
three shifts. In one neighborhood there were nearly two such stops per shift; 
in another neighborhood there was only one in the 15 observed shifts .. A~ . 
average of once every two shifts, officers observed by PSS themse1ve~ Initi
ated a follow-up investigation of a problem or case they had dealt with be
fore. In four neighborhoods there was an average of at least one such en
counter per shift, while in another neighborhoo~ no offic~r-initia~ed fo110w
up investigations were observed. Officers provided Llnasslgned assistance to 
fellow officers an average of about once every five shifts. In only one 
ne i ghborhood was there an average of one such encounter per sh i ft. I n seven 
neighborhoods no officer-initiated back up was observed. 

Much less unassigned time· is used by officers in response to requests 
1 f 't' average of only four and a half they receive direct y rom CI Izens: an 
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minutes per eight-hol:r shift. Overall, PSS observers noted one encounter of 
this type for every two observed shifts. In three neighborhoods there was 
an average of more than one encounter of this kind per shift, but in another 
there was none. 

The major part of unass igned time is spent lion patrol." This usually con
sists of driving about the beat, looking for problems which may require po
lice action and demonstrating the presence and ready availability of police. 
These activities are usually not directed either by supervisory personnel or 
by conscious planning of the patrol officers themselves. In some neighborhoods 
about two hours per eight-hour shift were spent on general patrol and sur
veillance, but the average for the 60 PSS neighborhoods was 214 minutes (about 
three and a half hours) per shift.3 In one neighborhoood an average of more 
than five hours in eight were spent this way. 

Making security checks and issuing parking tickets are two of the activi
ties ~fficers may perform during unassigned time. Officers conducted securi
ty checks of commercial buildings in all of the 60 PSS neighborhoods, but 
at substantially different rates. In only three neighborhoods did officers 
average one commercial security check per hour of unassigned time. In 15 
of the neighborhoods officers averaged fewer than 1 commercial security check 
in every .!Q hours of unassigned time. The PSS neighborhoods were primari ly 
residential and varied in the extent to which they included commercial areas. 
Some of the difference in frequency of commercial security checks is there
fore due to the lower rate of opportunity for these kinds of activities in 
neighborhoods with very little commercial activity. But while all 60 neigh
borhoods afforded ample opp)rtunity for residential security checks, these 
were much less frequent than commercial checks. No residential security 
checks at a 11 were observed in 10 of the 60 ne i ghborhoods. I n on 1 y th ree 
neighborhoods was there more than one residential security check per 2 
hours of unassigned time. Officers issued parking tickets even less fre
quently. 

Overall, officers assigned to patrol spend about one third of their time 
on specific assignments: responding to dispatches and carrying out admin
istrative duties. The remaining two thirds of their time is spent on general 
patrol, officer-initiated encounters with citizens (mostly traffic stops), 
citizen-initiated encounters (begun directly on the street), and personal 

3 1n the 60 neighborhoods observed by PSS, patrol officers spent an aVer
age of 65 minutes per eight-hour shift on meals and other personal activities. 
This is about 8 minutes less per shift than Kelling et al. (1974) report for 
Kansas City. There was considerable variation both among and within depart
ments. In 3 neighborhoods officers averaged more than 100 minutes per eight
hour shift on meals and personal activities. In 2 neighborhoods officers aver
aged less than 30 minutes per shift on these activities. The highest average 
time (109 minutes per eight hours) was recorded in a middle-income neighbor
hood of a large city. In another neighborhood of that same city, officers 
averaged only 43 minutes of meal and personal activity time per eight-hour 
shift. The lowest average time (19 minutes per eight-hour shift) was re
corded in an inner city neighborhood in another la: city. In that city 
the highest average time on these same activities was recorded as 54 minutes 
per eight hours. 
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business of the officer. About one encounter in six is initiated by an of
ficer or citizen (on the street). Five in six are dispatched. These overall 
averages conceal a wide variation, however. Not only do individual shifts 
vary greatly from each other, but the pattern of officers' use of time varies 
by beat and by jurisdiction. Data from one department, or even averages from 
a number of departments, can not be used to estimate how officers do or 
should spend their time in another department. 

2. The kinds of problems officers deal with in encounters. Dispatch rec
ords can also be used to describe the types uf problems officers deal with 
on patrol. In general, crime is involved in a minority of the calls. 
Webster (1970:95) reports fewer than 17 percent of the "dispatches" in "Bay
wood" involved crime. This contrasts with almost 40 percent of all "dis
patches" which were for "administration." Another 17 percent were for 
"social services," 7 percent for "traffic," and 20 percent lion view." This 
is a striking statement of the extent to which police patrol involves work 
on non-crime matters. To some extent it is an overstatement. The classifi
cation of all incidents in which the officer took a report of a crime under 
the heading "administration" reduces the percentage of calls classified as 
dealing with crime. Moreover, Hebster includes in "administration" (and 
hence in the total number of "dispatches" on which all the percentages are 
based) officers' meals, errands, and court time. Bearing those classifica
tions in mind, Webster's report for types of calls in Baywood does not dif
fer greatly from that of Boydstun et al. (1977) for the Central Division of 
San Diego. They suggest that while only about 20 percent of all calls as
signed involved "current" Part I and Part II crimes, another 15 percent in
volved taking reports of crimes which had already occurred and 8 percent 
involved checking on suspicious persons or circumstances (see pp. 22, 28). 
Thus, a total of about 43 percent of the calls for service answered by San 
Diego's Central Division patrol officers involved crime. About 30 percent 
of the San Diego Central Division calls were related to peacekeeping, 10 
percent to traffic, 10 percent to medical emergencies, and 7 percent to other 
miscellaneous problems. Officers' meals, breaks, and errands are not in
cluded in these figures. 

Hilmington, Delaware, appears to be an exception. Records show the 
majority of calls there concerned crime. It is difficult to know whether 
this difference is real, however. A somewhat different classification scheme 
was used by Tien and colleagues (1978:4-4) in reporting types of problems 
dealt with bv Hilmington patrol officers on calls. Table 4-1 presents the 
breakdown th~y report. Note that they show 63 percent of all calls involved 
crime in 1974-75, and 57 percent in 1976. These percentages exceed those 
reported for both Baywood and San Diego. The coding rules are different, 
but there may also be real differences between the two cities. There ap
pears to have been a decrease in Part I I crimes dealt with by patrol officers 
in Hilmington in 1976. At the same time traffic calls became less numerous, 
while miscellaneous c211s increased substantially. It seems possible that at 
least some of the kinds of calls which were classified as Part I I crimes in 
1974-75 were included in the miscellaneous category in 1976. 

Differences in coding from one city to another may account for much of 
the apparent difference in the kinds of problems their patrol officers deal 
with. It is also possible that differences in coding rules make the apparent 
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TABLE 4-1. AVERAGE DAILY CALLS FOR SERVICE DISPATCHED IN WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

Types of Calls Assigned 
to Primary Patrol Units 

Part 1 crime 
Part I I crime 
Traffic 
Med i cal 
Alarm 
Miscellaneous 
Total per day 

Da i 1y 
Average 

24.4 
70.0 
28.7 
3. 1 

12.9 
10.4 

149.4 

SOURCE: Adapted from James M. 
Pol ice Patrol: 
D.C. : 

Percentage 

16.3% 
46.9 
19.2 
2.1 
8.6 
7.0 

Da i 1y 
Average 

25.8 
62.2 
21.0 
5.2 

12.2 
28.1 

1511. 6 

1976 

Percentage 

16.7% 
40.2 
13 .6 
3.4 
7.9 

18.2 

et a1., An Approach in 
~~---~~~~~~~(~W~a~s~h~i~ngton, 

difference less than it actually is. Without standard data for both cities, 
we do not know. 

\.Je have seen that from 65 to 43 percent of the calls pol ice handled in 
Wilmington and San Diego were not related to control of cr'ime. These esti
mates are based on dispatch records. Patrol observer reports provide another 
source of data on the kinds of problems patrol officers actually work on. A 
total of 5,688 encounters between citizens and officers were observed in the 
Pol ice Services Study. Each encounter concerned one or more I pro b1ems" which 
occasioned police action. 

Crime was the primary problem in only 38 percent of the encounters ob
served by PSS. This is considerably less than the proportion reported for 
Wilmington and also less than the proportion reported for San Diego. Com
parisons of the kinds of problems officers deal with on patrol are dif.ficu1t 
to make when they must rely on reports compiled using different categories. 
In general, however, it appears that patrol observers record more traffic
related encounters than are found in dispatch records. As Table 4-2 shows, 
one fourth of all encounters observed by PSS involved traffic accidents or 
vio1~tions. For 22 percent of the encounters, traffic was the primary prob
lem In the encounter. Only 20 percent of these traffic encounters were dis
patched runs: 77 percent were officer-initiated, and the rest were initiated 
by citizens in the field. Officers often conduct more traffic encounters 
than they report to dispatchers. Perhaps some of the incidents Tien and his 
~olleagues classified as Part I I Crime in Wilmington would be classified as 
interpersonal violence or nuisances in PSS categories. Citizens l requests 
for information from officers were the sole basis for six percent of the PSS 
encollnters. Eighty percent of these requests were initiated by citizens in 
the field. Such encounters were probably rarely if ever included in the 
San Diego or Wilmington data. The lower proportion of crime-related encoun
ters in the PSS study may thus be due in part to including more traffic and 
information encounters in the total number of encounters on which the per
centages are based. But there are also differences in the kinds of problems 
officers confront in differ.ent places. 
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TABLE 4-2. KINDS OF PROBLEMS DEALT WITH BY POLICE IN THEIR ENCOUNTERS 
WITH CITIZENS (Police Services Study) 

Problem Category 

Crime 
Violent crime 
Non-violent crime 
Mora 1 s offense 
Suspicious person/circumstances 
Other (warrants, assist officers, 

etc. ) 

Disorder 
----Interpersonal violence 

Nuisance 

Service 
Medical 
Dependent persons 
Information request only 
Other assistance 

Traff i c 

Total 

Total Number of ~ncounters 

Percentages of All 
Encounters wi th 
Any Problem of 

This Type 

39% 
4°' 10 

18 
2 

11 
4 

23 
10 
13 

26 
4 
6 
6 

10 

26 

l14%~" 

5,688 

Percentages of All 
Encounters with 

Th i s Pr imary 
Type of Problem 

38% 

22 

18 

22 

100% 

5,688 

*Does not sum to 100% because some encounters involved two or three 
types of problems. 

A clearer picture of the extent to which police patrolling different areas 
deal with different types of problems can be gained by:10ser examination of 
the PSS data. Table 4-3 presents the median and range for the 60 neighborhoods. 
In 2 of the 60 neighborhoods, over hu1f of all encounters between patrol of
ficers and citizens involved crime-related problems. In one neighborhood 
about 54 percent of the encounters concerned crime as defined by the PSS 
typology; in another, 51% concerned crime. The lowest percentage of encounters 
concerning crime was recorded in a middle-income suburb. There were also con
siderable differences within jurisdictions. In the same city with the highest 
percentage of crime-related encounters, another neighborhood had only 27 per
cent of the encounters that dealt with crime. 

In one of the 60 neighborhoods PSS studied, 46 percent of all encounters 
dealt primarily with traffic. Officers assigned to patrol in that city de
vote a substantial part of their efforts to traffic. In the two other neigh
borhoods which PSS observed in that same city, 31 percent and 37 percent of 
all encounters invo1ve,d traffic problems. In contrast, 9 of the 60 neighbor
hoods had fewer than 10 percent of all encounters in which traffic was the 
primary problem. In two of the study neighborhoods in a large city, only 5 
percent of the encounters dealt with traffic problems. There was considerable 
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variation within that city, however, since in another of its neighborhoods, 
PSS observers found that 28 percent of the encounters concerned traffic. 

TABLE 4-3. KINDS OF PROBLEMS DEALT WITH BY POLICE IN THEIR ENCOUNTERS WITH 
CITIZENS: DIFFERENCES AMONG RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS 

Percentase of Encounters with This as Primary Prob 1 em 

Minimum Median Maximum 

Prob 1 em Categorl Nei9hborhood Nei9hborhood Neishborhood 

Crime 22% 38% 54% 

Disorder 8 20 43 

Servi ce 8 18 33 

Traffic 5 23 46 

The percentage of encounters where officers dealt with disorders ranged 
from 43 percent in one PSS neighborhood to 8 percent in another. Encounters 
dealing primarily with services other than those concerning crime, traffic, 
and disorder accounted for a high of 33 percent of all encounters in one 
neighborhood and a low of 8 percent in another. Police officers assigned to 
patrol deal with a great variety of problems, and in only a few areas is crime 
their most common problem. 

3. Officers· actions toward citizens. Officers· actions during encounters 
with citizens are an important aspect of their work. Indeed, the most sensi
tive work police do on patrol involves their activities with suspects, wit
nesses, victims, and others who need polica assistance. 

Table 4-4 presents the percentages of encounters observed by PSS in which 
officers took various kinds of actions. Information gathering was the most 
common type of officer activity. Officers interviewed witnesses or persons 
requesting services in about two thirds of all encounters involving crime, 
disorder, or service. What is surprising is not that so many encounters of 
these sorts involved interviews, but that so few did. In almost three quar
ters of all traffic-related encounters, but in less than half of the crimes 
and disorders, officers interrogated suspects. The high percentpge of inter
rogations for traffic encounters reflects the circumstances of these encoun
ters. Most of these involve stopping drivers suspected of traffic violations. 
The others are investigations of traffic accidents where one or more of the 
drivers present was suspected of violations. 

Several techniques are used to influence the behavior of citizens whom 
police encounter. Officers threatened or used force in about 15 percent of 
all encounters PSS observed except those involving only general service prob
lems. The threat of force is much more common than its use, however. Force 
was used in only about 5 percent of all encounters. Most of this was an of
ficer handcuffing or taking a suspect by the arm. Most of the encounters 
where force was used concerned crime or disorder. More often than threaten
ing use of force, police lectured people whose behavior they wanted to change. 
In over 40 percent of the disorder and traffic encounters observed by PSS, 
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TABLE 4-4. OFFICER ACTIONS TAKEN IN ENCOUNTERS INVOLVING EACH TYPE OF PROBLEM (Police Services Study) 

Percent~ges of Encounters in Which an Officer Took This Action 
, 

Q) 
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0'-
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Any Crime 43% 34% 64% 17% 19% 7% 7% 1% 28% 24% 8% 1% 

Disorder 15 45 68 15 41 23 5 30 26 1 1 2 

Service 18 6 66 2 7 2 i'\ 2 22 39 20 5 

0 Traffic 28 74 26 16 48 2 4 35 9 24 8 )'c 

All Encounters 29 40 57 14 28 8 5 9 23 27 1 1 2 

*Less than .5%. 
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police lectured or threatened legal sanctions. Persuasion is another technique 
officers use in attempting to change citizens' behavior. Officers used persua
sion in about 25 percent of all disorders observed by PSS. People are taken 
into custody if officers cannot otherwise control their dangerous behavior. 
Arrests were observed in about 5 percent of the PSS encounters, including 
over 4 percent of all traffic and disorder incidents, as well as about 7 per
cent of all encounters deal ing with crimes. An arrest also institutes legal 
proceedings, and many arrests are for that purpose rather than to control im
mediately dangerous behavior. 

The most common instigation of legal proceedings observed by PSS was not 
arrests, but the Issuance of traffic tickets. Tickets were issued in ~v 
than one third of all traffic encounters. On the average, 1 traffic ti ~.; 
was issued for every 2 eight-hour shifts observed. The number of ticke per 
15 observed shifts ranged from 1 (in one large city neighborhood) to 22 (in 
another large city neighborhood). A few tickets of various kinds were issued 
to participants in other kinds of encounters as well. These were misdemeanor 
tickets for offenses against municipal ordinances. 

Overall, officers in the 60 PSS neighborhoods made arrests in somewhat 
fewer encounters and gave tickets in somewhat more encounters than did the of
ficers observed in the Kansas City Patrol Study. There, officers made ar
rests in 6.8 percent of all encounters and issued tickets in 6.8 percent of 
all encounters (Kelling et al., 1974:466): Boydstun et al. (1977) report 
San Diego arrests in about 5.6 percent of incidents for which there were dis
patch records (pp. 29-30). 

Arrests are relatively infrequent occurrences for patrol officers. On 
the average about 1 encounter in 20 involves an arrest. Officers observed by 
PSS averaged a little over 6 encounters per eight-hour shift. On the average, 
then, each patrol officer in the 60 neighborhoods was involved in 1 encounter 
where an arrest was made once every three working days. Arrests are con
siderably more frequent in some areas than in others, however. In 2 of the 
60 PSS neighborhoods, 13 arrests were observed in the 15 shifts studied. In 
contrast, 6 of the 60 neighborhoods had only 1 ~rrest during the 15 observed 
shifts. Many police officers (especially those working quiet neighborhoods) 
may go for months without making an arrest. Forst et al. (1978:48) report 
that 46 percent of all sworn officers in Washington, D.C., made no arrests in 
1974. Most of these were patrol officers. 

Officers do not use le9al sanctions at every opportunity, of course. In 
10 percent of all encounters, officers remarked to PSS observers that they 
could have instigated legal action against a participant, but did not do so. 

We have seen that in most neighborhoods, police patrols spend substantial 
portions of their time dealing with situations that do not involve crime. 
Often a majority of their time is spent on non-crime matters. Moreover, in 
most p;aces police institute formal legal proceedings in only a small fraction 
of the encounters they have with citizens. Much of this activity concerns 
traffic violations or disorders rather than crime. But what police routinely 
do in one locality is frequently quite different from what they do elsewhere. 
Both the mixtur~ of problems which confront police and the kinds of police ac
tions taken to deal with those problems vary considerably from neighborhood 
to neighborhood, even within a single department's jurisdiction. 

: I 

B. Activities of Officers Assigned to Investigation 

Criminal investisators do not "solve" most of the crimes reported to po
lice. They do not even identify th~ suspects in most of the crimes w~ich . 
police consider cleared: cases in ~Jhich a probable suspect has been IdentI
fied. Most cases are cleared by patrol officers who make arrests at o~ near 
the scene of the crime or who obtain identification of suspects from witnesses 
or victims during their initial investigation of the crime. Thus! 87 pe~cent 
of all arrests for Part I crimes (and 92 percent of all arrests) In Washing
ton, D.C., in 1965 were made by patrol officers (Reiss, 1971 a.: 10?-104). In 
that same city in 1974 89 percent of all arrests were made within 24 hours 
of the offense--most of these arrests made by patrol officers (Forst et al., 
1978:33). Feeney and Weir (1975) note: 

[M]ost robbery apprehensions are made as the result of immedi
ate action by citizens and the police; between ?O an~.90 ~er
cent in most cities. Detectives and follow-up InvesLlgatlons are 
rarely as central to the apprehension process as is commonly 
thoJlght (p. 103). 

Investigators spend much of their time gathering and processing evidence for 
prosecution of suspects already identi:ied and ~pprehe~ded, although popular 
representations of their work do not give that Impression. 

1. How investigators spend their time. The most detailed study to d~te 
of how investigators spend their time is that conducted ~y P~ter ~r~e~woo. 
and colleagues (1975) at RAND. They used data on detectives actlv~tles In 
the Kansas City (Missouri) Police Department. These data were compiled fr~m. 
self-report forms completed by detectives for every related cluster of activI
ties consuming a half hour or more of officer time. ~reenwood an~ colleagues 
supplemented their analysis of the Kansas City data with observatlons.and ad 
hoc data analyses in other departments. Still, most of their con?luslons 
about detectives' use of time are based primarily on the Kansas City data. 
The description which is presented here is therefore "typical" only ins~far as 
Kansas City during the May-November 1973 study period is typical of police 
operations elsewhere today. The percentages will .undoubted~y vary from de- _ 
partment to department. Still, the broad categories of action taken are sug 
gestive of the kinds of things most investigators.do. Where data from other 
studies are available, we present them for comparison. 

On the average, detectives in Kansas City spent about 56 percent of their 
time on "case work"--on activities which could be related to specific re-
ported crimes. Another 14 percent of their time was devoted to general ad
ministrative work which did not relate to specific cases, and 2 percent of 
their time was spent on general surveillance, crime pre~en!ion, and other ser
v'ce activities not related to specific cases. About 29 percent of detec-
t;v~s' time was not accounted for by the data system employed in Kansas City. 
In part this is due to the use of half hours as the units of record keeping. 
Activities which took less than half an hour were not recorded. Greenwood (1975) 
and colleagues suggest that this leads to underreporting of case-re1a~ed,ac
tivities. They estimate that, overall, "about 60 percent of a ~etec~lve s 
time is spent on case work. This agrees well with our observations In other 
cities" (1975:52). 
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TABLE 4-5. BREAKDOWN OF CASE-RELATED TIME FOR KANSAS CITY DETECTIVES BY TYPE OF UNIT AND KIND OF ACTIVITY 

Percentage of Case-Related Time Spent on Each Activit:r 

c 
c 0 
0 QJ 

-1-1 U QJ -1-1 
-1-1 C C C I.. ro 
ro ?: QJ ro QJ 0 I.. 
en QJ E u -1-1 -1-1 
0 C 1/1 til ::l 1/1 
I.. > -1-1 en -1-1 u .-
I.. I.. 1/1 I.. QJ QJ QJ -1-1 C 
QJ QJ QJ ro 0 ? E 1/1 I.. 

Type of Number of -1-1 -1-1 I.. I.. c.. -I 0 ::l E 
c C I.. I.. QJ ::l l- I.. I.. 0 -0 

Unit Officers c:t: c:t: a::: til c:t: U 0... U c:t: 

Sex & 15 7.5 36.0 1.3 1.4 26.5 4.7 11.5 5·9 0.0 1.7 3.3 Assault 

Sex Crimes 8 6.7 34.1 1.5 2.2 19.2 0.0 28. 1 2.2 1.5 2.1 0.0 

Robbery 14 12.3 31.3 0.0 3.8 27.9 7.2 6.0 4.8 0.0 1.8 0.4 

Property 36 16.7 28.4 2.0 4.3 24.1 2.5 9.7 7.3 0.6 4.5 0.5 Crimes 

OVera 11 73 12.9 31.1 1.4 3.4 24.8 3.6 11.4 6.0 0.5 3.1 1.0 

NOTE: This table includes only the units 1 i sted; General Assignment, Youth and Women's Units, and 
Missing Persons Units are not reported here. Rows may not sum to 100% due to categories not sho~·m (war-
rants, subpoenas, extrad it ion) and to rounding. 

SOURCE: Adapted from Peter W. Greenwood et al., The Criminal Investigation Process (Lexington, 
Massachussetts: D.C. Heath, 1977), Table H-4, p. 297. 
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Interviewing witnesse!> \'1,5 the most time-consuming of the case-related 
activities conducted by Kansas City detectives. Almost one third of detec
tives' case-related time was spent in this way. As may be seen in Table 4-5, 
interviewing witnesses took a little less of the time spent by crimes-against
property units than of the time spent by crimes-against-persons units. This 
undoubtedly is because victin.s themselves are wit .. esses to most crimes against 
persons, providing witnesses in a higher proportion of these cases than for 
crimes against property. (See Conklin, 1972; Bloch and Bell, 1976.) 

Report writing was the second most time-consuming activity. About 25 per
cent of Kansas City detectives' case-related time was spent writing reports. 
Report writing was a major use of time for all types of investigation units. 
Interrogation of suspects and attempts to locate suspects and witnesses were 
also major case-related activities in terms of the proportion of investiga
tors' time they received. Interrogation of suspects took a higher percentage 
of the case-related time of detectives in units investigating property crimes. 
Attempts to locate suspects and witnesses were especially time consuming for 
investigators of sex crimes. Overall, interrogation took about 13 percent 
of detectives' case-related time and attempts to locate about 11 percent. 

Surveillance and crime-scene searches together accounted for ab~~t 10 per
cent of detectives' case-related time in Kansas City. Arrest and arraign
ment accounted for another 5 percent. Less than 1 percent of case-related 
time was spent with prosecutors, and only about 3 percent spent in court. 4 

The amount of time that detectives spend on various types of crime de
pends on three factors: the frequency with which the type of crime is re
ported; the difficulty detectives have in "c 1earing 'l cases of that type; and 
the priority which police attach to crimes of that type. Reports of crimes 
against property are much more numerous than reports of crimes against per
sons. The latter receive as much or more attention from detectives, however, 
because crimes against persons tend both to be easier to clear and to be con
sidered more serious. In most crimes against persons, the victim is an eye 
witness to the crime and police are more likely to obtain information about 
the identity of the offender. Thus, 51 percent of reported sex crimes and 30 
percent of reported robberies were cleared by Kansas City detectives during 
the study period, while only 15 percent of the reported residential burglaries 
and about 2 percent of the reported larcenies were cleared (Greenwood et a1., 
1975:58). Crimes against persons include the types of offenses which provoke 
the greatest pub1 ic outrage and fear (Si 1berman, 1978). Crimes such as homi
cide and rape were invariably investigated by Kansas City detectives. In con
trast, only 30 percent of the reported residential burglaries and 18 percent 
of the reported larcenies received at least half an hour of investigator's 
time (Greenwood et a1., 1975:56). In general, the more serious the crime is 
considered to be, the more likely an investigation, unless the offender is 
already under arrest or reasonably well identified. Greenwood and colleagues 
note that '~e11 under half of all reported crimes receive any serious atten
tion by an investigator" (p. 56). 

4Greenwood and colleagues (1975:51) do note that court time may be under
reported. Whole days spent in court are apparently occasionally overlooked in 
the Kansas City reporting procedure. 
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Not all case work is directed toward identification of offenders. In 
fact, for cases which are cleared (that is, where the police identify a sus
pect they believe to have been responsible for the crime), the total amount of 
time on case work after clearance generally exceeds the time spent in clearing 
the case. This is due to the work that police officers perform in arrest, ar
raignment, investigations and reports for prosecution, and court testimony. 
Even in cases where a patrol officer arrested a suspect when the case was ini
tiated (which was therefore cleared before it even reached the detectives) an 
average of 7.9 hours per case was spent by detectives in Kansas City. 

Only 13 percent of all cases in Kansas City were still under investigation 
a week after they were reported (Greenwood et al., 1975:62-64). This is ap
parently because most case:.. are either cleared "routinely!' or not cleared at 
all. In Kansas City 46 percent of the clearances came from patrol officers 
in cases with no previous case work by detectives. Another 5 percent of the 
clearances were by patrol action following some case work by detectives. 
Detectives cleared 32 percent of the cleared cases with two hours or less case 
work. Only 18 ~Iercent of the clearances in Kansas City Were obtained by de
tectives after more than two hours of case work, and most of these cases were 
cleared through application of police routine rather than through any kind of 
"special action" (Greenwood et al., 1975:73-75). 

"Special action" is defined by Greenwood and colleagues as any activity 
involving investigator initiative or insight beyond the routine use of initial 
identification or identification through unsolicited tips, use of mug shots and 
line ups, matching of modus operandi of unsolved cases with cases already 
cleared, inadvertent discovery of stolen goods, or volunteered confessions. On 
the basis of a thorough review of the files of a sample of 92 cases where the 
clearance was "possibly non-routine," Greenwood and colleagues concluded that 
no more than 3 percent of the Kansas City clearances involved more than routine 
investigative work. A review of cleared case files from Los Angeles, Berkeley, 
and Long Beach, California; Miami, Florida; and Washington, D.C., found similar 
low percentages of cases cleared through special action (Greenwood et al., 
1975:68-77). Most cleared cases in all departments studied began with~n 
initial identification of a suspect either through arrest at the scene, com
plete identification by a witness, or unique identifying evidence. 

The importance of witness or victim identification of suspects in case 
cl~~rance is'also shown in other studies of investigations. In Rochester, 
N.Y., a majority of all arrests for burglary, robbery, and larceny was made 
after the preliminary investigation based on a victim or witness identification 
of the suspect (Bloch and Bell, 1976:44,47). Conklin (1972:139) found that 
only 6 percent of the robbery cases in Boston in 1968 were cle~red through 
police action other than victim identification, identification of suspects from 
other cases, or suspectsl own confessions. 

2. Investigation activities in greater detail. What detectives do has 
been described here only in very general terms. As with any summary descrip
tton of highly varied events, categories used in the descriptions are quite 
bf',oad. The particular kinds of activities that go into attempts to locate 
s~5pects or witnesses, the kinds of techniques used in interviewing witnesses 
and interrogating suspects, and other details of investigator activities are 
omitted in a cursory overview such as this. The level of detail presented 
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here provides only a broad picture of what detectives do. It highlights the 
extent to which they are involved in case work relating to preparation for 
trial, for example, in contrast to their efforts at case clearance which is 
commonly thought to be their major occupation. But this broad level of gener
alization provides 1 ittle guidance about the kinds of investigator activities 
that are 1 ikely to increase the rate of identification, apprehension, or con
viction of suspects. 

An example of the level of detail which is required for this latter kind 
of analysis is provided by Greenwood and colleagues (1975:104-123) in their 
study of 43 robbery case reports filed by police in two unidentified Cal ifornia 
cities. Greenwood and colleagues developed a checklist of 39 types of informa
tion prosecutors would like to have available from police reports of their in
vestigations of robberies. Each case report in the sample was reviewed to 
determine which items on the checkl ist were discussed in the police report. 
Two different broad patterns are evident in the kinds of interviews each de
partment conducts, but we know nothing of the interview techniques they e~ploy. 
This particular study presents a much tighter focus on reporting than on Inter
viewing. Even here, the lack of disposition records for each case ~imit: ~he 
kinds of conclusions which can be drawn from these data. Because dispOSition 
data were only available from a separate source with no link made between in
dividual cases, Greenwood and colleagues could not identify the number or types 
of items on the checklist which were associated with convictions. 

C. The Need to Determine What Police Do in Greater Detail 

Any effort to assess police performance needs to incorporate accurate data 
on what police are doing. The few systematic studies which have been con
ducted suggest that police deal regularly with many kinds of problems other 
than crime. These problems need to be acknowledged in assessing what police 
accomplish. Pol ice officers also conduct a variety of activities which are 
neither highly visible nor the subject of much police training. Whether they 
should continue to do these things (and if so whether they can be helped to do 
them better) are questions that can only be answered after careful study of what 
is being done now and how it affects those to whom it is done. There is con
siderable variation in the kinds of problems police deal with in different 
places and the sorts of activities they undertake to handle those problems. 
Not only do departments differ in these respects, but even within the juris
diction of a single department there are often many different areas presenting 
police with a variety of problems and many different police responses to the 
same kind of problem. 
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CHAPTE~, 5. WHAT CURRENT POLICE RECORDS TELL /},BOUT POLICE PERFORMANCE 

In the course of their daily operations, police departments throughout 
the United States collect and store information. Communications personnel 
record information on telephone calls requesting police assistance. Patrol 
officers complete reports on offenses investigated citations issued field . " Interrogations conducted, and a variety of other actIvities. Investigators 
complete reports on their investigations and the arrests they make. But while 
~nformation collecting is a major activity of police, most of this information 
IS used solely for case management and day-to-day administration. Relatively 
little of it is routinely available for assessment of agency performance or 
for guidance in policy making. 

In order to appreciate the current state of pol ice agency performance 
measurement, it is necessary to understand what.data are now available from 
police departments. The availabil ity of data depends on what information is 
collected and how that information is recorded and stored. However even data 
which are recorded and stored so as to be potentially available for'perfor
mance measurement may not be readily available for that purpose. Readyac-
7essibil~ty of data requires a way to retrieve selected, pertinent items of 
infonnatlon from storage. This chapter reviews the kinds of information 
police departments often collect, the ways that information is recorded, the 
ways those records are stored, and the ways data are retrieved from storage. 
The:e is, of.course, considerable variety in the procedures and equipment 
pol Ice agencies use to record, store, and retrieve information as well as in 
the kinds of information they choose to collect. This chapter is but a brief 
oyerview of ~this diversity, We highl ight the most common kinds of data colo, 
lection, recording, storage, and retrieval, and devote some attention to some 
of the most recent innovations in police data management. 

A, Collecting and Recording Information 

Most information collected by police is gathered for purposes of case 
m~nagemen~ and personnel supervision. Many records are generated byopera
tional units of the agency as the personnel in those units note down informa
~ion required for conducting service activities or initiating legal proceed
!n~s, Other data are collected from individual employees in order to review 
their activities. The reasons for which information is gathered and recorded 
a~d the motivations of the personnel gathering and recording it shape the 
kinds of records that: are made and the uses to which they can be put. 

1. Calls fop service. Much information collection in police departments 
!nvolyes calls for service. In larger police departments, telephone operators 
answer incoming calls for service. They record information about each call to 
which a police unit will be sent, This information is passed on to a dis· 
patcher who uses it to determine how many pol ice officers to send, with what 
urgency to send them, and what information to provide to the responding offi
cers, The dispatcher also records (usually on the same form with the opera
tor's information) information about the response police make to the request. 
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The dispatcher notes the police unit assigned responsibility for responding to 
the call, the time the officer was assigned that responsibility, and informa
tion the officer reports back about police arrival and departure t)me and the 
nature of the problem the officer found. Even in smaller departments where 
the telephone operator is also the dispatcher, similar kinds of records are 
kept. 

Information about each telephone message requesting poJice assistance 
provides the dispatcher with a reference for informing officers where to go 
and what to expect. Information about dispatcher activities and dispatch time 
helps dispatchers and shift supervisors know which officers are available for 
assignment and which have had heavy assignments already. In practically all 
police agencies, information is recorded only for those calls to which a 
police unit will likely be sent. Information is seldom recorded on other 
types of calls (for example, those involving requests for information) where a 
police unit wi 11 not be dispatched. 

Although there is some variation in the types of information obtained 
about incoming calls for service, most dispatch cards and logs provide places 
to record the following data: (1) caller's name, (2) address, (3) nature of 
problem, (4) location of problem, and (5) phone number. All items are not 
necessarily obtained for each call. Callers may fail or refuse to provide 
their name and address to the police operator. The Police Services Study in
cluded as part of research the listening to and coding of over 26,000 calls 
for service made to 21 police agencies located in three metropolitan areas. 
The caller's name was given voluntarily or upon operator request in only 45 
percent of observed calls for service. Names were neither volunteered nor re
quested in 49 percent of calls and callers refused to identify themselves in 3 
percent. Thus, in over half the observed calls for service, the name of the 
caller was not known to the police agency receiving the call. Many of these 
anonymous calls involved situations in which no police unit was sent. 

Police personnel record information other than that directly provided by 
the citizen on the call for service record. The operator or dispatcher will 
usually determine and note in which police territory the problem is located 
(such as beat, sector). The operator may also record the time at which the 
call was received by the department (time clocks are often used to punch time 
intervals on dispatch cards). The operator generally notes his or her ini
tials on the call record. 

The primary purpose of collecting calls for service information is to 
facilitate the prompt dispatch of appropriate police units to respond to 
calls, The information on the dis·patch card is a message to the dispatcher 
about the location and nature of the problem. This information is used in de
cisions regarding which unit(s) and the number of units to send in response to 
the call. The dispatch record is also used by the dispatcher to keep track of 
the call and responding units for the duration of police response. 

The dispatcher adds further information to the calls for service record. 
He/she records the primary and back-up units assigned to the call and often 
the time at which units were dispatched. If the service request made by the 
caller is translated into some generic police code for transmission to re
sponding units, that code is also recorded. Finally, the dispatcher may 
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k b t the call the time the responding unit(s) arrive 
record further remar s a ou , k . . 
at the scene, and the time the unit(s) report bac In service. 

d can potentially provide data on the In sum, the calls for service recor 
following items: 

--name, address, and phone number of caller; 

--nature of problem as reported by caller; 

--location of problem; 

--time call received by department; 

--identification of location by police territory; 

--units assigned to the call; 

--time units dispatched; 

--time units arrive on-scene; 

--time units report back in service; 

--police code describing problem; and 

--identification of operator and dispatcher. 

. . Off nse reports are used by po-
2. Offense and investigatIon report~.. e. t the public (Offense 

d . f t'on on crimes agalns - . 
lice personnel to recor In ~rma ~om 1aint or incident reports.) The writing 
reports are also known as cr~me! ~th th~ patrol officer who through re-
of offense reports normally. eglns w~ou h routine patrol discovers that a 
sponding to a call :or service or t~ di~ officer records data gathered from 
crime has been commlt~ed. T(he)resPdn .. i'al· inspe~tion of the scene. Some or 
the complainant(s), Witness es , an I~I I -. 
all of the following kinds of information are recorded. 

b r race ., and sex of victim(s); --name, address, phone num e , 

h b r race, and sex of witness(es); --name, address, pone num e , 

--location of incident; 

--description of offense; 

--time and date of offense occurrence; 
. and value of property taken; --description 

--description of premises involved; 

--description of injuries to citizens; 

--weapons used; 
--description of suspect(s) and suspect's vehicle; 

--time report taken; and 

--officer taking report. 
. d he offense report form to record other remarks 

Space is.gener~l~y pr~~lde ~~t!n a report includes no information about one 
and pertl~e~~ In ~:~:g~~7~s. Certain types of information (weapons ~se~, for 
or more 0 ese . 1 t es of crime Also, Victims 
example) a~e appropria~efonlY t~O p:~~~~uw~:n ~~e crime occ~rred~or about pos
may have little or no In orma Ion 
sible suspects. 
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Further information about the case is recorded by the same or other offi
cers during subsequent investigation. This information may be recorded either 
on the original offense report form or on a separate supplemental form depend
ing on departmental procedures. Typically, supplemental report forms are given 
the same identificCition number as the original offense report form. Space 
is usually provided somewhere in the offense record to indicate the final status 
of the case (for example, cleared, unfounded, or administrative closing) and 
whether an arrest was made. In some departments the offense and investigation 
reports are given the same identification number as the calls for service 
record corresponding to the same incident. ThIs allows for the tying together 
of detailed information from two data sources. Arrest records (discussed 
below) may also be tied to offense and investigation reports through the 
specification of corresponding case identification numbers. 

The primary use of offense and investigation reports is to gather and re
tain accurate information on particular incidents. Personnel working on dif
ferent shifts or in different agency sections, for example, can determine the 
latest developments in the case by referring to the offense and investigation 
reports. These reports serve as the permanent record of the department re
garding the incident and police actions taken in response. 

Another important use of crime and investigative reports is to provide a 
place for the systematic recording of information about incidents--information 
which is used as the basis for making arrests and prosecuting criminal sus
pects. Complete and accurate information is required for arrests to withstand 
judicial screening. The information collected by the police about the inci
dent is an important source of information for the public prosecutor in prepa
ration of cases against criminal suspects. The record also may serve as a re
view for officers preparing to testify in court on incidents occurring many 
weeks prior to court appearance. 

Summary data on offenses are frequently recorded separately from the of
fense reports. I n many departments a ta 11y sheet or log book is used to re
cord the number of reported crimes by category of crime and day or month of 
reporting. The location of reported crimes may also be recorded. This is 
sometimes done with pin maps--maps of the jurisdiction on which pins are 
placed to show the location of incidents of interest. Pins of different 
colors are used to indicate different sorts of crime, types of victim, or 
other variables thought to be important. The tally sheets and pin maps are 
kept current by regularly posting to them information about newly reported 
cr imes. 

3. Arrest reports. The completion of arrest reports is routine in 
police agencies. When suspects are taken into custody and charged by police, 
some type of record is made of the arrest. The following types of data are 
generally gathered and recorded at the time of formal arrest by police: 

--name aliases, address, place of birth, social security number, 
physical characteristics, race, sex, marital status, and year 
of education of arrested person; 

--place and date of incident; 

--place and date of arrest; 

--type of arrest (~., on-view, turnover, warrant); 
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--arresting officer; 

--name, section, and class of law violated; 

--names and addresses of suspect's relatives and spouse; and 

--injuries or illnesses of suspect. 

Some arrest-report forms provide space for recording other information about 
the case as it proceeds through the judicial process. Forms may have places 
to list the telephone calls made by arrested persons along with their signa
tures verifying calls were made. Information may be listed about the property 
confiscated from the suspect when arrested and the time suspect was booked by 
police. Arrest forms also have places to record the time and date of arraign
ment, the amount of bail set, and if appropriate, the person or persons to 
whom the suspect is released. Finally, other information on the judicial dis
position of the case may be recorded on the arrest report. As with other data 
collection, police agencies vary in terms of the type and detail of informa
tion collected for the arrest record. 

Arrest reports are used primarily as the police agency's formal record of 
the arrest of criminal suspects and the crimes with which they are being 
charged. Certain information on the forms may be used to verify that police 
actually performed certain tasks such as allowing suspects to make a call when 
arrested. In these cases the suspect is required to sign the record to verify 
that police performed the activity. Either on the arrest form or on a sepa
rate form, arrested persons are often required to sign a statement indicating 
that they have been read their legal rights. A separate tally of arrests for 
various categories of crime is kept by most departments. 

4. Personnel activity reports. Personnel activity reports are another 
type of data collection in police agencies. The most common form of activity 
reports are those completed daily or weekly by officers assigned to patrol. 
The general purpose of patrol officer activity reports is to provide patrol 
supervisors with descriptions of officers' activities during their shifts of 
duty. The format and types of information collected on daily activity records 
varies by police agency. Most patrol activity records have spaces f.or offi
cers to identify themselves and their assignments and to record the date, con
dition of vehicle and equipment, and mile~~: figures (mileage start, end, and 
total). Space is also provided for the approval signature of a supervisor 
and/or report reviewer. 

Some activity reports are formatted as an inventory on which officers can 
record each call or actioll taken involving citizens. For each incident, offi
cers note information such as time ~all received, time back in service, loca
tion and nature of call, and actions taken. More comprehensive systems re
quire officers to describe not only each incident involving citizens, but also 
routine activities undertaken on the shift (for example, administrative tasks, 
rattling doors, routine patrol). 

Other police agencies utiliz~ patrol activity reports that summarize 
shift activities rather than provide an inventory. This type of activity 
sheet generally separates activities into categories (traffic, criminal, ad
ministrative, etc.). Within each category the officer indicates the number of 
incidents of that kind and amount of time spent on each. For example, in the 
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traffic category the officer might indicate the number of accidents investi
gated, traffic stops made, citations issued, and the amount of time spent on 
traffic work altogether. Still other policG agencies use some combination of 
the inventory and summary type activity reports. 

A smaller number of police departments use activity reports for other 
agency personnel besides patrol officers. Some agencies require traffic offi
cers to record either each traffic activity undertaken or a summary of activi
ties for shifts of duty. Similarly, de~ectjves and investigators may fill out 
activity reports describing work activities on a daily, weekly, or even month
ly basis. The use of activity records is far less universal than calls for 
service, offense, and arrest records. Many agencies do not use any form of 
activity records. 

Activity reports are used primarily for agency management purposes. 
These reports represent one means of tracking the activities of fiejd officers 
during shifts of duty (calls for service records represent another means of 
tracking officers). These reports are used by supervisors to monitor the ac
tivities and time allocations of field officers under their command. General
ly, activity reports are subsequently r~viewed by supervisors in order to 
track the work of officers under their responsibility. 

5. Field interrogation reports. Patrol officers in some departments 
complete field interrogation reports. These forms are filled out for each 
field stop made by officers when no arrest or other formal action is taken. 
Field stops include the halting of suspicious vehicles or persons on the 
street. Officers record descriptions of persons questioned and their vehi
cles; reason for the stop; and location, data, and time of the stop. The re
ports are handed to supervisors at the end of the shift and are used to sup
plement officer activity reports in informing the supervisor of officers' 
qctiyities. 

6, Vehicle and traffic reports. Several types of reports are routinely 
completed by police officers regarding motor vehicles and traffic violations. 
One such form is a stolen vehicle report, which is a specific type of offense 
report. As with other offense reports, information is gathered by the re
sponding officer concerning the victim, witnesses, and suspects. Special at
tention is devoted to a description of the vehicle and license plate number, 
and to the location where the vehicle was stolen. Some motor vehicle forms 
provide space to record information on recovered vehicles, making the motor 
vehicle form usable for both vehicle theft and recovery reports. In other de
pqrtments a separate report is filed on recovered vehicles. 

Another form of traffic-related report is the traffic accident report. 
Generally, these reports are completed bv the officer responding to the acci
dent. The following types of information may be recorded on the accident re
port: names and addresses of drivers and passengers; description of vehicles 
involved and license plate numbers; detailed description of events leading to 
the accident· description of personal injuries sustained and vehicle damage; 
time, date, ~nd location of the accident; and actions taken by the responding 
officer (for example, citation issued, arrest made). 
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The traffic accident report serves as the police agency's record of the 
accident. This information may be used in the ser':'~ment of insurance claims 
arising from the accident. In cases where formal charges and arrest are made, 
accident reports provide information useful for further investigation and 
prosecution of the case. 

Another traffic record is the traffic citations and written warnings is
sued by police officers. These are issued for moving, parking, and equipment 
violations. Police officers record information about the driver, the vp.hic1e 
involved, registration and license number, and the violations charged on the 
citation (or listed on the warning). 

7. Other pol ice reports. The types of information-gathering activities 
described thus far in the chapter represent the most frequent data collection 
activities of police. However, it should be noted that police agencies may 
also undertake other types of information gathering and record-keeping. Other 
forms of information co11ection include reports 0\; recovered and impounded 
property, personnel actions, vehicle acquisition, use and maintenance, regis
tration of private weapons, and issuance of various licenses (for instance, 
bicycle and dog licenses). Like most other police records, these are used 
primarily for internal management. 

B. Storin~ Information 

Most of the records police agencies make are kept for at least a few 
years. Until recently, almost all police records were written or typed and 
stored in physical files. Typically the physical file system involves a sepa
rate set of files for each type of record. Some of these files are organized 
chronologically; others are arranged by assigned case or report numbers. In 
recent years, computerization of files has become economically feasible for 
some police agencies. Automated data processing is far from ubiquitous, how
ever, and many departments continue to rely in whole or in part on physical 
files for storing their records. 

In a 1974 survey of police agencies undertaken by the International City 
Managers Association (ICMA), 56 percent of the agencies surveyed stated that 
they used computers in one or more police activities (Colton, 1978). Survey 
results indicated that police computer usage was greater for departments in 
larger cities and for those located in the South and West regions. The 1974 
survey alsu requested pol ice agencies to 1 ist all computer appl ications made 
to police work. The study found that of all computer applications, 19 percent 
were concerned with crime statistical files, 18 percent with police adminis
tration (personnel records, payroll, fleet management, budget analysis, etc.), 
17 percent each with traffic (accident records, citations, parking violations) 
and pollce p~tro1 inquiry (files which identify persons or property), and 16 
percent with resource allocations (forecasting and setting allocations of per
sonnel). A smaller set of computer applications concerned miscellaneous oper
ations (e.g., jail records), computer-aided dispatch, and criminal investiga
tion. --

In 1977 the Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department surveyed 50 of the 
largest municipal police departments in the United States (Heaphy, 1978). 
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That same,~ear, the.Po1ice Executive Research Forum surveyed 47 municipal and 
county pOI Ice agencies (Farmer, 1978). There is some duplication in the two 
sets of r~spondent:, b~t betwee~ them, they account for many of the largest 
local pol Ice agencies In the United States and also include a sample of agen
cies serving jurisdictions of all sizes down to 100,000 residents. Almost all 
of these a~encies r:ported.using ~omputers in some way. The survey asked 
about 12.klnds of files which pol Ice often maintain. Stolen auto records, 
o~tstandlng warrants, and license registrations were the most common automated 
f 11 e,s reported, a 1 though a few depa rtments did not have access to such com
puter files: These are the kinds of files which are usually maintained by the 
state agencies rather than local departments, and this accounts for their 
general .avai1abi1 ity. Modus Operandi files were least commonly computerized. 
(M.a. files are usually locally maintained.) Also in 1977 the National 
Sh~riffs' Association (undated) surveyed all sheriffs ' dep~rtments in the 
United States. That survey found that only 10 percent of these agencies 
stored the i r 01,-''1 records by computer, and on 1 y about 60 percent had access to 
computer.sys~ems suc~ as the National Crime Information C~nter (NCIC) whJch 
~an prov~de Information on stolen vehicles, outstanding warrants, and other 
Information from other police agencies. 

C. Retrieving Information 

. C~mputers e~ab1e p~l!c~ to retrieve information rapidly for immediate ap
plication to pol Ice activities. Many police agencies that have computerized 
records have installed computer terminals near the dispatch desk and at other 
key positions in police headquarters for ready access to NCIC and other data 
files. Terminals permit police personnel to search for information in records 
pert!nent to immediate events. In Kansas City, the pol ice department has es
ta~l Ished the.ALERT (Automated Law Enforcement Response Team) System. 1 In 
thl~ syst7m, Inte~nal agency ~ecords and other data sources (for example, the 
FBI s National Crime InformatIon Center) are tied together and made accessible 
via computer terminal to data searches on cases or individuals. Patrol offi
cers in ~he field may request several types of information over the radio. 
Information can often be obtained in seconds via the computer terminal and re
layed to officers in the field. Many police agencies in the United States 
have developed systems that allow the rapid search of files for information 
related to outstanding arrests, stolen or missing vehicles, missing persons, 
and other records. 

Computerized record systems thus enable police personnel to retrieve in
formation more rapidly. In some metropolitan and regional areas several 
p~lice agencies have combined reeords systems so that informatio~ from the 
fIles of several departments are available to all cooperating agencies. Also 
m~re and m~re agencies are developing the capacity to tie into state and na- ' 
tlonal pol Ice records systems, such as state motor vehicle files and the Na
tional Crime Information Center. By speeding the retrieval of information 
from a department's own files, and giving the department access to the files 
of many other agencies, computers facil itate the routine use of pol ice 
records in day-to-day operations. 

1 The ALERT system is described in Kent W. Colton, 1978. 
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Computers have ~een used less for retrieving summary statistics from 
police records. The computerization of police records has not simplified the 
accessing of data for purposes of summary. This is because records are com
monly filed as descriptive or narrative information, rather than as pre-coded 
information which can be readily counted or sorted. Thus, it may be necessary 
for a department with computerized calls for service records and incident re
ports still to rely on hand tallies to obtain statistics on the kinds or loca
tions of crimes reported or the number of arrests made for various offenses. 

Being able to retrieve information on a particular case quickly (and to 
sav~ the space which physical files take up) is, of course, an advantage. But 
computer records which are organized as narrative files and computer process
ing systems which do not provide the capacity to cross-classify cases and com
pute summary statistics are not very helpful in providing an overview of de
partment activities. If storage and retrieval systems permit, calls for ser
vice data can be collated and analyzed for a variety of purposes. One use is 
to measure service demands made on the department. Viewing calls for service 
as demand indicators, pol ice agencies can plan workioad levels, assignments, 
and the configuration of patrol assignment areas. Some pol ice agencies code 
the location of calls for service by small block-grol\t:) configurations. These 
block-groups are then aggregated into beats and beats into sectors in an ef
fort to equal ize the volume of calls for service originating from beats and 
districts. Computer processing greatly facil itates this kind of analysis and 
is a major advance over the pin map. 

A few police agencies have begun to utilize calls for service data to 
monitor the activities of agency personnel. The calls for service record, for 
example, indicates which operator, dispatcher, and officers were involved in 
responding to particular calls. If times are accurately noted on calls for 
service records, then the time intervals of the response process can be exam
ined. For example, the length of time from receipt of call to unit dispatch 
(dispatch time), the time from unit dispatch to unit arrival on-scene (travel 
time), and the total time devoted to the call by all personnel can be deter
mined. Analysis of time allocations and delays by agency personnel provide 
one means of monitoring the activities of pol ice personnel and can also pro
vide useful planning information. 

Computer access can also provide easy cross reference among police files, 
if adequate identification codes are provided on the files. By linking of
fense and arrest reports, including arrests made by other departments, pol ice 
departments can determine which cases have been cleared by arrests made by its 
own and other law enforcement agencies. Collated data on arrests may also be 
employed to trace the characteristics of persons arrested for specific types 
of crime over time. In this way, for example, police might identify that most 
vandalism offenses are committed by juveniles, and burglaries by older per
sons. This kind of information is useful to crime prevention and investiga
tion activities undertaken by the police. 

1. Investigative reference files. The data accumulated through offense 
and arrest reports can be used to create a variety of specific files and ref
erence systems to assist in investigations and other police tasks. Greenwood 
and colleagues (1975:11, 12) in their study of criminal investigations de
scribe several kinds of reference files which police agencies have created 
from offense and arrest report data. These reference files include: 
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(1) Incident files contain reports of all currently unsolved 
crimes, potentially categorized by offender characteristics, 
crime location, or type of offense; 

(2) Known offender files are composed of descriptions of pre
vious offenders who reside in or frequent the jurisdiction; 

(3) Mug shot files are maintained of photographs taken at the time 
of arrest and may be used in conjunction with the known of
fender fi Ie; 

(4) Fingerprint files are composed of prints taken of all offenders 
at the time of arrest; 

(5) Intelligence files are records kept on up-to-date activities of 
suspected offenders; 

(6) Stolen property files list description and/or serial numbers of 
property stolen from residents of the jurisdiction; 

(7) Master name files contain records of all offenders I names and 
aliases. 

. ~r 

2. Resource allocation models. Another application of computer tech
nology involves the development of models to plan personnel allocations. 2 
Because there is wide variation in resources allocation models, it is diffi
cult to present one comprehensive description. In general, the first task in 
developing these models is to be able to retrieve data on several items, par
ticularly on demands for service (calls for service, incidence of crimes), 
and agency resource levels. With these data, models are used to predict ser
vice demands so that the agency can match agency personnel to expected de
mands. 

Early efforts to devise resource allocationmodelswere undertaken in 
the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department (Hebert, 1978). In the origi
nal model, calls for service and crime statistics data were analyzed against 
a number of variables including day of week and time of day. Calculations 
made with this data were used to determine the allocation of personnel to 
different watches and the split between calls for service and preventative 
patrol forces within watches. More sophisticated models have since been 
developed (for example, Patrol Car Allocation Model and Hypercube Model) that 
are more comprehensive in that several types of performance measures are in
cluded within calculations of the overall model. The various models are 
still undergoing development, and evaluations of their usefulness and accura
cy are varied. 

2Resource allocation models are reviewed in Scott Hebert and Kent W. 
Colton (1978). For more recent models, see Richard C. Larson (1978) and 
Jan. M. Chaiken and Peter Dormont (1975). 
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D. The Potential for Using Current Police Records for Performance Measurement 

As we have seen, one obstacle to the use of current police reoords for 
measuring agency performance is the difficulty which many departments have in 
retrieving summary data and conducting cross-classification and other analy
ses. Computerized data storage and retrieval systems have been developed 
which can overcome this obstacle, but few departments currently have such 
systems available to them. There are two other questions about current police 
records which also need to be answered, however, as we assess their potential 
use in pol ice agency performance measurement: 

--Do current records contain the information which is most appropriate 
for measuring agency performance? 

--Do current data collection procedures ensure that the reports are 

accurate? 

Chapter 8 addresses the issues of val idity and rel iability of performance in
dicators in detail. Here we need only note that current police records focus 
on day-to-day management of cases and personnel. Because of this focus the 
records may omit important aspects of police services and may contain substan-

tial reporting biases. 

Two examples illustrate the ways in which current police records can omit 
coverage of important aspects of police service. When a record of a service 
activity is not necessary to coordinate police activities, no record may be 
made. Thus, most police agencies do not record calls for service where no 
police officers are assigned. This is typically about half of all calls for 
service a department receives. Despite the fact that no record is made, a 
pol ice service is provided in many of these calls as the operator provides or 
takes information from the caller. And each of these calls is potentially an 
important public relations contact with a member of the public. Calls in 
which the operator refuses to provide service are perhaps particularly sensi
tive for public relations. Data compiled by the Police Services Study indi
cate that there are often sizable numbers of calls which operators handle 
without dispatching police officers (or making a record of the call). See 
Table 5··1 below. Most departments are probably unaware of the volume of calls 
for service which they do not record, and certainly the types of requests and 
operator responses for these calls are not generally known to police depart-

ments. 

Pol ice records are also inadequate indicators of citizens ' experiences 
and perceptions, even when these are an integral part of pol ice service. Be
cause many persons fail to report crimes to the police, police records neces
sarily underestimate criminal activity. Victimization surveys are a means to 
acquire more accurate measures of crime which includes both reported and unre
ported criminal incidents. Victimization surveys have repeatedly shown that a 
substantial amount of crime is not reported to police. For example, a r~port 
prepared by the National Crime Surveys (NCS), Criminal Victimization in the 
United States 1976 (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the Na
tional Criminal Justice Information Statistics Service, 1979), presents data 
indicating that a substantial proportion of crimes were not reported to po
lice in 1976. Table 5-2 summarizes data on crime reporting to police from 
this National Crime Survey report. The table shows that about two thirds 
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TABLE 5-'1. POLICE TELEPHONE OPERATOR RESPONSES TO CITIZEN CALLS FOR SERVICES 

Operator1s Service Role 

Operator as Information Conduit 

Citizen promised officers will be sent 

Operator as Intermediate Service Provider: 

Citizen referred to other agency 
Call transferred 

Operator as Direct Service Provider: 

Information taken from citizen 
Information provided to citizen 

Other Responses: 

Citizen told police cannot handle call 
Other, don't know responses 

Total Observed Calls for Service 

Number of 
Responses 

12,869 

3,918 
1, 164 

4,178 
2,105 

1,256 
928 

26,418 

Percentage of 
Responses 

49% 

15 
4 

16 
8 

5 
4 

100% 

.SOURCE: Adapted from Eric J. Scott and Stephen L Per I 

Pol. Ice. Service Through Telephone Operations." Paper' cy, 'Improving P 1 1 for Indiana Workshop in 
o Itlca Theory and Pol ice Analysis, 1980, p. 6. 

of _:11 ~ersonal and h~usehold crimes were not reported to pol ilCe {and thus 
weru omitted from pol Ice counts of crime based on crime reports).3 

The data in Table 5-2 show that about two thl'rds of h h Id all personal and 
ouse 0 crimes were not reported to pol ice agenc·les. k d d The NC5 survey also 

as e respon ents who did not report crimes about their reasons for not con
tacting the pol ice about the matter. Common reasons given for not reporting 

3V' " • ~ctlmlzatlon surveys are not without methodological problems of their 
ow~ .. ~s~on~~nts to the surveys are asked to acknowledge and describe all 
~rl~lna I~CI e~ts that occurred to them (or to members of their household) 

urlng an Im~edlately past time period (e.g., 6 months or a year) Res on-
dent~ may f~11 to remember minor inciden~that occurred several ~eeks ~r 
mont s.ea~l ler~ T~u:, problems of recall and memory loss may lead to a down
ward biaSing of crlmln~l activity, especially for less serious crimes. Sec
~~dlY, th~re are certain types of crimes that citizens may be unwilling to 
ISCUS~ w~th an unknown interviewer. Evidence suggests that respondents ma 

b7 unWilling to acknowledge or describe personal crimes such as rape or dom~s
tl~ assaults .. T~erefore, although victimization surveys may aid the pol icy 
ma ~r to obtain Information on criminal activity that is not available throu h 
pol ~ce records, the surveys suffer from methodological weaknesses which b' g 
estimates of criminal activity. See Betty K. Eidson (1976). las 
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TABLE 5-2. PERCENTAGE OF PERSONAL, HOUSEHOLD, AND COMMERCIAL CRIMES 
REPORTED TO POLICE 

Type of Cr ime 

All Personal Crimes 

Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated Assault 
Simple Assault 
Crimes of Theft from Person 

All Household Crimes 

Burg la ry 
Theft 
Motor Vehicle Theft 

All Commercial Crimes 

Percentage Reported to Police 

32.2% 

38.3 

74.6 

52.7% 
53.3 
58.4 
40.6 
26.6 

48.1 
27.0 
69.5 

Burglary 72.5 
Robbery 86.6 

SOURCE: Adapted from Table 92 of Criminal Victimization in the United 
States 1976 (Washington, D.C.: Law Enforcement Administration, U.S. Department 
of Justice), 1976, p. 82. 

crimes included: nothing could be done about the matter, lack of proof, not 
important enough, and pol ice would not want to be bothered. Reasons given 
less frequently include: the incident was a private or personal matter, the 
respondent feared reprisal, or that it was reported to someone else (for ex
ample, private security guard, apartment manager). Other data in the report 
and many of the reasons given for not reporting suggest that individuals are 
more likely to report crimes involving serious injury or loss than they are to 
report less serious incidents. Such information is useful to police as they 
plan crime prevention and publ ic cooperation programs. 

Even when current pol ice records contain information which is appropriate 
for performance measurement, the information which is recorded may not be very 
accurate or reliable. One source of inaccuracy is the motivations of the per
son who initially reports the information. For example, if patrol officers 
know that they are liable to reassignment as soon as they report that they 
have completed ,an assignment, they may delay reporting to the dispatcher when 
they have finished work on a call for service. Systematic bias in reporting 
"back in service" creates inflated estimates of the total time officers spend 
dealing with assigned calls for service. 

Current police records provide a place to begin in designing police per
formance measurement programs. But they must be examined critically. Use of 
these data for performance measurement in many departments will require modi
fication of the departments' techniques for storing and retrieving data. Any 
use of data for performance measurement also requires careful specification of 
the appropriateness and validity of the data and the reI lability of data col
lection procedures used in obtaining them. Simply because a department has 
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been collecting data and has particular kinds of information available is not 
sufficient reason to conclude that those data measure important aspects of 
agency performance or that the data accurately reflect conditions ~hey are 
supposed to represent. 
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CHAPTER 6. USING MODELS TO UNDERSTAND POLICE PERFORMANCE 

Perhaps the most widely used measure of police agency performance is the 
FBI Crime Index. Despite disclaimers from both local departments and the FBI 
about what the Index measures, newspapers and newscasters persist in attribu
ting a rise in the rate of reported crime to police failure. Alternatively, 
editorials assert that a rise in crime means there are too few police or that 
police spend their time doing the wrong things. Whatever the diagnosis, the 
writers of the editorials are doing what every serious user of pe~formance 
measures tries to do: recommend ways to improve performance. They have an im
pl icit model which attributes the crime rate to pol ice action. However, both 
the measure and the model of performance are faulty in this example. In the 
following chapters we discuss measurement issues and return to the short
comings of the reported crime index as a measure of criminal activity. Here 
our attention is on models of pol icing such as those which lead editors to 
suggest either more pol ice officers or different police actions as a means to 
reduce crime. 

A model is a description of relationships. In the example presented above, 
one model of police performance is that an increase in the number of police of
ficers serving an area produces a decrease in crime in that area. The other 
model is that more police actions of the specified type (for example, more 
patrol, more arrests, more surveillance, or more contacts with the community) 
reduces crime in the area. Both models are overly simple. They suggest that 
a change in policy will result in a change in social well-being and that, in 
this case, increasing the number or activities of police personnel will lower 
the level of illegal activities. Most editors do not state their models so 
explicitly and thereby overlook the compl ications present in a quick fix such 
as these models imply. 

Anyone familiar with police operations on a day-to-day basis knows that 
much more is involved in controlling crime than is implied by either of the 
above models. For instance, there are many kinds of criminal behavior. Po
lice actions that may be effective in reducing mugging may have 1 ittle effect 
on residential burglary. A single model will rarely apply to a broad social 
objective such as overall crime reduction. Furthermore, police work occurs in 
a social context that can substantially influence the consequences of pol ice 
activities. A model which ignores relevant features of the community can be 
serlously misleading. Police work is considerably more complex than is often 
imagined. Simply adding more officers implies nothing about what those of
ficers might do to help control crime. EVen prescriptions such as "increase 
patrol," or "make more arrests," offer I ittle practical guidance about the 
specific activities which might reduce crime. Models Jsing only broadly de
fined policies fail to identify the particular activities which are expected 
to produce the desired consequences. I 

IResearch on the two models of crime control illustrates these three de
ficiencies in the models. Levine (1975) and Wellford (1974) both find that 
the relationship between the ratio of officers to citizens and the crime rate 
varies from one crime type to another. Levine found that in general (cont.) 
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If performance measurement is to move beyond the level displayed in neWs
paper editorials, model refinement must accompany refinement of indicators. 
Improvements in our ability to measure the level of specific sorts of crime in 
a community do not improve our ability to make decisions about policing unless 
we know which police activities can reduce crime. At the very least we need 
to :e~l~ze how little we really do understand about the ways various police 
activities relate to each other and to the behavior of others in society. An 
essential part of any program of police performance measurement is development 
and testing of models of policing. 

In considering models, we must realize first that they are artificial-
abstractions and simplifications of actual events. Models are the way We 
think systematically about relationships between events. Two observers watch
ing the same events may create two different models, for models reflect not 
only the events being describeu, but the observer's reasons for creating the 
description. Thus, a traffic engineer might des~ribe a set of synchronized 
traffic lights as a system which regulates the ~ate of flow of traffic along 
a s~reet .. A driver might depict the same set o~ signals as a series of targets 
against which to match the speed of his vehicleJ Both observers in this ex
ample are concerned with the same events. Thei~ models of those events depend 
on their interests in the events. The engineer!s model might include the rate 
of traffic now, the timing of changes for the signals at each intersection 
the distances between each adjacent pair of in~ersections, and the schedule'ac
cording to which the signals at each intersection begin their sequence of color 
changes. His models would relate rate of traffic flow to the other three fac
tors. The driiver's model might include the speed of his own vehicle, the color 
of the lights at the ne,<t two intersections he is approaching, the distance be
tween those two intersections, and the goal of not having to stop for a sig
nal. His model would relate vehicle speed to traffic light color and distance. 

In measuring police performance, it is especially important to be aware 
of the divergent expectations people have of police. Police are subject to 
many diverse and even competing purposes, most of which are legitimate. To 
select only a single "goal " for policing--or even a small set of goals--re
quires setting aside all others. Not everything can be examined at once, but 
choices about policing should be informed by a variety of perspectives about 
w~at constitutes good service. In looking at models, we are focusing atten
tion on the relationships between activities and their consequences. We must 

la higher ratio of officers to citizens is associated with a higher crime 
rate, rather than a lower one. His analysis found that social and economic 
variables had little effect. Wellford, in contrast, found that social differ
ences among the cities contributed to the level of crime they reported. More 
recently, Fox (1:379) has shown that increases in police personnel tend to fol
low increases in crime rather than lead to reductions in crime. A review of 
11 other studies indicates that only 7 found Ilat least some (crime) deterrent 
effect of pol ice manpower" (O'Conner and Gi lman, 1978:90). 

The Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment (Kelling et al., 1974) and 
attendant controversy (Fienberg et al., 1976; Larson, 1976) indicate some of 
the complexity hidden in the simple prescription: "more patro1." Kell ing et 
2J.. describe the difficulties in implementating a program of various levelsof 
patrol (1974:25-32). Both Larson (1976) and Fienberg et al. (1976) point out 
the range of possible behaviors which could have occurred even after the pro
gram was implemented satisfactorily. 
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also remember that many people who are concerned about the quality of policing 
value the way police act in addition to the consequences of police action. 
What others view as manipulable means to valued ends, some people value di
rectly.2 

Performance measurement should add to as well as draw upon knowledge of 
what works in policing and what does not. Adequate performance measurement 
should also include information relevant to various police constituents. An 
adequate performance measurement program must be flexible enough to permit in
corporation of neW knowledge about policing and newly identified purposes for 
police. 

A. Understanding the Processes of Policing 

Police do many different things for a wide range of purposes. Chapters 3 
and 4 attest to that. Many of the things police do are not expected to be 
valuable in and of themselves. Rather, they are expected to produce valued 
consequences. We must use models if we want to specify the relationship of ac
tion to consequence. Any time we answer the question "Why do police do that?" 
We are presenting a model which relates the action in question to its intended 
consequence. Too frequently, however, the models available for thinking about 
policing are poorly developed. They have the same weaknesses as the editors' 
models of crime control We discussed earlier: 

--The model purports to explain too much, such as attempting to 
account for crime in general. 

--The model overlooks important controlling or contributing parts 
of the process, such as social conditions. 

--The model overly simplifies the actions involved in producing a 
change, such as calling simply for more officers and ignoring 
the processes through which they can reduce crime. 

Systematic development and testing of process models can correct these weak
nesses and is an essential part of a performance measurement program. 

A process model describes the steps or stages that constitute the change 
being modeled. It is a general statement of what happens when one kind of 
thing is (:'anged to something else. It is not the history of any particular 
change, but rather the description of elements common to all changes of that 
type. For example, we can model the process of replacing a flat tire with a 
spare as follows: 

(j) Raise the vehicle so that the wheel with the flat tire is 
off the ground; 

(2) Remove the wheel with the flat tire from the hub; 

2Due process, for example, implies a concern for how police act as well 
as what effects their actions have on the behavior of others. See Reich (1977). 
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(3) Place the wheel with the inflated spare tire on the hub; and 

(4) Lower the vehicle to the ground. 

This set of four events results in an inflated tire on the vehicle in place of 
the deflated one. Depending on the condition of the flat tire, it may be pos
sible to achieve the same result by inflating the tire already on the vehicle. 
A process model need not describe the only way to obtain a result; but if it is 
an accurate model, it will describe one way to do so. 

1. Deciding what change to explain. A critical part of the development 
of any model is the decision about what change to describe. Process models 
tell us how something comes to be as it is. We use them to decide how to make 
the changes We desire. Therefore, we should choose to model processes that 
result in states of affairs we want to produce or avoid. Models should suggest 
ways to deal with the problems police are expected to handle. 

The identification of objectives for policing is thus a fundamental part 
of developing models of policing. This is not the same as identifying "agency 
goals." We have already discussed the importance of recognizing the variety 
of legitimate objectives people want police to accomplish and the need to in
corporate mUltiple interests in a performance measurement program. Here, we 
want to point out another problem with measurement programs which attempt to 
identify a few, overarching agency-wide goals: They are usually too vague to 
serve as the basis for process models. They include so many states of affairs 
that no single process can be expected to affect many of them. Herman Goldstein 
(1979), who himself devoted considerable effort to the identification of broad, 
general objectives for policing, has recently written: 

Attacking police problems under a categorical heading--'crime' 
or 'disorder,' 'del inquency,' or eVen 'violence'--is bound to 
be futile. While police business is often further subdivided 
by means of the labels tied to the criminal code, such as rob
bery, burglary, and theft, these are not adequate .... Such 
broad categories frequently mask diverse forms of behavior. 
Thus, for example, incidents classified under 'arson' might in
clude fires set by teenagers as a form of vandalism, fires set 
for the purpose of destroying evidence of a crime, fires set 
by persons (or their hired agents) to collect insurance, and 
fires set by organized criminal interests to intimidate. Each 
type of incident poses a radically different problem for the 
police (pp. 244-45). 

Some goals for police are simply too general to permit elaboration of a sing
le process for their accomplishment. Process models of manageable scope need 
to be developed and tested before they can be used to construct the complex 
models required for the ~olution of broad social problems. 

Police work involves the interplay of many separate processes, Finding 
out how police handle various situations and speculating about the effects of 
specific police activities are essential parts of model development. If it is 
to serVe as a basis for action, a process model must include sufficient detail 
about steps involved in accomplishing the change. To return to the example of 
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the replacement of a flat tire with a spare, a person who did not know how to 
use a jack to lift the car would find our earlier process model inadequate. 
A process model may be too general to guide action unless the person using it 
knows how to take the steps it outlines. In terms of Goldsteinls example, we 
need to kno~ how to ~eal more effectively with juvenile vandals, fire bugs, 
and commercial arsonists, among others, if we are to reduce the overall inci
dence of arson. 

Limiting conditions such as the social and physical context of the process 
may also require the subdivision of models. Details about where to attach a 
jack to the car and how to operate the jack vary depending on the make and 
model of the car. Goldstein (1979) notes this reason for specifying distinct 
models and elaborates his example as follows: 

In addition to distinguishing different forms of behavior 
and apparent motivation, as in the case of incidents com
monly grouped under the heading of larson, I it is helpful 
to be much more precise regarding the locale and time of 
day, the type of people involved, and the type of people 
victimized. Different combinations of these variables may 
p:esent different problems, posing different policy ques
tions and calling for radically different solutions (p. 246). 

Observations of what pol ice are asked to do a~d of how they try to deal with 
those requests is one starting place for developing process models. Police 
often have several courses of action for achieving the same reSUlt. These al
ternat~ves provide a.v~rie~y of existing (if unarticulated) models for testing, 
comparison, and speCification of environmental factors. Reflection on current 
practices and explicitly developed theories about human behavior may also sug
gest new approaches. No single model will work equally well in all settings. 

The type of model also has important impl ications for its usefulness. 
Models are abstractions; they omit some information and highl ight others. Mod
el~ a:e like me~a~hors: They can sharpen our appreciation of relationships by 
pOln~lng to f~mll I~r ana!ogies, but they can also mislead by persuasiveJy sug
gesting relationships which do not exist. Below we review several types of 
process models and suggest some of the strengths and weaknesses of each. 

2. The general systems model and the black box. One type of process model 
most comli1only used by physi~al, biological, and social scientists is the gener
al sys~ems mo~el. At the Simplest level the process being modeled is the trans
formation of Inputs to outputs. The diagram in Figure 6-1 presents a way of 
representing this process model. 

The general systems model is useful when first beginning to think about a 
problem. It focuses the analystls attention on two elements: inputs and out
puts. In its simplest applications, the general systems model allows the 
analy~t to ignore transformation activities (to treat them as a Ilblack boxll ). 
That IS~ the analyst observes that a certain combination of things results in a 
change In one or more of them, but the steps through which the change occurs 
are not e~plor~d. If the inputs to two processes are identical and the outputs 
are also Identical, one can assume for the pL:rposes of producing that output 

" 
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FIGURE 6-1. THE GENERAL SYSTEMS MODEL 

Transformation 
Activities 

... 

NOTE: In this diagram and those that follow, boxes ll'ldicate activities 
and circles represent inputs (the things to be changed) and outputs (the • 
changes resulting from these processes). Arrows indicate the order of the 
transformation activities. 

that the two processes are identical. One can represent the black box as the 
function which specifies what output will result from a given input. The most 
general equation for this process model is: 0 = ST(I) where 0 equals outputs, 
ST is the funct.ion, and I equals inputs. Strictly speaking, Ilblack boxll mod
els are not process models, for they include no account of the means by which 
inputs are transformed to outputs. 

The advantage of a Ilblack boxll model is its simplicity. Development of 
such a model involves only establishing a predictable relationship between in
puts and outputs. The analyst is not concerned about establishing how the 
transformation of inputs to outputs occurs. Many of the current models used 
for making police decisions resemble black box mo~els .. Off~cers and equip: 
ment are assigned to black boxes like patrol and Investigation where they Inter
act with members of the public in unspecified ways to produce arrests, emer
gency assistance, information for court proceedings, and a wide variety of 
other outputs. But because there is little uniformity in most of these pro
cesses, the outputs cannot be predicted accurately from the inputs. These 
Ilblack boxll models of policing are not reliable. EVen when black box models 
can be relied upon for accurate predictions of output for specified in~ut! they 
are still inadequate for purposes of improving police performance. ThiS I~ be
cause they ignore the process i tse I f and thus prov i de no means for planned I nter
vention in it. With an accurate black box model, a decision maker can specify 
the desired level of outputs and then calculate the needed inputs. But the 
decision maker does not know how the system works and therefore cannot stream
line it or modify it to produce a better output with fixed inputs. To i~prove 
the performance of a system through planned revision of the process, it. IS 
necessary to have a process model that specifies the actions through which the 
transformation occurs. 

An example of a highly specified process model is a computational algorithm. 
The process model for division of common fractions is Ilinvert the divisor and 
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multiply.1I This is a computational algorithm. In systems terms; two inputs 
are transformed through a two-step process into a single output. Every aspect 
of the change from dividend and divisor to quotient is accounted for in the 
model. (Figure 6-2 diagrams this model.) Algorithms such as this serVe as the 
basis for many complex sets of actions. Computer programs, for example, are 
highly specified process models. 

FIGURE 6-2. A COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM 

lnvert Numerator 
and Denominator 

" 

Multiply Numerator 
by Numerator 
and Denominator 
by Denominator 

C:iVide:J'J~. 

j 
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Police work can rarely be specified so exactly, although some attempts 
have been made to detail some of the transformation processes of police conduct. 
The development of systems models of this type can add considerably to our 
ability to measure police perforr!lance. Several modifications of the basic pro
cess model are also potentially useful ways to organize our thinking about po
lice work and the purposes it serves. 

3. The goods production model. ~odels to describe the production of goods 
or physical products are described by Harvey Garn ~nd colleagues (1976): "a 
mix of resources is modified through a set of activities or processes in order 
to produce an array of goods, during which waste may occur" (p. 10). Retained 
inventory includes additions to or subtractions from assets resulting fro~ pro
duction activities. Stocks of finished or partially assembled goods, the skill 
level of production workers, or the system of organizing production may all be 
included in a relatively broad conception of retained inventory (p. 12). The 
double-headed arrow in Figure 6-3 indicates that production activities both 
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add to inventory and draw upon inventory as they proceed. Waste is a measure 
of the technical efficiency of the production process. The greater the waste, 
the less efficient is the.process. Reduction in waste. should lead to the 
production of more goods without additional need for input resources. Broadly 
conceived, waste includes all undesired by-products of the production process. 

FIGURE 6-3. THE GOODS PRODUCTION MODEL 

Production 
Transformation 

Activities 

NOT.E: Parallel lines = signify a time delay. 

SOURCE: Adapted from Harvey Garn et a1., Models for Indicator Develop
ment (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute), p. 11. 

Goods production.models are usually less well-specified by a designer than 
are computer programs. This is because production transformation activities 
are performed by people as well as machines, and people are more likely than 
machines to introduce changes into complex processes. A model of actual be
havior in a factory can be different from the model developed by an industrial 
engineer, whereas behavior in a computer follows that of the model. Goods 
production models vary in the extent to which they detail their transformation 
processes: Some are virtually black box models with I ittle specification of 
how the change of inputs to outputs occurs (that is left up to production 
workers to decide); others are virtually computational algorithms with very 
little leeway permitted in the way inputs are to be treated. Of course, even 
goods production models which are designed with little specification can be 
further specified by studying the behavior of the work force. 

The important differences between goods production models and basic sys
tems models are (I) the introduction of a distinction between inputs and re
tained inventory, and (2) a distinction between valued outputs (products) and 
valueless or negatively valued outputs (waste). An appl ication of a goods 
production model to policing would call attention to the importance of veteran 
officers' street wisdom, establ ished contacts, and other IIretained inventory" 
and to the harmful consequences (llwastell ) of some police actions. 
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Useful as it is for many purposes, the goods production model is neverthe
less inappropriate for understanding m~ny police production processes .. It is 
inappropriate, in our view, when it orients the analyst to focus on.pollce ac
tivities alone in considering processes in which other actors also Influence 
the output. In much of policing, the actions of various persons who are not 
police personnel have substantial influence on the outputs produced. 

4. The service production model. An alternative to the goods production 
model is the service production model developed by Harvey Garn and others at 
the Urban Institute. As specified by Garn and his co-authors, the service 
production model involves a quite different c~ncept of ou~put than t~e goods 
production model. Service production output IS a.change In. the.attrlb~te: or 
assets of a client or consumer. In goods production there IS little difficulty 
in measuring the amount produced even if none of the goods ar7 ever.purchased 
by consumers. But it is impossible to measure output of services without tak
ing consumers intG account. How can We say that "health :ervices.have been 
provided by a doctor's office with no patients, or education services by a 
school with no students, or banking services by a bank with no customers?" 
(Garn et al., 1976:14). Consequently consumers are by necessity part of the 
production process for services if any production at all is going to occur. 

FIGURE 6-4. THE SERVIC[ PRODUCTION MODEL 

Provider eli ent 
Transformation 

Activities 

SOURCE: Adapted from Harvey Garn et ~:, Models for Indicator Develop
ment (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute), 1976, p. 14. 

They are thus necessary coproducers of services (Parks et al., 1980; Whitaker, 
1980). While Garn and his co-authors do not show inputs to the client trans
formation activities in their figure, they argue that lithe resources, motiva
tions, and skills brought to bear by the client or consumer are much more in
timately connected with the level .. of achieved output than in the case of goods 
product lon" (pp. 14-15). 
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An implication of the service production model is that the unit frequently 
identified as the official producer of a service does not have as much control 
over the production process as does a producer of goods. A producer conduct
ing an identical set of activities can produce different outputs with different 
consumers. Two producers using the same production strategies may produce 
quite different distribution of outputs because of the difference in consumer 
activities. Attempting to judge the efficiency (or to apply any other perfor
mance criterion) of a service production process cannot be undertaken by ex
amining the inputs and activities of the official producer alone. All evalua
tion of performance of service production must include the measurement of con
sumer activities as well. 

Garn and his co-authors (1976) also point out that many of t~e strategies 
used to increased efficiency in goods production may not have the same effects 
in service production. Technologies developed in one sector may not be easily 
applied to the other. The routinization of service delivery may be counter
productive, 

as the service provider transmits signals reflecting unawareness 
of the particular aspects of the client's motivations or interests 
which result in lower levels of output. Such signals are, of 
course, two-way communications--clients may participate in such 
ways that the provider of the services reacts in counter-produc
tive ways. That is, the way in which service interaction occurs 
directly affects- satisfaction levels as well as behaviors influ
encing output levels (p. 15). 

While many broad references are made in the police literature to just such 
counter-productive interactions, few efforts have been made to take account of 
citizen activities in measuring police performance. The orientation provided 
by the goods production model has been far more pervasive in police perfor
mance measurement efforts than models that one might derive either from notions 
of the service production process or from some of the general literature on 
police-citizen interactions. 

One systematic way to deal analytically with the effects of the independent 
activities of police "clients l' is to employ cybernetic models. In a cybernetic 
model, transformation activities are broken into two components: a regulator 
and the rest of the system. Police activity can be thought of as the regulator. 
The activities of others comprise the rest of the system. 

Using an airport as an example, Conant and Ashby (1970) described the ele
ments of a regulated system in the following way: 

(I) There is the total set Z of events that may occur, the regu
lated and the unregulated; ~., all the possible events at 
an airport, good and bad. 

(2) The set G, a subset of Z, consisting of the 'good ' events, 
those ensured by effective regulation. 

(3) The set R of events in the regulator R; {~., in the control 
tower) .... 
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The set S of events in the rest of the system S (e.g., posi
(4) tions of aircraft, amounts of fuel left in their tanks) .... 

(5) h that by causing That set D of primary disturbers ... ; t.ose , 
. h stem S tend to drive the outcomes out 

~~eG7v7:~:.:ns~0:,s~arYing'demands, mechanical emergencies 
(p. 90)-.-

FIGURE 6-5. THE REGULATED SYSTEMS MUOEL 

o 
o 

SOURCE: Adapted from Roger C. Conant and 
Regulator of a System Must Be a Model of That 
of Systems Science I, 1970:89-97. 

W. Ross Ashby, "Every Good 
System. 11 International Journal 

The arrow~ indicate direction of There are three relationsh!ps !n this system. . The re-
'Influence: a change in 0 Implies a change in S, but not vlc~.vfersda. Iy if 

' F' r 6-5 Regulation occurs I an on , 
1ationships are diagramed in, ... elg1~t:d to'S that their interaction gives an event for all values of 0, R is so 
in Gil (p. 91). 

. d ate regulation of any Presence of a regulator does not Insure a equ h h 
The mere. has been undertaken in cybernetics to estab1 is t e 

system. Conslderab!e work ff tively regulate a system. One con-
conditions under which a regulator can e 7c one that achieves iegulation) 
dition is that ev7ry.good reguia~~: ~t~~~ml~~ is regulating (Conant and Ashby, 
must build a realistic model 0 t Yo t lso be modeled if police are to 
1970). Thus, lithe rest of the systemd'~~s ~ that the regulator must have at 
be effective regulators. Anothe~ con. I ~~n ~~tions it can take as exist in the 
its command at 1east.as much ~arletYt~nof ~he system. Systems involving high 
disturbances to and In the ot er par (A hb 1960'158-170). 
variety may require mUltiple regulators s y, . 

b . l'cations to the study of polic-Cybernetic process models ha~edo vl~us.app.t~ regulate disturbances." Traf-
ing. Much of what police are as e to o.~s t or the rush hour can be con
fic congestion caused by. bad we~ther, a~~~e~nt~' regulate by sending officers 
sidered a disturbance which pol Ice are b ff cting the driving patterns of . 1 . t rs ctions to intervene y a e 
to partlcu ar In e 7 0 . d'sturbances resulting from many causes. 
a relevant set of drivers. omestlc I. t 'ntervene and change the behavior 
are the source of other requests ~or ~~l I~~ °nlbe viewed as a disturbance that of members of a family fight. Crime I se ca 
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pol ice are asked to regulate by changing the behavior patterns of people 
living in their jurisdiction. Such regulation can only be expected if the 
behavior of the non-police part of the system is modeled sufficfent1y well for 
police to tailor their actions to the behavior of the rest of the system as 
well as to the disturbance at hand. 

A cybernetic process model provides a somewhat different orientation to the 
identification of relevant inputs than a general systems ,model. Instead of a 
broad concept of inputs, one now has a more focused concept of disturbances. 
As with goods production, the outputs which may occur are viewed as including 
both those which are preferre,d and those which are undesirable. Disturbances 
have the potential of shifti~s the distribution of desirable and undesirable 
events to include a higher proportion of undesirable eVents. Regulator actions 
shift them back. To model a cybernetic system, one requires concepts specifying: 

(I) a potential set of disturbances; 

(2) the actions undertaken by the rest of the system; 

(3) the actions undertaken by a regulator or complex set of 
regulators; 

(4) the set of resulting events, both desired and undesired; and 

(5) the preferences that some ide"tified group interested in the 
performance of the system have for the events reSUlting from 
the operation of the system. 

Since the distribution of desired and undesired events is the result of 
the interaction of the actions of the regulator (or set of regulators) with 
the actions in the rest of the system, policy recommendations concerning ways 
to improve the system performance may include proposed changes in the actions 
of the regulator or actions in the rest of the system, or both. The service 
production model is closer to the cybernetic than the general systems model. 
The service production model is a particular type of cybernetic model in 
which the rest of the system (or at least a substantial part of it) is com
prised of conscious actors who are themselves trying to regulate system out
puts. They sometimes call upon police to assist them, and sometimes the po-
l ice intervene without receiving a specific request. 

Sl ight modifications, drawing inspiration from the cybernetic model, from 
Garn et a1.ls text, and from their first model, lead to the revised service 
production model shown in Figure 6-6. 

Individllal police officers and individual members of the public may well 
operate in the fashion suggested by this service production model. Patrolof
ficers who know their beats are often able to predict how the people they en
counter will react to common sorts of disturbances. People who frequently 
interact with the police (whether prosecutors, defense attorneys, habitual of
fenders, or barkeepers and others who frequently call for police assistance) 
are undoubtedly able to predict with considerable accuracy the responses of 
veteran officers. Both police and the people they work with act on those pre
dictions to tailor their own behavior so as to produce the transformation in 
the situation which they prefer (Rubinstein, 1973; Muir, 1977; Skolnick, 1967). 
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FIGURE 6-6. REVISED SERVICE PRODUCTION MODEL 

Producer 
Transformation 

Activities 

Consumer 
Transformation 

Activities 

SOURCE: Adapted from Harvey Garn et al., Models for Indicator Develop
ment (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute), 1976. 

,'\t the agency level, however, there has been little effort to develop ser
vice production models which attempt to generalize about the behavior of groups 
of people and to develop appropriate responses for those types of behavior. 
Service production models of policing need to be flexible, and when new models 
of the non-police part of the system are developed and new resources are in
corporated or new responses added to the repertoire of the actors, they should 
be revised. Work On developing service production models can alert police to 
res?urce-allocation issues which might otherwise be ignored and suggest to 
pol Ice how to better prepare to deal with a variety of problems. The greatest 
advan~age of ~he service production system for modeling many aspects of police 
w~rk IS that It does not attempt to specify a single course of action for po
l Ice,.but rather suggests that police officers be taught how to predict the 
behavior of those they encounter in their work and a range of possible actions 
from which the officer on the scene can select an appropriate response. 

5. Causal models. Causal models are also encountered in the literature on 
police performance measurement. Despite the name, causal models describe 
static relationships between two or more sets of events. The models are based 
on an untested assumption that the events are causally related. Black box 
model:, for exam~le, ~re causal ~odels rather than process models because they 
d~scrlbe a relationship between Inputs and outputs in terms of the systematic 
differences between those two states of events rather than in terms of the ac
tions which transform one state to the other (Blalock, 1964). Causal models 
are useful where processes cannot be observed directly and must be inferred 
from observed differences in state. Causal models are adequate when we are not 
:oncerned about how a change occurs, but only with what it is and how regularly 
It happens. And causal models may also give sufficient information to monitor 
processes which we already understand. Many studies of criminal behavior 
economic activity, and social change employ causal models. To the extent' that 
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they provide reliable predictions of the behavior of relevant actors, causal 
models can be used to develop or modify cybernetic and service production mod
els. To the extent that causal models of policing identify related inputs and 
outputs, they suggest systems which may merit further study. To the extent 
that they describe already well-understood processes, they can serve as less 
expensive ways to monitor performance. 

6. Decision models. Decision models prescribe rather than describe. Both 
causal models and process models describe, but also can be used to inform de
cIsions. Causal models help inform decisions by telling us that given some 
specified state of affairs, we can expect to finu another (and presumably con
sequent) state of affairs. Process models inform decisions by describing the 
actions which occur in the transformation from one state to another. A deci
sion maker can use those descriptions in choosing among inputs and activities. 
Decision models differ from others in that they explicitly incorporate values 
and generate an optimal solution to the decision. Decision models use infor
mation from descriptive models along with measures of value to calculate the 
preferred course of action. In police work, for example, Larson (1972), and 
Chaiken and Dormont(1975), among others, have desi9ned models to determine how 
to allocate patrol units to minimize response time. Obviously the appropriate
ness of such a model depends on the reliability of the descriptive models it 
uses. But the adequacy of the value estimates provided for the model is equal
ly important. If the response time standards used in the model do reflect 
priorities for police, the use of such a model is appropriate. But if there 
are other, competing priorities, or if minimizing patrol time creates waste as 
well as benefits, this decision model may not be appropriate. Decision models 
which incorporate multiple values and which assess costs as well as benefits 
have been developed and some applications of such models to policing have been 
suggested in the 1 iterature (for example, Bodily, 1978). 

We do not deal extensively with decision models in this volume because We 
think their usefulness in police performance measurement is severely limited 
by two factors. First, the lack of adequate descriptive models of policing 
means that we, in general, lack formal information about productive relation
ships essential to good decision making. In the absence of adequate formal 
models, those who make choices about policing use their informal understand
ings of policing to augment the information on which they base decisions. 
Decision models exclude that informal understanding from their calculations. 
The use of decision models in policing is therefore likely to mean less in
formed decisions rather than better informed decisions. At the same time the 
rigor of the quantitative methods employed in decision models may falsely sug
gest a high level of accuracy for the solution generated by the model. 

The second reason police and others should be skeptical about the use of 
decision models for police work is that the models impose their own implicit 
decision rules on policy making. By specifying whose values to incorporate 
into the model and how those values shall be balanced against others, decision 
models specify an allocation of authority and responsibility. This alloca
tion is typically not based on the legal and political relationships prevelant 
in the community where the model is to be used, but is an allocation dictated 
in part by the requirements of the mathematical techniques used in the model 
and in part by the analyst1s views of appropriate decision rules. In most com
munities, decision about policing are the result of a complex interaction of 
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actions by many interested parties. Decision models should be used only wh 
they do ~ot alter the allocation of the authority and responsibility to inf~~
ence pO~lce performance or when there is a lawful public decision to make such 
alterations. 

B. Using Models in Performance Measurement 

Performance measurement can be used for policy and management decisions 
onl~ ~o.the e~tent that an agencyls accomplishments can be identified with the 
~ctlv~tles which pr~duced them. Simply knowing how well a police department 
~s dOI~g.at reco~erlng stolen property or reducing public fear of crime is 
InsuffiCient basIS for making decisions about police programs. Decision 
makers also need to know what police are doing which results in the recovery 
of stolen property (and Whether activities with those intended effects really 
d~ have them): Th: us7fulne:s of ~inking activities to their consequences is 
Widely recognized In discussions Of systems analysis, program evaluation, and 
performance me~surement. Too often, however, the models of policing which 
~re presented In the literature on performance measurement have been too broad 
In scope, have been restricted only to police resources or activities and have 
lacke~ detail about transformation processes. These deficiencies can~ot be 
remedied at once. Devel~ping models of police work is necessarily an incremen
t~l process. For one.thln~, the. shifting priorities and problems police deal 
With mean that attention Will shift from one police process to another. Also, 
model: suggest what to measure, but as measurement proceeds, it raises new 
questions about the adequacy of the models. Measurement permits the testing 
of model:, but testing can indicate parts of the model which need revision or 
elaboration. 

A note on the means of expressing models may be helpful. Models may be 
ver~al; phys!cal,.graphic, or mathematical. A verbal model uses words to de
scribe relatlo~shlp:, .Verbal mode~s are quite common. Most of the implicit 
models We use In thlnkl~g about dally activities (and about police work) are 
verbal models. Expressing consciously developed models in words can also be 
very useful. !mprecise definitions of terms can be a major problem in the 
verbal expression of models. This is a problem which must be addressed with 
mathematical and graphic models, too, of course. But in the case of these non
verbal models, We are generally more careful to offer clear definitions be
cause mathematical or graphic terms are often not as readily interpretable as 
words. 

Physical models describe relationships through their construction (and in 
the.case of "working models," their operation). Physical models are used ~ri
marll~ for p~ysical :elationships. They therefore have been little used in 
model In9 p~l Ice.servlce processes. Graphic models, such as the figures We 
have us 7d In t~IS chapt7r, show relationships visually. They are especially 
useful In helping us think about the order in which events occur and about 
mUltiple relationships between a number of events. Mathematical models use 
symbols.of mathematics. to expres: r:lationships. They permit manipUlation of 
models In ~ccor?ance With the principles of mathematics which express the mod
eled relatlon:hlps. Any of the models we have discussed may be presented in 
verbal, graphiC, or mathematical form. Often it is useful to model the same 
process all three ways. 
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We have discussed two related uses of descriptive models: the simulation 
of action and the guidance of action. Both extend a modells usefulness beyond 
mere description. Models are used to simulate a process when the model itself 
is manipulated. We use simulation to determine how changes in the types of in
puts or activities or the relationships between activities may affect other 
activities and outputs. 'If we are unsure of the model, simulation can suggest 
adjustments to improve accuracy. If we are reasonably certain about the ac
curacy of the model, simulation can provide predictions about the effects of 
changes in resources, programs, or service conditions. Some models are de
terminate--for any given input, they always provide a corresponding given out
put. Simulation can establish what that is. Other models are indeterminat7 · 
For these models simulation can establish a likely range of outputs for a given 
input. Most of the processes of policing are indeterminate. 

Models are used to guide action when the model provides a set of instruc
tions for a course of action. If the model is accurate, actions which are the 
"real world" equivalents of those specified in the model, will transform real 
world equivalents of model inputs into real world equivalents of model outputs. 
Instructions on ch~nging a flat tire, for example, are a model of the process 
of changing a tire, In order to be adequate as a guide to action, the model 
must be expressed in terms that are understandable to the person taking the 
action. Whether the model is verbal, physical, graphic, or mathematical, the 
events and relations it describes must be translated into concrete actions by 
the person using it as a guide. Instructions in German are no use to a person 
who does not comprehend German. Similarly, the instruction to "remove the wheel 
with the flat tire" is no use to someone who does not know how to remove a hub
cap and lug nuts. Any model is expressed in terms that the model does not.de
fine. If the person seeking to use the model does not understand the meaning 
of those terms, that person cannot use the model as a guide to action. Some
times the lack of understanding can be solved by providing a different static 
description of the term--by substituting a known word or p~ras7 for an unk~own, 
for example. Other times, however, the lack of understanding Involves an Ig
norance of the process implied in a state description. Not knowing how to 
remove the tire because of ignorance about removing hub caps and lug nuts is 
an example. Describing a state of affairs is not sufficient if one needs to 
know how to produce that state of affairs. Recognition of a lack of under-

. I b t' f II • -I Is" standing due to ignorance about process requires e a ora Ion 0 mlcro-mOI,le 
of the processes within individual steps of a more general process model. 

Models are essential for a performance measurement program that can inform 
policy and program decisions. To the extent that models convey.an accurate 
understanding of what happens in policing, they prOVide predictions about the 
likely consequences of altering police programs. But. even less Well-substan
tiated models are useful. Not only may they suggest possible outcomes, they 
can also help direct our investigation of the processes of policing, and thus 
help to develop better models of policing. By specifying what we do know 
(or at least what we expect to be the case) we take the first step in testing 
and refining process models which can eventually provide the basis for more in
formed decisions about policing. Various types of models each have their uses 
in police performance measurement, but the service production model is likely 
to be most appropriate for describing the kinds of influence police actions 
have on many of the social problems they are expected to handle. Many of the 
processes of police service are quite complex. Rapid progress on modeling 
them is not likely, but it is important that we start. 
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CHAPTER 7. DEVELOPING VALID PERFORMANCE MODELS 

Most pol icymakers are interested in establ ishing a performance measure
ment program because of their interest in change. People want to know how 
and how well a system is operating so that they can improve system performance 
if at all possible. In Chapter 6, we have argued that the first and most es
sential step in an effective performance measurement program is the development, 
testing, and improvement of accurate models of the many processes involved in 
pol icing. Without knowing how the current system operates it is very diffi
cult to achieve improvements in system performance. Accurate performance mod
els enable policymakers to derive predictions about likely results of changing 
some aspects of a pol ice department1s operation. However, how do we know 
whether a model is an accurate description of the process being modeled? . In 
other words, how do we know when we have a val id model? 

Knowing we have a val id model is a basic problem of performance measure
ment, In modern social science practice, a val id model is one which parsimo
niously: 

1) identifies the relevant input varfables which affect the 
response of some system, and 

2) predicts which output variables will be affected and how they 
will be affected. 

Valid process models also accurately characterize the structure of the system 
which transforms inputs to outputs. A variable is any attribute of the in
put, transformation, or output which can have more than one value. Variables 
are frequently referred to mathematically by using symbols such as the capital 
letters X, Y, or Z. We follow this convention. The number of officers as
signed to the patrol division of a pol ice department could be considered as an 
input variable X. In process models of pol ice patrol, transformation variables 
might include patrol practices used in a department. Whether a department uses 
one or two officers in each patrol car is one transformation variable. We 
might refer to it as Z. The specific procedures used by officers when on 
patrol are other transformation variables. How fast do officers drive? Do of
ficers follow a predetermined route? Do officers patrol only in a defined 
beat? Must officers stay in continuous radio contact with a dispatch center? 
Answers to these questions provide the values for other transformation vari
ables in police patrol. Output variables include such intermediate outputs as 
the number of patrol cars on the street at a particular time, the total number 
of miles patrolled, and the average time it takes police to respond to calls 
for service. These intermediate outputs are presumed themselves to be inputs 
into crime prevention and other police processes. Research questions are fre
quently phrased as: Does a change in X (some input variable) produce a change 
in Y (an output variable)? 

All processes produce outputs which become inputs to other processes. Com
plex processes can be broken down into many sub-processes contained within 
them. One way of studying large and complex processes is to examine ho~ the 
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sub-processes contained within the larger one are behaving. Which variables 
are identified as inputs, transformations, or outputs depends upon which level 
of a system is being examined. The same event wiii simultaneously be an 
output from one system and an input into another. The outputs from one pro~ 
cess may operate as the transformation variables in another proces:. Organiza
tional arrangements (such as team policing) are transformation variables at 
a more general level of analysis than are production practices (such as patrol 
strategies). However, production strategies are themselv~s affect~d by or
ganizational arrangements. One of the reasons some police professionals rec
ommend the adoption of team policing is that they believe police officers who 
are able to determine their OWn operational practices in a particular neigh
borhood will be able to transform the day-to-day input resources available to 
them in a more productive manner tailored to the specific problems in the neigh
borhood than would a central cO~land making production strategy decisions for 
a whole variety of different neighborhoods. This reform is a recommended 
change in the transformation proces5 at one level which is believed to change 
the transformation processes at other levels and consequently affect valued 
outputs. 

A. Developing Process Models 

No foolproof method exists for developing valid process model: for any 
kind of system. Physical scientists and engineers are more experlenced.wlth 
developing, testing, and using models of complex processes than are social 
scientists. When the process being modeled is some natural event such as a 
chemical transformation, known physical laws describe the structure of the 
process. The model developer can draw on previous th:o:e~ical an~ 7mpirical 
study of the chemical process under various types of Initial 7ondltlons and 
changes in relevant input variables. To the exten: that physical laws a:e 
known and valid and good data exist for relevant Input variables, relatively 
accurate predic~ions about the effects on output variables of changes in either 
input variables or particular processes can be stated and tested. 

It is sometimes possible to develop a process model of a complex physical 
process by placing a tracer on an input and measuring the transformations oc
curring at each step of the process. The effects of other inputs can be mea
sured as they affect the process. While the cost of obtaining a process model 
of a complex process may be high, it is noramlly possible to develop an a:- . 
curate and valid process model of a determinate physical system. Once this IS 
accomplished, it is then possible to monitor the performance of such ~ system 
by obtaining measurements of key varia~les ~t each o~ several stag:s In the 
process. Complex chemical transformations Involved In the product~on of many 
modern products are well specified and easily monitored. InformatlOn,about 
rates on input of raw materials, temperature, pressure, or other phys~cal con
ditions during a transformation process and key aspects of t~e resulting prod
uct is frequently sufficient to monitor the performance of highly complex 
physical production processes. 

Given the level of validated knowledge of many physical processes, major 
attention in Derformance measurement of physic31 processes is devoted to the 
development of better measures for input and output variables and for various 
internal states of the system under study. Given the emphasis on. the de~elop
ment of better instruments for measurement it is easy to get the Impression 
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that the most important problems in performance measurement relate to measuring 
the state of variables rather than to speclfyfng models of the process. The 
existence of many well-validated physical process models is overlooked by those 
who see the key issue in police performance measurement as the effort to de
velop better metho~s for measuring particular concepts. While measurement is
sues are extremely important, good measurement without good process models is 
insufficient. 

When complex processes involve not only physical transformations but also 
different individuals making decisions with considerable discretion, speci
fying a process model is more difficult. Given the large number of different 
decision makers involved in policing, specifying process models for policing 
is extremely difficult. In policing, service activities occur at many differ
ent locations. No one person can observe all related actions and their re
sults. Little uniformity is 1 ike1y in the actions taken by individual police 
officers even in what appears to the outside observer to be similar situations. 
What is "simi1ar" must be viewed by the participants as being similar. Prior 
experience and general orientation may lead one officer to perceive a situation 
to be dangerous while another officer in the same situation may consider it to 
be safe. The actions of the first officer are apt to vary considerably from 
those of the second officer. Given this difference it is hard to specify what 
the situation is. Tracing the steps followed in one situation does not auto
matically generate accurate information of what the process will look 1 ike the 
next time it happens. Further, many key influences are not under the control 
of pol ice. While the effects of some conditions not under police control can 
be modeled in a simple and straightforward manner, other participants may in
teract with actions taken by police to produce vastly different consequences 
depending upon the actions of other individuals not under police control. 

Managers of complex human systems frequently attempt to increase the pre
dictabi1 ity of these systems by developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). 
SOPs tell each individual what to do at each step of a process, (In situation 
X, you do A first, then B, and C.) If SOPs are actually followed by those 
doing the work, the prescriptive set of SOPs and a descriptive process model 
of the work flow will be identical. In such a situation, it would be possible 
to monitor performance by gathering a limited amount of information at points 
in the process where information is normally recorded. Using SOPs to inter
pret the information would give an accurate picture of the process being fol
lowed. 

A production line in a factory is the clearest example of imposing predict
abi1 ity on a complex human system. By its physical arrangement a production 
line severely limits the options available to each worker on the line. How 
each job is to be performed is also closely prescribed and monitored. Super
visors are usually present at all times and expected to monitor work closely. 
The severe restriction of options and close monitoring means that prescribed 
behavior is likely to be similar to actual behavior. Once the production line 
and related job specifications have been in operation for some time, the sys
tem usually works in practice similar to the ideal ized prescription for how it 
should operate. 

Some police managers and authors of police administration texts have in
correctly presumed that the regularity of a production line could be created 
in a police department by writing a sufficient number of regulations defining 
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t~e SOPs. to be used in their department. But regulations cannot reflect the 
wide variety of different situations in which individual police officers find 
themselves. They describe an arbitrary set of actions that individual off'
c~rs may feel are inappropriate in many of the specific situations they fa~e. 
SIrl7e the ~echno10gy of policing is so little known in any case individual 
pol Ice officers can justify adopting their own procedures for h~nd1ing partic
u1ar.types.of sit~atio~s as improving upon what they have been told to do. A 
rookie pol Ice of~lcer Is.often told to forget everything he learned in the police 
~ca~emy by the flr~t off~cer to who~ he is assig~ed in the field. Further, 
It IS a1~0 a1mo~t Impossible to monitor police officer actions because they 
a~e so w~d~ly dispersed. Supervisors can observe only a limited number of po-
l Ice actiVities. 

The wide gap between the prescriptions for what should occur in the day
to-day processing of police work and what actually does occur makes the de
velopment o~ valid and accurate process models for policing quite difficult. 
We cannot s~mp1y take the pr~scribed procedures as the basis for what is actu
ally occurring; nor can We simply observe a small set of activities and infer 
that ~he pattern of observed behavior is similar to the pattern of unobserved 
behavlo~. Inste~d, we need to develop a generali~ed model of the steps in
v~l~ed In a pa~tlcu1ar transf~r~ation process and develop micro models of in
dividual ~ehavlor of ~he ~artlclpants in the process. For police officers 
several different motivational patterns need to be assumed. We then need to 
ask ~hat pattern of behavior would be predicted if officers were to pursue a 
partlcu~ar set of.va1ues when given a particular set of work assignments 
~aced wl~h a.partlcu1ar set of service conditions, and rewarded Dr punished by 
~he application of the rules of a particular department. Often, however, we 
do not have the res~urc~s to develop such complex models and must fall back on 
causal m~de1s relating Inputs to outputs, with perhaps a few key intermediate 
outputs Included. 

B. Testing the Validity of Models 

.Given the ~omp1exity of. the processes involved, the difficulty of re
ducing the variety of behavior through prescribing standardized procedures 
and the need ~o examine alternative models of behavior, models of policing' 
can become qUite comp1e)<. Undertaking empirical research to ascertain whether 
t~e model of the.pr~cess is a v~l id representation of the real world process 
wl~l always be difficult. Testing such models requires the imagination and 
skill of those designing and using process models as the basis of a perfor
~ance measurement program. We can never know for certain all of the inputs 
Involved and exactly how they are related to produce specific positive and 
negative ~utputs .. Whi~e ~e may ~bserve one set of activities closely for a 
short period of tl~e, It IS physically and economically infeasible to monitor 
and record everything that occurs in complex police processes. 

We should stress at this point that it is neVer possible to verify that a 
model of a process represents the actual process being studied. A model is a 
th:ore~ic~l construc~ which helps ~s reconstruct the reality which we observe. 
Wh11~ It IS not possible to verify th~t a model is completely val id, it is 
possible to know when one is adequate. A model is inadequate wh~n predictions 
from the model are not borne out in repeated real world situations. Anyone 
II t til t' 1 . d • b es may no Inva I ate It ecause the test itself may not be valid. However, 
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if the concepts specified by the model are well measured, if sufficient vari
ation in input variables is measured, and if resulting output variables are 
not changed in the predicated pattern, a model should be judged inva1 id for ex
plaining the process in that sort of setting. I~ ascertaining the val idity of 
models, we proceed by eliminating inadequate models rather than establishing 
the complete validity of anyone model. Models are thus testable even though 
we cdn never conclusively verify their validity. Models which survive a long 
process of testing are presumed to be valid. 

The tf'r"C] II va 1 idity" is used in two senses. A model is presumed to have 
internal ~a1idity when it is thought to be a good representation or set of 
relationships in a particular location. Internal validity represents the 
Ilgoodness of f i til between the model and observat ions of a process ina par
ticular setting. A model is judged to have external val idity when it is 
thought to be a good representation of similar processes in many different 
settings. The larger the number of settings for which a model adequately 
describes a process, the higher the level of external validity. 

1. Designing research to test the val idity of models. A research design 
is a plan for the conduct of empirical research to bring evidence about the 
validity of a statement about relationships in the rE'a1 world. IIResearch 
designs are operational models of proof for inferring cause-and-effect rela
tions ... 11 (Nachmias, 1978:250). To test a model we need to select and imple
ment an appropriate research design and obtain operational measures for rele
vant variables. Simply finding a statistical relationship between two vari
ables, X and Y, is no guarantee that the relationship does in fact exist in 
the world. Conversely, a finding of no statistical relationship is also po
tentially misleading. Two types of false inferences from empirical research 
can occur. The first type of false inference occurs if we assert that a 
change in X leads to a change in Y when in reality X and Yare not related (or, 
even worse, X and Yare related in the opposite direction than that predicted). 
The second type of false inference occurs if we conclude from an empirical 
study that X and V are not related when in reality they are. 

Both types of false inference are relatively easy to make if careful at
tention is not given to the initial model, the research design used for con
ducting an empirical study, and the measures used for variables. Both types of 
false inference have serious consequences for those who base policy decisions 
on such empirical findings. The first type of error leads police departments 
to continue practices believed to be beneficial when they make no difference 
or are counter-productive. The second type of false inference may lead depart
ments to disGontinue (or never adopt) practices that are genuinely productive. 

a. Explanatory and extraneous variables. In considering the dangers 
of false inference from empirical research, we need to distinguish between 
explanatory and extraneous variables. Following Kish (1959) we will use the 
term II exp 1anatory variab1esll for the particular input, transformation, or 
output variables of interest in a specific study. Attempting to understand 
the relationship among a set of explanatory variables is the object of a 
study. All but the explanatory variables wi 11 be referred to as Ilextraneous 
variables" in the following discussion. These variables are extraneous in 
the sense that they are not referred to in the formulation of the initial 
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research question concerning whether a 
or transformation variables leads to a ~h:nge !n part!cular explanatory input 
Extraneous variables may include other i~ ~ge In particular. output variables. 
also affect the output variabl If p t or transformation variables which 
false inference may be deriv de~. such ~x~raneous variables are ignored 

e rom the empirical relationships observed. ' 
In any empirical study th 

To quote Kish (1959): ,ere are three types of extraneous variables. 

There are t 
control ma;xb:a:~~~~i~:~i~~l:~tWhhiCh are controlled. The 
and th . er or both the selection e estimation procedures. 

Whic~h:~: may exist extraneous uncontrolled variabl 
confounded with [explanatory variables]. es 

are ~~:~~e~r:se~!~~:~~usduncontrolled variables which 
_-;-::-~~I-=z.::e;:. errors In Ilidealil . 

... they are ac tua 11 y random i d'" exper I ments 
gations they are only assum ~et' ~n survey: and investi-
zation may be r d d e 0 e randomized. Randomi-

egar e as a substitut f . 
control or as n form of 0 t 1 ( e or experimental 

c n ro pp. 329-330). 

The a 1m of a good non-exper imenta 1 res . j • • 

of the extraneous variables as ossib . earcn Ga~lgn IS to place as many 
extraneous). The purpose of ra~dom" l~. Int~ the fl:st group (controlled 
move the systematic effects of Iza I~n In experimental studies is to re-
by distributing them across conatrS mlanydo confounding variables as possible 
sig th 0 an tesf cases In 'd 1 n, ere would be no variables of th " . an I ea research de-

-- e second type. 

.Physical scientists have relied on labo . 
efficient design to reduce the ff f ratory experlment5 as the most 
ous variables. By carefully co~tr~ffi~ u:controll~d.or non-random extrane-
than those being manipulated the g ~ r randoml~lng) all variables other 
have relatively high confioe~ce th~~s~:~~ ~r co~ductlng an experiment can 
experimental data reflect relatio h' .tlonshlps (or lack thereof) in the 

ns IpS In the phenomena und~r study. 

Few processes of importance for 01" " 
tion. Several major efforts to dP ICllng lend themselves to experimenta-
b d con uct arge-scale f' ld . een un er taken to exam i ne po 1 i' Ie exper I ments have 
~reat care exercised by the res~~r~~:~~I~ns relat~d to policing. Despite the 
It was extremely difficult to contr 1 nvolved In these studies, however 
var' bl F' 0 or randomize all reI ' la es. leld experiments are al . " evant extraneous 
high level of cooperation from a l~o q~lte costly tQ run and require a very 
Consequently, researchers must ref 0 Ice epartment for a long period of time 
in on-going natural settings. Sta~i:~~~~i ~n ~tu?ie: which measure variable~ 
extraneous variables in this t f na YSIS IS used to control for 
f d' ype 0 study. To control . oun In9 extraneous variable throu h sta' . .a potentially con-
must have identified that variabl g htls~lcal analysIs, the researcher 
er . . e so t at I t can be meas d Th cannot statistically control for a variabl h ure. e research-

e t at has not been measured. 
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b. Potential false inferences about the effects of changes in input 
v~riables. Among the policy-relevant changes considered by police adminis
trators, public officials, and citizens are various changes in the inputs to 
police processes. Possible changes in input variables include: 

--increasing the number of sworn officers employed by a department, 

--reducing the volume or variety of demands made on a department 
through various screening and referral activities, and 

--changing the attributes of new police recruits through educational 
or training requirements. 

Whenever we want to examine the question of whether a change in a particular 
input will produce a particular change in an output variable, it is necessary 
to ask the following questions: 

1) Are there other variables affecting this output? 

2) Is the transformation process properly specified? 

(i) Do other variables affect this process? Most police processes 
are characterized by having a relatively large number of different inputs 
which simultaneously affect outputs. However, police managers are interested 
in knowing the specific effects of particular inputs on particular outputs. 
A policy-relevant question is, for example, whether an Increase ,in the.number 
of pol ice officers serving a jurisdiction decreases the level of fear In a 
community. If one were to conduct a study which simply examined the relation
ship between changes in the number of police officers and changes. in the level 
of fear expressed by citizens, it is highly likely that other variables would 
strongly affect the findings from such a study. A third varia~le--the rep?rted 
crime rate--might potentially affect both of the other two variables: Police 
departments are more likely to increase personnel in response to an Increase 
in reported crime. An increase in reported crime is also 1 ikely to affect the 
level of expressed fear by citizens living in a juris~iction: Even if.there 
were no relationship at all between the number of police officers serving a 
jurisdiction and the level of fear in the jurisdiction, a stu~y whic~ ex-
amined only these two variables and did not control o~her variables I~ some man
ner might make a false inference that having more police leads t? an. Increase 
in citizens' fear. If the mc)del being examined were that shown In Figure 7-1a 
and the relationship iln the rE~al \::iQrld were that shown in Figure 7-lb, then 
research based upon the init'ial model might lead to the false inference shown 
in Figure 7-lc. If the real v.Jorld relationships were as shown in 7-lb, ex
amining only the variables in 7-la would suggest the findings in 7-lc. But 
the relationship between number of police officers per capita and level of 
fear would be spurious. In this example. it is totally explained by relation
ships between each of those variables and an extraneous variable--the re~orted 
crime rate. If the reported crime rate were introduced as a control variable 
in the analysis, the relationship between number of police officers per capita 
and level of fear would disappear. The possibil ity of false inference from 
spurious relationships can be reduced by self-conscious attempts to thin~ of 
other input variables which might potentially affect the explanatory variables, 
Then, through research design or by statistical methods, the effect of such 
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var~ables can b~ ~ontrolled so that resulting statistical relationships have 
a ~Igher probability of being an accurate reflection of real world relation
ships. 

FIGURE 7-1. MODELS OF POLICE CAPACITY AND FEAR OF CRIME 

Model Used in Real World Potential Fa 1 se 
Study Relationships Inference 

(aJ (b) -(c) 

Reported Crime Rate 

+/ \+ 
Number of Level Number of Level Number of Level 
Pol ice - of Po 1 ice of Pol ice + of 
Officers .. Fear Officers Fear Officers .. Fear 
Per Capita Per Capita Per Cap ita 

A change in an extraneous variable may just affect the output variable 
(and not the explanatory input variable) and still lead to a false inference. 
If ~ study ~ere to examine the effect of a pa:ticular change in an input 
variable which occurred at the same time as a change in another relevant in
p~t va~iable, a false ~nference about the existence or strength of the rela
tionship would result If the effect of the extraneous variable were not ac
counted for in the analysis. For example, a police chief might increase the 
number of police officers per capita in an effort to reduce burglary rates at 
.!=_he :ame time as a major ~rop in unemployment occurred. In this case, it is 
possible th~t any change In burglary rates might be primarily explained by 
the change In unemployment, rather than the change in number of officers. If 
t~e level of unemployment alone affects burglary rates as hypothesized in 
F!g~re 7-2b(1)! t~en a study which did not control for employment levels through 
design or statistical methods would make the false inference that the number of 
police officers per capita fully accounted for the change in burglary rates. 
If, however, bot~ the level of employment and the number of police officers 
per capita affected the output variable, then a study which was confined to an 
examination of only the effect of the number of pol ice officers would oVer
estimate the strength of the relationship between number of police officers 
per capita and burglary rate. The larger the number of extraneous input vari
~bles ~hich affect an output variab)e, and the greater the range of variation 
In their level, the more difficult the problem of deriving a valid inference 
about the relationships among the explanatory variables. 

(ii) Is the transformation process correctly specified in the 
mod~l? In the examples presented above the type of transformation from input 
variables to output variables was not specified at all. The arrows in the 
diagrams represent some unspecified transformation process to change inputs 
to outputs. These are what we referred to in Chapter 6 as "black box" mod
els. Considerable research is conducted without explicit consideration of 
alternative ways of specifying relationships among input variables and the 
changes which transform inputs into outputs. Most common techniques for 
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modeling the association between input and output variables assume that the 
input variables are combined in an additive fashion. This sort of model is 
often appropriate. Many production processes are based on the addition of a 
number of input variables together to produce an output. 

FIGURE 7-2. MODELS OF POLICE CAPACITY AND THE BURGLARY RATE 

Model Used in Real World Potential False 
Study Relationships Inference 

~------------~~----'----------r---~~~~~~~-------4-----~~~~~----------~ (a) Tb- n (c-l) 

_ Burglary 
--.. ~ Rate 

Number of 
Pol ice 
Officers 
Per Capita 

Unemployment 
Rate ~ 

{b-2} 

Burglary 
Rate 

Unemployment Rate 

Number of \ 
Po 1 ice _ 
Officers _ Burglary 
Per Capita Rate 

Number of 
Pol ice 
Officers --=- Burglary 
Per Capita Rate 

(C-2) 

Overestimation of the 
Strength of this 
Relationship 

Number of 
Pol ice 
Officers -=-- Burglary 
Per Capita Rate 

However, additive relationships are not the only type of relationships pos-
sible among inputs. In many instances there is some type of interaction among 
inputs. Interaction among two variables occurs when the ~ of transforma
tion depends upon the value of both variables. The effect of the addition of 
extra units of one input depends on how much of the other input is also present. 
For example in a mUltiplicative relationship, the value of one independent vari
able is the rate at which another independent variable affects the value of the 
output variable. 

We can quickly illustrate the difference between specifying additive and 
mUltiplicative relationships. Suppose we were interested in the effect of the 
level of training and experience of officers in a detective bureau (inputs) as 
they may affect an output such as the clearance rate for a particular crime. 
If we represent the clearance rate by C, the level of training in the division 
by T, and the years of experience by E, an additive relationship between the 
input variables would be represented in the following equation: 

C = a + b
1
T + b

2
E. 

An equation of this form specifies that the clearance rate for a detective 
bureau can be predicted by adding the effects of the average level of training 
to the effects of the a"crage years of experience of officers in the bureau. 
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(In this equation, a is the estimate of the clearance rate without officer 
training or experience, b1 is the rate at which training affects the clearance 
rate, and b2 is the rate at which experience affects the clearance rate.) If 
both b1 and b2 are reasonably large, a department whose officers have 1 itt1e 
experience can substitute more training to match the clearance rates of a de
partment whose officers have more experience. 

Alternatively, training and education may interact. The effect of training 
may be greater in departments where officers have more experience. Such a mod
el would be specified by the following multiplicative equation: 

C = a + b1 (T) (E). 

In this instance, the effect of increases in the average level of training on 
clearance rate is not independent of the experience of the officers. The ef
fect of improved training increases as the experience of the officers in
creases (and vice versa). An increase in the average level of training would 
have no effect on clearance rates if the officers in the bureau had no ex
perience. Substantively, the model imp1 ies that training will have more ef
fect on clearance rates in a department where officers also have more experi
ence. Thus, this model posits that training and experience are not direct 
substitutes for one another. 

Another nonadditive model might state that clearance rates are related 
to input in the following manner: 

This equation suggests that the effect of training decreases as the level of 
experience in a division increases. Among departments with inexperienced of
ficers, extra training increases clearance rates but among departments with 
more experienced officers, additional training affects clearance rates only a 
little. 

The mathematical model selected should reflect whether the process is 
conceptualized as additive, mUltiplicative, or based on the ratio of inputs. 
The most frequent analysis techniques used assume an additive relationship. 
If the real world process is nonadditive and an additive model is tested, we 
may conclude that no relationship exists between inputs and outputs when in 
fact they are related in a way not tested. Specifying the nature of the 
transformation between Inputs and outputs is as important as identifying all 
of the relevant variables. 

When the amount of input changes within a relatively narrow range, it 
may be reasonable to assume that the transformation process itself also re
mains the same. Adding a few officers to a relatively large department will 
usually not affect the workload of individual officers, the beat structure, 
how officers interact with citizens, or other transformation processes. When 
the ratio of change in an input variable to the change in an output variable 
remains constant, internal transformation processes probably also remain con
stant. However, it is possible to produce either increasing or decreasing 
rates of change in output variables as input variables change. Under either 
increasing or decreasing rates of change of output variables relative to in
put variables, it is reasonable to assume that internal transformations are 
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changing as well. Doub1 ing the number of officers employed in a department 
will usually not result in doub1 ing the number of officers on the street. The 
proportion of officers assigned to communication, supervision, administration, 
and specialized backup services usually rises as departmental size increases 
over a large range. In this case conclusions about the effect of input vari
ables on output variables OVer a broad range may be subject to false inference 
if changes in transformation processes are not consciously taken into account 
in the design of empirical work examining the effect of input variables on 
output variables. 

A recent study conducted by Parks and Ostrom estimated the production func
tions f0r municipal departments for clearance rates and for response capacity 
(the number of patrol units on the street at 10 pm). In this 1980 study we 
f?und that the way inputs are translated into outputs varies across differently 
sized departments. The average department of 25 sworn officers is able to 
place 3.6 cars on the street at 10 pm in its jurisdiction. If the transforma
tion process remained constant across sizes of police departments, then we 
should find that a department of 250 officers could produce an output of ap
proximately 26 cars on the street at 10 pm. However, we found that it takes a 
department approximately 500 sworn officers to produce 37.8 cars on the street. 

c. Potential false inferences about the effects of changes in trans
formation processes. Besides wanting to know the consequences of changing 
particular inputs, police managers, public officials, and citizens are also 
interested in knowing the results of changing the way inputs are transformed 
into outputs. Possible changes in transformation processes include: 

--changing the manner in which police officers undertake patrol 
activities, 

--changing the way detectives investigate reported crime, 

--changing dispatching procedures, or 

--changing organizational arrangements. 

Whenever the question of whether a change in some particular transformation 
process produces a particular change in some output variables, we need to ask 
the following questions: 

1) Is there a simultaneous change in input variables? 

2) Is the operating transformation the same as the explanatory transfor
mation? 

(i) Is there a simultaneous change in input variables? Attempts 
to monitor transformation variables are frequently plagued by problems of a 
simultaneous change in input variables. This Is particularly true when de
partments adopt an experimental program in one district and allow officers to 
volunteer for the program. The officers who volunteer are usually those who 
are the most motivated to succeed personally, may be among the brighter mem
bers of a department, and will usually be highly motivated to make the program 
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work. Consequently, attempts to measure the impact of the new way of doing' 
things are confounded by the simultaneous change in the sort of officers serv
ing the area. If an experiment with team policing in one district of a large 
police department allows officers to volunteer to be in the team policing dis
trict, this may change both the transformation process and the types of inputs. 
If the policy research does not take both changes into account in its design 
or analysis, this kind of false inference can not be studied. If the model of 
the process used in the research is as shown in Figure 7-3a and the real world 
relationships are those shown in Figure 7-3b, then the evidence would be in
terpreted as supporting the false inference shown in Figure 7-3c. That is, the 
researchers would conclude that a change in the clearance rates is the result 
of the change in the transformation process. 

FIGURE 7-3. MODELS OF TEAM POLICING AND CLEARANCE RATES 
-

Model Used in Real World Potential Fa 1 se 
Study in Relationships Inference 

(a) (b) (c) 

Regular + Highly + Team + Clearance 
Patrol - Team Motivated Team Po 1 i c i ng -Rates 
Officer Po 1 i c i ng Po 1 ice -.--... Policing 

+ ~ Clearance Clearance 
Rates Rates 

Once the officers selected for an experimental program are aware that they 
are participating in an experiment, their esprit and'desire to perform better 
than those not in the experiment might rise substantially. One would need to 
examine whether the increase in performance is the result of the particular 
change in transformation or the result of any change in transformation. The 
latter would be considered an example of the "Hawthorne effect," named after a 
Western Electric study of the effects of varying 1 ight intensity on the output 
of an electronic part division of the Hawthorne plant. The researchers in 
this study discovered that any change was associated with increases in worker 
productivity. Because of the experimentation, the workers assumed the firm was 
interested in their welfare and morale soared. With the increase in worker 
morale came a consequent increase in productivity (Roeth1 isberger and Dickson~ 
1939). It is also possible that officers not assigned to the new experimental 
program might engage in compensatory rivalry to show that the change was not 
effective or a "John Henry effect" (Cook and Campbell, 1975:228-229). In this 
case, other processes in the department would be simultaneously changing and 
effects on outputs would need to take those changes into account. 

(ii) Is the transformation operating as predicted? Another po
tential source of false influence is the possibility that the transformation 
process is not operating as expected. Many studies do not detail the opera
tions involved in a program. For example, new ways of organizing work may be 
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resisted by street-level police officers. If there is substantial non-compli
ance with the new program, analysis of the effects of the program will prob
ably find the program made no difference. If the lack of impact is interpret
ed to mean that the transformation does not produce the expected results, 
false inference is being made. One cannot make any val id conclusion about the 
effect of changing a pol ice process without knowing that the process has ac
tually been changed in the expected ways. 

Failure to implement a new program in practice does not necessarily result 
from resistance by street-level patrol officers alone. The Kansas City Patrol 
experiment, for example, supposedly changed the allocation of cars to two 
kinds of experimental districts. In one district, no cars were assigned to 
conduct regular area patrol. In the second, twice the number of cars were as
signed as before the experiment. In a third (control) district, the number of 
cars was kept the same as before. This allocation was expected to affect the 
actual number of cars on the street, which in turn was expected to affect 
both citizenls feelings of safety and the level of crime in the area. A major 
critique of this experiment, however, is that the number of cars on the street 
in each district remained basically unchanged since the volume of calls for 
service in the three districts was relatively high (Larson, 1976). The "real" 
allocation of cars to the street, Larson argues, depends on rules for dis
patching. These remained the same. Since patrol cars had 1 itt1e time to en
gage in general area patrol in any of the three districts and spent most of 
their time responding to calls for service, the "presence" of patrol cars in 
the three districts remained about the same. Larson has concluded that the 
research team made a false inference that the change in assignment mechanisms 
made no difference in crime rates or citizen evaluation. He argues that no 
fundamental change in the assignment mechanism took place. 

2. Complex simultaneous processes. In the discussion above, we charac
terized a number of problems which can lead a researcher to make false infer
ences. In studying pol ice processes, many of these problems may occur simul
taneously. Several input and transformation variables operate together. It 
is likely that some relationships will be nonadditive. It is also likely that 
changes in inputs will eventually lead to changes in transformation processes 
and vice versa. Several responsible models could probably be developed for 
anyone process. The presence of mUltiple competing recommendations for ways 
to improve police performance is itself an indicator that individuals are 
operating with difficult models of police processes in mind. 

Without careful attention to the development of relatively compi~x models 
and the examination of alternative attempts to test models of po1icir.g, false 
inferences are likely to be made. While it is not possible to design a per
fect study, most empirical studies can be greatly improved by serious atten
tion to the development of process models before any research is conducted. 
Two sources of alternative process models exist. One source is the set of ar
guments produced by proponents and opponents of proposals to change the way 
police service activities are organized. If their arguments are well devel
oped, proponents and opponents will have alternative theories of the conse
quences of the change. The second source of alternative process models is 
literature on threats to the internal validity. These general discussions of 
research design can suggest aspects of program operation which might need to 
be included in the process model. 
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models. aW Argumen~s ab?ut pol ice reform as sources of alternative process 
hen what IS being evaluated is a "reform,.1 the statements made b 

proponents of the reform can be used to generate alternative process mode1~ 
Why do those who.s~pport the change think it will be beneficial? What is ~he 
~rogram th~y envIsion? ~ow do they think it will operate? Opponents of re-
orm are likely to envIsion an alternative process. They may think th t 

other, extraneous variables will confound the relationship and thus ch:n e the 
w~~ the progra~ ~ou1d operate. Opponents may also be concerned about ha~mful 
ef e~ts not o~lglna~ly taken int? account by proponents. Including measures 
o t ese othe, Possl?le ou~puts In a study can help determine whether 0 _ 

~on~nts ~re.corre~t In thelr.expectations. Donald Campbell has argued ~trong-
y or t.e.lnc1uslon of possible noxious side effects in any po1ie stud and 

fOffr examining the arguments of opponents concerning sources of nox~ous s~lde 
e ects: 

I think if we regularly made it our business to interview 
the opponents of every new program ... we could get a 1 ist of 
feared undesirable side effects .... By interviewing the 
peop!e wh? o~pose the program, brainstorming with them about 
possible Indicators of their fears, we could do much better 
t~an we do now about setting in motion indicators that might 
pick up some of the unanticipatab1e, undesirable side effects 
(Campbell [1973] as quoted in Deutscher, 1976:261). 

b. Methodological threats to internal val id'lty I add't' t t t' d" . II I Ion 0 at-
emp Ing to erlve alternative models from the competing explanations of the 

c~ns~quences of a proposed reform, we should also be alert to peculiarities 
o t e.research si~e or in the methodology used in a study which rovide al
ternative explanations for the studyls findings. Cook and campbe~l (1975) dis
cuss several thr~ats to internal validity. Reviewing onels models in 1 i ht f 
these th:eats may suggest alternative models which can also be tested Tgh 0 
threats Include: . e 

1) His~orl.' ~istory is a threat in which an observed effect between two 
variables IS due t? some other change which took place between the 
time the first variable was measured and the time the second variable 
was measured. 

2) Maturation. Maturation is a threat in which an observed effect is 
due to a~ !nterna1 ~hange in respondents. Examples include respon
de~ts galnlng.e~perlence and skills. If maturation is not itself the 
object of.emplrlca1 research~ the presence of such a change may lead 
to false Inference. 

3) Statist~ca1 regression. If respondents in a study were selected on 
the baSIs of extreme scores, those with high initial scores will 
score lower !ater, and those with low initial scores will score higher 
at a late: time. If thes~ scores measure the output, it would be 
false to Infer that the differential change resulted from a change in 
an explanatory variable since the change in the score would have oc
curred regardless of the presence or absence of the explanatory variable. 
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4) Selection and mortality. These threats occur when the kind of person 
selected for a program or the rate of people leaving a program dif
fers from the general population the program is supposed to serve. 

In addition to these threats to internal validity from changes not speci
fied in the model, there are other threats to internal val idity which result 
from an improper measurement of the variables in the models. 

c. Imp1 ications for the design of studies to test models. This chap
ter has painted a rather grim picture of the possibilities of testing process 
models without making false inferences. There are many ways to make false in
ferences from data. Simply conducting a study may not enable us to test a 
model adequately. We have purposely stressed the threats to research validity 
because of the optimistic acceptance most studies have received. One hears 
the phrase all too often, lithe data say that this relationship exists" or lithe 
data say that theory is wrong." Data in and of themselves never say anything. 
it is the models that we use to design and interpret data that enable a re
searcher to make assertions about real world relationships. 

Several precautions should be taken in designing research so that we can 
have confidence that the findings are valid. The first step is carefully de
scribing the process involved. While any model will be a simplification of 
the real world process, the model should be sufficiently complex to include 
the key inputs and transformations 1 ike1y to occur. One way to gain a pre
liminary sense of the validity of a model is to discuss a preliminary model 
with the participants in the process. If those fami1 iar with the process 
agree that a model is a relatively accurate representation of the process, the 
model can be said to have face validity. The absence of face validity does 
not automatically rule out further consideration of models. However, one 
should be hesitant to spend much time or money collecting data unless: 1) the 
model has face validity, or 2) the model is thought to identify underlying 
processes not immediately apparent. Usually only a we~l-developed deductive 
theory can provide the basis for this second kind of assurance. 

A second precaution is developing alternative models. These can be de
rived by reflecting on potential threats to internal validity statements made 
by opponents or proponents of recommended reforms of their (often implicit) 
models of the process under investigation. 

Another precaution is to select a research design tailored to the particu
lar model being studied. If many variables are thought to be interacting, the 
researcher will need to pick those which constitute the explanatory var'iab1es 
in a particular study. Once these are selected, the research also needs to iden
tify other variables operating and how they might be brought under oontrol 
through initial design or statistical analysis. By seeking multiple sites where 
key variables are known to be constant, control over some extraneous variables 
can be achieved in the initial design. Randomization of participants or sites 
is a means of reducing the possibility of still other processes operating in a 
systematic way to confound the analysis. However, more frequently, that al
ternative is not available to a designer of research related to police service 
production processes. Consequently, it will be necessary to measure key ex
traneous variables not controlled by design or randomization so that their im
pact can be assessed through statistical methods. After data are collected, 
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the researcher needs to explore whether there were changes occurring where data 
were collected which might account for any of the relationships. Finally, the 
researcher needs to select statistical techniques appropriate to the model and 
the data. 

If sufficient care is taken in the design of research, we can begin to 
eliminate alternative models and gain greater confidence in our understanding 
of police service production. Failure to test models is even riskier than 
making tentative false inferences in a program of continued testing and re
evaluation of models. 
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CHAPTER .j. THREATS TO THE QUALITY OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

Unstructured observation is not measurement. Measurement requires the 
systematic comparison of observations to a standard of measure. For example, 
we measure the length of a table by comparing it to a tape marked off in stan
dard units of distance. We use a clock which is set to a standard to measure 
time. Measuring tapes and clocks are examples of measurement instruments: 
They are devices which provide a standard of measure against which observations 
may be compared. When a police dispatcher punches a calls-for-service card in 
a time clock as he assigns a patrol officer to respond to that call, the dis
patcher is using the clock to measure the time of day at which the assignment 
was made. He records the measure on the card by triggering the printer on the 
time clock. Another dispatcher, using a clock set to the same standard of mea
sure should record the same time of day if she also measured the time of day 
at which the officer was assigned. The use of a measurement instrument per
mits different people to obtain the same reading when measuring a given obser-

vation. 

A pol ice dispatcher may also record the time at which an officer reports ar
rival at the scene of a problem and the time the officer reports completion of 
the assignment. Each of the times the dispatcher records is a simple measure. 
That is, each is a reading obtained by comparing an observation to a standard. 
We can construct complex measures from these simple measures. By subtracting 
time of assignment from time of arrival, for example, we can compute a mea-
sure of the time it takes an officer to respond to the dispatch and reach the 
scene of the problem. It is also important to note that time of arrival and 
time of assignment completion are measured differently from time of dispatch. 
The dispatcher himself does the dispatching so he observes directly the time 
of dispatch. He makes a direct measurement based on his own observation. But 
the dispatcher does not observe the officer1s arrival or completion of assign
ments. The dispatcher1s measurement of arrival and completion times is in
direct. The dispatcher measures the time at which the assigned officer reports 
arrival and the time at which the officer reports completion. Indirect measures 
are subject to more potential error than are direct measures because the per
son doing the measuring does not make the observation first hand. 

Most of our attention in this chapter will be devoted to issues of data 
collection and recording--to the validity and reliability of simple measures. 
The qual ity of complex measures rests on the quality of the simple measures 
from which they are constructed as .well as on the adequacy of the theory which 
specifies the relationships between the simple measures comprising the complex 

measures. 

Another issue considered in this chapter is the incorpoTation of values 
into measurement. Good performance measures are not simply reI iable and val id 
descriptions, they are also clearly stated assessments of the value of that 
which is described. Performance measures are subject to all the potential er
rors of any other measures, but they are also open to the misinterpretation of 
values attached to the descriptions they provide. 
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A. Reliability and Validity of Measures 

T~e qual ity of all measures can be assessed' The first question is whether the data h' h In terms of two basic questions. 
use of the standard of measure W ld w IC

h 
are recorded reflect consistent 

t' '- h . ou anot er compa r i so f th Ion LO t e same standa rd resu It i th ,n 0 e same observa-
question of reliability The nd e sa~e reading and record? This is a 
vides information about'what asecon q~estlon concerns whether a measure pro-
~nd standard of measure appropr~:~:a~c ~~ wants to know. Are the observation 
In? This is a question of val idit of e concept the researcher is interested 
reliable, Without reliability thY' ,or a measu~e to be valid, it must be 
itself is, so there can be no ~ rte~etls no certainty about what the measure 
the concept of interest to the ~ aln ~ ab(ut whether it accurately captures 
extremely reliable measure may n~~e~:~i~r Payne, 1973:58). However, even an 
to know about, In addition to l' b'l' ly measure what the researcher wants 
ence of the measure to a well_drfe . ladl Ity, validity depends upon the congru-

d I' e Ine concept. Although w k f . 
an unre lable measures and of val id ad" e SPea 0 reliable 
are rarely absolute Often in 0' 1 n ,Invalid measures, these attributes 
of two measures, neither of wh'lcshc~a sCflence we must choose the more reI iable 

IS per ect. 

1. ReI i ab iIi ty R l' b' 1 ' , When 0 ,'d e la I Ity Involves the reproducibility of the measure. 
ne IS concerne about establ' h' 1'" whether the measure taken is IS Ing re lability, one is concerned with 

of a prescribed standard for a sta~l~ description of some observation in terms 
(1979) puts it: describing that kind of observation. As Skogan 

The problem with unrel iabla measures is that the d t' 
us stabl~ readings: one measurement does not ag~eeOW~~h give 
~~o~~er, and repeated measures fluctuate over short periods 
truel~~~ng:~.~ (:~u~~6)~ may confuse unrel iable findings with 

!~reebsource~ of error can contribute to unreliable 
e.o servatlon, the person making the measurement 

ment: used (Ackoff and Emery, 1972:265). ' 

measures: the subject of 
and the measurement instru-

The sUbj:~t ~~a~~:~~:~i~~r~~saat~ri~~table to the subject of observation. 
reports the subject makes are th~ ~Sl. Ie ~ou~ce of measurement error whenever 
son responsible for making measur aSls 0 t e observation. Whenever the per
others, the reliability of th ements must rely on information provided by 
the reports provided by the o~hmeasures produ~ed depe~ds on the stabil ity of 
victims or witnesses for inform:~i~~r:~~~. S~nce pol Ice must often rely on 
of these indirect measures is dependent t ~~Imes,~nd ~ffenders, the quality 
they provide. Lapses in memory and Sh'f~~ e U~I ormlty of the information 
the same person providing d'ff ling motives can both contribute to 

, I erent accounts of an eve t D'ff . 
cept IOns, exper i ence ab iIi t tn. I erences In per-
tribute to different' personsYpr~v~~~alld,~~d personal motivation can all con
The person responsible for measur:n lng . I "erent accounts of the same event. 
incident, number of suspects locat~ crl~e may carefully record the type of 
of interest and may make tho~e reco~~~' ossd~ncurred, and,other observations 
measurement. This will produc I' abclcor lng_to prescribed standards of e a re la e set or measures for the report about 
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the crime. But even if the report is measured reliably, the crime itself may' 
be measured quite unre1iab1y unless the person who provided the report c~r
rect1y reported the circumstances of the incident. If the person ~eportln~ 
forgets to mention some of the people who were present or slan~s his descr~p
tion to favor his own case, re1 iab1e measures of that report will be unreliable 
measures of the incident the report is supposed to be about. 

b. Measurement errors attributable to the person making the measure
ment. Many routine police records have seri~us proble~s o~ unre1 iabi~it~ not 
only because citizens consciously or unconsciously modify paper reality . 
(Goffman, 1961), but because police officers as data recorders ar~ also ~otl
vated to alter the 'I'Iritten record (Clark, 1977:33). Some a1tera~lOn occurs. 
through failure to record what is supposed to be recorded. Manning (1977) Il
lustrates this with the following account: 

A man came into the station requesting that a car that had 
been left on his lot be investigated by the pol ice as pos
sible stolen property. He trie~ to hand the key to the 
locked car to the 'sergeant on duty. The sergeant refused it 
(policemen cannot accept gifts or property without a written 
reason or justification). He suggested to the lot owner 
that 'if the key were left, and if. they looked around later, 
it might be found and then they might try some car in the 
area to ascertain if any of them belonged to the key.' The 
lot attendant blinked, left the key, and walked out. A PC 
immediately sakI in a false tone of surprise: 'Hey, Sarg, 
someone left a car key on the counter! What should we do?' 
None of this was recorded (pp. 189, 190). 

Alteration occurs when police consciously decide to inflate or deflate measures 
while still pretending to subscribe to ~he presc~ibed standards.of ~easurement. 
Seidman and Couzens (1973) describe pressures which produced this kind of error 
in the measurement of reported crime in Washington, D.C. 

Unrel iabi1 ity may also be introduced by the person making measur~ments 
even when that person has no intention to do so. A dispatcher who simply for
gets to post some of the relevant information o~ a di:patch record.af~e~ts data 
re1iabi1 ity. Data recorded through interviews IS subJe~t to unre1 ~abl1lty due 
to interviewer errors such as forgetting to ask a question or marking down.an 
incorrect response. Even sub-t1e differences in how interviewers ask questions 
or in how they appear to respondents can affect the re1 iabi1ity 0: the ~ata 
they collect. Bailey et a1. (1978) found that differences among In~ervlewers 
conducting victimization surveys for the Census Bureau were ~esponslb1e :o~ 
some of the apparent differences in victimization rates in eight large cities. 

c. M~asurement errors attributable to the measurement instrument. 
Measl!rement instruments provide the standards against which observ~tions are. 
compared. If those stand~rds of measure are ambiguous, persons uSing them will 
be more likely to apply them inconsistently. Ambiguity of m~asu~ement.s~an
dards can arise in several ways. Lack of precision and clarity In defining 
categories is one source of ambiguity. For example, police dispatch record~ 
often indicate whet·her a problem police dealt with was "in progress!' or not, 
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but the meaning of "in progress" is generally left up to each person making 
out dispatch records. One person may designate any call in whi~h someone is 
injured and needs immediaTe> assistance as "in progress," while another may only 
refer to problems as "in progress" if the threat of further injury is present. 
Precise definitions of the categories to be used as standards of measure help 
preclude this sort of inconsistency and produce more reliable measures. 

The use of overlapping categories for measurement is,another source of 
unre1 iable measures. Even when categories are clearly defined, they may still 
encourage inconsistent measurement unless they are mutually exclusive. In 
many police departments, the categories "domestic disturbance" and "simp1e as
sau1t" are both in common use to measure types of problems police deal with. 
Frequently, however, they are defined so that they overlap: a "domestic dis
turbance" is any problem involving a dispute between members of the same fam
ily or household; a "simp1e assau1t" is any situation in which one person is 
physically injured by another's physical aggression. Inconsistent measurement 
occurs when there is no standard about how to code cases in which one person 
is physically injured by the physical aggression of another fain! Iy member. 
Some coders may find the relationship between the parties more important than 
the extent of the aggression, while others make the opposite emphasis. 

All measurement instruments need to be designed so that all who US0 them 
in gauging observations can consistently interpret the standards of measure 
they present. Measurement instruments which are to be used as guides to in
person interviews have a further requisite, however. They must be so designed 
that respondents who have had the similar experiences will provide similar re
sponses to the survey items. For example, the longer the time period refer
enced in a question, the greater the 1ike1 ihood that respondents will have 
different rates of recall about events during that period. Similarly, the more 
complicated the question, the greater the 1ike1 ihood that some respondents will 
be unable to understand it fully. Those designing interview schedules also 
need to be aware of the reliability problems created by 1ead.ing questions which 
suggest a "preferred" answer to respondents who may be particularly disposed to 
please the interviewer, and the problems created by threatening questions which 
may antagonize potentially hostile respondents. In short, interviewers can 
produce unre1 iab1e measures when the questions they ask are perceived differ
ently by different respondents or when respondents have different capacities 
to provide the requested information. 

2. Val idity. We have seen that measures which are not re1 iab1e cannot be 
trusted as accurate descriptions of the things of interest to us. But re1 i
ability is not enough. EVen measures which are reliable may be unsuitable: 
that is, they may fail to describe what we think they describe--they may not 
be valid measures. A val id measure is not only reliable, it is also a satis
factory representation of the concept it is said to measure. Thus a police de
partment might have a reliable count of the number of vehicles on its inventory, 
but few would accept that count as a val id measure of the department's reduc
tions in traffic accidents. In this example, the measure in question does not 
even have IIface validity." It does not seem reasonable to measure reduction of 
traffic accidents in terms of police vehicles on hand. If research were to 
demonstrate a strong and unvarying relationship between police vehicles and 
traffic accidents, we might come to accept the former as a proxy measure of the 
latter. But until we are convinced of that relationship, we are not likely to 
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~ccept a measure that seems on its f Ing to measure. ace so remote from the concept we are try-

Face validity is the easiest are will ing to accept a m test for a measure to fail U . easure as a reaso b1 d . . n1ess people 
Interested in, that measure will h . na e escrlption of what they are 
measures which initially h l' ave little currency. Too often, however 
c t d b aVe Itt1e face val id't ' ep e ecause of the authoritat' . I Y come to be popularly ac-
and th 1 Ive source which 'ISSU th . e genera pub1 ic have come t es em. Thus, the press 
valid measure of the occurren fO a7cept a count of reported crime as a 
~tat!stics (although gatheredC~y010~:;me'1~t least !n large part because the 

ashlngton by the Federal Bureau of I po ~ce ~gencles) are released from nVestlgatlOn. 

If we ex . 
(

amine more closely however, 
port UCR) is an inva1 id measur~ of the e wte canfsee that the Uniform Crime Re-
depend not only h x ent 0 crime Re t d . . . on t e occurrence of crime b t' 1 ' .. por e crime data 
crimes and pol Ice officers' checki d ,u a so on cltlzens

l 
reports of 

incr~ase in reported crime in the G~Ra~. recordin~ t~ose reports. Thus, an 
porting to pol ice or greater police reclg~~ we1: Indicate greater public re
rence of more crime. Indeed some re o~ Ingd~ reports rather than the occur
ported crime as an indicator'of im ce~ stu les of policing have used re
that (Cire1 et a1., 1977' SChneide~ro~;75)01ice performance by arguing just 
re~orted crime to rise while th ' .' ~n fact, it is conceivable for 
thiS co 1d h e occurrence 0- crim . d 1 u appen only until all' \ e IS ec ining, although 

crimes were reported and recorded. 

Another threat to the va1idit of 
ferences with 1a~ge differences. ~ow m:~~sures is the confusion of small dif-
f~re w~ 7an confidently conclude that thereo~ a change ne~ds to be observed be
o validity problem often arise. when as been a major change? This kind 
t~r of degree, but want to make>'conc1uw~ are observing changes that are a mat
kind. For example, Hudson (1977) rep s~ons about changes that are a matter of 
wh~re offenders with long and extensi~: ~.on a.restitution center in Minnesota 
qUI red to make restitution agreements w. Istor;es of property crimes were re
type of offender involved the 1 1 flth t~elr.recent victims. Given the 
c~nterls activity was qui~e sma1~ve 00 restitution activity covered by the 
tlOna1ization of the concept of .. ne ~ay ask whether this was a valid 0 -
restitution sufficient to c~nsti~~~tltutl~n. That is, was this one act of per a 
eSfab1ished pattern of non-restitut~o~ :~~o~ ~h~nge in behavior in view of the 
o~ y ~ narrow range of behavior we IC a preceded it1 When we observe 
f~~~~~44)s between behaviors at ~ithe~e~~dt~fb~hcareful a(bout making gross dis-. . e range see Cook and Camp be 11 , 

. Sometimes the way in wh'lch an hav f observation . lor.o. the persons being observed. SO' IS re~orded may change the be-
to validity as "reactivity II H h cla1 SCientists refer to this th t 
of study changes behavior ~hi1ee~:i t e ~erson whose behavior is the subie~~a 
recorded is not typical of the er nglo serve~ so that the behavior whi~h is 
trolled research settings th p son s behavior generally. In strictly con-
the p b ' e person recording d t . erson 0 served and usua 11 y h a a I s someone unre I:a ted to 
corder is trained to be as unobtr~:i~o power o~er that person. The data re
f~r measurement are not apparent to t~ as possible ~o that the standards used 
~ out expected behavior are communicat:dPerson who ;s observed. No clues 
IS a~sured to respondents to reduce thei to the subject of study. Anonymity 
can In any way affect them later. Consi~e~:~~e that wh~t is being recorded 

e effort IS made in controlled 
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research settings to reduce the level of reactivity of the observed person 
to the process of being observed. But even in such research settings, those 
observed tend to react to their observers and produce behaviors or reports of 
behavior that they think will please the observer (Weber and Cook, 1972; 

Rosenberg, 1969). 

In operating police departments it is almost impossible to create situa
tions in which the observed will not react to the process of data collection and 
thereby affect what is recorded. Typically the person recording the data has 
power over the person being observed. It is also impossible to provide anonym
ity because the usefulness of the information for police operations (as op
posed to performance measurement) depends on knowing the identity of the peo
ple involved. Suspects obviously have strong incentives to appear to be in
nocent in many situations in which they are guilty. Victims frequently have 
incentives to reduce their own possible complicity, to make their losses ap
pear greater than they were, or to shield certain offenders. Witnesses may 

share similar incentives. 

Measurement reactivity a1so occurs among police and creates validity prob
lems for measures of police activity. In an extensive study of the factors af
fecting police enforcement of traffic laws, Gardiner (1968) argues that inter
nal inGentivesystemswithin polica departments are t~e most important factor 
affecting the rate of tickets written. Gardiner illustrates how a police 
chief can greatly increase the number of tickets given by making officers 
aware that this aspect of their behavior is being measured. A chief in a 28-
officer department explained why tickets written by his department jumped from 
881 in one year to 3,605 the next: 

The Inspector's Office maintains a breakdown of daily records 
on all police personnel relative to their activities. These 
records, of Cou.rse, almost immediately put the finger on the 
llgold brick," or one who is not d0ing his job to full capacity. 
In this event, the officer in question is ordered into the in
spectorls office where comparative records are made available 
to him and efforts are made to determine reasons for the of
ficer's lack of initiative. If the conference does not produce 
the desired results, further and more severe disciplinary ac-
tion follows (pp. 160-161). 

In this case the chief apparently intends to chang~ officers ' behavior all the 
time they are on duty by keeping them under constant observation and letting 
them know the standards by which their behavior is to be measured. If the 
procedures for recording the number of tickets each officer writes produce 
rel iable measures, the department has a valid measure of tickets written. 
But if the chief is really interested in having officers issue more tickets in 
potentially hClzardous situations, the measure may not be valid. If the new 
policy encourages officers to issue tickets primarily for minor infractions 
which are not threats to safety while ignoring more serious violations, the 
chief's policy would be creating a paper record suggesting a crackdown on seri
ous violators while actual enforcement practices encompassed a much broader 
range. These are the kinds of reactivity problems that are most serious for 
they lead us to believe the opposite of what is occurring. 
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Given the complexity of the concepts involved in most process models re
lated to pol icing and the various problems of unrel iability and reactivity dis
cussed above, reliance on single indicators or even on a single model of data 
collection can be a serious threat to the validity of performance measures. 
Clark (1977) argues that a good rule of performance measurement is "to be-

. " ( ) I .. ware of one researcher, one method, or one Instrument p. 50. n a simi-
lar vein, Rivlin (1971) articulates a similar rule for development of perfor
mance measures in social action areas as "single measures of social service 
performance should be avoided" (p. 141). 

However, simply putting together a number of indicators into an arbitrary 
computed index does not solve the problem of val id measurement of complex con
cepts. It is quite possible to form an index that combines too many ditnen
sions and indicators. "The chief danger here," Etzioni and Lehman (1967) ar
gue, "is that in the pursuit of a single score, the internal variation among 
the dimensions that are covered by the index will be ignored" (p. 4). This is 
one of the key problems with the FBI crime index in which all seven offenses 
are given equal weight. One homicide equals one theft on the index, but few 
pol ice cor3tituencies would weight a homicide and a theft equally. 

Since it is not always possible, or even desirable, to combine several in
dicators into a single index, a useful strategy is to compare several indica
tors which purportedly measure the same concept to ascertain whether consistent 
patterns of relationships exist among the mUltiple measures. Where similar 
patterns are found, the validity of each of the potential measures is enhanced. 
However, where different patterns of relationships exist, the indicators are 
measuring different phenomena. At least one indicator is mOt a valid indicator 
of the concept being studied. 

Research staff members at the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission recently 
undertook an extremely insightful and important comparison of similar indica
tors derived from official crime statistics and from victimization surveys for 
the city of Chicago for the same time period (Block and Block, 1980). Depend
ing upon which data source they used, systematic differences existed in the 
answers found to two relevant policy questions. The first question they ex
amined is how many attempted noncommercial robberies were "successful"--that 
is, when property was actually taken. Drawing on victimiz~tion data, they' 
showed that no property was lost in one third of the incidents involving a po
tential noncommercial robbery. However, due to systematic citizen underreport
ing of attempted robberies and under-recording and unfounding by police, the 
proportion of incidents involving an unsuccessful robbery in official crime 
statistics was only 6 percent. Using official statistics, it appears that al
most all attempted robberies are completed, while use of victimization data 
provides contrary findings that at least one third are not completed. 

Block and Block also examined the question of the effect of victim resis
tance on the completion rate for noncommercial burglaries. When they used of
ficial statistics victim resistance made a small difference in whether an , . 
attempted robbery was completed. When assailants used a gun, resisting a pos-
sible robbery lessened the completion rate from 98 percent to 81 percent (see 
Table 8-la). Resisting decreased the chances of property loss from 97 percent 
to 75 percent when the robber did not use a gun. When Block and Block ana
lyzed the victimization data, they found an even more substantial difference 
in the robbery completion rate dependent upon victim resistance. When victims 
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reported tha~ t~ey did not resist an armed robber property was lost in 91 per
cent of the InCidents. However, when they reported resisting an armed robber 
the percentage of incidents that were completed fell to 49 percent (see Table' 
8-1 b) . 

TABLE 8-1. PERCENTAGE OF INCIDENTS IN WHICH ATTEMPTED ROBBERY WAS 
COMPLETED 

a. OFFICIAL CRIME DATA 

Did the victim resist? 
Yes No 

Was a 9~n used? 

Yes 81% 98% 
No 75 97 

---------------------~-------------------------------------------------------

Was a gun used? 

Yes 

No 

b. VICTIMIZATION SURVEY DATA 

Did the victim resist? 
Yes No 

49% 91% 

39 87 

SOURCE: Adapted from Richard Block and Carolyn Rebecca Block. Decisions 
and Data: The Transformation of Robbery Incidents into Official Robbery Sta
tistics (Chicago, Illinois: Illinois Law Enforcement Commission Statistical 
Analysis Center), 1980, p. 26. ' 

Findings such as this raise serious questions whether victimization data and 
official crime statistics are measuring the same concepts. 

B. Other Threats to the Quality of Performance Measures 

The quality of performance measures is subJect to other potential problems 
as well. Performance measures need to be reliable and valid in all of the 
senses we have discussed, but they must also meet additional tests. Perfor
mance measures ar7 not simply ~omparisons of observations to standards, they 
are valued comparisons. Certain categories of the standard of measure are 
preferre~ to ~ther categories. Performance measures not only tell us how one 
~bservatlon differs from another, they also tell us which observation is better. 
[-or performance measures to be used well, the assignment of v'alues must be 
clearly stated. We do not say that the assignment of values to the categories 
of the standard of measure must be correct. We bel ieve that there is room for 
h~n7st difference of opinion and for debate about what should be valued in po-
I ICing. But for performance measures to be most useful, the value preferences 
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on which they are based must be clearly stated. If values are only loosely 
tied to performance measures, confusion over the interpretation of the measures 
is likely. Two questions need to be answered in clarifying how values relate 
to standards of measure: 1) How do values correspond to categories of the 
standard of measure? and 2) Is the concept which is measured valued intrinsical
ly or is it valued because it is thought to be systematically related to some
thing else of value? 

How do values relate to standards? They often relate in complex ways. 
More is not always better. Up to a point, increasing the retention of employ
ees in a department may be valued. But at some point, no turnover in employ
ees may become stultifying and harmful. Nor does value necessarily change at 
the same rate as the thing being measured. It may be very important to in
crease the number of traffic stops per officer from say 5 a week to 20 a week. 
But it may be of little value to !ncrease the number of stops beyond that to 
say 35 per week. If performance measures are to be used to inform decisions 
about pol icing, it is essential that the people using the measures be clear 
about how the categories of the measure translate into values. 

Those using performance measures also need to know whether they value some
thing for itself, a,s inherently valuable, or whether they value that thing be
cause of its relation to something else of value. To return to an earlier ex
ample, does the chief value traffic tickets .for themselves or does he value 
traffic tickets because he expects an increase in tickets to lead to a de
crease in traffic accidents? The use of measures to improve policy making de
pends on knowing the answer to this question. If tickets are valued intrin
sically, then in terms of the chief1s values the department is doing better 
by issuing more of them. If tickets are valued as a means of reducing acci
dents, then the chief needs some understanding of the relationship of tickets 
to accidents so that he can make best use of increases in ticketing. Is there 
some point beyond which tickets do not contribute substantially to reducing 
accidents? Are tickets issued for certain kinds of infractions or at certain 
times or places more productive of accident reduction than other kinds of 
tickets? 

Finally, it is important to remember that there are many constituencies 
for pol ice and a variety of values for policing. A performance measure which 
is quite satisfactory to one constituency may concern an aspect of pol icing 
which is not of interest to other constituents. Furthermore, two different con
stituents could make quite different performance measures out of the same mea
sure. Thus a merchants I association along a busy street might view the number 
of parking tickets issued there as an indicator of the level of police insen
sitivity and harrassment, while the commuters who regularly use the street for 
getting to work might view the number of parking tickets issued as an indica
tion of police efforts to improve traffic flow. 

Performance measures add subjective assessments of value to the intersub
jective assessments of reI iability and validity by which all measures need to 
be tested. The quality of any measure depends on the consistent application of 
the appropriate standard of measure. Complex measures require not only valid 
and reI iable simple measures, but also valid theories about how those simple 
measures relate to each other to form the complex measure. A performance mea
sure must meet all of these requirements to provide data which all observers 
can recognize as being an accurate description. In addition, a performance 
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measure needs to state clearly the worth h " 
to the categories of the measurement stanJ edconstltuent of policing attaches 
must assure confidence in their descri t" a~. Good ~erformance measures 
preferences they represent. p lon~ and provide clarity about the 
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CHAPTER 9. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING POLICE PERFORMANCE 

An evaluation of police performance is an attempt to answer a question, 
or a set of questions, about some aspect of police service production. The 
potential set of questions which constituents can ask is large. These ques
tions can be grouped according to several categories of evaluation criteria. 
When a constituency wants to know how well police are accompl ishing one or 
more objectives, it is asking about "effectiveness." "Efficienci ' concerns 
refer to constituents ' questions about the relationship between resources uti
lized and results obtained. "Equiti' concerns involve the fairness of distri
bution of services or results to different groups or individuals. "Accountabtl
iti' questions relate whether officials have been legally and fiscally respon
sible for their decisions and activities. Many other questions are asked about 
pol ice performance. However, we will confine our discussion of evaluative cri
teria to these four broad categories: effectiveness, efficiency, equity, and 
accountabil ity. 

Any of the above criteria may be of interest to any police constituency. 
However, the specific concerns grouped under each criterion tend to vary de
pending upon who is evaluating police performance. For example, the partic
ular equity concerns of a constituency may involve the distribution of inputs 
(for example, whether the same amount of money is spent in each neighborhood), 
the distribution of activities (for example, whether all neighborhoods are 
patrolled with the same frequency), or the distribution of results (for ex
ample, whether all neighborhoods have equal levels of crime). What is con
sidered equitable depends on the values of the constituency. Some constitu
encies think that police services should be greater in poor neighborhoods where 
crime rates are the highest. Others think services should be distributed ac
cording to who pays for them with wealthier areas getting more service. 

A. What is Being Evaluated 

Inputs are resources used in a production process. Inputs include the 
number and types of employees, the physical plant, the supplies, and materials 
used by police agencies. Activities are the processes which transform these 
inputs. In the delivery of police services, activities include patroll ing, 
investigating cases, talking with juveniles, responding to calls for services, 
meeting with citizens, making out reports, processing evidence, etc. Outputs 
are the direct results of these activities. An arrest is the output of specif
ic investigating activities: questioning witnesses and suspects, examining the 
crime scene, locating the suspect, and so on. A case report is an output of a 
number of investigatory activities. 

Evaluation of the performance of publ ic agencies requires more than anal
ysis of their outputs. Some police outputs may have little impact on the citi
zens who are supposed to benefit from them. Other outputs may even make 
things worse rather than better. In the private sector, a firm that produced 
outputs of 1 ittle value (or of negative value) to consumers would not survive. 
But, in the public sector, agencies producing outputs with little or even 
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negative impact on the public can survive. The consequences of outputs--we 
call them olltcomes--must also be used to evaluate public organizations. 

An illustration will point out the difference between police services and 
goods in the private market. A.brickworks makes bricks. Bricks are its out
pu ts. I ts success is determ i ned by how well the br i cks se 11. The use con
sumers make of the bricks is irrelevant in evaluating the organization of the 
brickworks. Police make arrests and traffic stops. But those arrests and 
traffic stops have value only to the extent that they produce other conse
quences: reducing criminal activity, increasing citizens ' feelings of safety 
and well being, and reducing traffic accidents, for example. Arrests which 
do not result in publicly desired outcomes may, in fact, produce negative aoti
vities and outlooks among members of the community being policed. Similarly, 
traffic stops which are not related to traffic hazards do not improve safety, 
but may instead lead to increased citizen frustration with and hostility to
ward pol ice. 

Outcomes may be divided into two types: objective and subjective. "Ob
jective outcomes" may be defined as the impact of the outputs of public agen
cies upon general community conditions. For example, a decrease in a com
munity's crime rate could be an objective outcome of police crime-solving 
activities and arrests. It is important to note, however, that the outputs 
of pol ice agencies are not the only factors affecting objective outcomes. 
Socioeconomic conditions, such as unemployment rates and age distrtbutions, 
are also likely to have impact on crime rates. Other publ ic agencies simul
taneously influence objective community conditions. The failure of a labor 
department to locate jobs for large numbers of unemployed individuals may also 
have impact upon crime rates in the community. School systems that are quick 
to suspend students may be adding to the pool of potential criminals on the 
street. Objective outcomes, then, result from many factors, only some of 
which are the outputs of a given publ ic agency. This makes assessment of the 
unique impact of police outputs on objecti.ve community conditions quite dif
ficult and is one reason models of police service production are so important 
for performance measurement. 

In addition to affecting general community conditions, outputs of public 
agencies may have a psychological impact upon citizens. We refer to these as 
"subjective outcomes." Subjective outcomes of policing include the perceptions 
and evaluations of public agencies, police outputs, and the objective outcomes 
by individual citizens in the community. For example, the arrest rate of a 
police department may affect citizen perception of safety and/ol- citizen evalu
ation of police performance. 

B. A Variety of Evaluative Criteria 

Effectiveness, efficiency, and equity have been the subject of many ex
tended essays and books. We do not intend to provide the definitive statement 
about any of the four evaluative criteria we discuss~ In fact, our major con
tention is that these terms are used ih many different ways by different con
stituencies at different points in time. It is futile to try to resolve defini
tional issues about such important but conflict-ridden questions as, for examp
le, how to define and measure. equity by urging adoption of a single meaning 
for the term. For each of the four types of evaluative criteria, we plan to 
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discuss the general questions about police processes addressed when constitu
encies use this type of criterion to evaluate police performance. We will try 
to help police administrators and others understand how different individuals 
might not agree on whether a particular police program was efficient or equi
table. Disagreements frequently result from different frames of reference used 
by different participants. The specific definition of an evaluative criterion 
being used by individiuals may also differ. Furthe~ programs evaluated posi
tively using one criteria will most frequently be evaluated less positively 
using others. 

Sincere people can disagree about the criteria they use to judge police per
formance. Given the wide variety of values for police service, only conflict 
and rancor can result from any attempt to impose a single summative measure of 
performance. Departments are more or less effective in meeting the specific 
expectations of specific groups for specific programs. Efficiency in one ser
vice might be inefficiency in another. Programs that are equitable in the dis
tribution of police activities may be inequitable in their impacts on various 
parts of a community. Instead of developing a specific set of measures of po
lice performance to be applied comprehensively to entire departments, those 
interested in police performance should ask much more detailed questions about 
police processes and their results. 

1. Effectiveness. Effectiveness concerns involve how well outputs or out
comes match goals. "Analysis of effectiveness requires identification of goals 
and measurement of outcomes to determine how well goals have been achieved" 
(Poland, 1974:335). The most frequently used definition of effectiveness in 
the current evaluation research literature is a measure of how well an organiza
tion meets its own stated goals. Because police departments are responsible 
to a variety of constituents, the focus on organization goals is too limiting. 
If all constituents of a police organization agree upon goals--an unlikely situ
ation--then it is easy to define effectiveness in a satisfactory manner for all 
constituents. However, the more normal state of affairs is disagreement rather, 
than consensus on the goals to be achieved for police, as for most other organi
zations. 

After reviewing the extensive body of literature on a variety of organiza
tions. Hrebiniak (1978) concludes that the term effectiveness is used in many 
ways because of the variety of goals people have for organizations: liThe prob
lems in the literature merely reflect the situation in the real world--one in 
which organizations themselves show a great propensity to redefine and change 
the indicators of effectiveness to suit the demands made of them" (p. 303). 
Hrebiniak suggests that researchers and managers think of the term effective
nesses rather than effectiveness. ,The plural term, effectivenesses, "serves 
notice that a unique decision regarding overall organizational effectiveness 
may never be attainable"(p. 321). A single summary score for effectiveness 
would depend upon the weights given to separate assessments of the organizations 
by different organizational publics. Agreement on weights is no more 1ikely 
than agreement on goals. The plural terms "effectivenesses" recognizes this 
diversity: 
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the impression of an organization constantly being evaluated 
on a number of fronts, by a number of different publics. 
The outcome (or outcomes) of the many-sided process depends 
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upon the ability of the organization and its various refer
ence groups to make and back demands (Hrebiniak, 1978:320-321). 

No single set of effectiveness measures is appropriate for every police de~ 
partment to use. Concern for effectiveness is interest in how well a division, 
program, or the entire department is accomplishing some activity, output, or 
outcome of interest to some constituent. Any particular pol ice department will 
want to develop effectiveness measures related to particular ongoing programs 
of interest to its constituents. It is indeed important for an individual po
lice agency to know how well it is doing with the programs it is self-con
sciously attempting to develop and improve. But other constituents of a police 
department may also be interested in measuring the effectiveness of a program 
or department in terms of values primarily of interest to that constituency. 

Conflict among goals is endemic to the entire process of policing. Conse
quently, it is to be expected that every department will find it is effective 
in achieving some goals and not effective in achieving others. Departments 
may even find that they are rated as being mor~~ffective at achieving some 
goals for external constituents than they are at achieving goals that have been 
developed through internal decision-making processes. It simply does not make 
sense to talk about whether a police department is effective overall. It only 
makes sense to address specific questions about whether a police department is 
effective in doing a particular task or producing a particular output or out
come. 

Responsiveness is frequently considered as a separate evaluative criterion. 
Because responsiveness is concerned primarily with the satisfaction of con
sumer goals for policing, we wi~l consider it as a particular sort of effective
ness measure. Responsiveness concerns involve assessing how effective a po-
l ice department or program satisfies the preferences of the citizens it is 
serving. Like all measures of effectiveness, responsiveness measures assess 
congruence between some preferred state of affairs and program accompl ishments. 

2. Efficiency. Constituents concerned about efficiency want to minimize 
the inputs required to produce the desired output. Like effectiveness, effi
ciency is a general category of constituent concern and refers to many specif
ic police operations. In order to make an overall efficiency assessment, all 
results would need to be evaluated on a single scale of value. As we argued 
above, this would require agreement on the relative value of each police out
put. Such agreement is very unusual. If such a summation of results wer,e 
feasible, pol ice chiefs ' decisions about how to allocate resources eff~ciently 
would be much simpler. Under those conditions, pol ice chiefs could simply com
pare the total expected benefits from different ways of using inputs and select 
those uses which produce the highest benefit levels. However, there is no 
general agreement on the value of various pol ice outputs so it is not possible 
to add together the diverse benefits of policing. Consequently, police chiefs 
and local government managers must evaluate the efficiency of separate pro
grams without being able to obtain one overall measure. 

When one is examining specific programs within police departments, it is 
sometimes possible to make val id efficiency conclusions even when inputs and 
outputs are not converted to some single unit of value. By comparing the 
amount of the inputs used and the amount of outputs produced, efficiency 
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conclusions can be reached in two of the four possible types of cases illus
trated in Figure 9-1. Whenever more outputs are produced for the same (or 
less) input, one program is more efficient than another. Converse~y~ ~hen 
outputs are equal, the program with the lesser input is the more ef~I:lent. 
However whenever it takes more inputs to produce more outputs, efficiency 
conclusions are indeterminant unless some uniform value can be computed for 
both inputs and outputs (see Simon, 1945:179). 

FIGURE 9-1. EFFICIENCY CONCLUSIONS FOR SPECIFIC POLICE PROGRAMS WHERE 
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS ARE NOT MEASURED IN THE SAME UNIT OF VALUE 

Relationships between Inputs and 
Outputs for Program A and Program B 

1. Inputs into Program A are 
less than the inputs into 
Program B and the outputs 
of Program A are greater 
than or equal to the 
outputs of Program B 

II. Inputs into Program A are 
greater than the inputs 
into Program B and the 
outputs from Program A are 
less than or equal to the 
outputs from Program B 

I I I. Inputs into Program A are 
less than the inputs into 
Program B and the outputs 
of Program A are less than 
the outputs of Program B 

I V. Inputs into Program A are 
greater than the inputs 
into Program B and the 
outputs of Program A are 
greater than the outputs 
of Program B 

Efficiency Conclusions 

Program A is more 
eff i c i ent than 
Program B 

Program A is less 
efficient than 
Program B 

Indeterminant 

Indeterminant 

An efficiency evaluation of even a particular program challenges the. 
evaluator to consider several assumptions about. inputs a~d outputs: .Conslder 
the common situation of justifying a special unit according to effl:17n: y 
standards. Suppose that a department forms a traffic enforcement.dlvlslon 
and hires additional officers to staff it or fill vacanci 7s left In oth7r 
divisions. The chief claims that he needs more people to Increase traffic safe
ty and that a special division will be more efficient because it.wi11 be ~e
voted exclusively to traffic enforcement. After two years the Clt~ co~ncl1 asks 
the chief to justify the program. Has this program produced benefit: In excess 
of its costs and if so how much? A chief disposed to conduct a fair assess
ment of the ~rogramls efficiency will find the task difficult. 
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First, estimating the cost of program input is not as easy as it seems, 
despite sophisticated budgeting techniques available to some departments. Ex
penditures for salaries, benefits, training, equipment, and capital outlay for 
the traffic squad during the two years may not exhaust the costs incurred by 
the progrdm. For example, the creation of a specialized unit may create mo
rale problems among officers who did not receive their preferred work assign
ments. This may affect other, nontraffic aspects of pol ice performance in the 
patrol division. The creation of a new traffic division may require that high
ranking staff spend more of their time coordinating its operations with other 
divisions ' operations. Some costs do not appear at the time of program im
plementation or during the evaluation period but appear later. The large in
flux of patrol-rank officers at one time may create management difficulties 
several years hence when many of them become eligible for promotion. The 
department, unable to promote all of its acceptable candidates, may lose nany 
good officers to other departments offering better opportunities for advance
ment. The heavy investment in training and screening officers must be amor
tized over a shorter time period in these instances. These less apparent 
and immediate costs may seem too insubstantial, unpredictable, or intangible 
to warrant the eva1uator ' s attention, yet they can provide real difficulties 
in managing service delivery. 

Estimating the financial value of benefits for the traffic enforcement 
program is even more difficult than estimating the dollar costs of its inputs. 
Not only must the evaluator estimate the dollar value of traffic safety, he 
must first estimate how much of that safety is due to the traffic enforcement 
divisionis activities. The latter requirement calls for modeling the process 
which presumably transforms pol ice personnel into traffic safety. The chief's 
model 1 inks a series of hypotheses: special izing traffic enforcement produces 
more officer activity (stops, warnings, citations, surveillance); these of
ficer activities affect the way people drive, and in sorne cases, who is per
mitted to drive; changes in drivers ' behavior-~other conditions being the same 
--result in fewer and less severe traffic accidents (see 0,\-1. Wilson, 1963:353). 
We have little information on the validity of this model (Gardiner, 1969:159), 
and we certainly do not have accurate estimates of the parameters of the model, 
meaning that we cannot predict reliably the number and severity of traffic ac
cidents that a given level or style of enforcement will produce. Estimating 
the effects of enforcement are particularly difficult when other potential 
factors not influenced by enforcement levels are subject ta ehange; the 
weather, street and automobile design, the availability of fuel, pub1 ic edu
cation programs, and patterns of street use. Further, the practices of other 
patrol officers, which might be affected by the traffic divisionis operations, 
must also be taken into account. 

Even if the evaluator were comfortable with a model of the special unit's 
contribution to traffic safety, how should he express the benefit of that con
tribution in dollar units? For one thing, he must decide on the beneficiaries. 
Are beneficiaries only those who are stopped by police? Do those who frequent 
a street derive more benefit from traffic safety there than those who do not 
frequent it? Is more benefit derived from preventing an accident on a wel1-
traveled street than on a less traveled one? Should benefits include the pub
lic monies that would have been spent on handling traffic accidents which were 
prevented by the enforcement program? Once the scope of benefits is decided 
the evaluator must translate prevented damage into dollar terms. Actuaries do 
this for insurance companies, but the figures they provide are not necessarily 
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appropriate for measuring the performance of law enforcement 
one 1 imit the calculation of dama es . agencies. Does 
does one include the loss of g. to the m~d~cal expenses incurred, or 
lar value of death estimated?ec~~omlc productivity of victims? How is the dol-
travelers, should one attemp~ to e:~f~:t:t~~:t~oPlrlaOdrUce_ less anxiety among 

va'ue of that as well? 
The purpose of posing all of these ue' . 

is to illustrate the complexity of a lqinstl~~~ ~n the traffic safety example 
terion even to specific polic PP y g e IClency as a performance cr:
dards to pol ice pol icies and peraprot~rams'f Attempts to apply efficiency stan-

h c Ices 0 ten look dec pt' 1 . 1 t ey are based upon a string of u dl" 1 . . e Ive y simp e because 
plicit. Making assumptions expl i~.;r ylng ~fsumptlons that are not made ex-
els into question It nr' al-o' I may cda. the adequacy of Underlying mod-

• • Of::> encourage Isagreement b t h 1 signed to inputs and outputs I . a ou t e va ues as-
away from the issues at the ~eryg~~:~~90~h~~e ~:sumptions may direct discussion 
sessments of efficiency are expJ fcit b e Isag~eement. More useful as-
standards. a out alternative models and valuation 

the ~~neiT~~t~f P~I~~~~~i:~:n!i~~~~~~~:~.Wi~~i~~uity directs attention to how 
exist, they all share the' '" many definitions of equity 
should receive services ac~~~~~n t~at Indlvl~ual~ or groups of individuals 
The notion f . ng 0 some criterion of fair distribution. 
fied rule I~ c~~~~~~r~~t:~;S~c~f d~st~ibut!on acco~ding to a previously speci
identify five equity criteria ,ceP

h of e~~lty. Whitaker and Mastrofski (1976) 
, eac 0 w Ich represents an ideal type: 

1 ) 

2) 

4) 

5) 

The ~ni~ersal criterion of equity is an 
:pe:I~Ylng that a publ ic service should 
Individuals or groups. 

unconditional standard 
be the same for all 

Th~l ~tatus criterion directs attention to distribution of 
pu . IC ~esour:es according to standing in the communit 
Equity IS achieved under this criterion when those in y. h 

~~:~u~h~;t:~~r~b~~~:~v~ow~~~vf~:: are entitled to and ;~~vide 
The contract criterion of 't' b 
of how people relate to ea~~U~t~e~s ~sedlupon the ~arket model 
ceive according to their ability a~d w~~~i~g~~:se~~I~~;~ to re-

The de~a~d criterion, like the contract criterion . 
~~o:hcltlz~n-consumers to determine what is to be'd~:~~~~uted 
. . om., c: re ,. how~ver~ patterns of requests for service 
Justify thelF dlstrtbutfon; ability and w'IJ' s 
are not relevant. Those who ask r . I Ingness to pay 

The need criterion sa,: J::hat 
be provided to all. Equity 
between existing conditions 
dard. 

, ecelve. 

a basic level of service should 
here involves closing the gap 
and an externally determined stan-

Because of our lack of kId b 
can best produce them, consi~~;a~l~e a out out:omes of ~olicing and how police 

attention IS now paid to t'he distribution 
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of pol ice inputs. Many police constituencies are interested in the distribu
tion of patrol units within police jurisdictions. Those who advocate a uni
versal standard urge that the ratio of patrol units to residents be equal 
across all neighborhoods. Those who utilize the demand criterion would dis
tribute patrol units according to the volume of calls received from each neigh
borhood. Those who are most concerned about distribution according to need 
might distribute patrol units according to the severity of crime in different 
neighborhoods. 

A focus on activities rather than inputs leads to somewhat different equity 
questions: Should all citizens in a jurisdiction expect to have police re
spond to them with equal speed? Should police response be determined by the 
severity of the incident? If one focuses on what the officers do after they 
arriv~, the questions turn to whether people get the same type of response in 
equ~d'i difficult cases, Is the level of courtesy shown and type of help of
fered the same for black as well as white citizens of the same jurisdiction, 
etc.? 

Questions concerning equity of police outcomes include whether all citizens 
in a, jurisdiction should have an equal likelihood of being victimized. Or, 
should the loss from crime be distributed in such a fashion that those who can 
afford a higher loss also experience a higher probability of loss? While few 
empirical studies of output equity have been conducted, Philip Coulter (1979) 
provides a study of output equity of pol ice service delivery in Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama. He has. developed a statistical procedure for computing a Coefficient 
~f Service Inequality which could be adapted to apply to any of the five cri-
teria discussed above. (See also,Bloch, 1974; Lineberry, 1977.) 

Efforts to distribute inputs, activities, or objective outcomes according 
to some external standard do not address the question of whether the distribu
tion pattern provided any particular neighborhood is responsive to the prefer
ences of the citizens of that neighborhood. Those interested in equal izing the 
level of citizen satisfaction with police services across neighborhoods would 
argue for different combinations of services to different neighborhoods de
pending upon the type of service demands of most importance to the neighborhood. 
The inputs, activities, and outcomes of importance to firms located in a cen
tral business district are usually quite different from many of the inputs, 
activities, and outcomes of importance to people in a densely-populated, poor 
residential neighborhood. To gain equality of subjective outcomes (or equal 
satisfaction with local police) may require quite different mixtures of inputs 
and activities in different neighborhoods. 

4. Accountabil..L!Y. When a constituency is inquiring about accountability, 
the focus of the questions is on whether inputs are used for proper purposes 
and whether activities are authorized and conducted by proper authorities. 
Officials responsible for public funds are normally required to take only those 
actions which are formally authorized and to maintain accurate records of the 
actions and expenditures made so that these records can be reviewed by external, 
independent agents. Examining the actions of publtc officials in terms of their 
legal or fiscal conformance is so traditional and common that accountability 
in its various forms is often overlooked in discussions of evaluative criteria 
(but see Greer et al., 1978; and Sze and Hopps, 1978). Holding public officials 
accountable for their actions is so much a part of the functioning of a 
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democratic system that systematic review of both fiscal and legal compl iance 
are built into the normal processes of local, state, and national government. 
A major focus of these review processes is usually on individual cases rather 
than general patterns of performance, however. 

When examining the question of fiscal accountabil ity, auditors review spe
cific expenditures made by the public agency. They may also inquire as to 
whether the amount expended for any particular input was appropriate. The 
methods of determining fiscal accountability have been more finely developed 
than most other evaluation methods. Bookkeeping procedures used for many 
police agencies conform to standards developed in part to faciiitate auditing. 

Another sort of accountabil ity assessment is the examination of the spe
cific actions taken by public officials. This is particularly important in 
examining how police treat citizens. Since police are authorized to use force 
against private citizens in the appropriate circumstances, it is particularly 
important to many constituents that police actions be within the law. The con
cept of due process is related to the questions. of whether the actions of publ ic 
officials at each stage in the processing of criminal charges against an in
dividual is properly within the scope of authorized actions. Police are ex
pected not only to refrain from the use of unnecessary force against citiz~ns, 
but also to insure that fundamental constitutional rights of citizens are ob
served. In examining legal accountability, courts examine not only what an 
officer did, or did not do, to a citizen, but al50 the content in which the 
actions were t,,'r.en. 

C. Measuring Performance by Type of Criterion 

Measuring performance so that numerous evaluative criteria may be applied 
requires considerable planning. Each type of criterion presents special de
sign problems for the analyst. Failure to account for these needs in instru
ment design will probably produce inadequate data. 

Effectiveness measures typically focus on outputs and outcomes, although 
analysts sometimes define effectiveness in terms of inputs (e.g., number of 
patrol officers on the street) and activities (making arrest~ 

The problem is more compl icated for measures of efficiency. Not only must 
the analyst have data on outp~ts and outcomes, but he must also have data which 
1 ink these outputs/outcomes to the inputs or costs of producing them. This is 
not always easy to do, because any given police officer or unit often performs 
more than one function, and diverse units share the same function. For ex
ample, patrol officers typically work traffic, respond to non-crime requests 
for services, and serve warrants in addition to patrolling for criminal viola
tions. Thus, only a small proportion of a patrol officer's workday may be 
spent actually working on crime cases. Any attempt to assess the crime-fighting 
efficiency of the patrol division (for example, arrests per officer) should 
thus take into account that only a fraction of the division's time is given to 
activities specifically designed to increase arrests. If the department's ar
rest efficiency is being assessed, it is necessary to include the inputs and 
outputs of a variety of units besides the patrol division (e.g., the detective 
division, vice squad, juvenile bureau, etc.). Some inputs are particularly 
difficult to "cost ouL" How should a response to a domestic disturbance call 
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be classified? is arrest as appropriate a disposition in this kind of case 
as in, say, a burglary complaint? 

Measurement of equity inherently requires some cross-sectional comparison 
of people, neighborhoods, beats, businesses, or some other grouping of cases. 
The analyst must first decide what the important distributional unit is and 
then decide how to distinguish among these various units. Many departments 
routinely collect data on predesignated administrative units, such as beats, 
or precincts. Sometimes, however, departments need to compare the del ivery 
of services according to distinctions that are not routinely made. For ex
ample, a center city that has substantial commuter traffic may wish to esti
mate the distribution of its services between residents and nonresidents. Un
less information about who receives police services is routinely collected and 
stored in an easily retrievable fashion, the department will be unable to 
make this analysis. 

To evaluate the responsiveness of a program, policy, or set of police ac
tivities, it is necessary to decide what is desired by the relevant constitu
ency. Sometimes police departments examine constituents' requests for police 
service that are received through routine channels (~., calls for service, 
complaints about police service) to assay community priorities. These are 
limited in their ability to distinguish among citizens' preferences for com
peting priorities, leaving most of that to conjecture by pol ice. Survey re
search is now used more frequently to determine what the public wants from 
their pol ice. Surveys permit the analyst to get answers to more specific, com
plex questions, but a host of methodological campI ications accompany survey ad
ministration and interpretation. Police administrators frequently rely upon 
less bureaucratic or "scientific" ways of assessing public priorities. As 
Chapter 3 points out, local elected officials express their feel ings about what 
their constituents waht. Likewise, the occurrence of an unusual event, such 
as a demonstration or widespread media criticism can be taken as an indicator 
of constituents' preferences. 

D. I ncons i stenc i es Among Compet i ng Va 1 LIes 

Even the same constituency may hold inconsistent values for police perfor
mance. These value conflicts require people to choose among their own values. 
They are not easy choices. For example, an effort to increase effectiveness 
may have the effect of decreasing efficiency and vice verSq, 

A program might be highly effective in achieving its goal ... 
but be inefficient in that it employs inordinate amounts of 
resources to achieve its results. A second program might 
be minimally effective in attaining goals, but use limited 
resources very efficiently. It is not clear which program 
is preferable in budgeting resources (Poland, 1974:336). 

As James Q. Wilson (1975b) has pointed out, the rules of equity and effi
ciency are also often in conflict. If a police chief follows a crime minimiza
tion rule, he would "al'locate patrolmen so that the last one assigned would 
deter an equal amount of crime no matter where in the city he was placed" (p.62). 
Application of this criterion would lead to the lowest total amount of crime 
within a jurisdiction. However, because the 11deterrence value of a patrolman 
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~~~!;~lIb~J!~~:~: ~~:~~~or~~~~:6~)me ~~i~~~or~?o~sfWOlulld have r~ore crime than 
str t h ld ' .. c Ie 0 ows a crime equalization 

.a.egy, e wou allocate patrolmen so that all citizens h d 1 
ablll~y of beir.g victimized. If successful this might leav: a a~. e~ua lprof
of crime in the jurisdiction as a whole bec~use resources would n l9d er eve 
ce~trated i~ the most crime-prone neighborhoods lito drive down th~:e ;~t~: con
whl!e allo~l~g the rates in relative crime-free areas to rise. In short the 
~~!:~e a~mlnlstrator.:.must make decisions about equity as well as about'ef-

ncy (James Q. Wilson, 1975b:62;see also Thurow, 1970:76; and Shoup, 1964). 

deci:;!n~O!~~~ ~:~~g~~Sm~~:dt~~~u;~~~d ~~~~rJ~~gf~~q~~:tv~~~essit~ of maki~g 
better, while according to another it is worse e per ormance IS 
P?l !ce per;or~ance will reduce the difficultie~ in~~I~:Jh~~O~~~rn:o~o:~~s~:~ng 
Clslons. n act, the more explicit, careful, and comprehensive the erformance 
measurem?nt program, the more obvious some of the trade-offs will be p At 1 t 
some resistance to performance measurement probably comes from a rel~c eas. 

~~~~~;l~~~ea~~~a~~~s~~~~~~es o~.thhese tOU9h decisions. More informed J:~~:i~~ 
f e a Ig er personal cost for those making th P 
d~~~~~c~h:e~~~;~:~~~ys~:tembsl ~hodul d. n?t be t~ought of as pa in 1 ess ways e~f re~r-

pu IC eClslon making. 
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CHAPTER 10. THE FUTURE OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

Three major problems confront those who seek to measure pol ice agency 
performance. A brief review of these will prepare us for a oiscussion of our 
suggestions for improving pol ice performance measurement programs. The 
first problem involves the variety of purposes people expect police to serve. 
Pol ice agencies in the United States have many legitimate constituencies. 
Each includes people with different expectations of police performance. Fur
thermore, the interplay of values about what police should accompl ish and how 
they should act is continuous. Not only do people disagree about what they 
want police to do, but they also often have expectations about police accom-
pI ishments that are unreal istic and inconsistent. For these reasons and be
cause social conditions are always changing, consensus about police priorities 
is rarely attained. Performance measures are therefore political. Decisions 
about polici~g often involve competition OVer scarce resources or conflict 
over desired results. When people with different values interact in making 
decisions about police agencies, they use performance measures which reflect 
their own values. The choice of what to measure and the interpretations of data 
are influenced by the priorities of those who use the measures. Any set of 
performance standards will be subject to criticism from those whose interests 
are not sufficiently represented. The same data may indicate good perfor
mance to some constituents and poor performance to others. The lack of con
sensus about police performance measures does not preclude performance mea
surement, but it does suggest that we should not look to performance measure
ment programs for definitive answers about how well an agency is doing. Lack 
of consensus about what pol ice should do inhibits certain uses of performance 
measurement, but encourages other uses. 

A second problem is that little is known about the processes that trar)s
form police resources into valued products of policing. Studies of how po
lice identify suspected offenders, of how various patterns of patrol officer 
allocation and assignment affect services, and of how to train officers to 
avoid violence have begun to increase our knowledge of some aspects of po
licing. Much remains to be learned about even the most studied of these ser
vice-production processes, however. Any use of performance measurement will 
necessarily be 1 imited by what we know about the relevant processes. 

A third issue conCerns the reliability and val idity of measures of what 
police do and of the presumed conseq~ences of police activities. Many of the 
observations about pol icing which are currently recorded as data are made 
hapazardly,are organized into poorly defined categories, or are otherwise un
reI iable. A special problem with the reliability of many pol ice data is that 
the person responsible for observing and/or recording them also has a direct 
stake in what the record shows. Such a person may be tempted to record a 
personally favorable score rather than the observed score. EVen data which 
reliably reflect a set of observations may not produce val id measures of what 
they are thought to measure. Many social phenomena are difficult to measure 
directly. The data we collect may sometimes reflect only vaguely the real ity 
we are trying to measure. 
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Each of these problems--lack of consensus for policing, lack of theor~ 
about policing and lack of valid data on policing--should be confronted In 
planning perfo~mance measurement programs for policing. Improving the useful
ness of performance measurement depends on recognizing the limitations that 
these problems pose and either accepting or overcoming them. Performance mea
surement programs which proceed without attention to the probl:ms of lac~ of 
consensus, theory, and valid data for policing are likely to mislead their 
users. 

A. Improving Performance Measurement for Specific Uses 

Performance measurement is used in three ways: to rabe how well an agency 
is doing to identify service delivery problems confronting an agency, and to 
develop better theories of police service processes. Performance measures per
mit comparisons of an agency to performance standards, to another agency, or 
to itself at an earlier time. These comparisons can be used to rate the agency 
or to identify service problems. Using performance measures to rate the ~ual
ity of an agency is particu13rly problematic~ bot~ in terms of the potentla~ 
accuracy of such rat i ngs and in terms of the I r fa I rness. I n genera I, we be 
lieve that the use of performance measures for rating sho~ld be ~iscourag:d. 
Nevertheless, we recognize the widespread interest in rating p~llc: agencies 
and therefore offer some suggestions about how to reduce the likelihood. that. 
ratings will be taken as definitive.or comp:ehensi~e and therefor: be mlslead~ng. 
Using performance measures to identify service delivery problems ~s less ~rob 
lematic because it is considered by most users to be less concluslv7· Re 
searchers conducting comparisons to identify service problems.are ll~ely to . 
inquire further into the values, mo~els, an~ meas~res underlYing their comparl: 
sons than are those whose interest IS only In rating departments. The develop 
ment of theory is usually subjected to even g:eater ~ritical .r:view. R7sults 
from this sort of research are typically published With sufflcle~t de~all on 
the methods and assumptions used to permit other researchers t~ I~entlfy al
ternative explanations and test competing theories. The~ry-bulld~ng research 
is often more removed from police decision making than either rating or p:ob
lem identification. This contributes to the opportunity for external review 
and criticism, but it also means that this use of perform~nce m:asurement ~ay 
have less practical effects on policing. If our purpose IS to Impro~e poliCing, 
then new and better theories of police processes must also be taken Into ac
count in making decisions about policing. 

1. Rat i ng how we II an agency has done. Rat i ng of po lice depa rtmfents c~n 
be done by comparing performance measures to standards, to measures rom ot er 
departments or to earlier measures from the same department. Although there 
have been s~veral sets of standards proposed for polic7 agencies ~n the past 
few years, these have not been widely used to make ratings of police agency 
performance. Perhaps this is becuase the standards do not reflect the values 
most important to many police constituents. Most of the standards relate to 
details of resource allocation or police operations rather than the results 0: 
policing. Constituents are often more concerned ~ith the c~nsequences of p~llce 
activities than with the details of police operations. An Important ~xcep~lon 
to the general interest of constituents in ~esults.rather than operat~ons ~s .. 
the widely held concern that police conduct themselves lawfully and With CIVility. 
Police are held accountable through audits for the lawful use of funds and 
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property. They are subject to review by the courts fortheir adherence to 
standards of due process and to statutory guidelines. Various community 
groups have used pol itical pressure to force some departments to encourage 
civil, nondiscriminatory behavior by their officers. These exceptions rarely 
involved the use of performance measurement, however. Usually, attention is 
focused on individual cases of failure to meet a standard. This differs from 
the approach in which cases are summarized according to a few, carefully mea
sured characteristics, and the focus is on identification of a set of cases 
which constitute a pattern of failure to meet the standard. Theus€! of stan
dards is thus usually not so much for rating departments as it is for cor
recting in~tances of improper action. Except for the legal guidel ines under 
which police departments operate, there is little use of standards in review
ing department operations. Given the lack of knowledge about how police ser
vices produce valued social conditions and the lack of agreement about what 
police should try to accomplish, this restricted use of standards is appropri
ate. 

Performance measure comparisons across agencies are meant to rate how well 
an agency is doing; the major (if often unstated) premise is that agencies 
will have the same scores if they are doing equally well. Often this premise 
is incorrect. The most common cJmparisohs among agencies is the comparison 
of their reported crime statistics. At least twice each year, with the re
lease by the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Uniform Crime Reports, the 
news media present comparisons of reported crime rates. Nation:31 media com
pare major national cities· scores. Local media compare cities within their 
states or regions. The crime data are usually reported without any other 

. agency performance measures or any discussion of the context of policing in 
the various jurisdictions. The extent to which differences in social condi
tions or public priorities in the different localities may contribute to dif
ferences in reported crime rate may be substantial, but they are usuaJly ig
nored in the ratings. 

Other, more careful, comparisons can be made. For example, Bloch (1974) 
presents a comparison of pol ice resources, reported crime, clearance rates, 
citizens· perceptions and evaluations of policing, and economic and social 
conditions in two areas of Washington, D.C. Bloch·s study was conducted for 
the federal court in Washington, which was considering charges of unequal 
distribution of police services by the Washington, D.C., government. 

The contrast between Bloch·s study and media accounts of crime in major 
cities illustrates some problems with comparisons and suggests some methods 
for dealing with them. The comparisons of reported crime suggest that this 
is the only relevant measure of police performance. By failing to include 
discussion of other measures, news stories about reported crime rates em
phasize a single aspect of pol ice work, but fail to ackncwledge that they 
are doing so. In contrast, Bloch includes datu on a variety of pol ice re
sources, clearance rates, and survey findings on citizen perceptions of sev
eral aspects of police service. He also discusses the lack of appropriate 
data for measuring other important features of policing as a factor limiting 
the scope of the comparison he presents. Press comparisons of reported crime 
make impl icit assumptions that higher crime rates reflect lower pol ice per
formance. This assumption may be incorrect if the communities being compared 
differ in ways that make some of them more susceptible to crimes. We do not 
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know enough about the features of communities that are conducive to crime to 
n~ke adjustments in crime rates so that our comparisons can be corrected to 
give precise readings of the effects of police agency operations on crime in 
each of the communities. Bloch deals with this problem in a far better way 
than most news stories do. He presents data on economic and demographic con
ditions in the comparison areas and calls ~ttention to factors other than po
lice work which may affect the rate of crime in each area. The third problem 
illustrated by most news reports of Uniform Crime Rate (UCR) data is one of 
validity: Reported crime are commonly confused with the occurrence of crimes. 
Too few reports or editors take the trouble: as Bloch does, to point out the 
large gap (of unknown size) between the number of crimes reported to pol ice 
and the number of crimes that actually occur. 

Comparison of measures for an agency with earlier measures for the same 
agency involves many of the same problems as comparisons among agencies. For 
ex.amp1e, news media frequently compare current UCR figures for an agency with 
those for the preceding year. All of the problems which confront reliance on 
interagency comparison of reported crime rates also confront comparisons for 
the same agency across time. Here the source of competing explanations of the 
level of crime is changes in social and economic factors which make the com
munity more or less susceptible to crime. Donald Fisk's study on the Indianap
olis Police Fleet Plan (1970) provides an example of a study which compares 
performance measures for one department across time in order to rate how well 
the department was doing. Fisk was interested in whether the department did 
a better job after it had intr' .. .iuced the policy of providing each officer with 
an automobile on an around-the-clock basis. He dispelled some potential mis
understaQding by using several measures to incorporate a variety of values 
for policing, by stating clearly the limited validity of both his data and re
search design, and by discussing alternative interpretations of his findings. 

Carlson (1979:55) suggests that the underlying issue in comparing perfor
mance measures to rate how well an agency has done should be the fairness of 
the comparison. Fairness involves not only being clear about potential inac
curacies of data and models, but also taking into account--and indeed calling 
attention to--the pertinent values of the several constituencies concerned 
about the judgment being made. 

Suggestion 1. Caution should be observed in using police perfor
mance measurement to rate how well an agency has done. The limita
tions of the rating should be stated clearly and prominently along 
with the rating itself. Alternative values for police service 
should be presented, and shortcomings of the data and models should 
be explained. 

2. Identifying potential service delivery problems. Comparisons of per
formance measures are also used to identify potential service delivery prob
lems. Whether the comparison is with a standard, with another agency, or 
with earlier measures from the same agency, this use of performance measures 
raises questions rather than answering them. That is, the use of comparison 
for rating how well an agency is doing presents conclusions. It seeks to 
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resolve questions about performance quality. In contrast, using comparisons 
to identify potential service delivery problems presents no conclusions but 
only suggests new questions for study. If a comparison reveals that an agency 
is not at the recommended standard or that its performance diverges from that 
of other departments or from its own previous performance, that discrepancy 
immediately raises the question "Why?" t<!lthose who use performance measurement 
to identify problems. The discrepancy mayor may not indicate a service prob
lem. Only after an explanation for the discrepancy has been developed can one 
know whether the comparison has revealed a situation which is undesirable. 
Judgment is suspended until the reason for the discrepancy is understood. 

If the discrepancy is due to a difference in priorities, it may be due to 
planned changes and therefore worthwhile and desirable for that agency to dif
fer from standards or other agencies or its own past performance. For example, 
an agency may decide to stress-:parking control rather than speeding control. 
That can lead to its divergence from norms for parking tickets and excessive
speed citations. Comparison has not identified a performance problem in terms 
of agency priorities. If some constituents disagree with those priorities, 
they may seek to change them, of course. 

Another explanation for a discrepancy is the identification of service con
ditions that present a different kind of challenge to the agency with the dis
crepancy than that faced by other agencies. For example, the condition of the 
local economy may affect th~ number of robberies committed, and local traffic 
patterns may make traffic accidents more likely. After taking relevant service 
conditions into account, apparent discrepancies in performance may di_sappear. 
The community in which economic conditions foster high levels of robbery may 
have police who are just as effective as others in reducing the incidence of 
robbery, but because they have a bigger problem to deal with more robberies may 
still be committed there. Models of the service process are needed to identify 
relevant service conditions and to permit measurement of their effects. A re
lated alternative explanation concerns a discrepancy in resources or operations 
that is due to a department's use of a different, perhaps even better, process 
for producing a result. For example, a department might have fewer officers 
assigned to general patrol because it is using a different assignment pattern 
to attempt to prevent crimes. When the comparison is of resources or activi
ties rather than results, this kind of explanation must be ~onsidered. Again, 
accurate models of service production processes are needed. 

Discrepancies revealed by comparison may also fail to indicate a service 
problem if the discrepancy is due to unreliable data. If an agency's data in
clude sufficient error, the difference between the agency's scores and the 
scores used for comparison may be due solely to that error. Failure to clas
sify correctly one out of every ten reports of assault would result in a mea
sure of the total number of assaults reported which is 10 percent below the 
number of reports which are in fact received. Sonenblum and col.1eagues (1977) 
report they expect that a data quality problem of this sort is responsible for 
at least some of the apparent differences in rates of reported assaults in the 
California cities they compare (pp. 197-181). Without an assessment of the 
size of the measurement error, it is not possible to determine whether the dis
crepancy does or does not indicate a difference in performance. 

If none of these explanations for the discrepancy seems likely, then the 
discrepancy does not indicate a service problem. Performance in the agency 
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under study is not as good as is desired and might reasonably be expected for 
the service in question. A review of agency priorities and constituent in
terests has indicated that those involved want a better score on the measure in 
question. Neither service conditions nor differences in production processes 
account for the discrepancy. The data are re1 iab1e, and the difference shown 
by the comparison is not due to measurement error. After a problem has been 
identified, production process models can be used to identify shortages of re
sources or shortcomings in procedure which account for the discrepancy. 
Agency efforts to resolve the service problem by changing resources or pro
cedures can then be undertaken. 

The use of comparisons of performance measures to identify potential ser
vice problems is subject to the same limitations we have discussed earlier. 
Values for policing differ, models of pol ice service production are poorly de
veloped, and reliable measures of police performance are not readily available. 

Suggestion 2. Before deciding that a comparison measure reveals 
a service deficiency, investigate alternative explanations. Looking 
at values of constituents will help to clarify the importance of 
that aspect of performance for the agency in question. Looking at 
theories of how the service gets del ivered will increase under
standing of what is happening in this particular case. Are ser
vice conditions contributing to an observed difference? Is the 
agency using a different process from that of the comparison? Or 
what changes can the agency make which might improve performance? 
Looking at data quality allows assessment of how much confidence to 
place in the size (and even the direction) of the difference between 
the agency in question and the comparison. 

3. Developing better theories of policing. One of the major themes of this 
v~lume has been the necessity to develop val id theories of pol ice service produc
tion processes in order to identify resources and activities critical to the 
production of valued results. Good police agency performance measurement de
pends on valid models of policing, but performance measurement can contribute 
substantially to the refinement and testing of models. Research can be done 
by relying on special data collection intended solely for research purposes, al
though that approach to research is expensive and may become even less frequent 
as funds for research become scarcer. Val id data about policing that are col
lected by the agencies themselves as they monitor their operations can provide 
a base for research, whether the research is conducted by the agencies them
selves or by others using police data. 

Police agencies can also contribute to our general understanding of po
licing by conducLing studies that focus on particular service delivery problems 
they confront. Indeed, given the current scarcity of valid models, most police 
management problems require systematic study of models. There are few vali
dated models to provide certain guides to action. 

One difficulty many police agencies face is deciding what to study and what 
problems deserve the extra investiment required for performance measurement. 
Most police administrators are accustomed to defining issues either very 
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generally or quite particularly. Neither sort of definition lends itself to 
performance measu rement. Prog ram budgets, annua 1 reports, speeches before 
civic associations, and other public pronouncements by administrators typical
ly mention as police goals the prevention of crime, the provision of safety, 
the assurance of justice, and similar noble sentiments. Statements of general 
concern and broad intentions are sometimes powerful rhetorical tools but are 
too vague to guide policy planning or research. They provide only indirect 
assistance to those developing performance measures. At the s,ame time, most 
of the issues which police administrators face every day are quite particular: 
Bank robberies have become markedly more frequent; a major construction project 
has created traffic and parking congestion; racial tensions are mounting. 
Problems that are this specific and this urgent often do not seem amenable 
research. Time seems too short and the problems seem too particular. 

Suggestion 3. Broadly stated goals can be made more specific, 
and particular crises can be viewed as instances of more general 
problems. Police administrators can hold discussions with elected 
officials 'and other important constituents to identify areas of 
crime prevention, safety, or justice that are especially trouble
some. This may help head off future crises by identifying problems 
early and directing resources to research and planning about them. 
Police administrators should also investigate agency performance 
in areas where crises develop. Even if the findings of the study 
are not available in time to inform decisions about what to do in 
that particular crisis (and usually they will not be), they may 
well identify ways to avoid a similar situation or at least how to 
understand it better should it recur. Service problems which ex
perience suggests are endemic should go at the top of the research 
agenda, followed by service problems which appear to be just de
veloping. Looking both to broad statements of agency goals and to 
immediate crises are ways to help identify performance measurement 
topics. 

Regardless of the approach police use to learn about what their constitu
ents want, we should not expect pol ice to have the only perf0 rmance measurement 
agenda. Performance measurement by pol ice may be the most technically sophis
ticated and best funded, but it is unlikely to satisfy all constituents or 
foresee all problems. Other groups may contest the findings of police perfor
mance measurement. Sometimes they may produce information based on their own 
data collection and analysis. Other, times they may attack values for policing 
implicit in a d(~partment's own performance assessments. Regardless of how other 
performance measurements differ from those conducted by police, they are poten
tially useful to police and other police constituents. Alternative assessments 
can identify values people hold about policing, can suggest other models of po
lice service processes, and can provide additional data about police activities 
and their results. Police and their sometime-critics can learn from each other. 
Examination of conf1 icting evidence and competing models is a useful tool for 
learning about police performance and how to improve it. 

The research community has primary responsibility for developing our under
standing of how pol ice processes work. More research is now being conducted in 
this area than ever before, due largely to financial support from federal agencies, 
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particularly the National Institute of Justice. While using ever'"more esoteric 
research designs and model ing techniques, the research community must make spe
cial efforts if its research is to be understood by police administrators and 
others who decide police policy. This is a particular problem for academic re
searchers since many universities place the highest premium on publishing for 
academic rather than practitioner 8udiences. Policy analysts are persons 
skilled in the application of social science techniques to publ ic service prob
lems and can help disseminate academic research. Most departments cannot af
ford to train or hire their own policy analysts, although the largest academic 
departments may have a staff of several people with these skills. Regional 
planning councils, local colleges and university government service bureaus, 
and other agencies of local government often employ policy analysts whose ser
vice may be available to public agencies at little or no charge. Part of 
their job should be to keep pol ice administrators informed of research findings. 
Professional associations can also help communicate research findings to pol ice 
departments. Their journals, bulletins, and conferences are channels that 
have already been developed for this purpose. Greater efforts could be made to 
review and interpret academic studies of policing. 

Police departments must remain primarily in the business of providing ser
vices, not conducting research. At the same time, departments can make them
selves accessible to research projects and can improve their own data collection 
practices. Moreover, police can be more explicit about the results they expect 
their programs to produce. Wagner's (1980) study of attempts to introduce per
formance measurement programs in two North Carolina cities demonstrates the im
portance of close collaboration between policy analyst and department officials. 
Wagner found that the policy analyst could not rely on her technicai competence 
alone. Key departmental personnel had to supply both the information and the 
support necessary to implement procedures to produce and use those measures. 
Patton (1978) provides a thorough discussion of the importance of the interaction 
of pol icy analyst and agency management. 

Suggestion 4. Policy analysts and professional associations should 
keep police informed about the latest research on policing and help 
police collect better data and be more explicit about the theories 
guiding their own operations. In these ways, the performance mea
surement efforts of departments can contribute to the development 
of more valid theories of police service del ivery. 

B. Obtaining Better Data 

Making explicit the underlying models used in a performance measurement 
enterprise will assist users in assessing the qual ity of the results. But with
out the ability to obtain good data for those models, a performance measurement 
program has 1 ittle value. Police collect most of the data that is used in 
their agency's evaluation. We bel ieve that for police to obtain better data 
they must focus their efforts on the data collection process, on the scope of 
information they seek, and on cost-reduction strategies. 

1. Improving the process of data collection. Obtaining valid data on po
lice operations and accomplishments has be~ a major concern for the last 50 
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years. It is still a difficult challenge, despite the considerable effort 
which has been devoted to it. Methodological and technological innovations 
have expanded our knowledge of how to collect data and have increased our 
capacity to store, retrieve, and manipulate data. Neverthele'ss, valid, inex
pensive, and readily available data on police performance continue to elude 
us. Chapters 5 and 8 describe many of these problems. The thorniest data 
problems cannot be solved at the social scientist's desk or computer. program
mer's terminal, however. Re~ardless of the, elegance of a survey instrument, 
the sensitivity of a scaling procedure, the specificity of a classification 
scheme, sophistication of reliabil ity checks, or the number of cases in a data 
set, the collection of performance data must come to grips with the realities 
of police organization and culture. Police officers are often isolated, sus~ 
picious of outsiders, and no more eager to be scrutinized than members of other 
occupations. The pol ice have a vested interest in how performance data reflect 
on them, so that relying upon police to collect these data inevitably creates 
questions of validity and reI iability. Further, even when police are motivated 
to do the most accurate data collection possible, they may lack the skills or 
not be in a position to do so: Dealing with a problem may prevent a police of
ficer from collecting data on it. 

Most efforts to improve the quality of police department data have focused 
on changing the management of records. Centralization of records management 
was expected to control distortion of reports and improve coordination of re
porting. Special ization of some personnel in records management was expected 
to facil itate the application of new techniques for managing data (O.W. Wilson, 
1963:386-388). The adoption of electronic data processing has further focused 
efforts to improve police data on the records division of a department. There 
have been important changes in how data are managed, and major improvements 
have resulted. But unfortunately the way the data are oollected initially has 
not been included in most of these efforts. The qual ity of data depends in 
large part on the precision and lack of bias with which they are collected. 

The officer on the street is the originator of most of the observat!ons and 
classifications of observations which become police department data. Street of
ficers (whether in patrol, traffic, investigations, or other service assignments) 
are also responsible for carrying out the department's programs. Although many 
of the reports they prepare are intended for making decisions about individual 
cases rather than for monitoring agency performance, in many departments~ the 
officer who files a report rarely needs to use that report again for his or her 
own work. Thus, officers often do not directly perceive the need for accuracy 
and thoroughness, even in case reports. In reports of their own activities, 
which are used by their supervisors to direct their daily activities or to de
termine who will be rewarded, there is even less incentive for full and careful 
reporting. This is so especially if the kinds of officer behavior to be re
ported are activities supervisors want to encourage but which seem unimportant 
to officers or activities supervisors want to discourage but officers want to 
continue. Officers need to understand data collection techniques and the 
reasons for them. Training and supervision can be designed to help officers 
understand why their reports are worth doing well. One technique which may be 
useful is involving officers themselves in the development of data collection 
forms and procedures. For example, the San Diego police department conducted 
an experiment which encouraged officers to hold discussions with citizens to 
"profile" neighborhood needs and problems (Boydstun and Sherry, 1975). Profiling 
the service priorities of each officer's beat required the officer to undertake 
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field observation and much conversation with residents and neighborhood leaders. 
The officers interpreted their beats' needs anJ were responsible for communi
cating their impressions to the departments. The program used periodic staff 
conferences with open discussions between supervisors and patrol officers to 
compare findings and discuss their implications. The program's evaluation re
port documented a significant increase in police motivation to seek and report 

information about the beat. 

Some might accuse a department that vigorously pursued this approach of 
turning its force into a crew of social scientists with badges, rather than po
l ice officers. What makes a good data =01 lector does not necessarily make a 
good pol ice officer, but the skills of a good observer and a careful recorder 
are also important to police work. It is possible to develop attitudes that 
encourage officers to use information that will help them and their managers to 
assess problems and deal with them. To accomplish this, police managers \'>Inl 
need to modify traditional chains of command, control models of information 
transfer, and adopt more decentralized models. Data collection procedures 
need not be imposed from the top down. They can be developed jointly by pol ice 
managers and officers. Officers can be convinced of the value of the data to 
them as well as to management. Further, the rulas of data collection and coding 
need not be so rigid that they resist all change. Street-level officers' con
sistent failure to abid~ by rules sometimes tells more about the inadequacy of 
the rules than of the officers. Until the role of the street-level officer in 
collecting information about the agency's work is acknowledged, the validity 
and reliability of police-collected data will always remain suspect. 

Suggestion 5. '.police management can encourage and educate officers 
to be more accurate data collectors by explaining how the data they 
collect can help improve their work and by involving them in the de
sign and testing of data collection forms and procedures. 

2. Getting more comprehensive data. Part of the difficulty in police per
formance measurement is that police seldom collect and manage data that permit 
them to follow individual people, cases, families, neighborhoods, or other 
units through a process. To measure the cumulative effects of police activities 
and their long-term consequence::., police need to develop computerized "case 
histories." police need to be able to trace cases through subsequent process
ing by other criminal justice and social welfare agencies so that they can as
sesS the impact of police actions on subsequent decisions and also understand 
the imp~Gt of police actions on ulti~ate outcomes, such as recidivism, revic~ 
timization,~. Some data systems are already beginning to do this. A 
LEAA-promoted Prosecutor's Management Information Systems (PROMIS) organizes 
some of this information, although many problems for management usability have 
been'1oted (Weimer, 1980:231). Police need data on what happens to cases they 
refer to alcohol detoxication facilities, spouse abuse assistance organizations, 
and other social service organizations they use. Police also need to be able 
to easi1y link data on repeated contacts with citizens. Dealing with individu
als who are chronic troublemakers, chronic victims, or those chronically in 
need of assistance forms a large part of what police do. 
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Most current police accountin of long-term indi,vidual historiesgo?s~e~s dO,not admit to ready compilation 
tions. Relying on officer 0 't' citizens problems and police in.ter'Jen-
'.' r CI Izen recall to r IS an unsatisfactory solution to this r b .econstruct these histories 
are already collected. Develo i p 0 l~m, given that most of these data 
adapted to performance measure~e~~ com~ut:rlzed case histories that can be 
a more irtricate combination of dat~e:e~sls 7 tech~i~al problem that requires 
lems of data formatting and system d ' . n addition to the technical prob-
cooperation of a large number of eSlgn are the problems of securing the 
the government has done to indiv'ldgovelrnmen~ agencies to keep track of what 
in l' . ua s as It "process" th h ~ Justice system or diverts them to th es em t rough the crim-
thiS cooperation can be a sensitiv t~ er governmen~ agencies. Securing 
such data files is one way of i e m~ er. Guaranteeing mutual access to 
di d ncreaslng trust Finall th l' 

verse ata sets on individuals f '1' . y, e Inking of 
?f right:to-privacy violations. 'Li:~~.les, or addre~ses also raises problems 
Information that is in th bl' d ~ng computer-linked case histories to 
Th k' (;.; pu I c Oina I n may he 1 p s f d e mas Ing 'of individuals' names and clddre . a eguar people's privacy. 0: these data sets would be to evalu t' sses IS another, since the purpose 
tlonal decisions about individual ca:e:.agency performance, not make opera-

More use can be made of eY'jsting r d 
For example, the Police Execu~ive Re~e:~or s as a source of police data, too. 
case records maintained by 24 local ~Olich Forum.sta:f coded data from the 
kinds of information usually needed ~o fe ag:ncles In.order to study the 
1979). c ear urglary Investigations (Eck, 

Suggestion 6. Reorganizing the I' f' . h 1 n ormation 
e p researchers address preformance ' not be l' , Issues en exp ICltly collected. 

already available may 
for which data have 

3, Control 1 ing the cost of data colI t' 
performance measurement is typically d t ec ;~n, ,The most expensive, aspect of 
deal to limit the cost of data b a a co ,ectlon. Police can do a great 
!y integrating information cOlle~t~~tf~~I::c~;r.g ~o m~ch of it and by judicious-
Into a performance measurement program. g an dally operations purposes 

Police departments, like other bureaucra r ' , 
p'roc:dures, Thus~ they often produce d fie:, develop Inertia in reporting 
,equlred to collect these data b ahta 0 little usefulness, Officers are 
t' d ecause t e process ha b Ime an through sometimes considerable " ,s ecome--over a long 
routine. Those who collate the dat- areadml~l~trat~ve effort--part of their 
who are supposed to use it have b'o ,familiar With procedures, and those 
for t' fl ecome Inured to the str f ma Ion owing over their desks 0 t 'd eam 0 superfluous in-
~olice departments usually partici'ateU,sl ers who have conducted research in 
In response to an inquiry on what ~ t In a scene where some police official 
ties, hauls out reams of compute~ a,a the department collects on its activi~ 
ing that he hopes the researcher c~~lntou~ a~d statistical summaries, confess-
cannot fail to be impressed by th ~s~ Itf ecause no one else does, One 
to police needs. e welg t 0 the evidence and its irrelevance 
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Suggestion 7. Police managers should evaluate the usefulness of the 
data they collect in order to eliminate unnecessary record keeping 
procedures. 

It is one thing, however, to call for flexibility and another thing to 
implement it. Establishing data collection routines and getting personnel 
to use coding schemes is a ti.ne consuming process, so that frequent changes 
are more likely to ensure confusion and dissaffection rather than more efficient 
data collection. Much of the cost of refining data collection techniques 
and instruments can be limited if changes are first tried on a small, 
experimental scale. 

Another way to limit expenditures for data collection is to make better 
use of information that is currently collected by officers for legal and 
operational purposes. Most departments process for performance evaluation 
only a small amount of the information their personnel collect on their 
numerous report forms. UCR statistical requirements typically determine what 
information is extracted for analysis. Much additional Information routinely 
collected and reported by officers might be,used in identifying problems, 
testing models, and planning. It is often written in narrative text form. 
If time is limited, orchanging report forms and codes is infeasible, it may 
be more productive for office staff to review reports and put the information 
in a form that facilitates data analysis. This does not solve reliablity 
and validity problems, but it does mean that the problems of teaching 
the new codes and coding rules can be limited to office employees. For reports 
which are known to be highly reI iable already, this can be a useful procedure. 

Data collection costs can also be minimized by sampling instead of 
coding data on all cases in the population, This is particularly important 
where the analysis focuses upon high frequency occurrences, such as offense 
reports or arrest reports. Careful coding of a small, carefully drawn sample 
of cases can provide more accurate data (and be less expensive) than trying 
to code data from all reports in the file. 

Suggestion 8. Police can sometimes save resources by coding data from 
i'nformation~from reports already In their files. Often only a 
sample of cases may need to be coded. 

C. Others~ Measurement of Police Agency Performance 

Much of our discussion has been directed to police agencies' efforts 
to measure their own performance, but police performance measurement is by 
no means done only by police. Other public agencies, the press, and various 
special interest groups of citizens may all become involved in using social 
science techniques to assess how well their police are doing. Each of these 
constituencies m~y have a somewhat different view of what constitutes good 
police performance, and anyone of them may decide to try to measure how 
well police are doing according to that constituency's performance criteria. 
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Nonpol ice performance measurement prograws serve not only their sponsors, 
however. They 31so serve the larger public interest. A fundalnental question 
is to what extent can the police be expected to portray accurately their own 
activities and accompl ishments, particularly when doing so may reflect poorly 
on the current administration or individuals in the agency. The most rigorous 
attempts to enhance the validity and reliability of data are subject to ques
tion until they are independently verified. Sometimes other government agen
cies do this, but they too may have a significant investment in the outcome. 
In some sense, everyone interested in measuring police performance has an ax 
to grind. In social science we expect that when enough perspectives are 
represented, potential biases and distortions'will be less likely to remain 
un i dent i f i ed. 

Nongovernment group~ can prove particularly effective in demonstrating 
the existence of a problem that government reports--through ignorance or 
design-whave failed to illuminate. Some sources of data are limited if 
a research team does not have police cooperation or the resource to obtain 
technical services. However, disassociation from the police enhances 
access and tredibility wit· offenders, victims, ur witnesses. 

The same standards of scientific rigor that we might expect of heavily 
funded government endeavors can be met by private studies. S~rvey techniques 
are particularly appropriate for groups that provide service to those who have 
(or might choose not to have) contact with the police. Rape crisis centers, 
hotlines, shelters for alcoholics or battered wives, and other service or
ganizations can obtain useful information on pol ice-cl ient interactions and 
the reasons that potential clients did not request police services. Neighbor
hood organizations can conduct their own victimization and public opinion sur
veys. Businesses can survey their customers to assess their fear of crime and 
evaluate police protection in the vicinity. Churches and privately-sponsored 
half-way houses can collect data on police activities regarding probationers 
and parolees. 

Some performance measurement problems may call for extraordinary forms of 
data collect~on. Survey interviews and participant observation are seldom 
part of police departments' routine data collection program, but they are 
often used by outside researchers to get information unavailable or of ques
tionable accuracy through normal data collection channels. These methods 
are labor-intensive, require specialized skills, and pose special methodological 
problems of their own. A large scholarly literature has developed on when and 
how to use these techniques. We only note that these techniques can also be 
used to test the val idity of less costly methods. Some methods, such as the 
follow-up interview with police clients, can and have been routinized at low 
expense (McCall, 1975; Parks, 1980; Reiss, 1971). The row-standard suggestion 
to use the resources of local colleges, which can often be obtained at little 
or no expense, also applies. 

Suggestion 9. Other agencies and organizations which want to 
know how well police are doing should seek the same rigorous, 
objectives description of events and the same clear statements 
of performance criteria which we expect from police. 
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D. Performance Measurement as a Learning Strategy 

To be most useful, performance measur ~ h d . 
by those responsible for collecting the d:~:~~ soul be ~eslgned jointly 
and those who have technical expertise' d'. th~se who will use the measures, 
them. Police, their constituents and In

1
, eSlgnlng measures and interpreting 

valved in the se1€'-i ion of r 1 ' h po. ICY analysts all need to be in-
~ e evant t eorle~ of pol ic' t 'd 

measurement~ the ~h~ice of measures d th~ . Ing. 0 gUI e performance 
, an e Implementation of the program. 

Any performanc a measure t . 
p1ete. By publicizing the ~~~dsp~~gram will ne~essari1y be 1 imited and incom
results of research they conduct mea:ures which they find useful and the 
capacity for performance measure~e~~enc~esbc~~ he~p strengthen each others l 

parts of a performance measurement ~ ro a y t e most readily transferable 
ment procedures although even th p ogrdam are the data collection and manage-

. . ' ese nee to take into a t 1 1 ' arltles and requirements. Models of olic . ~coun oca pecul i-
wha~ less transferable without a muchPf 11 e op~ratlons will continue to be some
pol Ice practices and the diverr'ty of u t er t ~ory ~f the effects of various 
much can be learned from previ~~sl de~o~ eXJs In which police operate. SLi11, 
from comparisons of models tested Yn di~f~~:ntm~del~ of police services and 
ment programs need to be kept f-, 'b1 d settings. Performance measure-
1 . ex I e an open to rev i s i . ems arise, new understanding of pol" d 1 on as new social prob-
pectations are formed. ICing eve ops, and new constituent ex-
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APPENDIX A. THE POLICE SERVICES STUDY: AN OVERVIEW 

The Police Services Study (PSS) was a two-phase research project conducted 
jointly by the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at Indiana 
Pniversity at Bloomington and the Center for Urban and Regional Studies at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill between 1974 and 1980. The 
project was funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation. The pur
pose of Phase I was to provide a comprehensive description of the arrangements 
used to provide police services in metropolitan areas. l Phase Ii of the Study 
was designed to analyze the impact of these arrangements for police service 
delivery on a variety of community outcomes. A number of reports on Phase II 
of the study have been publ ished or are in press, but some of the findings are 
reported here for the first time. 

The first phase (1974-1976) was a census of all law enforcement organiza
tions (local, state, and federal) provIding services in a stratified random 
sample of 80 small-to-medium-sized SMSAs in the United States (50,000 to 
1,500,000 residents) during the 1973 calendar year. Data were collected dur
ing brief site-visits, supp\e:mented by telephone and mail communications. 
This census gave an overview of intra- and interorganizational arrangements 
for the delivery of a variety of police services in all jurisdictions in each 
SMSA (general patrol, traffic patrol, accident investigation, criminal in
vestigation, dispatch, training, detention, and crime lab). Data were obtained 
on departmental structure, resource levels (fiscal, equipment, and personnel), 
allocation and deployment of personnel, types of service provided, and ser
vice arrangements with other law enforcement agencies. Data collected by 
other organizations were also obtained: FBI crime and arrest data; Office of 
Revenue Sharing data (population characteristics, housing, taxes, and inter
governmental transfers; and Census data (both for 1970 and estimated for 1973). 

The second phase of the PSS, conducted from 1976 to 1980, involved inten
sive data collection in 24 local police departments. On-site data collection 
in this phase was conducted primarily in the summer of 1977 by research teams 
assigned to the three metropolitan areas in which the departments were located: 
Rochester, New York; St. Louis, Missouri; and Tampa-St. Petersburg, Florida. 
These metropolitan areas were selected because of the variety of departments 
found within each area. Departments were selected in each SMSA to produce an 
overall sample that would reflect a rough cross section of organizational ar
rangements and service conditions for urban policing in the United States. 
The sample clearly is not representative of the entire population of police 
departments in the United States. 

The focus of Phase I I is on patrol services and related support activities 
(communications and referral services). Detailed data on police organization 
activities, service condition~, outputs, and outcomes of patrol service were 
collected. Although some data Instruments relied upon agency records, most 

1 For a more extensive description of Phase I I, see Ostrom et al., 1977 
and 1978. 
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techniques were researcher-intensive--conducted independently of agency
supplied data. This was done to obtain a wider range of information than 
normally available through police records and to enhance indicator reliability 
and validity. Table A-I provides summary statistics on the 24 departments in 
the study. 

TABLE A·-1. POll CE SERV I CES STUDY PHASE II POll CE DEPARTMENTS 

Depa rtmen t , 

Gates 
Greece 
Monroe County 
Rochester 

Berkeley 
Brentwood 
Bridgeton 
Crestwood 
Fergus In 
Ki n loci'l 
Kirkwood 
t~orthwoods 

Pinelawn 
St. Louis (city) 
University City 
We 11 ston 

Clearwater 
Hill sborough County 
Largo 
Pinellas County 
Pinellas Park 
St. Petersburg 
Tampa 
Tarpon Springs 

Sworn 
Offi cers 

Population of 
Patrol Jurisdiction 

ROCHESTER SMSA 

22 
68 

346 
646 

30,000 
84,000 

185,000 
259,000 

ST. LOUIS SMSA 

38 
23 
51 
28 
54 
15 
53 
18 
i3 

2,050 
80 
24 

TAMPA-ST. 

158 
292 

43 
240 

33 
453 
595 

23 

18,000 
10,000 
24,000 
15,000 
27,000 
6,000 

34,000 
9,000 
6,000 

499,000 
47,000 
6,000 

PETERSBURG SMSA 

77 ,000 
330,000 
55,000 

210,000 
29,000 

236,000 
297,000 

11,000 

Study 
Neighborhoods 

1 
1 
2 
7 

2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
8 
3 
1 

3 
3 
2 
4 
1 
4 
5 
2 

Although jurisdiction-wide data,on organization and service delivery were 
collected for each department, most of the intensive research activities fo
cused on patrol service to a sample of 60 predominantly residential neighbor
hoods served by these departments (varying in number per department from one 
to eight, depending upon the size and heterogeneity of the community resi
dential population). Neighborhoods were selected to reflect a cross section 
of the residential service conditions with which each department had to deal. 
These study neighborhood boundaries are beat boundaries in the majority of 
cases, although some modifications were made when necessary to conform to cen
sus blocks/tracts and to prevent distinctly diverse populations from being in
cluded within the same boundary. Ethnicity and family income of residents 
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served as the principal selection criteria, most neighborhoods being either 
predominantlY white or predominantly nonwhite. (Nearly all nonWhites in these 
neighborhoods are black.) Victimization rates for neighborhood households 
varied substantially: from 19 to 66 incidents per 100 households in a 12-
month period. Table A-2 shows the distribution of the 60 study neighborhoods 
according to e~hnicity and family income. 

TABLE A-2. INCOME AND RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 60 PHASE I I STUDY 
NEIGHBORHOODS (by number of neighborhoods) 

Mean Fami ly 
Income 

$5,000-7,500 

$7,500-14,999 

$15,000 + 

Predominantly White 
(0-25% Nonwhite) 

o 
20 

16 

Phase I I Data Sets 

Racial Composition 
Mixed 

(26-75% Nonwhite) 

o 
10 

1 

Predominantly Nonwhite 
(75-100% Nonwhite) 

8 

4 

Below are brief descriptions of the data sets collected in Phase II of the 
Po 1 ice Serv ices Study. 

1. Data set 1: Observation of police officers on patrol. During a period 
of over 7,200 hours of in-person observation by trained researchers, more than 
500 patrol officers were observed in a matched sample (for day of week and 
time of day) of 15 shifts for each of 60 study neighborhoods. During this 
time period, 5,688 police-citizen encounte,'.:S involving more than 10,000 citizen 
participants were observed. Detailed coding of each encounter covered 650 
variables, such as: how the encounter was initiated; location and information 
provided to officer by dispatcher; response time; length of encounter; the na
ture of the problem(s); characteristics of citizen participants; police actions 
and demeanor; citizen actions and demeanor; and the presence of other police 
and non-police public servants. Descriptive narratives were also prepared for 
each encounter involving a domestic disturbance and violence between officer 
and citizen. For each of the 900 observed shifts, observations were also 
coded on activities and occurrences not involving direct contact with citizens. 
Examples are the initiation of security checks; issuing parking tickets; con
tact with superviors, other patrol officers, and other public servants; time 
spent on a variety of activities; and officer-volunteered comments on pairol 
style and department priorities. 

2. Data set 2: Observation of telephone calls for service. A sample of 
requests for service received by telephone in 21 departments was observed dur
ing the time periods that observation of patrol officers was being conducted. 
Observations were either coded live or tape recorded and coded later. A total 
of 26,465 callswerecoded. Variables included the nature of the request or 

2Methods reports describing data collection instruments and procedures 
are available from the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, 
Indiana University at Bloomington. 
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problem, characteristics of complainant, location of problem or complainant, 
information given to the telephone operator, and nature of the police re
sponse promised by the telephone operator. 

3. Data set 3: In-person, structured interviews with police officers, 
su ervisors, and administrators. Interviews were conducted separately with 
each officer in private averaging 30 minutes each). Completed interviews 
number 1,424, including 497 of the 500 officers observed on patrol. There 
were approximately 200 questionnaire items, including respondent's personal 
characteristics; education and training; police experience; attitudes and 
perceptions of job, community, supervisors, management, police role, police 
priorities, and. department priorities. 

4. Data set 4: In-de th, in- erson interviews with olice administra
tors. L9SS structured, lengthier interviews 1-2 hours were conducted with 
top and mid-leve~ managers in each department. Extensive descriptions and 
commentary on a variety of organizational topics were obtained: organiza
tional priorities, problems, and strategies; resource allocation structures 
for patrol; provisions for supervision, command, and control; relations with 
the community and public officials; and management's patrol-style priorities. 
Respondents supplied additional agency records and documentation on many 
items. A total of 43 interviews were conducted. 

5. Data set 5: In-depth, in-person interviews with representatives of 
citizen organizations involved in police and crime issues. One hundred and 
ten organizations active in the jurisdictions and study neighborhoods were 
selected for interview. Agencies were selected based upon interviews with 
police administrators, community leaders, respondents to the neighborhood 
surveys, and members of other citizen organizations. One or more representa
tives of each organization were administered a lengthy questionnaire. Ques
tions covered the following aieas: organization purpose and activities, 
nature of relationship with police departments, pr~feiences and priorities 
for policing, and perceptions of local police performance. 

6. Data set 6: In-depth, in-person interviews with public officials 
involved in police issues .. Sixty public officials were interviewed: 19 
elected executives; 15 appointed executives, 23 elected local legislators; 
and members of a state-appointed board. Selection of public official respon
dents for each jurisdiction was based upon interviews with police administra
tors, respondents to the neighborhood surveys, members of citizen organiza
tions, and other publ ic officials. Questions covered the following areas: 
respondent's personal background, nature of relationship with police, percep
tions of police role in the community, and evaluation of pol ice problems and 
performance. Both coded and narrative responses to questions were recorded. 

7. Data set 7: Survey of neighborhood residents. Approximately 200 
residents per neighborhood were interviewed (12,022 interviews) by telephone. 
There were 172 items per interview. Items included: respondent characteris
tics; household victimization data; respondent experiences with police; eval
uation of police service in t~e neighborhood; attitudes toward police role 
and performance in specific encounters; crime reporting and other coopera
tive citizen behavior; and participation in crime-prevention programs and 
groups. 
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d scribed above uses a different unit of 
Although each of the data sets e d at different levels (for example, 

analysis, each can be aggregated or m~rg~.ft and officer). Aggregated data 
SMSA, department! neigh~or~o~~, ~a~:~ess t~ p~rform ecological analysis (for 
can also be applied to ~nd~v~ ua

t
. on surveys can be aggregated and used as con-

I neighborhood vlctlmlza I ) 
~~~~Pv:~iables in analyzing officer time allocations. 
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APPENDIX B. THE POLICE SERVICES STUDY: PROBLEM TYPE CODES 

A set of codes for the problems police deal with was essential for a 
study of patrol operations in order to record the type of probiem involved 
in each request for service and each police-citizen encounter we observed. 
To facilitate the coding of problem types, the Police Services Study (PSS) 
staff developed a list which contained mutua~ly exclusive problem d~finiti~ns 
and which also included virtually every pOSSible type of problem which pol Ice 
are asked to handle. This list was used to categorize citizens l descriptions 
of their problems, dispatchers l descriptions of problems a:signed to offi- . 
cers observers l descriptions of the problems they saw police handle, and Clt
izen~1 responses describing to interviewers encounters they had with police. 

The PSS staff developed its list of problem codes by recording the types 
of telephone requests for service, police dispatches, and citizen-po~ice en
counters observed in pretests in Chapel Hill and Durham, North Carolina, and 
Speedway and Indiana University, Indiana, Police Departments. This list was 
compatible with problems other researchers have identified. The basic list 
of problem types was constructed in May 1977. During the course of the data 
collection in the summer of 1977, any problem which did not fit the previous
ly established categories was referred to one of the principal inve:t~gators 
for assignment of a new code. All research staff were promptly notified of 
the new category. The PSS Coding Manual, presented on p. 168 of this appendix, 
gives a complete list of problem codes and their definitions. 

The study required a set of codes with various levels of specificity. Cit
izens l descriptions of their problems can be either quite specific or quite 
general. Similarly, police dispatchers can be quite specific in describing 
the problem to the patrol officer who is assigned, or they can be quite general 
in the description they give. To be able to record both general (and often 
vague) descriptions of problems when only these were given and also quite spe
cific probleln descriptions when these were available, PSS staff designed a 
nested set of codes. At the most general level, problems are separated into 
seven categories: Problems with Persons (00-199), Problems with Property 
(200-399), Traffic Problems (400-499), Service Problems (500-599), Information 
Problems (600-699), Legal Procedures (700-799), and Miscellaneous Problems 
(800-899). Each of these general categories is divided into more specific sub
cateoories. In several instances these sub-categories are divided again for 
even~greater specificity, and a few problem types are described by yet another 
division. For example, a Domestic Argument (020) is a sub-category of Argu
ment (019) which is, in turn, a sub-category of Publ ic Nuisance or Iidistur
bancell (010), which is a category under Problems with Persons. Prob)em types 
for any incident assigned to an observed police officer were recorded at three 
points in time: when the call was assigned to the officer by the dispatcher, 
when the officer arrived on the scene, and when the officer left the scene or 
the incident was concluded. Thus, as more information became available to 
an officer, a different or more specific problem code was often applicable. 

The coding rule was to select the most specific problem type code which 
could be applied to the situation described by the caller, dispatcher, or in
terviewee. Patrol observers were instructed to also identify the prOblem type 
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categories which most completely described the problem as they observed it. 
Thus, if al caller reported Ilan argument ll to police, this would be coded as 
problem type 019 (Argument) by the calls for service coder. If the dispatcher 
described this same incident to a patrol officer as a Ildisturbance,11 it would 
be coded 010 (Public Nuisance) by the patrol observer. If after arrival the 
patrol ob~ierver learned that the participants in the incident were members of 
the same family, he or she would code the incident 020 (Domestic Argument). 
The problem codes on the calls for service form were verified against written 
descriptions of the callers l problems. Less specific codes were deleted when 
there was sufficient information to permit determination of a more specific 
code. Additional information about coding practices and supervision is avail
able in ml~thods reports for the various data collection forms on which prob-
1 em type Icodes were used. 

PSS did not attempt to classify problems on the basis of criminal statutes 
or on the basis of charges filed against participants in the incident. Some 
PSS problem codes have names that are also the terms used for crimes, but 
these terms merely identify the description of a problem to police or the ap
pearance of a problem situation to our observer. They do not indicate wheth
er pol ice officially classified the incident as a crime. For example, if a 
person was stopped by an officer because he was behaVing in an erratic way and 
appeared to be intoxicated, a PSS researcher would categorize the problem as 
011 (Drunk) whether or not there was an arrest for publ ic intoxication or a 
referral to a detoxification center. If the apparently inebriated individual 
were driving a car, the researcher \'/ould code the problem as 471 (ildriving 
under the influencell ) regardless of whether there was an arrest or whether the 
person was shown to be legally intoxicated according to a breath or blood test. 

The studyls interest was to record problems citizens described to the po
lice;, prclblems dispatchers assigned to officers; and the problems officers 
dealt with both as they appeared to observers and as they Were recalled by cit
izen participants who were later interviewed. Each of these descriptions of 
the problem can, in fact, be different from the actual situation. For ex
ample, a citizen may report that he is being threatened with a weapon while, 
in fact, no weapon is involved. (The mention of a weapon may be an attempt to 
encourage a quicker response from police, or it may be an exaggeration born of 
anger or fear.) A dispatcher may relay an incorrect problem description from 
caller to patrol officer, or a dispatcher may abbreviate a problem description. 
The use of numeric dispatch codes or of such standard phrases as IISee the 
ladyll or IIDisturbancel1 may result in the failure to transmit to the patrol of
ficer specifics provided by the caller. The problem the officer deals with 
may also differ from the situation as it could be described with more informa
tion. For instance, when a department receives a bomb threat, considerable 
effort may go into evacuating occupants of the threatened building and search
ing for a bomb. In fact, no bomb may exist so that there is IIreally!1 no prob
lem, but that is not the situation the officer confronts when he or she is 
dispatched to a place where a bomb is reported. Similarly, an officer may 
spend considerable time taking a report of a stolen vehicle, only to learn 
that another member of the ownerls family borrowed the car and no theft was 
involved. Again, while there is Il rea l1y!1 no problem, PSS coded the problem 
confronting the officer as Stolen Auto. Interviewers were instructed to use 
this same rule in determining which problem type code to apply to citizens l 
descriptions of their interactions with pol ice. 
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under study is not as good as is desired and might reasonably be expected for 
the service in question. A review of agency priorities and constituent in
terests has indicated that those involved want a better score on the measure in 
question. Neither service conditions nor differences in production processes 
account for the discrepancy. The data are reI iable, and the difference shown 
by the comparison is not due to measurement error. After a problem has been 
identified, production process models can be used to identify shortages of re
sources or shortcomings in procedure which account for the discrepancy. 
Agency efforts to resolve the service problem by changing resources or pro
cedures can then be undertaken. 

The use of comparisons of performance measures to identify potential sr' • 
vice problems is subject to the same I imitations we have discussed earlier. 
Values for policing differ, models of pol ice service production are poorly de
veloped, and reliable measures of police performance are not readily available. 

Suggestion 2. Before deciding that a comparison measure reveals 
a service deficiency, investigate alternative explanations. Looking 
at values of constituents will help to clarify the importance of 
that aspect of performance for the agency in question. Looking at 
theories of how the service gets delivered will increase under
standing of what is happening in this particular case. Are ser
vice conditions contributing to an observed difference? Is the 
agency using a different process from that of the comparison? Or 
what change3 can the agency make which might improve performance? 
Looking at data qual ity allows assessment of how much confidence to 
place in the size (and even the dir~ction) of the difference between 
the agenc~ in question and the comparison. 

3. Developing better theories of policing. One of the major themes of this 
volume has been the necessity to develop val id theories of pol ice service produc
tion processes in order to identify resources and activities critical to the 
production of valued results. Good police agency performance measurement de-' 
pends on valid models of policing, but performance measurement can contribute 
substantially to the refinement and testing of models. Research can be done 
by relying on special data collection intended solely for research purposes, al
though that approach to research is expensive and may become even less frequent 
as funds for research become scarcer. Val id data about policing that are col
lected by the agencies themselves as they monitor their operations can provide 
a base for research, whether the research is conducted by the agencies them
selves or by others using police data. 

Pol ice agencies can also contribute to our general understanding of po
licing by conducting studies that focus on particular service delivery problems 
they confront. Indeed, given the current scarcity of valid models, most police 
management problems require systematic study of models. There are few vali
dated models to provide certain guides to action. 

One difficulty many police agencies face is deciding what to study and what 
problems deserve the extra investiment required for performance measurement. 
h0St police administrators are accustomed to defining issues either very 
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generally or quite particularly. Neither sort of definition lends itself to 
performance measurement. Program budgets, annual reports, speeches before 
civic associations, and other publ ic pronouncements by administrators' typical
ly mention as police goals the prevention of crime, the provision of safety, 
the assurance of justice, and sim:iar noble sentiments. Statements of general 
concern and broad intentions are sometimes powerf~1 rhetorical tools but are 
too vague to guide pol icy planning or research. They provide only indirect 
assistance to those developing performance measures. At the s,.ame time, most 
of the issues which police ndministrators face every day are quite particular: 
Bank robberies have become markedly more frequent; a major construction project 
has created traffic and parking conge~tion; racial tensions are mounting. 
Problems that are this specific and this urgent often do not seem amenable 
resbarch. Time seems too short and the problems seem too particular. 

Suggestion 3. Broadly stated goals can be made more specific, 
and particular crises can be viewed as instances of more general 
problems. Police administrators can hold discussions with elected 
officials 'and other important constituents to identify areas of 
crime prevention, safety, or justice that are especially trouble
some. This may help ~ead off future crises by identifying problems 
early and directing resources to research and planning about them. 
Pol ice administrators should also investigate agency performance 
in areas where crises develop. Even if the findings of the study 
are not available in time to inform decisions about what to do in 
that particular crisis (and usually they will not be), they may 
well identify ways to avoid a similar situation or at least how to 
understand it better should it re~ur. Service problems which ex
perience suggests are endemic should go at the top of the research 
agenda, followed by service problems which appear to be just de
veloping. Looking both to broad statements of agency goals and to 
immediate crises are ways to help identify performance measurement 
topics. 

Regardless of the approach police use to learn about what their constitu
ents want, we should not expect pol ice to have the only performance measurement 
agenda. Performance measurement by pol ice may be the most technically sophis
ticated and best funded, but it is unlikely to satisfy al I constituents or 
foresee all problems. Other groups may contest the findings of police perfor
mance measurement. Sometimes they may prod!)I:e information based on their own 
data collection and analysis. Other, times they may attack values for policing 
implicit in a department1s own performance assessments. Regardless of how other 
performance measurements differ from those conducted by pol ice, they are poten
tially useful to police and other pol ice constituents. Alternative assessments 
can identify values people hold about policing, can suggest other models of po
lice service processes, and can provide additional data about police activities 
and their results. Pol ice and their sometime-critics can learn from each other. 
Examination of confl icting evidence and competing models is a useful tool for 
learning about police performance and how to improve it. 

The research community has primary responsibil ity for developing our under
standing of how police processes work. More research is nov being conducted in 
this area than ever before, due largely to financial support from federal agencies, 
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particularly the National Institute of Justice. While using eVer-more esoteric 
research designs and model ing techniques, the research community must make spe
cial efforts if its research is to be under5tood by police administrators and 
others who decide police policy. This is a particular problem for academic re
searchers since many universities place the highest premium on publishing for 
academic rather than practitioner audiences. Policy analysts are persons 
skilled in the application of social science techniques to publ ic service prob
lems and can help disseminate academic research. Most departments cannot af
ford to train or hire their own policy analysts, although the largest academic 
departments may have a staff of several people with these skills. Regional 
planning councils, local colleges and university government service bureaus 
and other agencies of local government often employ pol icy analysts whose s~r
vice may be available to public agencies at little or no charge. Part of 
their job should be to keep pol ice administrators informed of research findings. 
Professional associations can also help communicate research findings to pol ice 
departments. Their journals, bulletins, and conferences are channels that 
have already been developed for this purpose. Greater efforts could be made to 
review and interpret academic studies of policing. 

Police departments must remain primarily in the business of providing ser
vices, not conducting research. At the same time, departments can make them
selves accessible to research projects and can improve their own data collection 
pra~tices. Moreover, police can be more explicit about the results they expect 
their programs to produce. Wagner's (1980) study of attempts to introduce per
formance measurement programs in two North Carolina cities demonstrates the im
portance of close collaboration between policy analyst and department officials. 
Wagner found that the policy analyst could not rely 011 her technical competence 
alone. Key departmental personnel had to supply both the information and the 
support necessary to implement procedures to produce and use those measures. 
Patton (1978) provides a t~orough discussion of the importance of the interaction 
of policy analyst and agency management. 

Suggestion 4. Policy analysts and professional associations should 
keep police informed about the latest research on policing and help 
police collect better data and be more explicit about the theories 
guiding their own operations. In these ways, the performance mea
surement efforts of departments can contribute to the development 
of more valid theories of police service delivery. 

B. Obtaining Better Data 

Making explicit the underlying models L1sed in a performance measurement 
enterprise will assist users in assessing the qual ity of the results. But with
out the ability to obtain good data for those models, a performance measurement 
program has 1 ittle value. Police collect most of the data that is used in 
their agency1s evaluation. We bel ieve that for police to obtain better data 
~hey mus~ focus their efforts on the data collection process, on the scope of 
Information they seek, and on cost-reduction strategies. 

I. Improving the process of data collection. Obtaining valid data on po
lice operations and accomplishments has been a major concern for the last 50 
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years. It is still a difficult challenge, despite the cons!dera~le eff~rt 
which has been devoted to it. Methodological and technological Innovations 
have expanded our knowledge of how to collect data and have increased our 
capacity to store, retrieve, and manipulate data. Nevertheless, !~:;~, inex
pensive, and readily available data on police performance contin~~ ~0 elude 
us. Chapters 5 and 8 describe many of these problems. The thornIest data 
problems cannot be solved at the social scientist's desk or compu~er program
mer's terminal, however. Re~ardless of the- elegance of a survey Instrument, 
the sensitivity of a scaling procedure, the specificity of a classification 
scheme, sophistication of reliability checks, or the number of cases in a data 
set, the collection of performance data must come to grips with the realities 
of pol ice organization and culture. Police officers are often isolated, sus
picious of outsiders, and no more eager to be scrutinized than members of other 
occupations. The pol ice have a vested interest in how performance data reflect 
on them, so that relying upon pol ice to collect these data inevitably creates 
questions of validity and reliability. Further, even when police are motivated 
to do the most accurate data collection possible, they may lack the skills or 
not be in a position to do so: Deal ing with a problem may prevent a police of
ficer from collecting data on it. 

Most efforts to improve the quality of police department data have focused 
on changing the management of records. Centralization of records management 
was expected to control distortion of reports and improve coordination of re
porting. Special ization of some personnel in records management was expected 
to facilitate the application of new techniques for managing data (O.W, Wilson, 

.1963:386-388). The adoption of electronic data processing has further focused 
efforts to improve police data on the records division of a department. There 
have been important changes in how data are managed, and major improvements 
have resulted. But unfortunately the way the data are oollected initially has 
not been included in most of these efforts. The quality of data depends in 
large r~rt on the precision and lack of bias with which they are collected. 

The officer on the street is the originator of most of the observations and 
classifications of observations which become police department data. Street of
ficers (whether in patrol, traffic, investigations, or other service assignments) 
are also responsible for carrying out the department's programs. Although many 
of the reports they prepare are intended for making decisions about individual 
cases rather than for monitoring agency performance, in many departments, the 
officer who files a report rarely needs to use that report again for his or her 
own work. Thus, officers often do not directly perceive the need for accuracy 
and thoroughness, even in case reports. In reports of their own activities, 
which are used by their supervisors to direct their daily activities or to de
termine who will be rewarded, there is even less incentive for full and careful 
reporting. This is so especially if t~e kinds of officer behavior to be re
ported are activities supervisors want to encourage but which seem unimportant 
to officers or activities supervisors want to discourage but officers want to 
continue. Officers need to understand data collection techniques and the 
reasons for them. Training and supervision can be designed to help officers 
understand why their reports are worth doing well. One technique which ma~ be 
useful is involving officers themselves in the development of data collection 
forms and procedures. For example, the San Diego police department conducted 
an experiment which encouraged officers to hold discussions with citizens to 
"profile" neighborhood needs and problems (Boydstun and Sherry, 1975). Profiling 
the service priorities of each officer's beat required the officer to undertake 
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field observation and much convers r " Ion with residents and neighborhood leaders. 
The officers interpreted their be~t_ needs and were responsible for communi
cating their impressions to the departments. The program used periodic staff 
conferences with open discussions between supervisors and patrol officers to 
compare findings and discuss their implications. The programls evaluation re
port documented a significant increase in police motivation to seek and report 
information about the beat. 

Some might accuse a department that vigorously pursued this approach of 
turning its force into a crew of social scientists with badges, rather than po
lice officers. What makes a gOOG Jata collector does not necessarily make a 
good pol ice officer, but the skills of a good observer and a careful recorder 
are also important to police work. It is possible to develop attitudes that 
encourage officers to use information that will help them and their managers to 
assess problems and deal with them. To accomplish this, police ~anagers.wil.J 
need to modify traditional chains of command, control models of Information 
transfer and adopt more decentralized models. Data collection procedures 
need not'be imposed from the top down. They can be developed jointly by pol ice 
managers and officers. Officers can be convinced of the value of the data to 
them as we), I as to management. Further, the rules of data collection and coding 
need not be so rigid that they resist all change. Street-level officers l con
sistent failure to abide by rules sometimes tells more about the inadequacy of 
the rules than of the officers. Until the role of the street-level officer In 
collecting information about the agencyls work is acknowledged, the validity 
and reI iability of police-collect~d data will always remain suspect. 

Suggestion 5. Police management can encourage and educate officers 
to be more accurate data collectors by explaining how the data they 
collect can help improve their work and by involving them in the de
sign and testing of data collection forms and procedures. 

2. Getting more comprehensivz data. Part of the difficulty in police P7r
formance measurement is that police seldom collect and manage data that permit 
them to follow individual people, cases, families, neighborhoods, or other 
units through a process. To measure the cumulative effects of police activities 
and their long-term consequences, police need to develop computerized Ilcase 
histories." Police need to be able to trace cases through subsequent process
ing by other criminal justice and social welfare agencies so that they can as
sess the impact of police actions on subsequent decisions and also understand 
the impact of police actions on ulti~ate outcomes, such as recidivism, revic· 
timization, etc. Some data systems are already beginning to do this. A 
LEAA-promoted Prosecutorls Management Information Systems (PROMIS) o~g~nizes 
some of this information, although many problems for management usability have 
been noted (Weimer 1980:231). Police need data on what happens to cases they , . . 
refer to alcohol detoxication facilities, spouse abuse assistance organizations, 
and other social service organizations they use. Police also need to be able 
to easily link data on repeated contacts with citizens. Dealing with individu
als who are chronic troublemakers, chronic victims, or those chronically in 
need of assistance forms a large part of what police do. 
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Most current police accounting systems do not admit to ready compilation 
of long-term indtvidual histories of citizens' problems and police inXerven
tions. Relying on officer or citizen recall to reconstruct these histories 
is an unsatisfactory solution to this problem, given that most of these data 
are already collected. Developing computerized case histories that can be 
adapted to performance measurement needs is a technical problem that requires 
a more intricate combination of data sets. In addition to the technical prob
lems of data formatting and system design are the problems of securing the 
cooperation of a large number of government agencies to keep track of what 
the government has done to individuals as it "processes" them through the crim
inal justice system or diverts them to other government agencies. Securing 
this cooperation can be a sensitive matter. Guaranteeing mutual access to 
such data files is one way of increasing trust. Finally, the linking of 
diverse data sets on individuals, famil ies, or addresses also raises problems 
of right-to-privacy violations. Limiting computer-linked case histories to 
information that is in the public domain may help safeguard people's privacy. 
The masking 'of individuals l names and addresses is another, since the purpose 
of these data sets would be to evaluate agency performance, not make opera
tional decisions about individual cases. 

More use can be made of existing records as a source of police data, too. 
For example, the Police Executive Research Forum staff coded data from the 
case records maintained by 24 local police agencies in order to study the 
kinds of information usually needed to cl~ar burglary investigations (Eck, 
1979). 

Suggestion 6. Reorganizing the information already available may 
help researchers address preformance issues for which data have 
not been expl icitly collected. 

3. Controlling the cost of data collection. The most expensive aspect of 
performance measurement is typically data collection. Police can do a great 
deal to limit the cost of data by not collecting so much of it and by judicious
ly integrating information collected for legal and dai ly operations purposes 
into a performance measurement program. 

Police departments, like other bureaucracies, develop inertia in reporting 
procedures. Thus, they often produce data of little usefulness. Officers are 
required to collect these data because the process has become--over a long, 
time and through sometimes considerable administrative effort--part of their 
routine. Those who collate the data are famil iar with procedures, and those 
who are supposed to use it have become inured to the stream of superfluous in
formation flowing over their desks. Outsiders who have conducted research in 
police departments usually participate in a scene where some pol ice official, 
in response to an inquiry on what data the department collects on its activi
ties, hauls out reams of computer printout and statistical summaries, confess
ing that he hopes the researcher can use it because no one else does. One 
cannot fail to be impressed by the weight of the evidence and its irrelevance 
to pol ice needs. 
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Suggestion 7. Police managers should evaluate the usefulness of the 
data they collect in order to eliminate unnecessary record keeping 
procedures. 

It is one thing, however, to call for flexibility and another thing to 
implement it. Establishing data collection routines and getting personnel 
to use coding schemes is a time consuming process, so that frequent changes 
are more likely to ensure confusion and dissaffection rather than more efficient 
data collectiori. Much of the cost of refining data collection techniques 
and instruments can be limited if changes are first tried on a small . , 
experimental scale. 

Another way to limit expenditures for data collection is to make better 
use of information that is currerltly collected by officers for legal and 
operational purposes. Most departments process for performance evaluation 
only a small amount of the information their personnel collect on their 
numerous report forms. UCR statistical requirements typically determine what 
information is extracted for analysis. Much additional information routinely 
collected and reported by officers might be,used in identifying problems, 
testing models, and planning. It is often written in narrative text form. 
If time is limited, orchanging report forms and codes is infeasible, it may 
be more productive for office staff to review reports and put the information 
in a form that facilitates data analysis. This does not solve reliablity 
and validity problems, but it does mean that the problems of teaching 
the new codes and codfng rules can be limited to office employees. For reports 
which are known to be highly reI iable already, this can be a useful procedure. 

Data collection costs can also be minimized by sampling instead of 
coding data on all cases in the population. This is particularly important 
where the analysis focuses upon high frequency occurrences, such as offense 
reports or arrest reports. Careful coding of a small, carefully drawn sample 
of cases can provtde more accurate data (and be less expensive) than trying 
to code data from all reports in the file. 

-=-~'1gestion~,: Police can sometimes save resources by coding data from 
tnformation from reports already in their files. Often only a 
sample of cases may need to be coded. 

C. Others~ Measurement of Police Agency Performance 

Much of our discussion has been directed to police agencies' efforts 
to measure their own performance, but pol ice performance measurement is by 
no means done only by police. Other public agencies, the press, and various 
special interest groups of citizens may all become involved in using social 
science techniques to assess how well their police are doing. Each of these 
constituencies may have a somewhat different view of what constitutes good 
police performance, and anyone of them may decide to try to measure how 
well police are doing according to that constituency's performance criteria. 
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Nonpolice performance measurement programs serve not only their sponsors, 
however. They also serve the larger public interest. A fundamental question 
is to what extent can the police be expected to portray accurately their own 
activities and accomplishments, particularly when doing so may reflect poorly 
on the current administration or individuals in the agency. The most rigorous 
attempts to enhance the validity and reliability of data are subject to ques
tion until they are independently verified. Sometimes other government agen
cies do this, but they too may have a significant investment in the outcome. 
In some sense, everyone interested in measuring police performance has an ax 
to grind. In social science we expect that when enough perspectives are 
represented, potential biases and distortions'will be less likely to remain 
unidentified. 

Nongovernment groups can prove particularly effective in demonstrating 
the existence of a problem that government reports--through ignorance or 
design--have failed to illuminate. Some sources of data are limited if 
a research team does not have police cooperation or the resource to obtain 
technical services. However, disassociation from the police enhances 
access and tredibility with offenders, victims, or witnesses. 

The same standards of scientific rigor that we might expect of heavily 
funded government endeavors can be met by private studies. Survey techniques 
are particularly appropriate for groups that provide service to those who have 
(or might choose not to have) contact with the police. Rape crisis centers, 
hotlines, shelters for alcoholics or battered wives, and other service or
ganizations can obtain useful information on pol ice-cl ient interactions and 
the reasons that potential clients did not request police services. Neighbor
hood organizations can conduct their own victimization and public opinion sur
veys. Businesses can survey their customers to assess their fear of crime and 
evaluate police protection in the vicinity. Churches and privately-sponsored 
half-way houses can collect data on police activities regarding probationers 
and parolees. 

Some performance measurement problems may call for extraordinary forms of 
data collection. Survey interviews and participant observation are seldom 
part of police departments' routine data collection program, but they are 
often used by outside researchers to get information unavailable or of ques
tionable accuracy through normal data collection channels. These methods 
are labor-intensive, require specialized skills, and pose special methodological 
problems of their own. A large scholarly literature has developed on when and 
how to use these techniques. We only note that these techniques can also be 
used to test the val idity of less costly methods. Some methods, such as the 
follow-up interview with police cl~ents, can and have been routinized at low 
e¥pense (McCall, 1975; Parks, 1980; Reiss, 1971). The now-standard suggestion 
to use the resources of local colleges, which can often be obtained at little 
or no expense, also appl ies. 

Suggestion 9. Other agencies and organizations which want to 
know how well police are doing should seek the same rigorous, 
objectives description of events and the same clear statements 
of performance criteria which we expect from police. 
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D. Performance Measurement as a Learning Strategy 

To be most useful, performance measurement should be designed jointly 
by those responsible for collecting the data, those who will use the measures, 
and those who have technical expertise in designing measures and interpreting 
them. Police, their constituents, and policy analysts all need to be in
volved in the selection of relevant theories of policing to guide performance 
measurement! the choice of measures, and the implementation of the program. 

Any performance measurement program will necessarily be 1 imited and incom
plete. By publ icizing the kinds of measures which they find useful and the 
results of research they conduct, agencies can help strengthen each others' 
capacity for performance measurement. Probably the most readily transferable 
parts of a performance measurement program are the data collection and manage
ment procedures, although even these need to take into account local pecul i
arities and requirements. Models of police operation5 wi 11 continue to be some
what less transferable without a much fuller theory of the effects of various 
police practices and the diversity of contexts in which police operate. Still, 
much can be learned from previously developed models of police services and 
from comparisons of models tested in different settings. Performance measure
ment programs need to be kept flexible and open to revision as new social prob
lems arise, new understanding of policing develops, and new constituent ex
pectations are formed. 
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APPENDIX A. THE POLICE SERVICES STUDY: AN OVERVIEW 

The Police Services Study (PSS) was a two-phase research project conducted 
jointly by the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at Indiana 
University at Bloomington and the Center for Urban and Regional Studies at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill between 1974 and 1980. The 
project was funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation. The pur
pose of Phase I was to provide a comprehensive description of the arrangements 
used to provide police services in metropolitan areas. 1 Phase I I of the Study 
was designed to analyze the impact of these arrangements for police service 
delivery on a variety of community outcomes. A number of reports on Phase I I 
of the study have been publ ished or are in press, but some of the findings are 
reported here for the first time. 

The first phase (1974-1976) was a census of all law enforcement organiza
tions (local, state, and federal) providing services in a stratified random 
sample of 80 small-to-medium-sized SMSAs in the United States (50,000 to 
1,500,000 residents) during the 1973 calendar year. Data were collected dur
ing brief site-visits, supplemented by telephone and mail communications. 
This census gave an overview of intra- and interorganizational arrangements 
for the delivery of a variety of police services in all jurisdictions in each 
SMSA (general patrol, traffic patrol, accident investigation, criminal in
vestigation, dispatch, training, detention, and crime lab). Data were obtained 
on departmental structure, resource levels (fiscal, equipment, and personnel), 
allocation and deployment of personnel, types of service provided, and ser
vice arrangements with other law enforcement agencies. Data collected by 
other organizations were also obtained: FBI crime and arrest data; Office of 
Revellue Sharing data (population characteristics, housing, taxes, and inter
governmental transfers; and Census data (both for 1970 and estimated for 1973). 

The second phase of the PSS, conducted from 1976 to 1980, involved inten
sive data collection in 24 local police departments. On-site data collection 
in this phase was conducted primarily in the summer of 1977 by research teams 
assigned to the three metropolitan areas in which the departments were located: 
Rochester, New York; St. Louis, Missouri; and Tampa-St. Petersburg, Florida. 
These metropolitan areas were selected because of the variety of departments 
found within each area. Departments were selected in each SMSA to produce an 
overall sample that would reflect a rough cross section of organizational ar
rangements and service conditions for urban policing in the United States. 
The sample clearly is not representative of the entire population of police 
departments in the United States. 

The focus of Phase I I is on patrol services and related support activities 
(communications and referral services). Detailed data on police organization 
activities, service conditions, outputs, and outcomes of patrol service were 
collected. Although some data instruments relied upon agency records, most 

1 For a more extensive description of Phase I I, see Ostrom et al., 1977 
and 1978. 
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techniques were researcher-intensive--conducted independe~tlY of ~gency-
1· d data Th'ls was done to obtain a wider range of Information than s upp Ie. . d' l' b' 1 . t 

~ormally available through police records and ~o 7nhance In Icator re la I ~ Y 
and validity. Table A-l provides summary statistics on the 24 departments In 
the study. 

TABLE A-l. POLICE SERVICES STUDY PHASE I I POLICE DEPARTMENTS 

Sworn Population of Study 
D~~~~~ _________________ ~O~f~f~ic~e~r~s~ _________ ~P~a;t~r~o~l~J~u~r~is~d~i~c~t~i~o~n~ ___ ~N~e~ighborhoods .Qepartment 

Gates 
Greece 

22 
68 

346 
646 

ROCHESTER SMSA 

30,000 
84,000 

185,000 
259,000 

1 
1 
2 
7 Monroe County 

Rochester 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ST. LOUIS SMSA 

Berkeley 38 18,000 2 
Brentwood 23 10,000 2 
Bridgeton 51 24,000 1 
Crestwood 28 15,000 1 
Ferguson 54 27,000 ~ 
Kin loch 15 6 ,000 2 
Kirkwood 53 34,000 1 
Northwoods 18 9,000 1 
Pinelawn 13 6,000 8 
St. Louis (city) 2,050 499,000 
University City 80 47,000 ~ 
Wellston 24 6,000 _ 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clearwater 
Hi llsborough County 
Largo 
Pinellas County 
Pinellas Park 
St. Petersburg 
Tampa 
Tarpon Springs 

TAMPA-ST. 

158 
292 

43 
240 

33 
453 
595 

23 

PETERSBURG SMSA 

77 ,000 
330,000 
55,000 

210,000 
29,000 

236,000 
297,000 

11,000 

3 
3 
2 
4 
1 
4 
5 
2 

Although jurisdiction-wide data on organization and service delivery were 
collected for each department, most'of the intensive resear~h ac~iviti7s fo
cused on patrol service to a sample of 60 predominantly residential neighbor
hoods served by these departments (varying in number per departmen~ from ~ne 
to eight, depending upon the size and heterogeneity of the community resl: 
dential population). Neighborhoods were selected to reflect a cross section 
of the residential service conditions with which eac~ de~artment ~ad.to deal. 
These study neighborhood boundaries are beat boundaries In the majority of _ 
cases, although some modifications were made ~hen necessary.to conform ~o c7n_ 
sus blocks/tracts and to prevent distinctly diverse populations from.belng In 
cluded within the same boundary. Ethnicity and family income of residents 
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served as the principal selection criteria, most neighborhoods being either 
predominantly white or predominantly nonwhite. (Nearly all nonwhites in these 
neighborhoods are black.) Victimization rates for neighborhood households 
varied substantially: from 19 to 66 incidents per 100 households in a 12-
month period. Table A-2 shows the distribution of the 60 study neighborhoods 
according to ethnicity and family income. 

TABLE A-2. INCOME AND RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 60 PHASE I I STUDY 
NEIGHBORHOODS (by number of neighborhoods) 

Mean Fami ly 
Income 

$5,000-7,500 

$7,500-14,999 

$15,000 + 

Predominantly White 
(0-25% Nonwh i te) 

o 
20 

16 

Phase I I Data Sets 

Racial Composition 
Mixed 

(26-75% Nonwhite) 

o 
10 

Predominantly Nonwhite 
(75-100% Nonwhite) 

8 

4 

Below are brief descriptions of the data sets collected in Phase I I of the 
Police Services Study. 

1. Data set 1: Observation of police officers on patrol. During a period 
of over 7,200 hours of in-person observation by trained researchers, more than 
500 patrol officers were observed in a motched sample (for day of week and 
time of day) of 15 shifts for each of 60 study neighborhoods. During this 
time period, 5,688 police-citizen encounters involving more than 10,000 citizen 
participants were observed. Detailed coding of each encounter covered 650 
variables, such as: how the encounter was initiated; location and information 
provided to officer by dispatcher; response time; length of encounter; the na
ture of the problem(s); characteristics of citizen participants; police actions 
and demeanor; citizen actions and demeanor; and the presence of other police 
and non-police public servants. Descriptive narratives were also prepared for 
each encounter involving a domestic disturbance and violence between officer 
and citizen. For each of the 900 observed shifts, observations were also 
coded on activities and occurrences not involving direct contact with citizens. 
Examples are the initiation of security checks; issuing parking tickets; con
tact with superviors, other patrol officers, and other public servants; time 
spent on a variety of activities; and officer-volunteered comments on pat'rol 
style and department priorities. 

2. Data set 2: Observation of telephone ~Lls for service. A sample of 
requests for service received by telephone in 21 departments was observed dur
ing the time periods that observation of patrol officers was being conducted. 
Observations Were either coded live or tape recorded and coded later. A total 
of 26,465 callswerecoded. Variables included the nature of the request or 

2Methods reports describing data collection instruments and procedures 
are avai lable from the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, 
Indiana University at Bloomington. 
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problem, characteristics of complainant, location of problem or complainant, 
information given to the telephone operator, and nature of the police re
sponse promised by the tel~phone operator. 

3. Data set 3: In-person, structured interviews with pol ice officers, 
su ervisors, and administrators. Interviews were conducted separately with 
each officer in private averaging 30 minutes each). Completed interviews 
number 1,424, including 497 of the 500 officers observed on patrol. There 
were approximately 200 questionnaire items, including respondent's personal 
characteristics; education and training; police experience; attitudes and 
perceptions of job, community, supervisors, management, pol ice role, police 
priorities, and, department priorities. 

4. Data set 4: In-de th, in- erson interviews with olice administra
tors. Less structured, lengthier interviews 1-2 hours were conducted with 
top and mid-level managers in each department. Extensive descriptions and 
commentary on a variety of organizational topics were obtained: organiza
tional priorities, problems, and strategies; resource allocation structures 
for patrol; provisions for supervision, command, and control; relations with 
the community and public officials; and management's patrol-style priorities. 
Respondents supplied additional agency records and documentation on many 
items. A total of 43 interviews were conducted. 

5. Data set 5: In-depth, in-person interviews with representatives of 
citizen organizations involved in police and crime issues. One hundred and 
ten organizations active in the jurisdictions and study neighborhoods were 
selected for interview. Agencies were selected based upon interviews with 
police administrators, community leaders, respondents to the neighborhood 
surveys, and members of other citizen organizations. One or more representa
tives of each organization were administered a lengthy questionnaire. Ques
tions covered the following areas: organization purpose and activities, 
nature of relationship with police departments, preferences and priorities 
for policing, and perceptions of local police performance. 

6. Data set 6: In-depth, in-person interviews with public officials 
involved in pol ice issues., Sixty publ ic officials were interviewed: 19 
elected executives; 15 appointed executives, 23 elected local legislators; 
and members of a state-appointed board. Selection of public official respon
dents for each jurisdiction was based upon interviews with police administra
tors, respondents to the neighborhood surveys, members of citizen organiza
tions, and other publ ic officials. Questions covered the following areas: 
respondent's personal background, nature of relationship ~7th police, percep
tions of pol ice role in the community, and evaluation of pol ice problems and 
performance. Both coded and narrative responses to questions were recorded. 

7. Data set 7: Surve of neighborhood residents. Approximately 200 
residents per neighborhood were interviewed 12,022 interviews) by telephone. 
There were 172 items per interview. Items included: respondent characteris
tics; household victimization data; respondent experiences with police; eval
uation of police service in tre neighborhood; attitudes toward police role 
and performance in specific encounters; crime reporting and other coopera
tive citizen behavior; and participation in crime-prevention programs and 
groups. 
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Although each of the data sets described above uses a different unit of 
analysis, each can be aggregated or merged at different levels (for example, 
SMSA, department, neighborhood, patrol shift, and officer). Aggregated data 
can also be applied to individual cases to perform ecological analysis (for 
example, neighborhood victimization surveys can be aggregated and used as con
trol variables in analyzing officer time allocations). 
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APPENDIX B. THE POLICE SERVICES STUDY: PROBLEM TYPE CODES 

A set of codes for the problems pol ice deal with was essential for a 
study of patrol operations in order to record the type of problem involved 
in each request for service and each police-citizen en~ounter we observed. 
To facilitate the coding of problem types, the Police Services Study ~P~S~ 
staff developed a list which contained mutua11y exclusive problem d~flnltl~ns 
and which also included virtually every possible type of prob,~m which pol Ice 
are asked to handle. This list was used to categorize citizens ' descriptions 
of their problems, dispatchers ' descriptions of problems a:signed to offi- . 
cers, observers I descriptions of the problems they saw police han~le, an~ Clt
izens ' responses describing to interviewers encounters they had with police. 

The PSS staff developed its list of problem codes by recording the types 
of telephone requests for service, police dispatches, and citizen-po~ice en
counters observed in pretests in Chapel flill and Durham, North Ca~oll~a, and 
Speedway and Indiana University, Indiana, Police.Depa~t~ents. This ~Ist.was 
compatible with problems other researchers have Identified. The basIc list 
of problem types was constructed in May 1977. D~ring.the cou~se of the ~ata 
collection in the summer of 1977, any problem which did not fit the prevIous
ly established categories was referred to one of the principal inve:t~gators 
for assignment of a new code. All research staff were promptly not~fled of . 
the new category. The PSS Coding Manual, presented on p. 168 of this appendix, 
gives a complete list of problem codes and their definitions. 

The study required a set of codes with various levels of specificity. Cit
izens ' descriptions of their problems can be either quite.s~ec~fic or ~u~te 
general. Similarly, police dispatchers can be quite specific In des~rlblng 
the problem to the patrol officer who is assigned, or they can be qUite general 
in the description they give. To be able to record both general (and often 
vague) descriptions of problems when only these were given and also quite spe
cific problem descriptions when these were available, PSS staff designed a 
nested set of codes. At the most general level, problems are separated into 
seven categories: Problems with Persons (00-199), Problems with Property ~. 
(200-399). Traffic Problems (400-499), Service Problems (500-599), InformaLlon 
Protlems (600-699), Legal Procedures (700-799), and Miscellaneous Prob~e~s 
(800-899). Each of these general categories is divided into more specific sub
categories. In Several instances these sub-categories are divided again for 
even greater specificity, and a few problem types are described by yet another 
division. For example, a Domestic Argument (020) is a sub-category of Argu
ment (019) which is~ in tllrn, a sub-category of Public Nuisance or "distur
bance" (010), which is a category under Problems with Persons. Prob]em types 
for any incident assigned to an observed police officer were recorded at three 
points in time: when the c311 was assigned to the of!i~er by the dispatcher, 
when the officer arrived on the scene, and when the orflcer left the scene or 
the incident was concluded. Thus, as more information became available to 
an officer, a different or more specific problem code was often applicable. 

The coding rule was to select the most specific problem type code which 
could be applied to the situation described by the caller, dispatcher, or in
terviewee. Patrol observers were instructed to also identify the problem type 
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. ,Jtegories which most completely described the problem as they observed it. 
Thus, if a caller reported "an argument" to police, this would be coded as 
problem type 019 (Argument) by the calls for service coder. If the uispatcher 
described this same incident to a patrol officer as a "disturbance,1I it would 
be coded 010 (Publ ic Nuisance) by the patrol observer. If after arrival the 
patrol observer learned that the participants in the incident were members of 
the same family, he or she would code the incident 020 (Domestic Argument). 
The problem codes on the calls for service form were verified against written 
descriptions of the callers ' problems. Less specific codes were deleted when 
there was sufficient information to permit determination of a more specific 
code. Additional information about coding practices and supervision is avail
able in methods reports for the various data collection forms on which prob
lem type codes were used. 

PSS did not attempt to classify problems on the basis of criminal statutes 
or on the basis of charges filed against participants in the incident. Some 
PSS problem codes have names that are aiso the terms used for crimes, but 
these terms merely identify the description of a problem to police or the ap
pearance of a problem situation to our observer. They do not indicate wheth
er pol ice officially classified the incident as a crime. For example, if a 
person was stopped by an officer because he was behaving in an erratic way and 
appeared to be intoxicated, a PSS researcher would categorize the problem as 
011 (Drunk) whether or not there was an arrest for publ ic intoxication or a 
referral to a detoxification center. If the apparently inebriated individual 
were driving a car, the researcher wQuld,code the problem as 471 ("driving 
under the influence" ) regardless of whether there vJas an arrest or whether the 
person was shown to be legally intoxicated according to a breath or blood test. 

The study's interest was to record problems citizens described to the po
lice;, problems dispatchers assigned to officers; and the problems officers 
dealt with both as they appeared to observers and as they were recalled by cit
izen participants who were later interviewed. Each of these descriptions of 
the problem can, in fact, be different from the actual situation. For ex
ample, a citizen may report that he is being threatened with a weapon while, 
in fact, no weapon is involved. (The mention of a weapon may be an attempt to 
encourage a quicker response from police, or it may be an exaggeration born of 
anger or fear.) A dispatcher may relay an incorrect problem description from 
caller to patrol officer, or a dispatcher may abbreviate a problem description. 
The use of numeric dispatch codes or of such standard phrases as IISee the 
iady'l or "Disturbance" may result in the failure to transmit to the patrol of
ficer specifics provided by the caller. The problem the officer deals with 
may also differ from the situation as it could be described with more informa
tion. For instance, when a department receives a bomb threat, considerable 
effort may go into evacuating occupants of the threatened building and search
ing for a bomb. In fact, no bomb may exist so that there is Ilreallyll no prob
lem, but that is not the situation the officer confronts when he or she is 
dispatched to a place where a bomb is reported. Similarly, an officer may 
spend considerable time taking a report of a stolen vehicle, only to learn 
that another member of the owner's family borrowed the car and no theft was 
involved. Again, while there is "really" no problem, PSS coded the problem 
confronting the officer as Stolen Auto. Interviewers were instructed to use 
this same rule in determining which problem type code to apply to citizens' 
descriptions of their interactions with pol ice. 
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Using Problem Type Codes .in D~ta Analysis 

Problem type codes permit the analyst to select for study situations 
in \'Ih i ch cit i zens, off i cers, or ob servers perce i ved s im i 1 a r prob 1 ems. Not 
ali domestic arguments are the same, of course, but domestic arguments are 
generally more similar to each other than they are to shoplifting or to traf
fic fatalities. At the level of greatest specificity, this list of codes 
identifies relatively homogeneous sets of situations confronting citizens and pol ice. 

Often, however, PSS researchers were not able to obtain a specific descrip
tion of the problem. In coding calls from citizens to police, they had to 
rely on the information the citizen provided. In coding dispatches received 
by the officer on patrol, they relied on the content of the radio transmission. 
These were sometimes quite general--"See the lady," for example, In such 
cases, researchers had to use codes which refer to broad, general categories 
of problems. When a general code was used, there is necessarily less simi
larity among the cases receiving that code. Thus the data information is of 
varying levels of specificity. 

[he need to generalize from specific codes to more general classes of 
events is also important. This permits broad comparisons. That is, analysts 
often want to be able to divide police work into several broad categories. 
Because PSS coded much information in a very specific form, broad categories 
can be created in several ways, reflecting different aspects of the problems 
pol ice deal with. Each analyst is free to reclassify problem codes according 
to his or her research needs. However, the PSS staff has developed a general 
classification scheme applicable to a variety of analyses. It provides con
sistency across PSS reports. Thirteen categories comprise this set: 

I. Violent crime--one person injures another physically in a 
manner which involves potential criminal liability 

I I. Interpersonal conflict--persons involved in a dispute or 
altercation 

I I I. Medical problem--persons who are ill or injured 

IV. Public Morals Crime--affront to legal standards of "right 
conduct" 

V. Non-violent crime--non-physical injury in a manner which 
involves criminal 1 iabi lity 

VI. Traffic problem--dangerous or illegal operation of motor 
vehicle or motor vehicle accident or hazard 

VI I. Dependent person--persons thought unable to care for themselves 

VII I. Public nuisance--unpleasant or annoying circumstances 

IX. Susp.icious circumstance--situations officers or citizens per
ceive as potentially threatening 
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X. Assistance--all other situations in which citizens request 
help in dealing with a problem 

XI. Information request--person wants information from police 

XII. Information for pol ice--person only provides information 
to police 

XIII. Internal police operations--no direct service to citizens 
is asked for or provided 

The Problem Type Codes that fall into each of these 13 categories are 
1 isted in the Coding Manual on p. of this appendix. The broad cate-
gories are not mutually exclusive. Some codes indicate a type of problem 
which fits in several of them. Code 420 ("Hit and run"), for example, is at 
once a violent crime (I), J medical problem (I II), and a traffic problem (VI). 
By treating each of the 13 categories as a separate variable, the analyst can 
identify each of the categories into which each case falls. Several PSS data 
collection forms permitted as many as three problem types to be recorded. 
The 13 broad categories also permit inclusion of the information from all 
those codes in determining which categories of police problem each case in
volves. An example would be a single encounter between police and c!tize~s 
which involves both a moving violation in traffic (470) and a drug violation 
(042) . 

Of course it may be des i rab I e for the researcher to "for.ce" eaci' case into 
one and only one problem type, creating a set of mutually exclusive codes. To 
obtain a single problem category for each case, it is necessary to rank the 
categories in terms of their desired inclusiveness. Each researcher may do 
this to suit his or her own research questions. If, for example, all cases 
involving violent crime are wanted, that category would be ranked f!rst, and 
a case of hit and run would receive that code. Hit and run, for this purpose, 
would not be included among the traffic problems or among the medical problems. 
All categories would need to be ranked so that all combinations of mUltiple 
codes are also provided for. 

The 13 categories may be combined in a variety of ways depending on the 
purposes of the analyst. The researcher could, then, combine all crime-re
lated problems by combining all cases in Categories I, IV, and V. This pro
duces a set of problems in which a crime report is probably going to be f1l~d 
(if the investigation shows the situation is as it was ~rese~ted). Ca~egorles 
I I, VI, VII I and IX can be added to include all cases In which some kind of 
charges are likely to be filed or citations likely to be issue? ~n th~ oth
er hand, officers are likely to restrain violent persons only In situations 
involving problems in Categories I, II, VII, and IX. 
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CODE MANUAL 

1. PROBLEM TYPE CODES AND THEIR DEFINITIONS 

Problems with Persons 

MEET COMPLAINANT -- Code when this is all the information that is ~:.::..:.-=::..;:..:~:.:..:...;,..:..:.c.._ " woman, person at ... " or "I need the given (e.g .. , See.a ~an, 
police at x locatIon ). 

PUBLIC NUISANCE -- Any person(s) or circumstan~es.a!leged to be 
annoying unpleasant, or obnoxious to an IndIvIdual or the 
public w~lfare (e.g., general complaint about r?wdy party, 
firecrakers, peace disturbance). Whenever possIble, use 
more specific codes below. 

on 

012 

013 

014 

015 

016 

017 

018 

019 

020 

DRUNK -- Person is inebriated or alleged tr be inebriated. 

DISORDERLY -- Person is excessively loud, rowdy, annoying to 
~~~~o~t~he-rs or is alleged to be disorderly by a citizen or 

off i cer. 

VAGRANCY -- No visible means of support. 
when Drunk, 011. Do not use code 013 

LOITERING -- Person(s) 1 ingering in publ ic place (e.g., youths 
hanging out on corner). Appropriate for encounter that 
begins with police 0 Icer sayIng m . ff ' .,' ove along II 

PORNOGRAPHY -- Sale, distribution, or consumption of illegal 
sexual-related literature, film, ~. 

OBSCENE ACTIVITY -- Lewd, unchaste, indecent activity (e.g., 
indecent exposure, Peeping Tom). Do not code 016 when 
Pornography, 015 or Prostitution, 023. 

NOISE DISTURBANCE -- Use when someone complains about or officer 
investigates a loud party or gathering where they ha~e been 
disturbed by the excessive noise. (E.g., "That barkIng 

. - 1 II "They're dog next door keeps me from gettIng my seep. 
play i ng the i r ste reo for the who 1 e ne i ghbo rhood .11) 

PEDDLING BEGGING ~- A person selling pencils or other wares 
on'the street without a permit or begging for money. 

ARGUMENT, PARTICIPANTS UNSPECIFIED -- Any verbal dis~greement 
that stops short of violent physical contact WIth persons 
or property where type of participants is unknown. 

DOMESTlt ARGUMENT -- Any verbal disagreement between related 
family members (including couples "l iving together") that 
stops short of violent physical contact with persons or 
property. 
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021 NONDOMESTIC ARGUMENT -- Any verbal disagreement between non-related 
individuals that stops short of violent physical contact with persons or property. 

022 GAMBLING -- Any of a number of illegal gambling activities (e.g., 
book making, numbers, dice, ~.). 

023 PROSTITUTION -- Sexual relations for ~ (e.g., street walkers, call 
girls, illegal massage parlors). 

024 

025 

CURFEW VIOLATION OR TRUA~CY -- JUveniles or adUlts out after deSignated 
hours or a pupil Who stays away from school. 

KEEP THE PEACE - PREVENT POTENTIAL ARGUMENT __ Use this code, for 
example, When a woman requests pol ice protection while picking up 
her clothes from her house in a situation where she is leaving her 
husband. The officer is requested to be present so as to prevent any problem from developing. 

02.6 
JUVENILE. PROBLEM/DISTURBANCE (Non-specific) -_ Use this code for a 

complaint about juveniles that does not otherwise fit one of our 
other categories. ~ ... lithe boys are playing in the street again." "Those kid s keep tormen t i ng my dog." 

027 
ANNOYING/HARASSING TELEPHONE CALLS -- Use for any sort of harassm~t via 

telephone. If an obscene telephone call, code 027 in first slot 
and 016 in second slot. If clearly threatening call, code 027 in 
first and 091 in second. If telephoned bomb threat, Simply code 332. 

028 
HARASSMENT (non-specific) -- Use this code When a person complains 

that another person is haraSSing them, but does not specify 
any additional information that Would allow you to code a 
specific problem type. E.g., "my brother-in-law keeps coming 
around and haraSSing my wife and me." 

029 

030 

040 

FAM I L Y TROUBL E (un spec if led) -- Use t his code for a report of "fam iJ y 
trouble" where the nature of the trouble is unspecified (lly/e've 
got a family trouble at 12th and Walnut"). Do not Use this code 
When a more specific one applies (i.e., 029, Domestic Argument, 093, Domestic Fight, ~.). ___ 

NEIfGHBOR TROUBLE -- Use this code for a report of "neighbor trouble" 
where the nature of the pr,Oblem is otherwise unspecified. 

DRUG VIOLATIONS -- Includes sale, consumption, posseSSion, or exchange of Unspecified drugs. 

041 ALCOHOL CONTROL LAW VIOLATION -- Illegal possession, distribution, 
or consumption of alcohol (e.g., blue law violation, open 
after hours, speakeasy, underage drinking). Do not use 
code 041 is driving while intOXicated (471). 

042 MARIJUANA CONTROL LAW VIOLATION -- Includes sale, consumPtion, 
posseSSion, or exchange of marijuana. 
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043 NARCOTICS CONTROL LAW VIOLATION -- Includes sale, consumption, 
possession, or exchange of specified drugs other than 
marijuana. 

050 CIVIL DISORDERS (RIOTS, TERRORISM, PRISON DISORDERS) -- Violent, mass 
public disturbance,and the use of threats of force to intimidate 
or coerce. 

060 FAMILY NEGLECT/NONSUPPORT -- Use when a general reference to neglect 
or non-support of family members. 

061 CHILD NEGLECT -- Neglect, nonphysical abuse, or threat of force 
directed at a child by a member of the family (e.g., child 
abandonment, locking a child in a closet, not feeding a 
child, etc.). Do not code 061 where there is actual 
physical harm involved, code as Child Abuse, 101. 

062 NONPAYMENT OF SUPPORT -- Includes nonpayment of either child 
support or alimony payments. 

070 MISSING PERSON -- A call to report a person as missing or the discovery 
of a person reported as missing. If person calls with additional 
request for or report of information, use the 600 code first and 
070 second. 

080 

r I 

071 ,JUVENILE RUNAWAY -- A call to report a juvenile runaway, by parent 
or guardian,or the discovery of a juvenile runaway. See 
above for use of 600 codes. 

072 KIDNAP -- To carry or attempt to carry a person away by unlawful 
- force or by fraud and against the person1s will. 

MEDICJ~L ASSISTANCE -- An unspecified call for some form of medical help. 

081 "MAN DOWN" - CAUSE UNKNOWN -- A call ·that there is a person lying 
in a public place who may require some form of medical or 
emergency transport service. The person might be drunk, 
sick, dead, or anything else, but the call does not specify 
the cause. 

082 EIMERGENCY MED I CAL TRANSPORT NEEDED -- Use for the transport of 
medical personnel or medical case in emergency conditions 
(e.g., emergency warning signals, fast driving). 

083 FIRST AID, RESUSCITATION NEEDED -- Use when the call indicates that 
the police will be expected to administer first aid or 
resuscitation and not just to transport someone. 

084 OBSTETRIC -- Use for call related to emergency treatment of woman 
during pregnancy or childbirth. 
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085 MENTAL DISORDE~, INVOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZATI'ON 
problem IS presented to the ff' -- Code anytime that 
mentally ill or actin' ~ Icer as someone who is 

g Irrationally Incl d . h' category the process of .. . u e In t IS 
facility that occurs i commltlng someone to a mental health 

n a nonemergency setting. 

BLOOD RUN, SERUM DELIVERY - Th 
hospital, blood bank,-etc~ emergency transport of blood from 

086 

087 HELPING INVALID OR DISABLED PERSON 
jured person from one -- Use for mov.ing a sick or in-

bl room to another h I 
a ed person get back into bed 'f h 'I e ping an old or dis-
Do not use in emergency situ t' I t ey ve fallen out, etc. 
Medical Transport or 083 084 10ns where 082, EmergencY--

, " ~. apply. 

PHYSICAL INJURY INFLICTED BY PERSONS -- Use 
some physical harm infl' t d b for a general reference to 

091 

092 

095 

. f' Ice y one person h In ormation is not suff' . on anot er where 
categories below. IClent to code in one of the 

FIGHT (PHYSICAL) -- Any disagreement that 
contact with persons or property. includes violent physical 

093 

094 

DOMESTIC FIGHT -- A d' , 
physical contac~s:Treement that includes violent 
related famil th pe~sons or property between 
together"). y members (Including couples "I iving 

NONDOMESTI: FIGHT -- A disagreement 
physical contact with persons 
nonrelated individuals. 

that includes violent 
or property between 

994 G ANG FIGHT -- Use this code for a n _ " 
gangs of youths or other Don domestic fight involving 
involving more than two ;~rt.o.not use for all fights 
only when it is specified b IClpan~s, Rather Use 994 
complainant, or someone els~ theddfl~p~tcher, the citizen 

as e Inlte1y a gang fight. 

SIMPLE ASSAULT -- The physical attack b 
not accompanied by the use of y one person upon another a weapon. 

DOMESTIC ASSAULT -- The physical attack bone 
~nother not accompanied by the Use Yf person upon 
IS known that th . , 0 a weapon when it 
members (inc1 d· e partlclpan~s.are related family 

u Ing couples living together). 

096 
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097 NONDOMESTIC ASSAULT - The physical attack by one person upon 
another not accompanied by the use of a weapon when it 
is known that the participants are not related family 

members. ---

098 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT - Physical attack by one person upon another 
accompanied by the use of a weapon or other means likely to 

110 

115 

it I 

produce death or serious bodily harm. 

099 DOMESTIC AGGRAVATED ASSAULT - Code 099 when it Is known that 
the aggravated assault is between related family members 
(including couples 1 iving together). 

100 NONDOMESTIC AGGRAVATED ASSAULT - Code 100 when it is known 
that the aggravated assault is not between related 

family members. 

101 CHILD ABUSE __ Physical harm inflicted by a person on a child, most 
frequently a member of the family. Includes battered 

children. 

SUSPICIOUS PERSON __ A general request that there is a suspicious person 
in a neighborhood or a police officer stopping someone because of 
suspicious dress or activity. (Use this category unless officer or 
caller indicates with specificity what is expected, e.g., a drunk, 
someone using illegal drugs, etc.). For calls, "PerSoilw/a gun" 
should be coded 110 and weaponlmentioned, ~., a 2 in col. 37· 

111 PROWLER __ A report or officer-initiated action relating to an un
identified person in or near private property. 

112 GUNSHOT __ A report that someone has heard a gunshot at a 
particular location. 

113 SCREAMS -- A report that someone has heard screams at a 
particular location. 

SUSPECTED VIOLATOR -- Use for general reference to a suspected violator 
without more specific information. 

116 
PERSON WANTED BY THE POLICE -- Suspect or apparent violator in 

flight (e.g., parole violator, prison escapee, wanted for 
questioning, etc.). Do not code when person is fleeing from 
officer at start of event unless person fleeing is previously 
known to be wanted (e.g., burglar running away upon police 

arrival). -

117 REFUSE TO COMPLY/RESISTING ARREST -- Through verbal or physical 
means an individual refuses to obey a command given by a 
police officer (e.g., resisting arrest). Do not use this 
code if refused ~comply temporarily, but does comply after 

a verbal exchange. 
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120 

130 

140 

118 WEAPONS VIOLATION -- The unlawf I . discharge:;-f a weapon ( u posses~lon, sale, transfer or 
I icense, discharge of we . g., ~arrYlng a gun without a ' 
s d ff eapon In public pIa awe -0 shotgun or machine . t I )ce, possessing 
to Bomb Threat, 332. pIS 0 , etc. . Does not apply 

ROBBERY -- Us f e or a generalized f further information. re erence to a robbery without any 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

ATTEMPTED ROBBERY 

ROBBERY OF PRIVATE CITIZEN -- Th f . or threat of force Robb e t directly from a person by force 
physical attack Threat efryfmay or may not involve an actual 
f . . 0 orce is enough t I 

rom residence into this cate 0 p ace a theft 
sary to steal a purse must b gory .. More force than is neces-
242 in this category. e appl led to place Purse Snatch, 

ATTEMPTED ROBBERY OF PRIVATE CITIZEN 

ROBBERY.OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION --tlon accomplished by force or Theft from a financial institu-
of check-cashing agency,' bank threat of force (e.g. hold up robbery) . -~ , 

ATTEMPTED ROBBERY OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

ROBBERY.OF O:HER COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENT 
financial institution accomplished b fTheft from a non
force. Robbery ma or ma . y orce or threat of 
attack. Threat ofYfor ~ not Involve an actual physical 
commercial establ ishme~te ~stenouh~h to place a theft from 

f
in 0 t IS category ( 

o grocery store sh~p b.' e.g., hold up " ar, service station, etc.). 

ATTEMPTED ROBBERY OF OTHER COMMERCIAL ---ESTABLISHMENT 

SEXUAL ATTACK -- Use wh en a generalized reference 
sexual attack without specific information. to some form of 

131 

132 

133 

134 

ATTEMPTED SEXUAL ATTACK 

RAPE -- The carnal knowled e of or the threat of for~e affema~e throug~ the use of force 
or 0 a minor (e.g., statuatory rape). 

ATTEMPTED RAPE 

CHILD MOLESTATION -- A sexual attack upon a child. 

135 ATTEMPTED CHILD MOLESTATION 

DEATH ("DEAD BODY") -- R b d equest to respond to re t o y or suspicion of dead body (e II por on sighting of dead 
sleep, II death sme 11) U th' ~., my husband passed on in his 
death can be specifi~d. se IS code when no other reason for 
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141 ACCIDENTAL DEATH -- Death by accident (e.g., drowning, industrial 
accident, but not traffic fatality which is 414. 

142 SUICIDE -- Killing (or attempting to kill, 143) oneself 
intentionally. 

143 ATTEMPTED SUICIDE 

144 HOMICIDE -- Death of any person through the acts of another (but 
not traffic fatal ity which is 414). 

145 ATTEMPTED HOMICIDE 

150 CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATION -- Denying an individual their constitutional 
or legal rights. Do not code when pol ice officer does not inform 
individual of their rights. 

160 ADULT SUBJECT OF POLICE CONCERN (non-specific) -- Use this code for 
cases where the police are concerned about an adult's welfare, but 
no specific problem type appl ies. E.g., "I'm going to check on the 
old couple who live in the back apartment, we try to look in on 
them every couple of days." 

161 JUVENILE SUBJECT OF POLICE CONCERN (non-specific) 
that the subject of concern is a juvenile. 

Same as 160, except 

199 OTHER PROBLEM WITH PERSON -- A residual category that should not be 
used without sending a Trouble Sl ip to Team Leader. 

Problems with Property 

200 DISCOVERY OF MISSING OR STOLEN PROPERTY -- Code for a request for 
response or for a response to call of located, missing, or stolen 
property, or when pol ice officer discovers such property. 

205 MISSING OR STOLEN PROPERTY -- Use this code for an unspecified problem 
with property that does not fit any of the categories below. 

P' I 

210 LOST PROPERTY -- A report that someone has lost some form of 
property (e.g., a lost watch, a lost wallet, etc.). 

211 RETURN OF LOST PROPERTY -- Code when police officer returns lost 
property or caller reports recovery/return of lost property. 

221 THREAT TO TAKE PROPERTY -- Someone threatens to take away the 
property of another person. 

222 RETURN OF STOLEN PROPERTY -- Code when police officer returns 
stolen property; or when caller reports return/recovery of 
stolen property. 
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223 BUYING, RECEIVING, OR POSSESSING STOLEN PROPERTY -- The knowledge
able (or alleged knowledge) purchase, receipt, or possession 
of stolen property. 

230 THEFT, UNSPECIFiED -- Use for a generalized reference to stolen 
property. 

231 ATTEMPTED THEFT, UNSPECIFIED 

232 MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT -- Involves stealing or unauthorized (without 
owner consent) removal of an automobile, motorcycle, snow
mobile, motor boat, or other powered vehicle. 

233 ATTEMPTED MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 

234 THEFT FROM RESIDENCE -- The successful stealing of property from 
a residence where no indication of unlawful entry is present. 
It is the crime of stealth that leads only to the loss (or 
threatened loss) of property or cash within the confines of 
an individual's private dwell ing unit or ancillary building 
such as a garage, shed, or barn. 

235 ATTEMPTED THEFT FROM RESIDENCE 

236 THEFT FROM COMMERCIAL -- The successful stealing of property from a 
commercial or industrial establ ishment where no indication of 
unlawful entry is present. This does not include Shoplift
ing, 238. For example, items may be taken from the area 
within a security fence or by a person remaining in the 
store after hours. 

237 ATTEMPTED THEFT FROM COMMERCIAL 

238 SHOPLIFTING -- The stealing of articles from within a commercial 
establishment during regular store hours. 

239 ATTEMPTED SHOPLIFTING 

240 THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE -- The stealing of articles from a motor 
vehicle (e.g., stolen motor vehicle parts and accessories, 
stolen audio equipment, etc.). 

241 ATTEMPTED THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE 

242 PURSE SNATCHED/POCKET PICKED -- Theft of either purse or wallet 
where no more force than is necessary to remove the property 
from the individual is exhibited. If excessive force is 
used, c0de as Robbery of Private Citizen, 122. 

243 ATTEMPTED PURSE SNATCH/POCKET PICKED 

250 BURGLARY -- Use when a general ized reference to a burglary without 
specific information to use one of the more detailed codes 
listed be low. 
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251 RESIDENTIAL -- The successful theft that i~vdolV7s1 
BURGLARY, f . d or re 1 ated res I ent I a 

the unlawful entry 0 resl e~c~ or barn. Thefts com
building such as a garage, s e ! ht t be in the 

. d b s that have a rIg 0 ) 
mltte Y person 1 uests and service workers 
p~oP~~t6e(~;~~d ~~r~~~~t ~rom Residence, 234. I~dan 
s ou f 1 attempt code as 282, Break-In, Resl en -unsuccess u , 
tial. 

f 1 t~ ft that involves the 
252 BURGLARY, COMMERCIAL -- The succe~sluor ;~dustrial establish-

unlawful entry of.a c~mmer~l:tore after closing or 
ment (e.g., breakIng Int~ty fence and taking items). If 
breaking through a securl d 284 Break-in 
an unsuccessfu 1 attempt, co e as, ' 
Commerc i a 1. 

__ Use for generalized reference 
UNWANTED/UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY OR ~RE~E~~~ry where specific information is 

to an unwanted or unauthorlz
f
e h re detailed codes listed below. 

not available to code one 0 t e mo . 
. restricted public 

271 TRESPASSING -- To nonforceably ent7r prIvate or 
~~~a~r-e-a-without permission or rIght. 

280 

T forceably enter one's 
272 TRESPASSING, RESI~ENTI~Ll-- °e~~~ without permission or right 

private resldentla prop h d a known in-
C riding or walking throug a yar , 
d~~~d~al [friend] walking into an unlocked house or 
ancillary building). 

T nonforceably enter a commercial, 
273 TRESPASSING, ~OMMERCIAL --. ~ed public area without permission 

industrlal(, or res:rllc d yard jumping a fence around a 

274 

or right e.g., ral roa , 
school). 

CLE U~e this code when a car 
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF MOTOR VEHI I --rmlssion but is not con-

i s used wi thout the own~~ s b~,~ther took my car over. to 
sidered stolen. E.g., I Y d I want him to brIng 
Elletsvill e when I wasn t aroun . 

• h I" it back rIg t noW. 

f to a break-in. 
BREAK-IN -- Use for a generalized re erence 

281 

282 

283 

MS Use when cannot discern 
ATTEMPT['D BREAK-IIUINCLUDING ALAR. -0- r residential. Also use 

whether location is commerCIal 
when location is public/governmental property such as 

schoo 1. 
fIt y of a residence or 

BREAK-IN, RESIDENTIAL -- The.un~aw u en r property is 
related residential bUIldIng where no 
removed from the premise. 

ATTEMPTED BREAK-IN, RESIDENTIAL/INCLUDING ALARMS 
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28·4 BREAK-I N. COMMERC I AL -- The un 1 awfu 1 entry of a commerc i a 1 
premise or related commercial building where no property 
is removed from the premise. For this category entry 
will almost always be by force or stealth. 

285 ATTEMPTED BREAK-IN, COMMERCIAL/INCLUDING ALARMS 

286 BREAK-IN, MOTOR VEHICLE -- The unlawful entry of a motor 
vehicle such as a car, truck, or boat where no property 
is removed from the vehicle. This category will involve 
entry by force or stealth. 

287 ATTEMPTED BREAK-IN, MOTOR VEHICLE/INCLUDING ALARMS 

290 SUSPICIOUS PROPERTY CONDITION -- General request to respond to report or 
sighting of property condition (excluding motor vehicle) that "does 
not appear right. 11 

291 PECULIAR OR PUZZLING CIRCUMSTANCE -- Request to respond to report 
or sighting of extraordinary or supernatural circumstances 
(~., UFOs, unusual noise, or explosion, etc.). 

292 SUSPICIOUS MOTOR VEHICLE -- Request to respond to report or sight
ing ()f motor vehicle that "does not appear right" or "does 
not belong in the area." 

293 OPEN DOOR OR WINDOW A report that a door or window is unexplain-
ably open, ajar, or looks like it might have been open. 

294 DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE -- This code should be used when the police 
receive a report that someone has found dynamite, blasting 
caps" ammunition, etc., and wants the police to investigate. 
See ellso 532, Transport dangerous substance, for cases where 
the request is f.or the pol ice to haul such items av:ay. 

300 DAMAGED PROPERTY -- A generalized reference to damaged property . 

310 UNINTENTIONALLY DAMAGED PROPERTY -- Code this when there is a re
quest for response-or-response to call of damaged property 
where there is no intent {or use of force} to destroy 
property (~., tree fell on house, baseball through 
window, etc.). 

311. UTILITY PROBLEM -- Code this when there is a request for 
response or response to call about a public utility 
problem or dangerous situation (e.g., street lights out, 
gas leak, down wire, transformersparks, water main 
break, open fire hydrant causing flooding). 

312 FIRE IN PROGRESS -- Response to report or sighting of fire in 
progress. 
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313 

314 

FIRE ALARM/SMOKE -- Use when response to report or sighting 
of smoke or knowledge of fire alarm. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD OR DISASTER -- Any call or response to 
call about potential or actual weather or environmental 
oroblem (e.g., oil spill, tornado touched down, hail 
~tones, flooding condition). 

INTENTIONALLY DAMAGED PROPERTY A general reference to property that 
. was damaged intentionally in some manner. 

331 

332 

340 

THREAT TO DAMAGE PROPERTY A threat to harm property (e.g., 11m 
gonna knock this shed down. II

). 

BOMB TH~EAT -- Use for response to report of an explosive device 
set to go off. 

VANDALISM The malicious damage of property. There has to be 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

intent to damage property. 

VANDALISM, RESIDENTIAL -- The lnal icious damage (or attem~t to 
damage) of residential property. There has to be Intent 
to damage property. The following are acts to be coded 
in this category: egging, smashing mailbox, spray 
painting, "l awn jobs,11 window soaping, and felling 
trees. Do not code acts of minor damage when they are 
unintentional, such as running through flowe~s a~te~ a 
baIlor breaking a tree limb by swinging on It; IncI
dents like these can be coded as Unintentionally 
Damaged Property, 310. 

VANDALISM COMMERCiAL -- The mal icious damage (or attempt to 
da:'1,;ge) of such property. There has to be intent to 
damage property. 

VANDALISM PUBLIC PROPERTY -- The malicious damage (or attempt 
to damage) of such property. There has to be intent to 
damage property. 

VANDALISM MOTOR VEHICLE -- The malicious damage (or attempt 
to damage) of a motor vehicle. As with 341,342, and 
343, there must be intent to damage or else code 
Unintentionally Damaged Property, 310. 

LITTERING, TRASH IN THE STREETS A complairt th~t someone 
is or has deposited trash in the street or In some other 
unauthorized place. 

TAMPERING WITH AN AUTO -- Use this code where there is not 
enough information to spe~!fy a theft or an attempted 
theft, or vandal ism. ThIs code would apply, fo~ . 
example, to a repprt that "there are two boys sitting 
. t II In my car a ______ 
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350 ARSON -- The suspected or actual setting of a fire in which 
_.- property damage occurred. Do not code 350 when 1 eaf or 

grass fire gets out of hand and causes damage; code as 
Fire in Progress, 312. 

351 ATTEMPTED ARSON 

352 THREATENED ARSON -- The threat to burn anotherls property 
(e.g., "I 1m gonna burn your house down."). 

370 PROBLEMS WITH MONEY/CREDIT/DOCUMENTS -- A general ized reference to some 
problem with money, credit, or documents . 

399 

410 

371 

372 

FORGERY OR COUNTERFEITING -- To imitate a signature on a legal 
document or to imitate legal or exchange tender (e.g., making 
bogus money and making bogus entertainment ticket~ 

FRAUD OR EMBEZZLEMENT -- Deceit or trickery with the intent of 
taking property or cash from ~nother person (e.g., passing 
bogus money, tokens or tickets, con games, fly-by-!-dght 
swindle, and altering of financial accounts). 

373 BAD CHECK/BAD CREDIT CARD -- Offering a stolen or invalid check, 
draft, or credit card in a financial transaction. 

374 REFUSE TO PAY -- Refusal of an i~dividual to give payment for goods 
or services that were consumed. 

375 UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICE -- Includes mislabeling, bait and switch, 
overcharging, failure to provide agreed services or goods, 
or other practices unfair to consumers. 

376 HOUSING CODE/ZONING VIOLATIONS -- Includes illegal occupancy, 
eviction, housing permit violation (e.g., fire or safety 
regulations) . 

377 LANDLORD - TENANT DISPUTE Code for disagreement between landlord 
& tenant not involving serious argument or other distL!,bance. 

378 VIOLATION OF CITY ORDINANCE -- Use for situation where, for 
example, someone is cited for burning leaves in the street, 
or for letting their dog run loose,~. Do not use for 
parking violations (451) or any other violations where a 
more specific problem type would apply. 

OTHER PROBLEMS WITH PROPERTY -- Residual category to be used only 
when sending Trouble Sl ip to Team Leader. 

Traffic Problems 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT -- A report of a motor vehicle accident where no indi
cation of occurrence or extent of personal injury is given. 
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411 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT, PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY -- Anything from a damaged 
fender to a chain reaction or total wreck that has no 
personal injury. A collision need not have occurre~if 
property damage results from the efforts of a driver to 
avoid a collision. 

412 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT, PERSONAL INJURY -- Any type of motor vehicle ac
cident where there is bodily injury due to presence in a 
motor vehicle involved in an accident. An actual collision 
is not necessary if personal injury occurred as a result of 
a driver's efforts to avoid a collision. 

413 

414 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT, PEDESTRIAN HIT -- Any type of motor vehicle ac
cident where someone other than a rider in a motor vehicle 
reports bodily injury. The exception to this is a Hit and 
Run, 420. 

TRAFFIC FATALITY A traffic accident in which someone Is killed. 

420 HIT AND RUN (person injured) -- Hitting a ~erson with a motor 
vehicle, or being involved in a personal injury automobile 
accident, and then escaping. See 421, Leaving the scene, 
if no injury is involved. 

421 LEAVING THE SCENE (property damage) -- Hitting property with a 
motor ve~icle, or being involved in a automobile accident 
where no personal injuries occur, and then escaping. See 
420, Hit and run, if anyone is injured in the accident. 

440 ROAD BLOCK A pol ice action to block moving traffic on a street, 

450 

road, or highway. 

VEHICLE VIOLATION -- Use for a generalized reference to a violation 
related to a motor vehicle. 

451 

452 

453 

PARKING VIOLATION -- Vehicle in violation of street parking ordi
nance (e.g., double parking, overtime meter, two spaces, too 
far fromlCurb, wrong direction, no parking zone, etc.). 

ABANDONED VEHICLE -- Motor vehicle abandoned (i.e., not possible 
to move on own power or left for junk). ---

EQUIPMENT OR INSPECTION LACKING -- Covers any time pol ice officer 
suspects, sights, or stops a motor vehicle travelling without 
proper equipment or current inspection (e.g., tailor head 
lights out, tail pipe, or other malfun=tioning equipment). 

454 MISSING OR IMPROPER LICENSE PLATE/REGISTRATION -- Covers any time 
police officer stops vehicle because license plate is not 
visible or out of date or registration is found to be 
missing. 
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455 ROUTINE CHECK -- Covers any time police officer stops vehicle to 
"check it over l

' as a matter of routine or random check. 

460 TRAFFIC FLOW PROBLEMS -- Use for a generalized reference to a problem 
related to traffic flow. 

461 TRAFFIC SIGNAL DISORDER -- Code when pol ice officer stops to check 
a report of a disorder or sights a disordei (e.g., malfunc
tioning traffic light, broken traffic sign, etc.). 

462 TRAFFIC OBSTRUCTION OR CONGESTION ~- Code when pol ice officer pro
ceeds to investigate or call received for traffic slowdown 
or stoppage (e.g., unknown tie-up), Do not use this code 
when a Motor Vehicle Accident is indicated. 

463 

464 

DIRECT TRAFFIC Use this when officer is dispatched to direct 
traffic or directs traffic as a result of a problem. 

PEDESTRIAN CONTROL/SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS -- Use for encounters or 
calls that involve pedestrian control or the provision of 
school crossing guards. 

465 ROAD CONDITION -- Includes street depression, soft shoulders, 
falling rocks, washout of road, flooded street. 

470 MOVING VIOLATION -- Covers any moving traffic violation for which a 
violator may receive a ticket (with the exception of Hit and Run 
420; Driving While Intoxicated, 471; and Excess Speed, 472) (e.g:, 
r7ckless d~ivin~, running stoplight or sign, not using turn --
signal, tailgating, open alcohol in car, etc.). 

471 DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE -- An encounter or a call involving a 
suspicion, sighting, or determination of an operator to be 
d~jving while intoxicated. 

472 EXCESS SPEED -- An encounter or a call involving a SUspIcion, 
sighting, or determination of an operator driving faster 
than the legal limit. 

480 ASSIST MOTORIST ~- A general reference to the need to assist a motorist 
in some manner either unspecified or not related to disabled 
vehicle or road directions. 

481 DISABLED VEHICLE -- Motor vehicle temporarily broken down (e.g., 
engine trouble, flat, out of gas, keys locked in car, etc.). 

482 ROAD DIRECTIONS -- Code when individual asks pol ice officer "How 
do I get to .... " 

499 OTHER TRAFFIC PROBLEMS -- A residual category that should not be used 
without sending Trouble Slip to Team Leader. 
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505 

506 

507 

510 

520 

Service Problems 

GENERAL REQUEST FOR SERVICE -- A general request for service that cannot 
be coded within one of the more specific categories. 

ASSIST PERSON LOCKED IN OR OUT OF HOME, OFFICE, OTHER BUILDING -- Use 
when the pol ice help someone into such circumstances, or are re
quested to do so. Do not us7 for helpi~g a person into a locked 
car, this is coded as 481, Qisabled Vehicle. 

EMERGENCY - NATURE UNSPECIFIED -- Use when it is clear that the problem 
is of an emergency nature, but no details that would allow you to 
specify the problem further are available. E.g., IIWeive got an 

. . ht ylll emergency down at the warehouse, get there rig awa. 

REQUEST FOR SURVEILLANCE -- A request to have the police look after 
something in general or an unspecified request for extra patrol, 

5·11 

512 

513 

HOUSE/VACATION CHECK OR EXTRA RESIDENTIAL PATROL -- This c~de ap-
pI ies to request for house check activities ~f a pol IC7 of~ 
ficer that involve the surveillance or checkl~g of resld7nce 
such as would be requested when the occupant IS on vacation 
or trouble has occurred there earl ier. When caller reports 
return from vacation and/or requests termination of house 
check, use 620 + 511 in that o'rder. 

COMMERCIAL DOOR CHECK -- This code appl ies to the routine activi
ties of a police officer that involve checking to see that 
doors are locked and windows are closed. 

STORE OPENING OR CLOSING CALL/IIALARM SETII -- ~his appl!es.to . 
phoned-in calls where a store is reportl~g that It Is.o~enlng 
or closing so that pol ice can adjust their patrol actiVity 
and to situations where police are present to watch store 
opening or closing. 

ESCORT -- The request for escort or provIsion of an offic7r o~ foot or 
in a vehicle to accompany an individual to some dest~na~l~n, Do 
not code this category if the officer transports an IndiVidual from 
one location to another-r530, 531,730). 

521 

522 

523 

EMERGENCY ESCORT -- The request or provision of.a vehicle to ac
company another vehicle under emergenc~ clrcu~s~ances (e.g., 
escort of ambulance, fire truck, or private citizen). 

BANK/MONEY ESCORT -- The request or provision of officer or pol ice 
vehicle to accompany someone making a deposit of money. 

FUNERAL/PARADE ESCORT -- The request or provision of escort 
services related to a funeral or parade. 
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530 

540 

550 

560 

599 

610 

~ 
---

TRANSPORT -- The request for, or response to a request for, taking a 
person in a vehicle from one location to another; nonmedical 
transport (e.g., prisoner transport, bringing home accident victim, 
transporting person with large amount of money). Use 530 only when 
the status of the person to be transported is unknown; otherwise 
use 531 or 730. 

531 TRANSPORT PERSON NOT IN CUSTODY -- Any request, or response to 
request, for transport where the person to be transported 
is not in custody. 

532 TRANSPORT DANGEROUS SUBSTANCE -- Use this code when the pol ice are 
requested to transport a dangerous substance from one loca
tion to another. For example, a case where someone has 
found blasting caps and requests the pol ice to remove them to 
a safe location. See also 294 if no request to transport is 
made. 

COURIER -- Code when officer is dispatched (or request for courier) to 
carry equipment, documents, or other materials for a citizen or 
public official, or when he provides same (e.g., coffee run for 
dispatchers, lega-l-papers to courthouse, or-other pickUp and 
del ivery). 

ANIMAL PROBLEM -- This code appl ies to a request or response to any 
problem that is animal related (e.g., lost, found, dead, rabid, 
treed, dangerous, etc. animal). ---

POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS, OFFICER FRIENDLY, SCHOOL VISIT -- Use when 
an officer makes a PCR type presentation to a school group or other 
type of group. This does not require a formal presentation, just 
stopping in to give crime prevention information to a block club 
meeting would qual ify. 

OTHER SERVICE -- A residual category that should not be used without 
sending a Trouble Sl ip to a Team Leader. 

Information Problems 

Note: A 600 code is used as the first (or only) code when the call is 
primarily information related. A 600 code used as the second 
problem code means that the request for or offer of info is 
se~arate from the first problem. If a second code can be found 
to describe the info desired or given, place this second code in 
second problem code slot. 

PERSON WANTS INFORMATION -- An unspecified request for information. 

611 POLICE OR CRIME-RELATED INFORMATION -- Code this when an individual 
wants to know about a specific police or crime related matter 
that is not about a particular case (e.g., IIHow many tickets 
does it take to lose a I icense?11 IIDidthey get the person 
breaking into houses around here?11 IIWhat are the best locks 
to buy?II). 
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61Jt INFORMATION ABOUT A PARTICULAR CASE OR CIRCUMSTANCE VIS A VIS 
POLICE -- In this instance no other request for service is 
made except for the police to provide the citizen with infor
mation (e.g., "v/here is my towed car?"). If a request for 
service ~part and parcel of the request for information 
(e.g., liDo the pol ice here provide escort services for in-
d ividual s?" Pol ice response: "Yes." "Wi 11 you come now?"); 
then code only the request for service. Often a citizen will 
call to find out about the status of a case the person is in
volved in, either as a complainant, victim, defendant, or 
witness. These inquiries would be coded as 612. If the 
citizen does not specify that the information desired per
tains to a particular problem or situation in which the per
son is involved, do not code 612; use 611 or 613 instead. 

613 NONPOLICE RELATED INFORMATION -- Code when individual wants to know 
something about a n.onpol ice-'related matter (e.g., "Why is the 
Post Office or bank closed today?"). --

614 DIRECTIONS (NONTRAFFIC) -- Code when a citizen calls in or hails an 
off i cer and asks for genera 1, nontraff i c direct ions. (For 
traffic directions, use' 482.) 

620 PERSON \~ANTS TO GIVE INFORMATION -- It can be used for a tip, but is not 
1 imited to such a connotation. Use, for example, when a person 
calls in to give additional information about an incident that 
occurred previously. 

625 REPORT OF A FALSE ALARM -- Use this code when someone notifies the 
police that their alarm has gone off accidentally, and that there 
is no problem requiring police attention. 

630 OFFICER WANTS INFORMATION (LICENSE CHECK) -- Code only when the police 
- officer asks specific question of the individual about pol ice re

lated business (e.g., "Have you seen ... 1" "What are you doing 
here?" etc.). Donot code when officer is trying to help individu
al and happens to ask questions such as would occur in most en
counters. Use when caller is an officer requesting pol ice-
related information. 

640 OFFICER w'ANTS TO GIVE INFORMATION -- Use when officer initiates contact 
to tell someone something the officer thinks they need to know. 

650 HOSPITAL OR OTHER MEDICAL REPORT TO THE POLICE -- Use for reports to the 
polic1e of such items as gunshot wounds, drug overdoses, etc., 

:r f t'l .... 

where the hospital, doctor's office, or other medical faCTfity is 
notifying the pol ice without (necessarily) requesting that the 
pol ice take any action. 
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660 REQUEST FOR A SPECIFIC POLICE UNIT. PROBLEM UNSPECIFIED -- Use when a 
caller requests to speak with the juvenile officer, the family 
crisis unit, the animal control officer, etc., but does not other
wi se tell the operator what the prob'lem isthat he/she wi shes to 
discuss. Calls for service coders could then follow up with a 31 
response code (or perhaps an 09) and code the particular type of 
unit requested with the assignment code (see List of Agency and 
Police Unit Types). 

690 OTHER INFORMATION PROBLEM -- A residual category that should not be used 
without sending a Trouble Sl ip to a Team Leader. 

Legal Procedures 

710 PAPERS TO BE SERVED -- A residual code for a general reference to the 
need to serve papers. 

711 WARRAtH TO BE SERVED -- A request or response to a request for ad
ministering a writ authorizing an arr~st of an individual 
to the individual, including traffic warrants. 

712 SUBPOENA TO BE SERVED -- A request or response to a request about a 
legal document ordering a person to appear in court or other 
legal document such as an eviction notice or sheriff's note 
of closing a business establishment. 

720 ALCOHOL OR DRUG TEST -- A request or response to a request to administer 
or the administering of sobriety tests (e.g., breathalyzer, "Walk 
by putting one foot in front of the ot~er:rr "Let me smell your 
breath," etc.). 

730 TRANSPORT PERSON IN CUSTODY -- A request or the activity of transporting 
a prisoner from one facil ity to another. 

740 CITIZEN WANTS TO FILE OR DROP CHARGES -- Use this code for a citizen's 
request to file or drop charges against someone, where this request 
is the reason for their call to the police. For example, "I filed 
charges against yesterday, but I've changed my mind. 
Will you let him gO?" 

799 OTHER LEGAL PROCEDURES -- A residual code that should not be used 
without sending Trouble Slip to Team Leader. 

Miscellaneous Prob~ems 

810 NO PROBLEM (IIALL QUIET") -- Code for a response to investigate a request 
made to the pol ice officer where the officer indicates nothing is 
the matter (e.g., outcome of citizen asking to check on suspicious 
person, "Unable to locate anyone"). Not to be used in coding c:alls 
for service. 

811 NO CONTACT ("GONE ON ARRIVAL") 
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812 DONIT KNOW PROBLEM -- Code when no indication is given other than 
to proceed to a specified location (e.g., IIProceed to 1st St. 
and wait until further instructions,11 or request for service 
is garbled, unintelligible etc. 

820 COMPLAINT AGAINST A POLICE OFFICER -- Note this change (see 821). This 
code should be used when a citizen complains about a pol ice of
ficer, and not about police service in general or in a particular 
case. 

821 COMPLAINT ABOUT POLICE SERVICE -- Use this code when the citizenls com
plaint is about pol ice service and not about what a particular of
ficer did (or did not do). E.g., 1IIIve called three times already 
and no one has shown up yet/lor IIWhy donlt we ever see a patrol 
car out here. 11 

830 INTERNAL AFFAIRS INVESTIGATION -- Use this code for encounters that re
sult from an officer engaging in an Internal Affairs Investigation. 

840 COMPLIMENTS FOR POLICE -- Code when individual has a compliment about a 
member of the police department (e.g., courageous pol ice work, 
beyond the call of duty, courtesy, etc.). 

850 

860 

870 

871 

8]2 

PERSON JUST NEEDS SOMEONE TO TALK TO -- This category should only be 
used if the citizen initiates no request for information or ser
vice, or does not offer to give the officer information about some 
past or anticipated event (e.g., chatting, talking, about the 
weather, lonely, etc.). 

IRRATIONAL OR CRANK CALL TO POLICE Any call for which the request/ 
information provided by citizen literally makes no sense, is irra
tional or is overtly a hoax. Do not use this code if there is ~ 
questi~n about the authenticity of request/information ~ if any 
pol ice personnel ind icates to you that the call is (wi 11 be found 
to be) groundless. 

861 . FALSE REPORT 

OFFICER IN NEED OF AID/PROVIDE WEAPONS COVER -- This is used where of
ficer is dispatched to be back-up firepower in serious incident 
(e.g., apprehending a dangerous, armed criminal, holed-up armed 
robbers, sharpshooter needed). 

BACK UP AN OFFICER - OTHERWISE UNSPECIFIED, NO EMERGENCY -- Use this 
code where an officer is requested to back up another officer but 
no problem type is specified. Also there should be no mention of 
an emergency need for back up. If there is an emergency need, it 
should be coded as 870, Officer in need of aid. 

MEET AN OFFICER - PROBLEM NOT SPECIFIED -- Use when an officer is in
structed to meet another officer, but no mention of the problem 
to be dealt with is made. 
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874 ASSIST OTHER DEPARTMENT - PROBLEM NOT SPECIFIED -- Use when an of
ficer is instructed to assist another police department, but 
no mention of the problem to be dealt with is made. This 
code would normally be used by Historical calls coders. 

875 REQUEST OFFICER CONTACT OWN DEPARTMENT OR DISTRICT STATION EITHER 
BY PHONE OR IN PERSON 

899 OTHER MISCELLANEOUS A residual code that should riot be used without 
sending a Trouble Slip to a Team Leader. 

994 (listed on page 4 of Appendix A) 
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I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

r f 

CODE MANUAL 

GENERAL CATEGORIES FOR PROBLEM TYPE CODES 

Violent Crime 
072 
095-101 
120-127 
130-135 
144 
145 
420 

Interpersonal 
"Private 
020 
029 
093 

"pub1 ic 
019 
021 
025 
030 
050 
090 
091 
092 
094 
377 
994 

Ki dnap 
Assault 
Robbery 
Sexual assault 
Homicide 
Attempted homicide 
Hit and run 

Conf1 ict 
Arguments" 
Domestic arguments 
Fami 1y trouble 
Domestic fight 

Arguments" 
Arguments, participants unspecified 
Non-domestic argument 
Keeping peace 
Neighbor trouble 
Civil disorder 
Physical injury inflicted by person 
Threatened physical injury 
Fight, participants not specified 
Non-domestic fight 
Landlord-tenant dispute 
Gang fight 

Medical Problem 
412 Personal Injury traffic aocident 
413 Traffic accident involving pedestrian 
414 Traffic fatality 
420 Hit and run 
080-084 Medical problems (MAN DOWN, EMT, EMS, etc.) 
086 Blood run 
140-143 Death, accidental, suicide, suicide attempts 

Public Morals 
015 
016 
022 
023 
040-043 

Crime 
Pornography 
Obscene activity 
Gambling 
Prostitution 
Drug violations (of control laws) 
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V. 

VI. 

V II. 

VIII. 

IX. 

I 
I 

I 

I 

Family neglect, non-support 
Civil rights violation 
Threat to take property 
Buying, selling, or receiving stolen goods 
Theft and attempted theft, including burglary 
Break-ins and attempted break-Ins 
Intentional damage including vandalism and arson 

':,..1' ' 

Non-v i ol'ent 
060-062 
150 
220-221 
223 
230-252 
280-287 
330-353 
370-375 
421 
861 

Theft or misuse of money, credit, documents, contracts 
Leaving the scene of a property damage traffic accident 
False report 

Traffic problem 
410-472 All traffic-related incidents except assist motorist 

and give directions 

Dependent 
011 
070 
071 
085 
087 
143 
160 
161 

Persons 
Drunk 
Missing person 
Juvenile runaway 
Mentally disordered 
I nva 1 i d 
Attempted suicide 
Adult subject of police concern, unspecified 
Juvenile subject of police concern, unspecified 

Public nuisance 
010 Public nuisance or disturbance, unspecified 
011 Drunk 
012 Disorderly 
013 Vagrancy 
014 Loitering 
017 Noise disturbance 
018 Peddling, begging 
024 Curfew violation or truancy 
026 Juvenile problem/disturbance 
027 Annoying, harassing phone calls 
028 Harassment, non-specific 
270-274 Trespassing, unauthorized use of auto 
376 Housing code/zoning violations 
378 Violation of city ordinance 

Suspicious circumstance 
110-113 Suspicious person, prowler, gunshot, screams 
115-118 Person wanted, suspect, weapons violation 
290-294 Suspicious property condition 
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X. Assistance 
200 
210 
300 
310 
311-314 
480-481 
506 
550 
560 
850 
860 

Property problem 
Lost property 
Damaged property 
Unintentionally damaged property 
Util ity problem, fire, hazard or disaster 
Assist motorist 
Assistance to person locked out 
A~li ma I prob I em 
Police/community relations 
Person just needs someone to talk to 
Irrational or crank call to police 

And if no other problem code is indicated: 
005 Meet complainant 
199 Other problem with person 
200 Discovery of missing or stolen property 
399 Other property problem 
505 General request for service 
507 Emergency, unspecified 
510-513 House check, commercial check, alarm check 
520-523 Escorts 
530-532 Transports 

X I. I nformat i on Reques ts 

XII. 

XIII. 

If no other 
482 
610-614 
699 

problem code is indicated: 
Road directions 
Request for information 
Other information problem 

Information for Police 

If no other 
205 
211 
222 
620 
625 
650 
820 
821 
840 

problem code is indicated: 
Missing or stolen property 
Return of lost property 
Return of stolen property 
Person wants to give information 
Report of unintentional alarm 
Hospital 0 r other report to police 
Complaint against police officer 
Complaint about police service 
Compliment for police 

Internal Police Operations 

I f no other 
540 
630 
640 
71 0-799 
830 
870-875 
899 

problem code is indicated: 
Cour i er 
Officer wants information 
Officer wants to give information 
Internal legal procedures 
Internal affairs investigation 
Officer assists 
Other miscellaneous 
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